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ABSTRACT
Most modem Canadian corporate law statutes are similar to their United States’
counterparts, and dissimilar to statutes regulating the English economy. That
notwithstanding - despite observations that United States’ authorities played an important
role in decisions of early Canadian courts - English authorities are routinely cited by
present day Canadian courts when dealing with Canadian corporations. My purpose
through this thesis was to explore that phenomenon.
I began by establishing the efficacy of the observation that United States’ authorities
were important to early Canadian courts. To that end I contrasted the favorable reception
of United States’ authorities reflected by the early decisions of the Maritime courts with
the less favorable reception reflected by those of the Upper Canada courts.
To attempt to explain that contrast I explored the individuals that populated each of the
respective benches and their historical context. I found that while United Empire
Loyalists with strong ties to British America populated the Maritime benches, citizens of
the British Realm with no affiliation to the Revolutionary War dominated the Upper
Canada bench. Based on these findings I have proposed that the collective backgrounds
of the respective benches influenced their reception of United States’ authorities.
KEYWORDS
Historical corporate law; history of corporate law; corporate law; historical company law;
company law; joint stock companies; charter corporations; letters patent corporations;
registered companies; Canadian corporate law; American corporate law; Canadian
company law; American company law; corporations and the American revolution;
Canadian courts and the American Revolution; Canadian law and the American
Revolution; origins of Canadian corporate law; corporations at common law; comparative
corporate law; 19th century corporate law; early Canadian judges; early Nova Scotia
judges; early New Brunswick judges; early Upper Canada judges; Canadian courts and
English precedent; Canadian courts and American precedent; Canadian courts and
English influence; Canadian courts and American influence.
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PART I
1) INTRODUCTION
As I planned this introductory paragraph I looked around my apartment in London,
Ontario.1 1 was sitting in front of my Apple computer,2 poised to type what came to my
mind in Microsoft Word.3 To my right, I could see the distracting flicker of my Insignia
television,4 as I waited in anticipation for CBS5 - a television channel supplied t ome
through a coaxial cable6 - to provide me with a live broadcast feed of Super Bowl
XLIV.7 To my left sat a pile of textbooks that I had borrowed from the University of
Western Ontario law library for the purpose of researching this thesis.89All the while, in
the background Alicia Keys sang to me.? As I skimmed over the other contents in my
apartment, but for the chattels I had made myself,! could not identify an object that was
not of corporate manufacture.
Clearly, corporations played a significant role in my life at the time I was writing this
thesis.10 Corporations also appeared to play a significant role in the lives of my peers;
whose apartments did not appear much different from mine. In fact, the presence of
corporations seemed to be as ubiquitous as the presence of individuals throughout
Canadian society. Corporations were the giants that fueled our economic system. I could
not imagine economic activity in the absence of corporations.

1 My apartment at the time was situated on a plot of land in which the Condominium Corporation, which is a London
based corporation, held an estate in fee simple.
2 That Apple computer was a product of Apple Inc, which was a California based corporation incorporated in 1977.
3 Microsoft Word was a piece of word processing software developed by the Microsoft Corporation, which was a
Washington based corporation incorporated in 1975.
4 Insignia televisions were produced by Best Buy Co Inc, which was a Minnesota based corporation incorporated in
1966.
5 CBS was a television channel broadcasted by the Columbia Broadcasting System, which was a New York based
corporation incorporated in 2005.
6 My cable television was supplied by Rogers Communication Inc, which was a Toronto based corporation
incorporated in 1920.
7 Super Bowl XLIV was a sporting and religious event organized by the National Football League, which was an
unincorporated association o f 32 various bodies corporate founded in 1920.
8 The University of Western Ontario law library is located at the University of Western Ontario - which was
incorporated in 1878 - headquarters in London, Ontario.
9 Alicia Keys is (note the anomalous use of present tense that reflects the facts that legends never die) an incredibly
talented singer and pianist affiliated with the Columbia Records record label. The Columbia Records record label was a
form of property held by Sony Music Entertainment Inc, which was a New York based corporation incorporated in
1929.
10 The types of corporate forms have been defined under the heading “Part I I :: I) Legal Framework:: 1.2) Corporate
Law”, Throughout my academic career I have become accustom to using the notation
to represent the traversal of a
heading to a subheading; I have used such a notation throughout this thesis.
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Despite such strong economic dependence on corporations, until the 1970s Canadian
corporate law remained largely underdeveloped. In early 1967 the Canadian Parliament
commissioned Robert Dickerson to form a committee [Dickerson Committee] for the
purpose of examining corporate law in Canada.11 The Dickerson Committee suggested
sweeping reform in its report entitled Proposals fo r a New Business Corporations Law
fo r Canada.12 As the Dickerson Committee said in the introduction of its report, the need
for reform was motivated by the sad fact that Canadian corporate law had largely
neglected Canadian economic development and the involvement of corporations in that
development.13
In the absence of any statutory attention, Canadian corporate law included many bizarre
strains of precedent. It was a patchwork o f arid extra-jurisdictional precedents, especially
English precedents, applied without adaptation to disputes that were brought before the
Canadian courts.
Now, primarily due to the efforts of the Dickerson Committee, those strains have been
statutorily attenuated in Canadian corporate law. However, their shadowy presence
continues in the common law system.14Furthermore, at times, those strains resurface.
The purpose of this paper is to explore and explain the misguided development of
Canadian corporate law, focusing on Canadian dependence on English judgments, prior
to the Dickerson Report.
I have included three examples of bizarre strains of precedent in Canadian corporate law
below to illustrate my point.
2) MAGICAL WORDS

11 John L Howard “The Proposal for a New Business Corporations Act for Canada: Concepts and Policies” in Special
Lectures o f the Law Society o f Upper Canada 1972: Corporate and Securities Law (Toronto Richard De Boo Limited
1972) 18 at 18.1 have used Australian style citations in this paper as they aesthetically please me.
12 Robert W Dickerson, John L Howard & Leon Getz Proposals fo r a New Business Corporations Law fo r Canada
(Ottawa Information Canada 1971) vol 1 [Dickerson Report]. In the spirit of simplifying citations I have included the
following citation for the Draft Canada Business Corporations Act published as Robert W Dickerson, John L Howard
& Leon Getz Proposal fo r a New Business Corporations Law fo r Canada (Ottawa Information Canada 1971) vol II
[DCBCA],
ï3 Dickerson Report supra note 12^6.
14 A definition and description of the common law system can be found under the heading “Part 11 :: 1.0) A Common
Law”,
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2.1) Example One: The Principle in Kelner v Baxter
The case of Kelner v Baxter came before the English Court of Common Pleas in 1866.15
In that case, the Court was presented with an instrument signed by the Plaintiff and
Defendants. The instrument purported to outline the terms of a contract. Each of the
Defendants claimed that he did not assume any contractual obligations by signing the
instrument.16 Instead each of them claimed an intention for the contractual obligations to
be assumed by a company that had not been incorporated at the time.17
Justice Willes explored whether each of the Defendants had purported to become a party
to a contract.18 Justice Willes evaluated the evidence placed before the Court, and arrived
at an affirmative conclusion.19 The Court disposed of the case accordingly.
Kelner v Baxter was misinterpreted by the Upper Canada Court of Queen’s Bench in the
1877 case of Thomson v Feeley.20 The facts in that case were similar to the facts of
Kelner v Baxter.2 1 Justice Wilson evaluated the evidence placed before the Court and
concluded that neither the Defendant, nor the Plaintiff, intended for the Defendant to be

15 Kelner v Baxter (1866) LR 2 CP 174 (Eng Ct Com PI) [Kelner v Baxter LR 174]. The Bench consisted of Justice
Willes, Justice Byles, Justice Keating, and Chief Justice Erie each of whom delivered concurring reasons for judgment.
16 See Kelner v Baxter LR 174 supra note 15 at 177-178.
17 See Kelner v Baxter LR 174 supra note 15 at 175-177. The instrument outlined an agreement whereby possession of
a stock of wine was to be transferred from the Plaintiffto the Defendants in exchange for payment on a particular date.
The Defendants signed the instrument and juxtaposed the words ‘on behalf of [the company yet to be incorporated]*
with their signatures. The anticipated company was never incorporated.
18 See Kelner v Baxter LR 174 supra note 15 at 182. The purpose of the evaluation can be extracted from Jenkins v
Hutchinson (1849) 116 ER 1448 (Eng QB) which was referenced by Justice Willes in Kelner v Baxter LR 174 supra
note 15 at 182. In Jenkins v Hutchinson supra at 1451, speaking on behalf of the English Court of Queens Bench, Lord
Denman said: . .we think that a party who executes an instrument in the name of another, whose name he puts to the
instrument and adds his own name only as agent for that other, cannot be treated as a party to that instrument and sued
upon it, unless it is shewn that he was the real principal”. [Emphasis added].
^ See Kelner v Baxter LR 174 supra note 15 at 185. The Court took into consideration that possession of thé stock of
wine was transferred to the Defendants immediately after the instrument was signed, and relied on the maxim of ut res
magis valeat quam pereat (Black’s Law Dictionary 8th ed 5V “ut res magis valeat quam p e re a f : “to give effect to the
matter rather than having it fail”) when examining the instrument.
20 Thomson v Feeley (1877) 41 UCQB 229, [1877] OJ No 89 [Thomson v Feeley OJ No 89]. The bench consisted of
Chief Justice Harrison, Justice Morrison and Justice Wilson who delivered the unanimous reasons for judgment.
21 The Plaintiff and Defendant negotiated an instrument whereby the Plaintiffwas to issue a post-dated promissory note
to be used for the benefit of a corporation yet to be incorporated (Uncorporation). Prior to the maturation of the
promissory note, the Plaintiff was to have the option to either allow Uncorporation to issue a share to the Plaintiff as
consideration for the promissory note, or advise Uncorporation that he wished to cancel the promissory note. In the
latter case the corporation was to adopt his debt. The Plaintiff issued a promissory note to that the Defendant used for
the benefit of Uncorporation. Uncorporation was incorporated and became Corporation. After incorporation,
Corporation did not issue a share to the Plaintiff or adopt the debt. See Thomson v Feeley OJ No 89 supra note 20 U45.
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personally bound to the terms outlined in the instrument.2223However, he announced that
that was not a defence!
Instead, in holding that the instrument personally bound the Defendant, Justice Wilson’s
reasons for judgment started off as follows.
It is established that although a person signs an agreement on behalf o f a company, and
the company has no existence at the time, but is only projected or in prospect, he is
personally liablef.]24256

The above passage illustrates that Justice Wilson interpreted Kelner v Baxter as
something it was not. However, instead of being discarded or overlooked as a judicial
error, Justice Wilson’s misinterpretation imbued the words Kelner v Baxter with a
magical quality. As the misinterpretation propagated through the common law,

the

courts gave the impression that plaintiffs could neutralize the courts’ decision-making
ability by uttering magic words “Kelner v Baxter”
Fortunately, in 1966 the High Court of Australia did not exhibit the same blind adherence
to Justice Wilson’s interpretation of Kelner v Baxter when presented with the case of

22 Thomson v Feeley OJ No 89 supra note 2018,19-21, and 23.
23 Thomson v Feeley OJ No 89 supra note 2 0 1 23.
x
24 Thomson v Feeley OJ No 89 supra note 2 0 \ 12.
25 The mechanism by which legal concepts propagate through the common law can be found under the heading “Part
II::]) Legal Framework:: 1.1 The Common Law System*'.
26 For examples of the increasing momentum of Justice Wilson's interpretation of Kelner v Baxter LR 174 supra note
15 see: Re Sutherland and Volos and Lebopal Realty Ltd [1967] 62 DLR (2d) 1 1 1 8 (Ont CA); Dairy Supplies Ltd v
Focus (1959) 18 DLR (2d) 408 K 14, 16, 33, and 35 (Sask CA); Crane & Ordway Co v Lavoie (1971) 21 WLR 313 T
12 (BC SC); Hood v Eden [1905] SCJ No 51; and Beatty v Neelon (1886) 13 SCR 1. Although several of these cases
did not turn on Kelner v Baxter LR 174 supra note 15, Justice Willis' obiter dicta in Kelner v Baxter LR 174 supra
note 15 and Justice Wilson’s interpretation in Thomsen v Feeley OJ No 89 supra note 20 are apparent obiter dicta.
More disturbingly, results that could have been reached based on merit were instead reached based on the mention of
the magic words. For example see Gardiner v Martin and Blue Water Conference Inc [1953] OWN 881 (Ont HC) in
which the Defendant signed an instrument whereby the Plaintiff was to supply a loan, and was to be reimbursed for that
loan. In the signatory box the Defendant wrote ‘[Corporation yet to be incorporated] per [the Defendant]’. In rendering
his decision in favor of the Plaintiff, there is no indication that the Justice McLennan considered the intentions of the
parties. In support of his decision, Justice McLennan cited Kelner v Baxter LR 174 supra note 15 at 185 as the most
‘succinct statement o f the law'. It should be noted that imposing liability on the Defendant was unnecessary because a
Corporate Defendant was found to be liable for the common law tort of conversion. See also Brennan v Berwick Fruit
Co (1928) 59 NSR 510 (NS Sup Ct).
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Black v Smallwood?1 The facts in that case were somewhat similar to the facts of Kelner
v Baxter?%
The Plaintiff presumably stood before the Court and confidently bellowed the magical
words Kelner v Baxter. To his chagrin, the Court was unaffected and Chief Justice
Barwick responded as follows.
Kelner v. Baxter was cited as an authority for the proposition that there is a rule o f law to
the effect that where a person contracts on behalf o f a non-existent principal he is himself
liable on the contract. But w e find it impossible to extract any such proposition from the
decision.272829

He continued as follows.
But it was not by reason o f this fact alone that the defendants were held to be liable; the
Court proceeded to examine the written instrument in order to see if [...] an intention
should be imputed to the defendants to bind themselves personally.30

In the course of dismissing the Plaintiff s action the Australian High Court stripped the
words 'Kelner v Baxter'’.of their magical effect.3132The Canadian courts quickly followed
suit and rational interpretation was restored.
2.2) Example Two: The Said v Butt Exception
The case of Said v Butt came before the English Court of King’s Bench in 1920.33 In that
case the Plaintiff complained to the Court that the Defendant, a director of a corporation,

27 Black v Smallwood (1965-1966) 117 CLR 52 (Austl HCA) [Black v Smallwood 117 CLR 52]. The Bench consisted
o f Justice Kitto, Justice Taylor, Justice Owen, Justice Windeyer and Chief Justice Barwick who delivered the decision
on behalf of each of the Justices except Justice Windeyer who delivered a concurring decision.
28 In that case each of the Plaintiff and Defendant erroneously believed that a particular corporation had been
incorporated. The Defendant signed an instrument intending to bind that fictional corporation. See Black v Smallwood
117 CLR 52 supra note 27 at 52-54.
29 Black v Smallwood 117 CLR 52 supra note 27 at 55. Note the direct contrast with Justice Wilson’s position in
Thomson v Feely OJ No 89 supra note 20,
30 Black v Smallwood 117 CLR 52 supra note 27 at 55.
31 It should be noted that Black v Smallwood 117 CLR 52 supra note 27 built on its predecessor: Newborne v Sensolid
(Great Britain) Ltd [1953] 1 All ER 708 (Eng CA). This case was resolved in the English Court of Appeal. However, I
have omitted it because it was not until the Australian High Court adopted the approach in Newborn v Sensolid supra
that judicial notice o f this approach was taken.
32 The British Columbia Supreme Court affirmed Black v Smallwood 117 CLR 52 supra note 27 in Wickberg v Shatsky
(1969) 4 DLR (3rd) 540 (BCSC). In that case an instrument was prepared by the Defendant outlining the terms of the
Plaintiff’s employment by a corporation yet to be incorporated (Uncorporation A). The Defendant signed that
instrument on behalf of Uncorporation A. Uncorporation A was incorporated and became Corporation A. Corporation
A sought to terminate the Plaintiffs employment. The Plaintiff could not sue Corporation A because it did not have the
capacity to contract at the time the instrument was signed. The Plaintiffresorted to relying on Kelner v Baxter LR 174
supra note 15 and bringing an action against the Defendant as party to the contract. Justice Dryer endorsed the
interpretation of Kelner v Baxter LR 174 supra note 15 given by Justice Barwick in Black v Smallwood 117 CLR 52
supra note 27, and found that the Defendant did not intend to be personally bound. As a result, the Defendant was only
found liable for breach of warranty of authority.
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had induced that corporation to breach a contract with the Plaintiff?* The case was
dismissed on the basis that there was no contract between the corporation and the
Plaintiff. Thus a breach of contract could not have been induced.33435
However, Justice McCardie inquired obiter into whether the Defendant could have been
held liable to a plaintiff in tort if there had been a breach of contract as follows:
[...] that i f a servant acting bona fide within the scope o f his authority procures or causes
the breach o f a contract between his employer and a third person, he does not thereby
become liable to an action o f tort at the suit o f the person whose contract has thereby
been broken.36

The words ‘acting bona fide within the scope of his authority’ hinted at the conceptual
underpinning of Justice McCardie’s conclusion. To find that underpinning, the body of
law known as equity must be explored.
2.2.1) An Equitable Detour
Equity is a body of law that developed in early England to provide relief from the rigidity
of the common law.37 Perceived defects in the common law system were brought to the
attention of the Chancellor who originally dealt with these defects on a case-by-case
basis.38 Eventually, a Court of Chancery developed.39

33 Said v Butt [1920] 3 KB 497 (Eng KB) [Said v Butt 3 KB 497], Much of the following analysis can be found in
Bruce Welling "Individual Liability for Corporate Acts: the Defence of Hobson’s Choice" in Lionel Smith ed Ruled by
Law: Essays in Memory o f Justice Sopinka (Canada Butterworths 2003) 55 [ Welling Hobson].
34 See Said v Butt 3 KB 497 supra note 33 at 497-498. The Plaintiff had made false allegations about a company’s
business. The Plaintiff tried to buy tickets from the company for a theatre production but the company refused. Since
the Plaintiff could not purchase tickets himself, the Plaintiffs friend bought him a ticket. When the Plaintiff showed up
for the production, the Defendant, who was the managing director of the company, had the Plaintiff evicted. The
Plaintiff sued the Defendant for the tort of inducing breach of contract.
35 Said v Butt 3 KB 497 supra note 33 at 503.
36 Said v Butt 3 KB 497 supra note 33 at 506.
37 As Justice McLachlin said in Beverley M McLachlin "The Place of Equity and Equitable Doctrines in the
Contemporary Common Law World: A Canadian Perspective" in Donovan W M Waters eds Equity, Fiduciaries and
Trusts (Scarborough Carswell 1993) at 37: “[Equity] takes its origin in the eternal tension between certainty in the law
and the need to do individual and contextual justice”.
38 It was more complex than this; the defects were brought to the attention of the King’s council and were eventually
delegated to the Chancellor. See Bruce Welling Property in Things (Mudgeeraba Scribblers Publishing 1996) at 21
[ Welling Property]
39 Robert Megarry & PV Baker SnelVs Principles o f Equity 27th ed (London Sweet & Maxwell Ltd 1973) at 8 [Snell],
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At times the ambit of equity and the common law would overlap.40 In the Earl o f
Oxford’s Case Attorney-General Francis Bacon, under the authority of King James I
ruled that equity prevails over the common law.41
One of the areas of overlap between equity and the common law was in relation to torts
derived from the writ of trespass on the case.42 At common law, a defendant would be
held liable for such torts despite providing a sufficient justification for her, actions.
However, in such a case, the courts of equity would issue an injunction preventing the
enforcement of the common law judgment.43
In recent years, the common law courts and equity courts have been combined, and the
presiding justices have been empowered to administer both common law and equity.44
However, despite this dual administration, the rules and principles of the two systems
were not merged.45
When the two systems were merged, it is likely that torts derived from the writ of
trespass on the case were redefined.46 That redefinition introduced the absence of a
sufficient justification for the otherwise tortious action as an element of the tort.47

40 As Professor Welling points out in Welling Property supra note 38 at 23: “Equity accepted, as a starting point, that
the common law was there [...] The Equity courts dealt with some types of disputes that the common law courts did
not. In other disputes their jurisdictions overlapped.”
41 Earl o f Oxford's Case (1615) 1 Rep Ch 1 & App (Eng Ch). In that case, Lord Chancellor Ellesmere issued an
injunction prohibiting the enforcement of a common law order issued by Chief Justice Coke on behalf of the Court of
King’s Bench. It should be noted that the adjective ‘common’ was used to modify the word ‘injunction* in the historical
texts when describing the injunction issued by Lord Chancellor Ellesmere. I have not been able to ascertain the
difference between an ‘injunction’ and a ‘common injunction’, or the purpose of that modification. Thus I have omitted
that adjective. For a full account of that conflict between the equitable and common law courts the reader is invited to
consult WS Holdsworth A History o f English Law 7th ed (London Methuen & Co Ltd 1956) vol I at 459-465. In the
spirit of simplifying citations I have included the following citation in this footnote as well: WS Holdsworth A History
o f English Law 7th ed (London Methuen & Co Ltd 1956) vol II-IX, I will cite volumes in this series as [Holdsworth
Volume‘x*],
:
■
■
42 Black's Law Dictionary 8th ed sv “trespass on the case”: “at common law, an action to recover damages that are not
the immediate result of a wrongful act but rather a later consequence.”
43 For a complete analysis of the interplay between the common law and equitable systems of law please consult
Welling Hobson supra note 33 at 61-62.
44 In England this was accomplished by the Supreme Court o f Judicature Act 1873 36 & 37 Viet c 66 and the Supreme
Court o f Judicature Act 1875 38 & 39 Viet c 77. In Canada, due to the constitutional division of powers such a merger
could not be accomplished by Parliament. Each province passed temporally proximate legislation that had the same
effect as the English Judicature Acts. See for example: Ontario Judicature Act 1881 SO 1881 c 5; Nova Scotia
Judicature Act 1884 s 13; and The Judicature Act 1904 4 Edw 7 c 33 s 24 (Nfld).
45 Judicature Act 1873 supra note 44 s. 24; The Ontario Judicature Act 1881 supra note 44 s 16; and more recently the
Courts o f Justice Act RSO 1990 c C43 s. 96(2).
46 Welling Hobson supra note 33 at 70.,
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2.2.2) Application to Said v Butt
The tort of inducing breach of contract is a tort derived from the writ of trespass on the
case. Furthermore, in equity, each director of a body corporate owed a fiduciary duty to
that body corporate.474849Thus, a director ‘acting bona fide within the scope of his authority’
was discharging that duty.
It follows that Justice McCardie’s obiter dicta implied that discharging an equitable duty
is a sufficient justification for the director’s action. As such, no tort had been committed
because the elements of the tort of inducing breach of contract had not been fulfilled.
In the ensuing years, Justice McCardie’s obiter dicta in Said v Butt were often cited and
considered when relevant. During those years and in those cases, there was no magic in
the words ‘Said v Butt'. Instead each case that came before a court was decided on its
merits.

49

Eventually, in 1999 the case of ADGA Systems International Ltd v Valcom Inc came
before the Ontario Court of Appeal.5051In that case, the individual Defendant, who was a
director of the corporate Defendant, brought a motion for summary judgment. The
assumed facts for the purpose of that motion were that the individual Defendant acted in
the corporate Defendant's best interest and induced a third party to breach a contract with
the Plaintiff

47 At the very least, the merger resulted in the introduction to an equitable defence to the common law torts derived
from trespass on the case; see Welling Hobson supra note 33 at 70. This redefinition explains why Lord Macnaughten
qualified the tort of inducing breach of contract as follows in the case of Quinn v Leathern [1901] AC 495 (HL Eng) at
510:
and it is a violation of a legal right to interfere with contractual relations recognized by law if there be no
sufficient justification for the interference.*
48 Body corporate has been defined under the heading “Part I I :: 1) Legal Framework:: 1.2) Corporate law :: 1.2.5)
Body Corporate".
49 See for example Neyland v Genstar Ltd et al (1977) DLR (3d) 697; Campbell v Saskatchewan Crop Insurance Board
(1983) 40 CPC 330 K 6-9; Oceatain Investments Ltd et al v Canadian Commercial Bank et al 2 ACWS (2d) 212 ^ 12;
Cardinal Insurance Co v Manson Byng & Co [1983] OJ No 562 H 6; Rankin v Christian [1984] OJ No 252 1 3-4; and
Murray v Canada [1981] FCJ No 8 \ 60.
50ADGA Systems International Ltd v Valcom Inc {1999) 43 OR 3d 101 (Ont CA) [ADGA v Valcom 43 OR 3d 101].
51 In fact, there were three Defendants in that case. One was a corporate Defendant, one was the corporate director, and
two were employees o f the corporate Defendant. Furthermore, there were forty-four third parties each of which was
initially an employee of the Plaintiff, and subsequently came to be employed by the Defendant corporation. See ADGA
v Valcom 43 OR 3d 101 supra note 50 at 101-102. For the purpose of illustrating my point I have ignored the two
employee Defendants, and forty-three of the third parties.
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As the reader can appreciate, that case was substantially similar to Said v Butt, but there
was a slight nuance. Each of the Defendants induced a breach of contract while acting
under statutory and equitable compulsion.52 However, the primary point of contrast was
that the corporation for which each of them was a director was not a party to the contract.
The Plaintiff sued claiming that the individual Defendants had committed the tort of
inducing breach of contract. A motion for summary judgment was brought before the
Court on the basis that each individual Defendant was acting in the best interest of the
corporation and therefore no tort had been committed.53
Instead of granting summary judgment on the same basis on which Said v Butt was
decided, the Ontario Court of Appeal denied summary judgment. In doing so, it
announced that Said v Butt was an exception to the general rule that individuals are liable
for their own tortious conduct.54
Furthermore, to continue a well-founded tradition of ignoring context when adopting
English precedents, Justice Carthy qualified the ‘Said v Butt exception’ as follows.
That exception has since gained acceptance because it assures that persons who deal with
a limited company and accept the imposition o f limited liability will not have available to
them both a claim for breach o f contract against a company and a claim for tortious
conduct against the director with damages assessed on a different basis. The exception
also assures that officers and directors, in the process o f carrying on business, are capable
o f directing that a contract o f employment be terminated or that a business contact not be
performed on the assumed basis that the company’s best interest is to pay the damages
for failure to perform. B y carving out the exception for these policy reasons, the court has
emphasized and left intact the general liability o f any individual for personal conduct.55

It was as if Quinn v Leatham, the Chancellor, equity, trespass vi etas armis and trespass
on the case had never existed; and the case of Said v Butt was decided in a rare legal
vacuum.56

52 Canada Business Corporations Act RSC 1985 c C-44 s 122 [CBCA],
53ADGA v Valcom 43 OR 3d 101 supra note 50 ^ 3-4. ; '
54ADGA v Valcom 43 OR 3d 101 supra note 501[ 1,4.'
55ADGA v Valcom 43 OR 3d 101 supra note 50 U 15,18.
56 In fact, Justice Carthy’s reasons for judgment showed a lack of understanding in relation to the dynamic between
common law and equity outlined above. See ADGA v Valcom 43 OR 3d 101 supra note 50 K 19-28 where he cited
Lewis v Boutilier (1919) 52 DLR 383 in which an employee was negligently killed in a sawmill; Berger v Willowdale
AMC et al (1983) 41 OR (2d) 89 in which an employee slipped on a sidewalk carelessly left icy; Sullivan and Sullivan
Farms Ltd v Desroiers et al (1986) 76 NBR (2d) 271 in which a manure lagoon polluted the Defendant's farm; London
Drugs Limited v Kuehne & Nagel International Ltd [1992] 3 SCR 299 in which a negligently placed transformer fell
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Justice Carthy’s decision attached the magical word ‘exception’ to the words ‘Said v
Butt’: The magical word in this case acted to constrain the application of Said vButt to its
facts and ignore the principles on which it was decided.
As a result, at present it appears that in Ontario a director of a corporation faced with a
situation similar to that presented in ADGA v Valcom is in a double bind state.57 Either
the director will be liable at common law for inducing breach of contract, or will be liable
in equity or by statute for breach of fiduciary or statutory duty.58 That is the magic of the
‘Said v Butt Exception’.
2.3) Example Three: The Rule in Foss v Harbottle
Perhaps the most notorious legal black magic originated from the English case of Foss v
Harbottle.59 That case dealt with a dispute involving a Special Act company.60 Two
minority shareholders of the company alleged that the directors had wronged the
company.61 The case came before the High Court of Chancery and was ultimately
dismissed by Vice-Chancellor Wigram as follows.
[B]ut the majority o f the proprietors at a special general meeting assembled [...] has the
power to bind the whole body, and every individual corporator must be taken to have
come into the corporation upon the terms o f being liable to be so bound.62

and was damaged; Golden v Anderson (1967) 64 Cal Rptr 404 in which the Defendant was involved in a conspiracy. In
each of those cases the action before the court was an action in negligence or one derived from the writ of trespass vi
etas armis, Furthermore, in each of those cases there was no statutory or equitable compulsion pursuant to which the
directors or officers had acted. In light of that, it is not surprising that corporate directors and officers in those cases
were held personally liable.
571 have asserted that that is the law in Ontario because the Ontario trial courts are bound to apply the precedent set by
the Ontario Court of Appeal in ADGA v Valcom 43 OR 3d 101 supra note 50. The doctrine of binding precedent has
been discussed below under the heading “Part I I :: I) Legal F ra m ew ork1.1) A Common Law”,
58 Bruce Welling Corporate Law in Canada 3rd ed (Mudgeeraba Scribbles 2006) at 148-151 [Welling Corporate].
59Foss v Harbottle (1843) 2 Hare 461, 67 ER 189 (Eng ChD) [Foss v Harbottle 67 ER 189].
60 The incorporating statute was An Act fo r Establishing a Company fo r the Purpose o f Laying Out and Maintaining an
Ornamental Park within the Townships o f Rusholme, Charlton-upon~Medlock and Moss Side, in the County o f
Lancaster (1837) 7 Will 4. Being a Special Act company the rules governing the company were outlined in the statute
that created it. The subsequent cases discussed below have relied on the reasoning in Foss v Harbottle 67 ER 189 supra
note 59 despite the fact that the various subsequent companies in question had no relation to that statute. It is
reasonable to hypothesize that that statute set out rules similar to the rules of partnership that were prevalent at the time.
However, this does not justify the courts’ taking a decision that was made pursuant to statute and applying it as if it was
decided at common law.
61 The wrongs alleged included various fraudulent and illegal actions whereby corporate property was misapplied,
wasted, and aliened. See Foss v Harbottle 67 ER 189 supra note 59 at 195-196.
62 Foss v Harbottle 67 ER 189 supra note 59 at 203.
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That statement cast a hex on the English Courts that still persists.63 English Courts
blindly applied Vice Chancellor Wigram’s conclusion to any case involving governance
of bodies corporate.
In the case of MacDougall v Gardiner the articles of association of a registered company
said that each share entitled its holder to one vote when electing directors.64 The Plaintiff
complained to the Courts that the directors of that company refused to allow a holder of
multiple shares to vote more than once.65 The Defendant invoked the curse of Foss v
Harbottle and the Court threw its hands up and refused to enforce the articles of
association.66
In the case of Pender v Lushington a shareholder was attempting to vote by proxy in
order to circumvent certain rules set out in the articles of association.67 Once again, the
Defendant summoned the dark powers and the Court refused to enforce the. articles of
association.68
Disturbingly, the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council cast the spell of Foss v
Harbottle on Canadian jurisprudence in the case of Burland v Earle.69 In that case a
dispute had arisen in relation to a letters patent corporation.70 In his decision Lord Davey
cited Foss v Harbottle and said the following.

63 The fact that the problem still persisted during Professor Lord Wedderbum’s time was exemplified by the words ‘To
be concluded* as his last words in KW Wedderbum, “Shareholders’ Rights and the Rule in Foss v Harbottle" (1957)
Camb LJ 194. To my knowledge, the Rule in Foss v Harbottle currently still exerts influence in English law.
64 MacDougall v Gardiner (1874) 1 Ch D 13 (Eng CA) at 15 [.MacDougall v Gardiner 1 Ch D 13]. The reasons for
judgment repeatedly refer to articles of association of the company; see MacDougall v Gardiner 1 Ch D 13 supra at 1314. Those references make it clear that the case involved a registered company; however the statute pursuant to which
the company was registered is unclear.
65 MacDougall v Gardiner 1 Ch D 13 supra note 64 at 17,20.
66 MacDougall v Gardiner 1 Ch D 13 supra note 64 at 25.
67Pender v Lushington (1877) 6 Ch D 70 (Eng CA) at 71 [Pender v Lushington 6 Ch D 70].
68 Pender v Lushington 6 Ch D 70 supra note 67 at 79-80.
69 Burland v Earle [1902] AC 83 (JCPC) [Burland v Earle AC 83], In that case the director of a corporation purchased
assets from a third party and sold those assets to that corporation at a profit. A disgruntled shareholder brought an
action against the director and sought an accounting remedy against the director; Burland v Earle AC 83 supra at 87,
92-93.
70 A letters patent corporation was one incorporated by letters patent issued by Parliament or the King. Letters patent
corporations resembled corporations incorporated by way of Crown or Parliamentary Charter. This type of corporation
has been discussed further in section “Part I I :: I) Legal Framework :: 1.2) Corporate Law :: 1.2.2) Letters Patent
Corporation
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It is an elementary principle o f the law relating to joint stock companies that the Court
will not interfere with the internal management o f companies acting within their powers,
and in fact has no jurisdiction to do so.71

While it appears that Lord Davey’s conclusion was beyond contention, why was Lord
Davey discussing an elementary principle of joint-stock companies? This was a case
involving a letters patent corporation, and as a result, an elementary principle regarding
joint-stock companies has no application.7273Legal scholars should have realized that the
reasoning in this case was defective, and recommended that it be ignored in future cases
that came before the courts.
That defect notwithstanding, the pronoun ‘their’ through which Lord Davey referred to
‘the internal management’ was misinterpreted as a reference to the corporation itself.
The powers of the internal management differ vastly from the powers of the corporation.
As a result of this conflation the courts eventually arrived at the position that they had no
jurisdiction to interfere with the actions of corporations, subject to some exceptions.74
The result was a systematic sacrifice of minority rights to uncontrolled majority rule.75

71 Burland v Earle AC 83 supra note 69 at 93.
72 As I have outlined in under the heading “Part 11:: 1) Legal Framework :: 1.2) Corporate Law”, there have been
several different types of body corporate. For each of these types a different set of rules apply. I feel it necessary to
point out that the inclusion of a rule in one rule set does not force its exclusion from all other rule sets. For instance,
each of the different types of body corporate has similar rules regarding entering into business contracts in its rule set.
The concurrent existence of such similar rules over a wide range of rule sets can lead to the illusion such contract rules
apply generally, and across all bodies corporate. In my opinion, such a train of thought lacks clarity and precision. I
have found that it is more useful to consider a body corporate and its corresponding rule set as existing in a legal
vacuum. In that way, the rule set is complete; and can be independently applied to the body corporate.
When interpreting a specific rule in a rule set it may be useful for the courts seek guidance from previous
interpretations of similar rules in other rule sets, however, it would be incorrect to say that those similar rules apply.
The logical extension of this thought process culminates in the conclusion that rules relating to joint-stock companies
originate from a different rule set from those relating to letters patent corporations. Therefore, an elementary principal
regarding joint-stock companies cannot have any application to a letters patent corporation. I would have argued that to
be the case even i f a similar elementary principal in relation to letters patent corporations existed (and as a result I
would have no doubt been accused of being pedantic and argumentative).
73 Welling Corporate supra note 58 at 497.
74 Wedderbum supra note 63 at 208. As outlined by Justice Jenkins in Edwards v HalliweU [1950] 2 All ER 1064
those ‘exceptions' included situations in which acts:
•
were ultra vires the company (the reader is advised that illegal acts are ultra vires people and thus ultra vires
the company);
•
that required the approval of a special majority;
•
encroached on the personal rights associated with shares; or
•
were frauds on the minority.
......
As Professor Lord Wedderbum points out at 208 these are “essentially not exceptions at all. They appear to be
situations in which there is no chance of confirmation by the majority, and in which, therefore, the Rule [in Foss v
Harbottle] cannot apply.”
73 Welling Corporate supra note 58 at 497. Pender v Lushington 6 Ch D 70 supra note 67 and MacDougal v Gardiner
1 Ch D 13 supra note 64 are two examples of such majority rule run amuck.
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3) EPILOGUE
The Dickerson Report addressed all three of the above concerns.
To address the ‘Principle in Kelner v Baxter’, the Dickerson Committee suggested a pre
incorporation contracts framework to address potential contracts made in anticipation of
incorporation.76 Although there may be some constitutional issues,7778the framework was
designed to dispense with the confusion caused by Kelner v Baxter and the thread of
cases in its wake.
As to the ‘Rule in Foss v Harbottle’, the Dickerson Committee incorporated an entire
framework dedicated to shareholder remedies as Part 19 of the Draft Canada Business
Corporations A ctP That Part effectively set the rule to rest, and in doing so the
Dickerson Committee lamented as follows.
Professor Gower states that
an attempt has been made to elucidate the mysteries o f
the rule in Foss v. Harbottle; I believe that I now understand this rule, but have little
confidence that readers will share this b e lie f’. We have been so persuaded by Professor
Gower’s elucidation o f these “mysteries” that we have relegated the rule to legal limbo
without compunction convinced that the alternative system recommended is preferable to
the uncertainties - and obvious injustices engendered by that infamous doctrine.7980

With respect to the 'Said v Butt Exception’ the duty of a director of a corporation
mandated by equity was adopted into the Draft Canada Business Corporations Act.

fin

However, the interaction between this statutory duty and common law torts was not
addressed in that draft statute. When Parliament and the various provincial legislatures
adopted the draft statute, the resulting statutes were also silent on that point. The silence
permitted the case of ADGA v Valcom and the Court’s lack of contextual interpretation of
Said v Butt to come into existence.

16 The framework appears in the DCBCA supra note 12 s 2.10 and is explained in the Dickerson Report supra note 12 f
68-73.
77 Due to the division of powers between each provincial legislature and Parliament under the constitution, the attempt
to alter the contract laws within each of the provinces that appears in the CBCA supra note 52 may be ultra vires
Parliament. See Welling Corporate supra note 58 at 289-295.
78DCBCA supra note 12 at Part 19.
79 Dickerson Report supra note 12 f 482. The Dickerson Commission quoted Professor Gower in LCB Gower
Principles o f Modern Company Law 2™ ed (London Stevens 1957) “Preface” at v,
80DCBCA supra note 12 s 9.19.
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That case illustrates that, even after the introduction of the Dickerson Report and its
adoption by Canadian Parliament and the majority of the Provincial Legislatures,81 the
Canadian courts act as if they are bound by magical words.
4) PURPOSE
The heavy reliance of modem Canadian courts on English precedents in the area of
corporate law seems bizarre; especially when that reliance is considered with the
knowledge that Canadian corporate law developed largely independent of, and diverged
from, English corporate development.82 In fact, as I have explored at length in Part III,
the development of Canadian corporate law is most comparable to the development of
corporate law in the United States. Furthermore, as discussed in Part III, early corporate
judgments from the Maritime Colonies exhibit reliance on precedents from the United
States.
Through this paper, I have attempted explore the extent to which differing judicial
personalities throughout the British Canadian Courts prior to confederation - which have
been discussed in Part IV - influenced the observed phenomenon outlined in this Part.

81 Manitoba Corporations Act RSM 1987 c C-225; Saskatchewan Business Corporations Act RSS 1978 c BIO; Alberta
Business Corporations Act RSA 2000 c B-9; New Brunswick Business Corporations Act SNB 1981 c B9.1; Ontario
'Business Corporations Act RSO 1990 c B-16 [OBCA]; Yukon Business Corporations Act RSY 1986 c 15;
Newfoundland Corporations Act RSN 1990 c C-36; Québec Business Corporations Act RSQ 2009 SQ c 52; British
Columbia Business Corporations Act SBC 2002 c 57.
82 Specifically, I mean the uniform reliance of Canadian courts on English precedents. Throughout history there have
been a number of statutes that resembled English companies statutes, such as the British Columbia Companies Act
1960 RSBC c 67, however, such statutes are anomalous to the trend set out under the heading “Part 111 :: 3) Corporate
Law”, In those anomalous cases, most of which were found in the Western Provinces, the courts’ reliance on English
precedent regarding similar statutes was to be expected.
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PART II
1) LEGAL FRAMEWORK
1.1) The Common Law System
The story of modem Canadian corporate law is rooted in pre-modem England. Both
Canadian and American law evolved from early English law. Prior to the Declaration o f
Independence, 8 3 and the British North America Act 1867, 8 4 each of the United States of
America and Canada was a colony of the British Empire. As a result, each of them was
bound to English law and jurisprudence.85 Thus, in order to understand the framework of
the Canadian legal system it is necessary to explore its development in England. I have
done so in this section.
1.1.1) A Common Law
The last frantic and exhausting days of a soldier serving in King Harold II of England’s
army must have been confusing. While scampering along the countryside - first north to
stave off King Harald of Norway at the Battle of Stamford Bridge, and then back south to
be slaughtered by William the Conqueror Duke of Normandy at the Battle of Hastings the soldier transcended various systems of law.86 While traveling north, he began within
the jurisdiction of West Saxon law, traveled through the jurisdiction of Mercian law, and

83 US Bill S 1 Declaration o f Independence 1st Cong 1776 (enacted). The Declaration of Independence had the effect of
emancipating the American colonies from British control. Specifically, “all political connection between them and the
State o f Great Britain, is and ought to be totally dissolved”.
J
84 The British North America Act o f 1867 later became known as the Constitution Act, 1867 and is reproduced in R.S.C.
1985, Appendix II, No. 5. This should not be conflated as to being a liberation of Canada. Indeed, even today, based on
the relevant documents and legislation, the inexorable conclusion is that Canada is not a sovereign state. Canadian
apparent independence today is a result of non-binding promises made by Imperial Parliament that it will not enact
legislation in relation to Canada. This can be contrasted with the United States of America that, as discussed under the
heading “Part IV :: 2) A Whole New World :: 2.6) Double Double Toil and Trouble”, paid for its undeniable
independence from Great Britain with war and bloodshed.
85 Black’s Law Dictionary 8th ed sv “jurisprudence”'. “Judicial precedents considered collectively”.
86 During the summer o f 1066 King Harold and his army waited for William the Duke of Normandy to invade England.
He did not, but instead King Harald of Norway and his army of Norwegian Vikings invaded England from the North.
King Harold rushed North to meet the Norwegian Vikings and did so at The Battle of Stamford Bridge on September
25 1066. In the meantime, on September 28, 1066, William Duke of Normandy invaded England from the South. After
his victory at the Battle of Stamford Bridge King Harold rushed South and engaged William’s forces at the Battle of
Hastings on October 14 1066. This glorified relay race did not end well for King Harold who ultimately met his maker
during the Battle of Hastings. William Duke of Normandy had earned the name William the Conqueror. For a full
recount of these events the reader is invited to consult Ian Walker Harold the Last Anglo-Saxon King (Gloucestershire
Wrens Park 2000).
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finally ended up in the jurisdiction of Dane law.

Furthermore, there were different

customs for each of the localities that might fall within the ambit of one of the systems of
law.8788 The system was summarized as follows.
The result was, at the time o f the [Norman] Conquest, England was covered with a :
network o f competing courts and conflicting jurisdictions which had “their roots in
various principles, in various rights, the rights o f the king, o f the church, o f feudal lords,
o f ancient communities”.89

After the events - which later became known as the Norman Conquest - the newly
crowned King William I established a Royal Court.90 Although the Royal Court did not
have any significant initial impact it was destined for greatness.9192Professor Holdsworth
summarized the influence of the Royal Court by the twelfth century as follows.
The most important o f the twelfth century law books - the Leges Henrici Priml recognized the law o f this court as a fourth species o f law, superior to the tribal customs
o f the West Saxons, the Mercians, and the Danes in its universality, its stability, and its
92
power.

The immediate advantages of the Royal Courts were its superior procedures,93 its power
to compel appearances, and its power to enforce its judgments.94 During the years
following the Norman Conquest, the Royal Court emerged as the preferred forum for
resolving disputes.95 The advantages underlying the long-term success of the Royal Court
were consistency,96 efficiency,97 and uniformity.98 The success and popularity o f the

87 See Holdsworth Volume I supra note 41. While turning around and traveling south the soldier would travel from the
jurisdiction of Dane law, through Mercian law and finally end up within the jurisdiction of West Saxon law.
88 See Holdsworth Volume 1 supra note 41 at 3.
89 Holdsworth Volume 1 supra note 41 at 4; the authors cited Frederick Pollock and Frederic W Maitland The History o f
English Law Before the Time o f Edward I (Cambridge Cambridge University Press 1895) vol I at 513.
90 See Holdsworth Volume I supra note 41 at 4.
91 See Holdsworth Volume 1 supra note 41 at 4. Moreover, as Professor Holdsworth notes at Holdsworth Volume I
supra note 41 at 34, the Royal Court was the Monarch’s Court and therefore the Monarch was an active and essential
member. It was the dedication of the Monarchs, largely King Hemy II, that ultimately solidified the institution of the
Royal Court in England; see Holdsworth Volume I supra note 41 at 34, 38,47 and Holdsworth Volume I supra note 41
at 174.
.
92 Holdsworth Volume I supra note41 at 4.
<
93 See Holdsworth Volume 1 supra note 41 at 48 where Professor Holdsworth cited a trial by jury in place of a trial by
battle as a superior procedure. I am not convinced by Professor Holdsworth’s implicit assertion that the former is
superior to the latter.
94 Through the power of the King, or the centralized government, the Royal Courts could compel a defendant to appear
before the Court, could provide a successful plaintiff with mechanisms to enforce a judgment rendered by the Court,
and could compel other officials to hear cases; see Holdsworth Volume I supra note 41 at 48.
95 See Holdsworth Volume 1 supra note 41 at 49-50,
96 The consistency was a consequence of the same law, the common law, being administered throughout England.
Furthermore, there was a mechanism available to correct errors in decisions by Judges of the inferior courts. This
developed into the writ of error; see Holdsworth Volume 1 supra note 41 at 213-216.
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Royal Court suppressed the various regional systems of law and local customs."
Eventually, the uncontested Royal Court administered a common law throughout
England.9798100
As the common law matured its substance became stable and predictable.101 When a
court delivered a judgment in a particular case it would also issue reasons for its
judgment to explain how the decision was reached.102 When a case that a Judge could not
decide came before the Court, it was referred to the King for resolution.103 Legal
principles developed and Judges based decisions on those principles.
By the thirteenth century, there was a body of reasons for judgments rendered in previous
cases that reflected legal principals.104 At times, litigants canvassed the body of available
reasons for judgment for relevant prior decisions and submitted those relevant reasons for
judgment as part of pleadings.105 In that way the prior reasons for judgment were treated
as evidence of what the law was, and not as the law itself.106

97 See Holdsworth Volume I supra note 41 at 34 where Professor Holdsworth recounted an amusing exchange between
a courtier of King Henry II Walter Maps and Chief Justiciar Ranulf de Glanvill.
98 During the reign of King Henry II, Judges routinely traveled around the country adjudicating disputes. The
procedures involved in bringing an action before the Court of any Judge, and the instructions to a Judge in relation to
adjudicating such an action, were the same throughout the country; see Holdsworth Volume 1 supra note 41 at 49-50.
Furthermore, in the late 13th century during the reign of King Edward I the procedural and substantive rules of the
common law solidified; see Holdsworth Volume 11 supra note 41 at 334.
99 See Holdsworth Volumelsupra note 41 at 4-5.
100 See Holdsworth Volume I supra note 41 at 53.
101 See Holdsworth Volume II supra note 41 at 172.
102 See Holdsworth Volume I supra note 41 at 48 (note that plea rolls were the records of steps taken in litigation and
therefore contained reasons for judgment; see Frederick Pollock and Frederic W Maitland The History o f English Law
Before the Time o f Edward 1 2nd ed (Cambridge Cambridge University Press 1898) vol I at 184 nn 1-2 [Maitland and
Pollock] and Neil Duxbury The Nature and Authority o f Precedent (Cambridge Cambridge University Press 2008) at
32 nn 1 [Duxbury] and Holdsworth Volume II supra note 41 at 166. It should be noted that in medieval England Judges
assumed evaluative mediator roles as opposed to adjudicator roles and so reasons for judgment were not particularly
useful in articulating points of law; see Duxbury supra at 52.
.
103 Holdsworth Volume I supra note 41 at 51.
104 These past reasons for judgment were preserved in the courts' archive o f rolls; see Holdsworth Volume II supra note
41 at 185 and 371. A roll is a record of a court’s proceedings; see Black's Law Dictionary 8th ed sv “rolls”. I imagine
that the name is an uncreative description of the form in which the parchments on which the proceedings were recorded
were prepared for storage.
105 See Maitland and Pollock supra note 102 at 184 nn 1-2 and Duxbury supra note 102 at 32 [Duxbury],
106 See Duxbury supra note 102 at 32-33. See also Thomas Healy “Stare Decisis as a Constitutional Requirement”
(2001) 104 W VA L Rev 44-122 at 60-61 [Healy] for examples in which justices expressly rejected results in previous
decisions.
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The degree to which Judges relied on those past reasons for judgments for guidance
varied.107 Professor Ibbetson articulated the contrast between the effect of reasons for
judgment as a tool of guidance and as a binding authority as follows.
There is all the difference in the world between the argument that w e should do ,
something now because we did it once before, and the argument that w e should do
something now because that is what we do.108

That practice persisted over the next four centuries.109 During that time reliance on past
reasons for judgment by litigants and judges increased.110 Specifically, during the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, due to a change in the role of Judges,111 the influence
of Sir Edward Coke,112 the influence of Sir William Blackstone,113 and other factors,114
reliance on past decisions increased exponentially.
By the mid-eighteenth century case of Perrin v Blake previous reasons for judgment were
considered binding authority and the doctrine of binding precedent had solidified.115 In
that case, at trial before the Court of King’s Bench the Court expressly ignored a common
law rule.116 On appeal, speaking on behalf of the majority of the Court of the Exchequer

107 See Duxbury supra note 102 at 32.
108 David J Ibbetson “Case Law and Judicial Precedents in Mediaeval and Early-Modern England” in Auctoritate.
Xenia RC van Caenegem Oblata ed S Douchy J Monballyu and A Wijffels (Brussles Wetenschappelijk Comite voor
Rechtsdeschiedenis 1997) 55-68 at 68 [Ibbetson] (unfortunately I was not able to find an alternative citation for this
work).
109 See Duxbury supra note 102 at 32-35.
110 See Duxbury supra note 102 at 33-34. Specifically see Duxbury supra note 102 at 34 where Professor Duxbury said
“[b]ut although, by the seventeenth century, the courts were paying more attention to precedents than they ever had
before, it would be a mistake to think that judges now considered individual decision to be binding”.
m As discussed supra note 102 medieval English Judges assumed an evaluative mediator role in litigation. By the
sixteenth centuiy English Judges had embraced the more familiar role of adjudicators; see Duxbury supra note 102 at
52. It is also important not to overlook the role of the Equity Courts on the development of the doctrine of precedent;
see WHD Winder “Precedent in Equity” (1941) 57 LQ Rev 245.
112 Sir Edward Coke was an English legal scholar who believed that the best way to learn law was to study prior
judicial decisions. During his lifetime, Sir Edward edited and published the most thorough collection of previous
reasons for judgment to date in his thirteen volume series under the name ‘The Reports*. Furthermore, Sir Edward
served as the Chief Justice of the Court of Common Pleas from 1606-1613, and of the Court of King’s Bench from
1613-1616 and his beliefs in relation to the importance of prior judicial decisions informed that service. For a full
analysis of Sir Edward Coke’s influence on the doctrine of stare decisis please consult Healy supra note 106 at 62-66.
113 Sir William Blackstone was an English legal scholar and was perhaps the intellectual successor of Sir Edward Coke.
114 Although I was not aware of any other factors I did not rule out their existence.
115 See Healy supra note 106 at 72. For a summary of Perrin v Blake see 1 Black W 672. The full trial decision was
reported in Perrin v Blake 1 Coll Jurid 283 (Eng KB) [Perrin v Blake 1 Coll Jurid 283], and the full appellate decision
was reported in Perrin v Blake 1 II Bla 672; 1 Dougl 343; 1 Harg. Law Tracts (Eng Court of Exchequer Chamber)
[Perrin v Blake Appeal 1 II Bla 672]; and reproduced in Francis Hargrave eds A Collection o f Tracts Relative to the
Law o f England from Manuscripts (London T Wright 1787) 489 [Hargrave].
116 See the trial report of Perrin v Blake 1 Coll Jurid 283 supra note 115 at 319 where Justice Mansfield said “[the Rule
in Shelley’s Case] is clear law, but is not a general proposition, [s]ubject to no controul [sic], as where a te[s]ta[t]or*s
intention was manife[s]tly on the other [s]ide, and where the objections might be answered”. He continued as follows:
“[a]nd if courts of law will adhere to the mere letter of law, the great men who pre[s]ide in chancery will ever [sic]
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Chamber, Justice Blackstone overturned the trial decision. In his reasons for judgment
Justice Blackstone advised that the Courts were powerless to change such a long standing
rule evident in a thread of cases.

11?

By the nineteenth century the fact that English courts considered themselves bound by
decisions made by superior English courts was beyond question.

The strength of the

doctrine of binding precedents was so strong that England’s supreme appeal court, the
House of Lords, temporarily considered itself bound to its previous decisions.119120
1.1.2) A Word on Equity and Statute
As previously discussed, a body of law known as equity developed in England in parallel
to the common law.117*92021 The rules of equity were based on the Chancellor’s conscience.122123
1t s *

Initially decisions in the Court of Chancery were made on a case-by-case basis.
Eventually, a body of equitable precedent developed and was applied in the same way

devi[s]e new ways to creep out the lines of law, and temper with equity.” See also Perrin v Blake 1 Coll Jurid 283
supra note 115 at 297-298 and 305 where Justice Willes and Justice Aston expressed similar sentiments. For the sake
of completeness it should be noted that Justice Yates dissented and expressed the opposite sentiment at Perrin v Blake
1 Coll Jurid 283 supra note 115 at 312. The ignored common law rule, the “Rule \n Shelley’s Case" was an ancient rule
relating to the acquisition of estates in land by way of devise that was made famous by Shelley’s Case (1581) Co Rep
93b.
117 See the appeal report of Perrin v Blake Appeal 1 II Bla 672 supra note 115 reproduced in Hargrave supra note 115
at 498 where Justice Blackstone summarized as follows. ‘The common-law maxims [...], whatever their parentage
was, [...] are now adopted by the common law of England, incorporated into its body, and [s]o interwoven with its
policy, that no court of ju[s]tice in this kingdom has either the power or (I tru[s]t) the inclination to di[s]turb them.”
“ 8 See Healy supra note 106 at 72.
119 See Beamish v Beamish (1861) 9 HLC 273 at 338 (Eng HL) where Justice Willis clearly articulated the doctrine of
precedent as follows. “But it is my duty to say that your Lordships are bound by [the decision in The Queen v Millis] as
if it had been pronounced nemine dissentiente, and that the rule of law which your Lordships lay down as the ground of
your judgment, sitting judicially, as the last and supreme Court of Appeal for this empire, must be taken for law till
altered by an Act of Parliament, agreed to by the Commons and the Crown, as well as by your Lordships. The law laid
down as your ratio decidendi, being clearly binding on all inferior tribunals, and on all the rest of your Queen’s
subjects, if it were not considered as equally binding upon your Lordships, this House would be arrogating itself the
right of altering the law, and legislating by its own separate authority.” Black’s Law Dictionary 8th ed sv uratio
decidendi': “The principal or rule of law on which a court’s decision is founded”; Black’s Law Dictionary 8th ed sv
“nemine d isse n tie n te “expresses the lack of opposition by members of a court”.
1201 have addressed the development of the common law system in England over the course of a millennium at a rate of
approximately two words per year. If you find yourself in the understandable position of wanting more detail please
consult Holdsworth Volume M X supra note 41.
1211 discussed Equity under the heading “Part I :: 2) Magical Words:: 2.2) Example Two: The Said v Butt Exception::
2,2,1) An Equitable Detour”.
122 See Snell supra note 39 at 8. Eventually, in the sixteenth century during the reign of Queen Elizabeth the rules
became based on “the Queen’s conscience” and the Chancellor was designated as the “Keeper of the Queen’s
Conscience”; see .George Spence Equitable Jurisdiction o f the Court o f Chancery (Philadelphia Lea and Blanchard
1846) vol I at 410-414 and Snell supra note 39 at 8.
123 See Snell supra note 39 at 8.
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that the common law courts applied common law precedent.124 Moreover, tension
between the common law and equity would be resolved in favor of equity.125
Unlike common law and equitable rules that exist independently, statutory rules are
imposed by legislatures.126 It is not necessary for statutory rules to be coaxed from
principles through reason and logic. Statutory rules are rules to be applied simply by
virtue of being written in a statute.127 Furthermore, statutory rules enjoy supremacy over
common law and equitable rules with which they conflict.
1.1.3) Propagation in the Common Law System
In accordance with the doctrine of precedent, reasons for judgment rendered in the
common law system can be relied on by trial courts to guide future reasons for
judgment.128129As a common theme emerges among the trial courts’ reasons for judgment,
appellate courts can adopt and affirm those reasons when faced with a similar case.

100

The essence of the appellate court’s reasons for judgment then becomes binding on the
trial courts and they continue to apply the precedent that has solidified.
The above is an illustration of how the doctrine of binding precedent lends itself to
propagation of precedent through the common law. The 'Principle in Kelner v Baxter’,
the Said v Butt Exception’, and the 'Rule in Foss v Harbottle’ discussed in Part I were
examples of that propagation.
It was within this common law framework that corporate law evolved. In the next section
I have set out the legal background in relation to corporate law including the different
types of corporate structures that have existed in the common law system.

124 See Snell supra note 39 at 9-10.
125 The related details were discussed under the heading “Part I :: 2) Magical Words :: 2.2) Example Two: The Said v
Butt Exception:: 2.2.1) An Equitable Detour".
126 Generally legislatures engage in some legislative process that results in the enactment of an ‘Act* that imposes rights
and obligations on its subjects.
127 That notwithstanding, the rules of statutory interpretation are generally common law rules and as such are subject to
the doctrine of binding precedent.
128 For example the reader is reminded of trial decisions in the cases of Foss v Harbottle 67 ER 189 supra note 59,
MacDougal v Gardiner 1 Ch D 13 supra note 64, and Pender v Lushington 6 Ch D 70 supra note 67, which were
discussed under the heading “Part I :: 2) Magical Words:: 2.3) Example Three: The Rule in Foss v Harbottle
129 Continuing the example of supra note 128 the reader is reminded of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council’s
reasons for judgment in the case of Burland v Earle AC 83 supra note 69 discussed under the heading “Part 1:: 2)
Magical Words:: 2.3) Example Three: The Rule in Foss v Harbottle”.
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1.2) Corporate Law
As previously discussed, corporations were the giants that fueled our economic system.130
Our strong economic dependence on corporations has necessitated a body of law in
relation to corporate activity. Corporate law was the framework in which business
activity occurred. In particular, corporate law refers to the legal framework within which
individuals associate for economic purposes.131132
The ambit of corporate law is broad and through its development the cast of characters
that have played leading roles in corporate law has been dynamic. I have provided a brief
biography of the major actors in the sphere of corporate law below.

1 50

1.2.1) Charter Corporation
Charter Corporations are the oldest type of corporations. The underlying reason for their
creation was a financial one. In essence, it was a bargain between the Crown - which
provided a monopoly, and petitioners - who provided financial relief.

***

The procedure for creating a Charter Corporation was as follows. Petitioners, such as
merchants, traders, or other entrepreneurs identified a potentially profitable activity. The
petitioners presented the Crown with a business plan. The Crown evaluated the objectives
and method for carrying them out outlined in the business plan. A payment to the Crown
often biased that evaluation.134 If the Crown was satisfied with the business plan the
Crown issued a Charter to the petitioners.135

130 The influence of corporations on modem society was outlined under the heading “P a r ti:: 1) Introduction”.
131 LCB Gower etal Gower's Principles o f Modern Company Law 4th ed (London Stevens & Son 1979) at 3 [Gower].
132 Note that some business organization structures, such as sole proprietors; general partnerships; limited partnerships;
and trusts have been omitted. Such structures were not major players in the development of the economic market or
corporate law and thus have no relevance to the topic of this thesis.
133 Ron Harris Industrializing English Law Entrepreneurship and Business Organization 1720-1844 (Cambridge
Cambridge University Press 2000) at 42 [Harris].
134 See Harris supra note 133 at 41 where Professor Harris summarized as follows. “What made the monopoly system
most attractive for Elizabeth, James I, and certainly Charles I was the fact that, at a time when the constitutional idea of
no taxation without representation had already gained recognition, this system enabled them to raise their income while
avoiding the parliamentary supervision set on other sources of revenue, notably on taxes.” See also Harris supra note
133 at 41 nn 4.
135 This has often been referred to as issuing Letters Patent. Letters Patent is to be contrasted with Letters Secret. The
former is “[a] document granting some right or privilege, issued under [Royal] seal but open to public inspection”
while the latter is “[a Royal] document that is issued to a private person, closed and sealed, and thus not made available
for public inspection”, See Black's Law Dictionary 8th ed sv “Letters Patent” and “Letters Secret”.
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Such a Charter, or Letters Patent, was issued pursuant to the Crown’s Royal
Prerogative.136 The Charter created a corporation and granted that corporation with a
monopoly over a sector of the economy.137 Originally, the purpose of chartering a
corporation was to regulate trade monopolies, or establish governmental institutions such
as municipal corporations.138 During the rise of colonialism those two purposes were
combined as I have discussed in Part III.
It should be noted that there were also Charter Corporations that were not explicitly
incorporated by Royal Charter.139 Instead, such corporations existed since time
immemorial and it is therefore impossible to identify a time of incorporation.140 Such
corporations were known as ‘corporations by prescription’ and existed at common law.141
A Charter Corporation was a legal person distinct from its shareholders.142 It had the
capacity and powers of a natural person.143 Furthermore, a Charter Corporation was not
restricted to the activities outlined in its Charter and thus not subject to the ultra vires

136 Gower supra note 131 at 6. The Royal Prerogative is the power that is inherent to the office of the Monarch; see
Holdsworth Volume 1 supra note 41 at 35. For other definitions of the Royal Prerogative power given by eminent jurists
throughout the ages consult HV Evatt The Royal Prerogative (Ontario Carswell Company Ltd 1987) at 10-17. It should
be noted that subsequent to the Glorious Revolution of 1688 Parliament enacted the Bill o f Rights (1689) 1 Will &
Mary s 2 c 2. Pursuant to Article 1 of the Bill o f Rights supra - which reads “[tjhat the pretended power of suspending
of laws, or the execution of laws, by regal authority, without consent of parliament, is illegal”. On the face of it, the
clause appears to have limited the exercise of the Royal Prerogative to situations in which Parliament had granted its
permission. Nevertheless, subsequent instances in which the Royal Prerogative has been exercised without the
permission of Parliament - such as the granting of pardons - render the scope of the limitation clause unclear. Such
instances can be explained by a narrow interpretation of the clause, or by asserting that implied Parliamentary
permission existed in those instances. This debate notwithstanding, it is a fact that after the Glorious Revolution of
1688, the practice of incorporation by Royal Charters granted pursuant to the Royal Prerogative was largely supplanted
by the practice of incorporation by Parliamentary Charters granted under the authority of Parliament.
137 For instance, monopolies were granted in relation to trading in specific locations, the building of railways, banking,
and other such endeavors. Furthermore, such a Charter gave the Charter Corporation permission to enforce its
monopoly, and also granted state enforcement against competing subjects; See Harris supra note 133 at 41.
138 Welling Corporate supra note 58. Examples of such corporations are the East India Company incorporated by Royal
Charter issued by Elizabeth I in 1600 and the City of London incorporated by Royal Charter issued by William the
Conqueror in 1075; see Governor and Company o f Merchants under the chairmanship o f Lord Mayor o f London To
form an association to trade directly with India reproduced in A Collection o f Charters and Statute Relating to The
East India Company (London George Eyre and Andrew Strahan 1817) at i.
139 Such corporations included the King, and various Christian figures such as bishops and vicars; see Stewart Kyd A
Treatise on the Law o f Corporations (London Butterworth 1795) at 39-40 [Kyd],
140 The situation can be analogized to a corporation that was incorporated by Royal Charter once upon a time but has
since accidently misplaced that incorporating Charter; see Kyd supra note 139 at 41.
141 See Kyd supra note 139 at 39.
142 Sutton's Hospital, Case o f (1612) 10 Co Rep 23a, 77 ER 973 (Eng Court of the Exchequer Chamber) [Sutton's
Hospital].
143
Sutton's Hospital 11 ER 973 supra note 142.
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rule.144 Each shareholder of a Charter Corporation could not be held liable for the debts
of the corporation in excess of proportion of the share held.145
1.2.2) Letters Patent Corporation
Letters Patent Corporations were similar to the Charter Corporations discussed above.
The distinction between the two is whereas Charter Corporations were incorporated
pursuant to Royal Prerogative at common law, Letters Patent Corporations were
incorporated by a civil servant pursuant to statutory authority.146
Generally, the procedure for creating a Letters Patent Corporation was as follows.
Petitioners identified a potentially profitable activity. The petitioners presented a
specified civil servant with a business plan that included a set of statutorily required
information.147 The petitioners convinced the civil servant of the existence of a series of
preconditions to incorporation.148 If the civil servant was satisfied that the business plan
met the statutory requirements, and that the preconditions to incorporation existed, the
civil servant would issue Letters Patent to incorporate the corporation.149

144 Sutton's Hospital 77 ER 973 supra note 142. The ultra vires rule is a shorthand rule that says that an entity has no
ability to act outside its capacity or sphere of competence. The application of the ultra vires rule to corporate law was
summarized succinctly by Justice Iacobucci in the case of Communities Economics Development Fund v Canadian
Pickles Corp [1991] 3 SCR 388, 85 DLR 4th 88 at 96 (Man SCC) [Pickles 85 DLR 4th 88] as follows. “Shortly put, the
doctrine of ultra vires has been applied to corporations created by statute [...] but has not been applied to corporations
created by the exercise of the royal prerogative. Corporations created by the exercise of royal prerogative [...] are taken
to have all the powers of a natural person. [Its] actions [...] are not invalid because they are outside the stated objects of
the corporation[,]”
145 See Welling Corporate supra note 58 at 92 as well as Nathaniel Lindley A Treatise on the Law o f Companies 5th ed
(London Sweet & Maxwell 1891) at 8 where, under the heading “Different sorts o f companies” wrote “[corporations
in the proper sense of the term, [are bodies corporate] the members of which are to no extent liable to the debts of the
body corporate”.
146 The first such Canadian letters patent statute was An Act to authorize the granting o f Charters o f Incorporation to
Manufacturing, Mining, and other Companies 27-28 Viet c 23 (United Provinces of Upper and Lower Canada 1864)
[CLPA], After confederation there was a proliferation of such statutes passed by a portion of the provincial legislatures
including An act respecting the Incorporation o f Joint Stock Companies 31 Viet c 25 (Québec 1868) [QLPA]\ Ontario
Joint Stock Companies Letters Patent Act 1874 37 Viet c 34 [OLPA]; Manitoba Joint Stock Companies Letters Patent
Act 1875 38 Viet c 28 [MLPA\t New Brunswick Joint Stock Companies Letters Patent Act 1885 48 Viet c 9 [NLPA]. At
present, the Prince Edwards Island letters patent statute, PEI Companies Act RSPEI 1988 c C-14, is the last surviving
Canadian statute in relation to business corporations of its kind.
147 For example, CLPA supra note 146 s 2 sets out the information required by the civil servant prior to incorporation.
148 For example, CLPA supra note 346 s 3 sets out the preliminary conditions that must exist prior to incorporation.
149 For example, CLPA supra note 146 s 1 outlines the civil servant* power to issue letters patent.
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Similar to the old Charter Corporations, a Letters Patent Corporation was a legal person
distinct from its shareholders.150 It had the capacity and powers of a natural person.151
Moreover, a Letters Patent Corporation was not restricted to the activities outlined in its
letters patent.152 Furthermore, similar to a shareholder of a Charter Corporation, a
shareholder of a Letters Patent Corporation could not be held liable for the debts of the
corporation.153
1.2.3) Registered Company
Registered Companies arose as Parliament’s response to English entrepreneurs’
subversion of English Law.154 After the events of the South Sea Bubble,155 it became
more difficult to obtain a Charter of incorporation.156 As a result, entrepreneurs began
devising methods of using contract, partnership, and agency law to create unincorporated
associations for the business purposes.157 Unincorporated associations were formed by
shareholders signing a Deed of Settlement.158 Such Deeds of Settlement eventually came
to be known as Articles of Association.
In 1844, to regulate business activity, the British Parliament passed The Companies Act
1844.159 That Act was a statutory registration scheme for such unincorporated
associations which then became Registered Companies. The consequences of registering
a company were articulated as follows.
[The articles o f association] shall bind the company and the members thereof to the same
extent as i f each member had subscribed his name and affixed his seal thereto, and there

^

150 See OLPA supra note 146 s 3: “The Lieutenant-Governor in Council may, by letters patent [...] grant a charter to
any number of persons [...] who may become shareholders in the Company thereby created, a body corporate and
politic[.]” See also MLPA supra note 146 s 3.
51 See OLPA supra note 146 s 10: “[...] and with all the powers, privileges, and immunities requisite to carrying on its
undertaking, as though the Company has been incorporated by special Act of the Legislature[.]” See also MLPA s 10;
152 Bonanza Creek Gold Mining Co v The King [1916] 1 AC 566,26 DLR 273 (Ont JCPC).
153 See OLPA supra note 146 s 46-47. See also MLPA supra note 146 s 46-47;
154 Gower supra note 131 at 33.
155 For a discussion on the South Sea Bubble see the heading “Part I I I 3) Corporate Law :: 3.2) The South Sea
Bubble“.
156 Gower supra note 131 at 32.
157 Gower supra note 131 at 32.
158 Gower supra note 131 at 33.
159 Companies Act 18441 & 8 Viet c 110 (Eng) [Companies Act 1844],
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w ere in such articles contained a covenant on the part o f himself, his heirs, executors, and
administrators, to conform to all the regulations contained in such articlesf.]160

Thus, the Articles of Association of a Registered Company created a contract between
each of the shareholders and the Registered Company. Similar to any other contractual
arrangement, the parties to the contract owed obligations to the other parties to the
contract. In particular, each shareholder of a Registered Company was an agent for the
company and each other shareholder. Thus each shareholder could bind the Registered
Company and other shareholders in accordance with the law of agency.161
By contrast to a Charter Corporation, in its infancy a Registered Company was not
considered a legal person distinct from its shareholders.162 It did not have the powers and
capacity of a natural person.163 A Registered Company was restricted to activities
outlined in its articles of association and was subject to die ultra vires rule.164 Prior to the
introduction of the Limited Liability Act 1855,165 each shareholder of a Registered
Company could be held liable in full the debts of the company.166167Subsequent to the Act
shareholder liability was limited in proportion to the amount of shares held.

1£ 7

160 This articulation appears in s 11 of the Companies Act 1862 25 & 26 Viet c 89 (Eng) which was the successor to the
Companies Act 1844 supra note 159. The ‘articles of association* referred to are the successor to the deed of settlement
required by the Companies Act 1844 supra note 159 s 7.
161 An agent is an entity that is empowered by another entity (the principal) to act with its capacity. The principal
explicitly or implicitly confers upon an agent the authority to act with a portion of the principal’s capacity. As a result
of this agency relationship, the agent can assume obligations for the principal, so long as it is within the agent’s
capacity to do so. For details on agency law the reader is invited to consult Roderick Munday Agency Law and
Principles (New York Oxford University Press 2010). In relation to Registered Companies, each shareholder was
deemed by statute to have conferred authority to act in his capacity to each other shareholder. As a result, each of the
shareholders was an agent of each of the other shareholders, and each shareholder was a principal of each of the other
shareholders. Thus, each shareholder could assume obligations on behalf of each other shareholder.
162 Registered Companies became prevalent after 1844. It was not until the concept of Registered Companies was well
into its mature years that Registered Companies were recognized as corporate entities. See the case of Salomon v A
Salomon and Company Limited [1897] 1 AC 22 (EngHL) and Welling Corporate supra note 58 at 93.
163 See infra note 164.
164 See Companies Act 1844 supra note 159 s 25 which sets out what acts are within the scope of a company’s
competence as well as Ashbury Railway Carriage and Iron Co Ltd v Riche (1875) LR 7 HL 653 at 672 where Lord
Chancellor Cairns speaking on behalf of the English House of Lords illustrated the consequences of that section and its
successor in the Companies Act 1862 supra note 160 as follows. “The question is not as to the legality of the contract;
the question is as to die competency and power of the company to make the contract. Now, I am clearly of opinion that
this contract was entirely, as I have said, beyond the objects in the memorandum of association. If so, it was thereby
placed beyond the powers of the company to make the contract.”
Limited Liability Act 1855 18 & 19 Viet c 133 [LimitedLiability Act 1855],
166 Companies Act 1844 supra note 159 s 25.
167 In particular, in order to acquire a share, a purported shareholder was required to purchase the share at some amount
of capital set by the company. Generally, the amount of capital required was less than the purchase price of the share
issued (known as the *par value*). Such shares - known as partly-paid shares - resulted in an associated unpaid
capital, which was equal to the par value o f the share minus the capital contributed. A holder of a partly-paid-share
could, at any time, be compelled by the company to contribute additional capital to it to a maximum of the unpaid
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1.2.4) Special Act Corporation
Special Act Corporations were corporations incorporated by a special act of the
legislature for the sole purpose of incorporating the Special Act Corporation and
regulating its ongoing activities. In England, these types of special acts were generally
used when incorporating companies with special types of objects to which the financial
profit of shareholders was incidental.168 In the North American Colonies Special Act
Corporations were not limited to such special types of objects.169
Special Act Corporations cannot be correctly analyzed generally. The framework within
which each Special Act Corporation operates is set out in the specific statute that
incorporated it.170 That framework includes the Special Act Corporation’s corporate
personality, its powers and capacity, the application of the ultra vires rule, and the
individual liability of its shareholders for its debts.
1.2.5) Corporations Incorporated Under General Acts
Modem Canadian arid American corporations do not fall within the above classifications.
Instead, the majority of the Canadian Provinces and American states have enacted
general acts of incorporation. Those acts were spawned by the Dickerson Committee’s
Draft Canada Business Corporations Act and the American Bar Association’s Model
Business Corporations Act.171
The general acts provide people wishing to incorporate corporations with a recipe to
follow.172173If an individual successfully follows that recipe, and pays a small fee to the
relevant civil servant, a corporation is incorporated.

173

capital As the reader can appreciate, the total amount of capital contributed was limited to the par value of the share.
See Limited Liability Act 1855 supra note 165 ss 7-8 as well as Welling Corporate supra note 58 at 600-601.
168 For example companies to administer public utilities; see Gower supra note 131 at 6.
169 LCB Gower “Some Contrasts Between British and American Corporation Law” (1956) 69:8 Harv L Rev 1369-1402
at 1372 [Gower Contrasts].
170 See Pickles 85 DLR 4“ 88 supra note 144 at 99 where Justice Iacobucci writing on behalf of the Supreme Court of
Canada said “[t]he principle that a statutory corporation can do only what it is expressly or impliedly [s/c] authorized to
do by the statute creating it has been repeatedly applied by the Canadian courts”.
171 DCBCA supra note 12; Committee on Corporate Laws of the Section of Business Law of the American Bar
Association Model Business Corporations Act Official Text (United States of America Prentice Hall Law & Business
1994) [ModelBCA].
172 An example of such a recipe can be seen in DCBCA supra note 12 s 2.03 and Model BCA supra note 171 § 1.2.
173 See DCBCA supra note 12 s 20,09(1 )(b) and Model BCA supra note 171 § 1.22.
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Corporations incorporated pursuant to general acts of incorporation are subject to the
rules provided in the specific general act under which the corporation was incorporated.
Most of the acts create corporations that are legal persons distinct from their
shareholders.174 Furthermore, general act corporations have the rights, powers, and
privileges of a natural person,175 and are not restricted to the activities outlined in their
articles of incorporation.176 A shareholder of a general act corporation cannot be held
liable for the debts of the corporation.177
1.2.6) Body Corporate
At the time I was writing this thesis, I was not aware of any definitive definition of the
phrase Body Corporate. Given its prevalent usage in the legal literature in reference to
any type of economic association; I have surmised that it refers to a legal concept that
arises when a group of people affiliate for a common economic purpose. I have used the
phrase Body Corporate in that sense. The definition necessarily includes all of the
organizations discussed in this section.178
2) SCOPE
To explain the influences that led 20th century Canadian courts to adhere to English
precedent in the area of corporate law I have made inquiries in two different dimensions.
The first is the spatial dimension. In this paper I have explored developments on the
landmasses currently known as the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland,179 the United States of America,180 and Canada.181 However, through the
temporal dimension outlined below, those landmasses have been subjected to various

174 See DCBCA supra note 12 s 2.05 and Model BCA supra note 171 § 2.03.
175 See DCBCA supra note 12 s 3.01 and Model BCA supra note 171 § 3.02.
176 See DCBCA supra note 12 s 3.02(2) and Model BCA supra note 171 § 3.04.
177 See DCBCA supra note 12 s 5.17, and Model BCA supra note 171 § 6.22. Each of the statements in relation to
corporations incorporated under general acts made in this section is obviously subject to legislative amendment. Thus,
the assertions should be interpreted as to only apply to general incorporation statutes modeled after DCBCA supra note
12 and the ModelBCA supra note 171.
178 It has been pointed out to me that associations such as marriages and partnerships erroneously fall within the scope
of this definition. It is my position that this is a consequence of the prevalent use of a phrase that lacks a precise
definition. Although the inclusion o f such associations was unintended, and may even be described as erroneous, it
appears that marriages and partnerships are bodies corporate.
1791 have referred to the individual countries in the United Kingdom of England, Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales
when necessary.
1801 have referred to individual states in the United States o f America when necessary.
1811 have referred to individual provinces in Canada when necessary.
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jurisdictions.182*1 have identified each jurisdiction and explained its nature as it became
relevant.
The second is the temporal dimension; in which the span considered in this paper is quite
wide. The earliest date mentioned, was mentioned in this Part, and was 1066, the time of
the Norman Conquest. The latest date mentioned, was mentioned in Part I, and was 1999.
This is a span of almost a millennium, and obviously, not all events during that
millennium have been considered equally. Instead, in the remainder of this paper, I have
confined myself to specific temporal ranges during which the events that are important to
the discussion transpired.
In Part III, I have charted the development of the Canadian judicial system during the
course of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. In that Part, I have also considered a
number of cases that were brought before the Colonial Benches prior to Canadian
confederation in 1867.
In Part IV, I have charted the development o f the British North American Colonies, from
the point of European conquest to the American Revolution. I have also presented the
biographical information of various Colonial figures that were important in the
development of the judicial system in the Colonies.
The cases considered in Part III, as well as the Colonial figures considered in Part IV, are
primarily concentrated to the Colonies of Upper Canada, Nova Scotia, and New
Brunswick. My confinement to those Colonies can be attributed to the fact that they are
where important judicial developments, relevant to the subject matter in this thesis,
occurred. Those Colonies also became three of the four Provinces that made up
Dominion of Canada at the time of confederation.

1fil

182 The jurisdictions include: England; the United Kingdom of Great Britain; the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland; the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland; the United States of America; the Province of
Canada; the United Provinces of Upper and Lower Canada; the Province of Upper Canada; the Province of Lower
Canada; the 11 Canadian Provinces and 2 Canadian Territories; the Dominion of Canada; and the fifty states that make
up the United States o f America.
li3 Quebec was the fourth Province, and was formed in conjunction with Ontario upon the division of the Province of
Canada. Judicial developments in Quebec, and its antecedents Lower Canada and Canada East, have been ignored as
they were based on the civil law system. The labyrinth of civil law instituted in Quebec for the benefit of its inhabitants
of French dissent has no relevance to the discussion of the subject considered in this thesis.
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3) METHODOLOGY
3.1) American Authorities in Canadian Courts
The bulk of the law discussed in this thesis is contained in Part III. I have split Part III up
into two major Sections. In Section Two I have focused on general law, whereas in
Section Three I have focused on corporate law.
3.1.1) General Law
In Section Two, after outlining the early eighteenth century events giving rise to the first
British Colony on soil that is present day Canada,184185 have outlined the way in which the
. . .

4n *

first common law court in British Canada was established.

As that Court was situated

in Nova Scotia, I have subsequently set out the development of the common law courts in
Nova Scotia during the latter half of the eighteenth century.186
In deriving that outline, I drew from the works of Justice William R Riddell of the
Supreme Court of Ontario, Justice Thomas C Haliburton of the Nova Scotia Supreme
Court, Justice Joseph A Chisholm of the Nova Scotia Supreme Court, legal historian
Barry Cahill and Professor Jim Phillips of the University of Toronto. Each of them has
contributed to the discussion of the development of the initial common law courts in
Nova Scotia.187

It is also noteworthy that in 1670, King Charles II, incorporated the Hudson's Bay Corporation by Royal Charter.
Through that Charter, King Charles II also established the Colony of Prince Rupert’s Land (‘Rupert's Land’), which
was the antecedent of a large portion of the present Western Canada - including portions of present day Provinces of
Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and the Territory of Nunavut. The Charter granted the Corporation a fur trading
monopoly over Rupert's Land. Incidentally, the Corporation was also entrusted with the governance of Rupert’s Land,
including the imposition of law in the Colony. The Hudson Bay Corporation developed a primitive, ad-hoc judicial
system in the Colony for the purpose of resolving disputes by way of equitable solutions. When such disputes arose,
they were adjudicated in accordance with the laws of England. Although the judicial system did mature from 1670 to
confederation, for the most part it remained fairly primitive. The influence of the ad-hoc judicial systems of early
Western Canada were not relevant to the discussion in this thesis, and were thus ignored. For an overview of the
judicial system in Rupert’s Land see H Robert Baker “Creating Order in the Wilderness Transplanting the English Law
to Rupert’s Land” 17 LHR 2 209-246.

This was done under the heading-‘7Vir//Z7.v 1) O' Canada”.
185 This was done under the heading “Part H I:: 2) General L aw :: 2.1) The First Canadian Court”.
186 This was done under the heading “Part I I I 2) General Law ;; 2.2) American Reliance in the Maritime Courts
(General L aw f
87 Specifically , Thomas C. Haliburton An Historical and Statistical Account o f Nova Scotia (Halifax Joseph Howe
1829), William R Riddell “The First English Court in (the Present) Canada on its Criminal Side” (1917) 8:1 J Crim L &
Criminology 8-15, Justice Chisholm “Virginia and Nova Scotia: An Historical Note” (1921) 6:10 Va L Rev 744-751,
Barry Cahill & Jim Phillips “The Supreme Court o f Nova Scotia: Origins to Confederation” in Girard Jim Phillips and
Barry Cahill eds The Supreme Court o f Nova Scotia 1754-2004 (Toronto University of Toronto Press 2004) 53-139 and
Jim Phillips “Securing Obedience to Necessary Laws” (1992) 12:2 NSHR 87-124.
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I have then explored reported cases that came before the each of the Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick Supreme Courts from the commencement of the official Law Reports in
the early nineteenth century until confederation.188*In so doing, I have illustrated the
manner in which American authorities were received by each of those Courts.

Finally,

I repeated the above analysis with respect to the Upper Canada Court of King’s Bench.190
In compiling those cases, I drew from the works of Professor Bernard Hibbits of the
University of Pittsburgh, and Justice 'MacIntyre formerly of the Supreme Court of
Canada. Each of them has contributed to the discussion on American reliance in early
Colonial courts.1911 used the cases that cited American authorities enumerated in each of
their works to gain traction, and then proceeded to further explore primary sources,
specifically the early Maritime Law Reports, for similar examples. I have chosen cases
that I found to be illustrative of adjudicative trends in particular types of general law
cases.

192

:

*'■

..........................................................

1

3.1.2) Corporate Law
I have begun Section Three by outlining the development of corporate law from its
origins in England.193 I have then discussed an early eighteenth century stock market
collapse in England, and the divergent effect that that collapse had on English, and
British North American corporate law.194 I have subsequently outlined the evolution of
British Canadian corporate law in the nineteenth century, and the fact that through its
development it came to resemble the divergent British North American corporate law.195

188 The reason that New Brunswick has slipped into the discussion was because it was established through a 1784
Royal Proclamation that divided the region that was Nova Scotia.
1 This was done under the heading “Part I I I :: 2) General Law 2.2) American Reliance in the Maritime Courts
(General L aw ):: 2,21) Reported Cases",
90 This was done under the heading “Part I I I :: 2) General Law 2.3) American Reliance in the Maritime Courts
(General Law)".
91 Specifically, Bernard J Hibbits “Her Majesty’s Yankees: American Authority in the Supreme Court of Victorian
Nova Scotia 1837-1901” in Phillip Girard Jim Phillips and Barry Cahill eds The Supreme Court o f Nova Scotia 17542004 (Toronto University of Toronto Press 2004) 321, and JM MacIntyre “The Use of American Cases in Canadian
Courts” (1966) 2 UBCL Rev 487.
192 When I found a case that I considered illustrative of the use of American authorities in the area of general law, but at
the same time overly redundant to cases already considered in the body of this thesis, I have made note of that case in a
footnote.
193 This was done under the heading “Part I I I :: 3) Corporate L a w 3.1) Corporate Origins",
194 This was done under the heading “Part I I I :: 3) Corporate L a w :: 3.2) The South Sea Bubble".
195 This was done under the heading “Part 111:: 3) Corporate Law :: 3.2) The South Sea Bubble :: 3.2.2) Canadian
Effect". .
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The above Section outlining the legal framework of each of the Bodies Corporate and
their attributes was relevant to this discussion.196197
In outlining the development of corporate law in these three jurisdictions, I drew from the
works of Professor LCB Gower formerly of the University of London, and Professor
RCB Risk of the University of Toronto.

Each of them has contributed to the discussion

of the development of corporate law in England, British North America, and British
Canada in the eighteenth, and nineteenth century. I also explored primary sources,
statutes passed by the Colonial legislatures, to compare them to the legislation passed in
the American States.
Subsequently, I explored the primary sources for reported cases from each of the Nova
Scotia and New Brunswick Supreme Courts in the area of corporate law from the
commencement of the official Law Reports in the early nineteenth century until
confederation. In so doing, I have illustrated the manner in which American authorities
were received by each of those Courts.198 Finally, I repeated the above analysis with
respect to the Upper Canada Court of King’s Bench.199 In compiling those cases, I have
chosen cases that I found to illustrate adjudicative trends in particular types of corporate
law cases.200

.

3 1.3) Conclusion
From the discussion and enumeration of cases in Section Two and Section Three as
outlined above, I have drawn the following conclusions. The Maritime Courts were
influenced considerably when American authorities were introduced, whereas the
influence of such authorities on the Upper Canada Courts was significantly less.

196 The Bodies Corporate were discussed under the heading “Part II :: 1) Legal Framework :: 1.2) Corporate Law".
197 Specifically, LCB Gower “Some Contrasts Between British and American Corporation Law” (1956) 69:8 Harv L
Rev 1369-1402, RCB Risk “The Nineteenth-Century Foundation of the Business Corporation in Ontario” (1973) 23
UTLJ 270-306, and RCB Risk “The Law and the Economy in Mid-Nineteenth Century Ontario: A Perspective” (1977)
27 UTLJ 403-438. It should also be noted that Professor Gower was also a visiting professor at Harvard University.
-9S This was done under the heading “Part III :: 2) General Law :: 2.2) American Reliance in the Maritime Courts
(General Law) :: 2.21) Reported Cases”.
99 This was done under the heading “Part III :: 2) General Law :: 2.3) American Reliance in the Maritime Courts
(General Law)".
700 When I found a case that I considered illustrative of the use of American authorities in the area of corporate law, but
at the same time overly redundant to cases already considered in the body of this thesis, I have made note of that case in
a footnote.
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Furthermore, in the area of corporate law, the influence of American authorities on the
Maritime Courts was at least as strong as in cases of general law. By contrast, in the area
of corporate law, the influence of American authorities on the Upper Canada Courts was
even weaker than in cases of general law, to the point of being negligible. Although the
cases in this section support this conclusion, I have given particular attention to a series
of cases that I have referred to as the ‘Corporate Seal Saga’ because I believe it served as
a microcosm of the overall trend I outlined by the cases in this Part. Finally, Based on the
fact that corporate law in British Canada evolved to be akin to British North American
law, the Maritime Courts treatment of American authorities in corporate law cases was
appropriate, whereas the Upper Canada Courts’ treatment was misguided.
3.2) American Exiles on Canadian Benches
In Part IV, I began by presenting an argument that a person’s past experiences will
influence his method of future adjudication.

I then set out to explore the past

experiences of the judges that populated the Benches of the Maritime Supreme Court, and
the Upper Canada Court of BCing’s Bench.
In so doing, in Section Two, I began by outlining the period of European colonization of
the New World, and the factors that led to the English involvement in that
colonization.201202 I have then explored the events that led to the establishment of the
Colony of Virginia in 1607 - the first English colony in the New World, and the apathetic
attitude of the King towards the governance of the Colony.203 I then outlined the
subsequent English colonies established in the seventeenth and eighteenth century
pursuant to the Virginian example, which were hoping to benefit from the same apathetic
attitude.204

201 This was done under the heading “Part I V :: 1) The Path Traveled”.
202 This was done under the headings “Part IV :: 2) A Whole New World', as well as "Part I V ::2) AWhole New World
:: 2.1) A Profitable Divorce". I feel compelled to justify the temporal leap in this section.Whileexploring the
immediate local influences of the individual nineteenth century judges of the Upper Canada and Maritime Benches, I
felt the need to place those immediate local influences in context such that their causes could be understood. When
placing those immediate local influences in context, I felt a further need to provide context for the purpose of
understanding. The process recurred until I wound up at the point of European contact in the New World, which felt
like a natural equilibrium point.
203 This was done under the heading "Part I V :: 2) A Whole New World:: 2.2) The Flame".
204 This was done under the heading “Part I V :: 2) A Whole New World:: 2.3) The Melting Pot"
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Subsequently I outlined the amicable relationship between the British North American
Colonies and Great Britain in the mid-eighteenth century, at the time of the Seven Years
War.2052061 then set out disputes over money and power that led to the deterioration of that
relationship over the course of the following decade.

Finally, I have outlined the

further development of hostilities between the Colonial Rebels, and the United Empire
Loyalists, that culminated in the American Revolution in 1777.207
In Section Three, I began by outlining the population changes that occurred in the British
Colonies of Upper Canada and Nova Scotia at the conclusion of the American
Revolution.208 I have then compiled the life experiences of each of the Chief Justices
appointed to the Maritime Benches prior to the 1867 establishment of the Dominion of
Canada by Confederation.209*From that compilation, I concluded that until Confederation,
United Empire Loyalists that had been trained in the former British North American
A

Colonies dominated the Maritime Benches.
I have then compiled the life experiences of each of the Chief Justices appointed to the
Upper Canada Bench after it was established in 1791, until Confederation.211 From that
compilation, I concluded that the early Upper Canada Bench was dominated by
appointments of Englishmen who traveled to the Colony to discharge the duty of Chief
Justice, and by local inhabitants who had received legal training in England 212
I have then contrasted the personalities that populated the Maritime Benches to those that
populated the Upper Canada Bench, and drawn the appropriate inferences regarding the

205 This was done under the heading “Part I V :: 2) A Whole New World:: 2.4) A Simple Brew”
206 This was done under the heading “Part I V :: 2) A Whole New World:: 2.5) Double Double Toil and Trouble”
207 This was done under the heading “Part IV :: 2) A Whole New World:: 2.6) Fire Burn and Cauldron Bubble”
208 This was done under the heading "Fart I V :: 3) The Pot Runeth Over”.
209 This was done under the heading “Part I V :: 3) The Pot Runeth Over:: 3.1) The Land o f Giants”. To a lesser extent,
in the footnotes of the same section, I have compiled similar information regarding each of the Assistant Judges
appointed to the Maritime Benches.
2*° This was concluded under the heading “Part I V :: 3) The Pot Runeth Over :: 3.1) The Land o f Giants :: 3.1.10)
Conclusion”.
211 This was done under the heading “Part I V :: 3) The Pot Runeth O ver:: 3.2) For England?”. To a lesser extent, in
the footnotes of the same section, I have compiled similar information regarding most of the Assistant Judges appointed
to the Upper Canada Bench.
212 This was concluded under the heading “Part IV :: 3) The Pot Runeth Over :: 3.2) For England? :: 3.2.9)
Conclusion”.
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influence of each of their collective backgrounds on the adjudicative trends apparent in
Part III.213
In compiling biographical information about each of the judges explored in this section, I
drew from the work of the American lawyer Lorenzo Sabine, JW Lawrence the President
of the New Brunswick Historical Society, as well as the Dictionary of Canadian
Biography. The first, Lorenzo Sabine, compiled biographical information about many of
the Loyalists during the time of the American Revolution.214 The second, President
Lawrence published a paper containing biographical information in relation to a number
of the early members of the New Brunswick Bench.215 Finally, the last, the Dictionary of
\

Canadian Biography, was a 1959 research and publishing project undertaken by the
University of Toronto and Université Laval, and contains biographical information in
relation important Canadian figures.216
3.3) Conclusion
In Part V, I summarized the events and discussions contained in this thesis in
chronological order. The span of this summation includes the Norman Conquest; the
development of the common law; European contact with the New World; the English
pre-occupation of monarchy; English colonization of North America; the South Sea
Bubble English stock market collapse; the effects of that stock market collapse on each of
England, the British American Colonies, and the British Canadian Colonies; the FrenchIndian War; the American Revolution; the Loyalist exodus and its influence on Upper
Canada and the Maritime Provinces; and the cases considered throughout this thesis.
Finally, I have then presented my conclusions. First that prior to Confederation, the
courts of the Maritime Colonies were influenced by American authorities when
introduced; whereas the Upper Canada courts were not. Second, that given the
personalities that populated each of the Upper Canada and Maritime Benches, that the

213 This was done under the heading “Part IV :: 4) Conclusion”.
214 Lorenzo Sabine Biographical Sketches o f Loyalists o f the American Revolution with an Historical Essay (New York
Kennikat Press Inc 1966).
213 JW Lawrence The First Courts and Early Judges o f New Brunswick (St John J&A McMillan Printers 1875).
216 Dictionary o f Canadian Biography (Toronto University of Toronto Press 1966). As indicated, the Dictionary o f
Canadian Biography was an ongoing publication; the most recent lead editor, John English, has been the editor of this
publication since 1995.
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level of deference shown to American authorities could have been inferred. Third, given
that the parallel evolution of Canadian corporate law and that of the United States, the
reliance on English corporate law - as seen in Upper Canada - was misguided.

PART III
1) O’ CANADA
1.1) Our Home and Native Land
Through its history, the Dominion of Canada - established by the British North America
Act o f 1867 - has shifted through many shapes.217 Immediately after Confederation,
Canada consisted of four provinces.218 During the one and a half centuries since
Confederation, the Dominion of Canada has substantially expanded. At present, Canada
consists of ten provinces and three territories.219 The Canadian landmass is bounded by
the Pacific Ocean on the West, the Atlantic Ocean on the East, the Arctic Ocean on the
North, and the United States of America on the South.
In this section, I have focused on institutions that established governance over inhabitants
and occupants of the land that is currently under the dominion of Canada. However, I
have limited my focus to institutions established under the authority of the British
Empire. Governance institutions established prior to the involvement of the British
Empire were largely supplanted by institutions established pursuant to British authority.
1.2) We Stand On Guard For Thee
In 1605, Samuel de Champlain established a French settlement on the east coast of the La
Baye Francoise.22021Between 1605 and 1710 the settlement town, known as Port Royal,
was often contested, but for the most part it was a French colony.

From 1701 to 1714

Great Britain and France were among the European powers involved in a conflict that has

217 The British North America Act o f 1867 later became known as the Constitution Act, 1867 and is reproduced in
R.S.C. 1985, Appendix II, No. 5.
218 The British North America Act 1867 supra note 217 had the effect of uniting the three provinces of Nova Scotia,
New Brunswick, and the Province o f Canada (consisting of Upper Canada and Lower Canada as united by the Act o f
Union 1840 3 & 4 Viet c 35) into the provinces of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Ontario, and Québec under the
Dominion of Canada; see British North America Act 1867 supra note 217 s 3,5, and 6.
219 The ten provinces are: British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Ontario, Québec, Newfoundland and
Labrador, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island. The three territories are: Yukon Territory,
Northwest Territories and Nunavut. The reader is reminded that this paper was current in 2011.
220 See Thomas C. Haliburton An Historical and Statistical Account o f Nova Scotia (Halifax Joseph Howe 1829) vol I
at 15 [Haliburton] and William R Riddell “The First English Court in (the Present) Canada on its Criminal Side”
(1917) 8:1 J Crim L & Criminology 8 at 8 [Riddell], La Baye Francoise is now known as the Bay of Fundy.
221 For an in depth recounting of the events that took place during these years consult Haliburton supra note 220 at 1593. For a general overview and timeline, please consult Justice Chisholm “Virginia and Nova Scotia: An Historical
Note” (1921) 6:10 Va L Rev 744 at 744-746 [Chisholm], I have been unable to ascertain Justice Chisholm’s first name;
if you happen to know it please contact me.
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become known as the War of Spanish Succession. In 1710, the British overthrew France's
rule over Port Royal in what became known as the Conquest of Acadia.222 The War of
Spanish Succession was concluded by the Treaty o f Utrecht.223 Under the Treaty o f
Utrecht, France ceded Port Royal to Great Britain.224 Upon acquisition, the British
changed the name of Port Royal to Annapolis Royal, and it continues to exist under that
name.
In the wake of the War of Spanish Succession, Annapolis Royal - and all of Nova Scotia
- was under military law.225 In 1719 - as Nova Scotia was in the process of emancipating
itself from military law - the second British Governor of Nova Scotia, Colonel Richard
Phillips, was instructed to facilitate the formation of a Court to manage the civil affairs of
the Province.226 Furthermore, until such a Court came into existence, he was instructed
to regulate himself by the instructions of the Governor of Virginia.227
2) GENERAL LAW
2.1) The First Canadian Court
In April 1721, Governor Phillips established the Nova Scotia Supreme Court of
Judicature.228 The instructions to the established Court were to “make the lawes [sic] of
Virginia a rule or pattern for this Government where they can be applicable to the present
circumstances”.229 The instructions continued: “by the lawes [sic] of Virginia the
Governor and Council were the Supreme Court of Judicature’.230 The Supreme Court of

222 Haliburton supra note 220 at 86.
223 Treaty o f Utrecht Great Britain and France April 11 1713 reproduced in A Collection o f Treaties Between Great
Britain and Other Powers by George Chalmers (London John Stockdale Piccadilly 1790) s. XII [Treaty o f Utrecht].
The Treaty o f Utrecht was the primary treaty between England and France at the time, it was later supplemented by the
Treaty o f Rastatt March 7 1714 and the Treaty o f Baden September 5 1714. The three treaties in conjunction concluded
the War o f Spanish Succession.
224 Treaty o f Utrecht supra note 223 s. XII.
,
225 Chisholm supra note 221 at 747 :
226 The instructions contemplated the formation of a ‘Council’ and ‘Assembly’. However, it is clear from the articulated
function o f the body to be formed, and from the Articles that later brought the body into existence referred to in infra
233, that the body was a court.
227 Haliburton supra note 220 at 93.
228 See Riddell supra note 220 at 9 and Halliburton supra note 220 at 93-94.
229 3 Nova Scotia Archives at 28-29 reproduced in Chisholm supra note 221 at 747.
230 3 Nova Scotia Archives at 28-29 reproduced in Chisholm supra note 221 at 747.
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Judicature in Annapolis Royal was the first common law court established in the land that
is present day Canada, and it was modeled after the courts of Virginia.231
As Justice Chisholm noted:
[i]t is a far cry from Nova Scotia to Virginia - and more so in the early years o f the
eighteenth century than now, but nevertheless for several decades o f that century the “the
lawes o f Virginia” [sic] were the model and pattern for the new court in Nova Scotia.232

Although this was the first Court established in Canada that administered the common
law, it was not a common law institution recognizable to the courts of England.2332345
To secure its authority over Nova Scotia, the British Crown bribed English citizens to
emigrate across the Atlantic and establish a settlement.

In 1749, the emigrants

departed from England under the command of Edward Cornwallis whom the British
Crown had appointed Governor of the settlement that was to be established.236 Upon
arrival, Governor Cornwallis established a settlement on the eastern coast of Nova Scotia
and named it Halifax.237
Among his instructions from the British Empire, was one that required him to ‘erect and
commission Courts o f Justice’.238 To discharge that duty, Governor Cornwallis
established a general court system that resembled the court system in Virginia.
The Committee are o f the opinion that the form o f government in Virginia being the
nearest to that o f Nova Scotia, the regulations there established for the General Court and
their County Courts w ill be most proper to be observed in the province.239

231 Chisholm supra note 2 2 1 at 749.
232 Chisholm supra note 221 at 744.
233 Haiiburton supra note 220 at 163.
234 At the time this thesis was written, the dictionaries defined the word ‘bribe* as a noun that referred to ‘anything
given to persuade or induceM use the word in that context.
235 At the time, the French were contesting the terms of the Treaty o f Utrecht supra note 223. The French and British
positions differed in relation to the area of land ceded through the Treaty. The French challenge pressured the British
Crown to secure the land by settlement; see Haiiburton supra note 220 at 143. The objects of the British Crown's
bribes to its citizens were estates in fee simple in large plots o f land; see Haiiburton supra note 220 at 137-138.
236 See Haiiburton supra note 220 at 138.
237 See Haiiburton supra note 220 at 140-141. Upon arrival, the settlers were met with unspoiled wilderness and a
dense forest; see John S Barry History o f Massachusetts 4th ed (Boston John Barry 1856) voi II at 168-169 [Barry
Volume II]. The materials used to clear the wilderness, erect buildings, and establish the settlement were brought from
New England; see Barry Volume II supra at 169.
238 Haiiburton supra note 220 at 163.
239 The submission to the Crown was through its agent the Council of Trade. See Minutes of Council, 1749 RG 1 voi
186 at 33 Public Archives of Nova Scotia.
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Thus, the general court system consisted of the Court of General Sessions, the County
Court, and the General Court.240 These were the first courts that could be recognized as
analogous to the common law courts of England.24124
The subsequent reporting of proceedings in the courts of Nova Scotia is sparse. It has
been noted however, that the courts of Nova Scotia applied the law of Massachusetts, and
that application was met with controversy.

In particular, in 1753, a complaint with

respects to the use of Massachusetts’ law by the judges of the Inferior Court of Common
Pleas was submitted to the Crown.243
Although the judges were ultimately exonerated, Professor Sprague has suggested that:
the tone o f their defense against the accusation, the Council’s pronouncement o f their
innocence, and the subsequent action o f the home government [...] all seem to indicate
that although government policy demanded their acquittal, the [Crown] suspected that
there was some truth to the accusation.244

The controversy came to a head in 1754, when the Governor of Nova Scotia, Charles
Lawrence, asked the Crown to appoint a Chief Justice to the Nova Scotia Supreme Court
that would ensure that the court system administered English law.245 The Crown
appointed Jonathan Belcher Jr as the Chief Justice of the Nova Scotia Supreme Court.246
In 1754, the general court system was restructured to bear a resemblance to the
Massachusetts courts.247 That restructuring included the establishment of the Nova Scotia
Supreme Court, and the Nova Scotia inferior courts 248

240 Haliburton supra note 220 at 163-165.
241 Haliburton supra note 220 at 163.
242 See Elizabeth Mancke “Colonial and Imperial Contexts” in Philip Girard Jim Phillips and Barry Cahill eds The
Supreme Court o f Nova Scotia 1754-2004 (Toronto University of Toronto Press 2004) 30 at 40 [Mancke] as well as
Barry Cahill & Jim Phillips “The Supreme Court of Nova Scotia: Origins to Confederation” in Girard Jim Phillips and
Barry Cahill eds The Supreme Court o f Nova Scotia 1754-2004 (Toronto University of Toronto Press 2004) 53 at 55
[Cahill and Phillips],
See Mmutes of Council 3 January 1753 RG 1 vol 186 at 267 Public Archives of Nova Scotia. See also Alan B.
Sprague “Some American Influences on the Law and Lawcourts of Nova Scotia 1749-1853” (1992) 12:2 Nova Scotia
Historical Review 1 at 15 [Sprague].
244 Sprague supra note 243 at 15 -16.
245 The request to the Crown was made through its agent, the Board of Trade; see Cahill and Phillips supra note 242 at
56. Given that Chief Justice Belcher’s father had been the Governor of Massachusetts - and was the uncle of Andrew
Oliver of soon to be Stamp Act fame as discussed under the heading “Part I V 2) A Whole New World:: 2.5) Double
Double Toil and Trouble” - he was an interesting choice for the task; see Barry Volume 11 supra note 237 at 128.
246 Once again, the appointment was done through the Crown's agent, the Board of Trade; see Cahill and Phillips supra
note 242 at 55.
247Haliburton supra note 220 at 164 and Mancke supra note 247 at 239.
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2.2) American Reliance in the Maritime Courts (General Law)
When Justice Belcher arrived in Halifax in 1754, he was of the following opinion.
The principle o f Law is Settled that in Countries accruing to the Crown by Conquest or
by Cession, the King has a right to govern the Inhabitants by such Laws as he may think
expedient. If the Subjects o f England become Settlers and Inhabitants o f those Countries
they carry with them the Laws o f England and are to be Govern’d by them ‘till they are
changed by other Laws or ordinances from the Crown.248249

Although Chief Justice Belcher arrived with the intention to resolutely discharge his
mandate to apply English law and suppress the application of American colonies’ and
mostly Massachusetts law, the extent to which English law was applicable in Nova Scotia
soon became ambiguous.
In 1756, the case of R v Young came before the Nova Scotia Supreme Court.250251In that
case, the uncontroverted allegation was that the Defendant had circulated Spanish
currency.

At the time, although Spanish currency was legal tender in the American

colonies, it was not in Nova Scotia.252 Furthermore, the Defendant's actions constituted
the crime of treason pursuant to a statute of Queen Mary in 1553 that was still in effect in
die realm.253
The case turned on the question of whether the 1553 statute was applicable in Nova
Scotia.254 Justice Belcher, in accordance with his mandate to ensure the enforcement of

248 This included the Inferior Court of Common Pleas.
249 Public Archives ofNova Scotia CO 217 Vol 15 p 191.
250 The case of R v Young took place before any formal law reporting had begun in Nova Scotia. The following account
of the trial and the surrounding events have been drawn from Jim Phillips “Securing Obedience to Necessary Laws”
(1992) 12:2 NSHR 87-124 [Phillips], Professor Phillips has reconstructed the events from various primary sources that
he has cited at Phillips supra at 98 n 36. To avoid confusion by attempting a redundant reconstruction of my own, I
have cited Professor Phillips, who in turn has cited the relevant primary sources. The closest applicable individual
citation to the case is R v Young 20 Jan 1757 CO 217 Vol 5 130-237 (NSSC), and includes the procedural history and
trial record as sent to the Board of Trade for review.
251 Phillips supra note 250 at 98.
252 Phillips supra note 250 at 98.
253 An act that the counterfeiting o f strange coins being current within this realm, the Queens highness sign manual,
signet or privy seal, to be adjudged treason (1553) 1 Mar Sess 2 C 6 s. 2 reproduced in The Statutes at Large from the
First Year o f Q. Mary to the Thirty-fifth Year o f Q. Elizabeth edited by Danby Pickering (Cambridge Joseph Bentham
1763).
254 Phillips supra note 250 at 99.
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English law, opined that the statute was to be applied in Nova Scotia.255256The Defendant
was convicted.
However, prior to sentencing him to death as contemplated by the 1553 statute, Justice
Belcher forwarded the case material to the Crown requesting advice,

* C iT

and suggesting a

pardon be granted to the Defendant because of the peculiar circumstances of the case.257
In its response, the Crown informed Justice Belcher that his application of the 1553
statute to Nova Scotia was erroneous.258 The Crown clarified that ‘not all of English
statute law was generally introduced into a colony with English settlement’.259
That response, vague as it was, shook Justice Belcher’s resolve with respects to the Nova
Scotia court system’s mandate to apply English law.260 It appears that a seed had been
planted.
Subsequently, it has been inferred that American authorities were routinely cited and
relied upon in cases that came before the Maritime courts.261 The basis for that inference
was succinctly summarized by Justice Sprague as follows.
[.,.] I venture a few remarks on the Bible o f the early Nova Scotian lawyer— Beamish
Murdoch’s Epitome o f the Laws o f Nova-Scotia. No law reports [...] were published in
this province until 1834. Therefore it is difficult to discover upon what grounds the
judges based their decisions before this time. The result is that one has to use Murdoch’s
Epitome as a mirror to reflect the actual sources from which the early judges drew the law
up to the time o f the first law report. To the lawyer o f today, the most striking feature o f
this Epitome lies in the comparative scarcity o f references to Blackstone’s Commentaries,
which in Murdoch’s time was the recognized authority on the common law o f England,v
and the constant references to Chancellor Kent’s Commentaries on American Law. The
result is that the Epitome is full o f American precedents, and its author is always careful

255 See Phillips supra note 250 at 99-101, as well as Phillips supra note 250 at 100 where Justice Belcher noted that no
local legislature had changed or repealed any English laws, and thus the English laws were in effect.
256 It was forwarded to the Crown through its agent, the Board of Trade; see Phillips supra note 250 at 102 n 47.
257 Phillips supra note 250 at 102.
258 Phillips supra note 250 at 102-103.
259 Phillips supra note 250 at 102.
260 I am not aware o f any direct evidence to support this conclusion, however, given the circumstances surrounding the
events it can be inferred that Justice Belcher’s resolve was shaken. I am not alone in that conclusion; see Phillips supra
note 250 at 101 where Professor Phillips opined that ‘[i]t must have been a considerable shock to Belcher to discover
[...] that he was, according to learned opinion in London, wrong*.
261 After the War of Spanish Succession, the land that now constitutes New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island was
ceded to Great Britain. Present day New Brunswick was annexed to Nova Scotia, while Prince Edward Island was an
independent British colony. In 1784, Nova Scotia was partitioned into Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. Upon being
established, the New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island courts followed the suit of the Nova Scotia Supreme Court.
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>r • to refer to American decisions on points that have not yet been decided by English or
provincial Courts.262

By 1877, when the first official report from a Supreme Court from the Maritime colonies
was published, the reliance on American authorities was widely recognized.263 The
reliance was acknowledged by Alexander James in the Preface to the second volume of
the Nova Scotia Reports as follows.264
The English cases are continually cited in the Courts o f the United States, and the
American decisions are not only frequently employed with effect to influence the
decision o f our Provincial Courts, but are cited with approval at Westminster Hall.26526

Similarly, the Preface to the third volume of the New Brunswick Reports, David S. Kerr
acknowledged the reliance as follows.
[...] and whenever disputes in reference to the law now in questions arise, the English
Reports furnishing no exact precedent, the United States decisions are heard with
approbation, as being more applicable in point o f locality than any English authority that
can be brought to bear on the question[.]2 6

He continued as follows.

v

This Province has the benefit o f all the English authorities, and can obtain from the
adjoining country elementary books o f the highest character, and copious reports o f
almost every State in the Union; productions not less o f manifest utility in aiding the
administration o f justice in N ew Brunswick than as highly suited to give a correct view of
the English and American Law administered in the United States267268

I have enumerated a few examples of the reception of American authorities in relation to
general law in the maritime courts below. Although references to American authorities
were abundant, I have selected cases that, when conjoined, illustrate reliance on
American authorities over a wide array of legal issues.

262 Sprague supra note 243 at 17-18 [citations omitted]. The monograph Justice Sprague referred to was Beamish
Murdoch Epitome o f the Laws o f Nova-Scotia (Halifax Joseph Howe 1832) vol 1-4.
263 The first such official report published was Law Reports Containing Decisions o f the Bench o f the Supreme Court o f
Nova Scotia Between the Years 1834 and 1851 by James Thomson (Halifax A & W MacKinlay 1877) referred to as 1
NSR throughout this paper.
264 Alexander James was a Nova Scotian barrister, and an official reporter to the each of the court of equity, the court of
the common law, and the court of Vice-Admiralty.
265 Preface (1853) 2 NSR v at vi (Preface 2 NSR v). Mr. James continued by outlining the reasons that it was important
for Nova Scotia to have a local reporter such as the Nova Scotia Reports; see Preface 2 NSR v supra at vii.
266 Preface (1840) 3 NBR vii at x (Preface 3 NBR vii)
267 Preface 3 NBR vii supra at xi.
268 In compiling the following cases, I drew heavily from Bernard J Hibbits “Her Majesty's Yankees: American
Authority in the Supreme Court of Victorian Nova Scotia 1837-1901” in Girard Jim Phillips and Barry Cahill eds The
Supreme Court o f Nova Scotia 1754-2004 (Toronto University of Toronto Press 2004) 321-360 [Hibbits], and JM
MacIntyre “The Use o f American Cases in Canadian Courts” (1966) 2 UBCL Rev 478-490 [MacIntyre]. I used each of
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2.2.1) Reported Cases
In 1835, the case of Tarratt v Sawyer came before the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia.269
In that case the Court was referred to particular American decisions. In his reasons for
judgement, Chief Justice Brenton Halliburton addressed those authorities as follows.270
I have not overlooked the American cases which have been cited, for, although we are
not bound to defer to them as w e must to the decisions at Westminster, w e derive great
satisfaction and advantage from the views taken by the able lawyers who sit upon many
o f the Benches in that country [... however...] the law upon questions o f this nature is
still more unsettled in America than it is in England.271

Although Chief Justice Brenton Halliburton did not follow the American authorities he
was presented with in Tarratt v Sawyer, he acknowledged the guidance that such
authorities provided.272273
In 1836, Ralston v Barss came before the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia.

In that case

the Court was referred to American authorities, and in response Justice Bliss made the
following comment.
The first remark that has occurred to me in looking into the subject, arises from the
insufficient aid with which we are furnished by those authorities to which w e properly
resort, and by which along w e can be governed. We have been referred to the work o f an
eminent lawyer o f the United States, from which it would appear that this question had
been fully settled in that country by a judge o f great reputation and o f abilities well
qualified for the task. W e must always be happy on all occasions to avail ourselves o f
such guides in our researches, and to profit by their acknowledged talent and learning.
But even if w e could recognize the authority o f that decision, we ought first to have the

those articles - which consist of a number of cases mainly from the Maritime courts - for guidance in establishing that
the youthful Maritime courts relied on American authorities.
269 Tarratt v Sawyer (1835) 1 NSR 46 at 52.
270 Brenton Halliburton was appointed Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia in 1832, and remained Chief
Justice until his death in 1860. In 1841, Thomas Chandler Haliburton was appointed to be a Justice of the Supreme
Court o f Nova Scotia, and he retired in 1856. As if the concurrent tenure of Chief Justice Halliburton and Justice
Haliburton on the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia bench - at a time when the Bench consisted of five judges - was not
enough of a cruel joke on historians; the spelling of their names in the Nova Scotia Reports appears to have been
incorrect at times. I have made note of spelling errors, and I have consistently referred to these Justices by their first
names in addition to their last names to avoid confusion.
271 Tarratt 1 NSR 46 supra note 269 at 52. The Nova Scotia Reports attributes these reasons for judgment to ‘Chief
Justice Haliburton’. As is evident from the discussion in supra note 270, there is no Chief Justice Haliburton. There is
Chief Justice Halliburton, and Justice Haliburton. In my opinion, an official reporter would not mistakenly identify a
Justice as a Chief Justice. Thus, I think it is safe to assume that these reasons for judgment can be properly attributed to
Chief Justice Brenton Halliburton.
272 For a similar sentiment expressed by Chief Justice Brenton Halliburton in a case in relation to a promise to enter
into a marriage contract see Gilmore v Deware (1838) 1 NSR 101 at 103 where Chief Justice Brenton Halliburton
referred to the case of Paul v Frazier 3 Mass R 71 and said:"[...] but it has been brought under our consideration by
both sides at the bar, and we willingly avail ourselves of the able opinions of such a man as the late Chief Justice
Parsons, of Massachusetts, upon question decided under laws so similar to our own.”
273 Ralston v Barss (1836) 1 NSR 75 [Ralston 1 NSR 75].
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case submitted to us at large, (and I am not aware o f its being within reach), that we may
know what the precise grounds upon which it is founded, and how far they are applicable
to ourselves. The English authorities are strikingly deficient on the subject[...]274'

A similar sentiment is found in the 1840 case of Murison v Murison. In that case Chief
Justice Brenton Halliburton opined on the utility of American authorities as follows.275
[...] and w e have been referred to the views which the courts in Massachusetts have
taken o f cases o f this description under their law relative to proceedings against
absconding debtors. Although not bound by the decisions o f the tribunals in the United
States as w e are by those in the mother country, I always refer to the opinions o f the
learned judges who preside in those courts with great satisfaction, and have often derived
much assistance from the judgements which they have pronounced upon cases similar to
many which occur here, and relative to which it is difficult to find any that are parallel in
an old settled country like England.276

The cases of Tarratt v Sawyer, Ralston v Barss, and Murison v Murison demonstrate the
willingness of barristers to cite American authorities to British Canadian judges.
However, although the judges appear to have acknowledged the authorities, they were
hesitant to accept them. In the following decades the Court became more receptive to
American authorities.277
In 1848 the case of Bryson v Graham came before the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia.278
In that case the Plaintiff's right to seek a remedy from the Defendant in Scotland had
been extinguished by a statutory limitation period.279 The question before the Court was
whether the Scottish statutory limitation period had any effect on the Plaintiff’s right to
recover damages in Nova Scotia.280281
Among the authorities cited by Justice Bliss, was the United States Supreme Court’s
decision in LeRoy v Crownshield.

Justice Bliss also relied heavily on the American

monograph, Commentaries on Conflict o f Laws, written by Justice Story and published in

274 Ralston 1 NSR 75 supra note 273 at 82-83; the ‘eminent lawyer’ referred to by Justice Bliss was James Kent, and
th e ‘judge of great reputation and abilities’ was Justice Story,
275 Murison v Murison (1840) 1 NSR 131 [Murrison 1 NSR 131],
276 Murison 1 NSR 131 supra note 275 at 133.
277 This point was noted by Professor Hibbits in Hibbits supra note 268 at 324.
278 Bryson v Graham (1848) 3 NSR 271 at 273 [Bryson],
279 See Bryson 3 NSR 271 supra note 278 at 271. A contract was formed between the Plaintiff and the Defendant in
Scotland. At the time, each of the Plaintiff and the Defendant was a resident of Scotland. The Defendant breached the
contract while the Plaintiff was meandering through the high seas. The Plaintiff sued the Defendant in Nova Scotia; see
Bryson 3 NSR 271 supra note 278 at 273. A statutory provision in effect in Scotland extinguished the Plaintiffs right
to a remedy; see Bills o f Exchange (Scotland) Act 1772 12 Geo 3 c 72 s 37.
280 Bryson 3 NSR 271 supra note 278 at 273.
281 LeRoy v. Crownshield (1820) 2 Mas Rep 159,2 Mason 151,15 F Cas 362.
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Boston, Massachusetts.282 Based on these authorities, among others that were cited,
Justice Bliss disposed of the case accordingly.283
The case of Lawson v Whitman came before the Nova Scotia Supreme Court in 1851.284285
This case involved an estate in land granted to the Plaintiff, and an estate in land
subsequently granted to the Defendant. The two plots of land shared a common border.
Subsequent to the grant, the Defendant mistakenly occupied a portion of land in which
the Plaintiff held an estate.286 Between the land occupied by the Plaintiff and Defendant
was an area of wilderness.287 This arrangement persisted longer than the adverse
occupation required to extinguish the Plaintiff’s action against the Defendant for trespass
to land.
The Defendant asserted that the Plaintiff’s right of action against him had been
extinguished in relation to the land that the Defendant occupied, and the. area of
wilderness noted above. Chief Justice Brenton Halliburton received the American cases
submitted in support of the Defendant’s position as follows.
The situation o f the lands in this Province resembles that o f those in the United States so
much more than o f those old and long cultivated lands in the mother country, that we
may frequently consider with advantage the view which their courts have taken o f
questions o f this nature.288289

Through his reasons for judgment, Chief Justice Brenton Halliburton introduced the
AAA

concept of ‘constructive possession’ to Canadian law.

In doing so. Justice Halliburton

refrained from citing cases on the subject, but instead advised that cases could be found

282 Joseph Story Commentaries on Conflict o f Laws (Boston Hilliard Gray and Company 1834) [Story on Conflicts]. As
there was no set convention in relation to citations, reporters in this time period were accustomed to citing prevalent
textbooks by abbreviated name, such as “Story on Conflicts”. If multiple editions of the textbook referred to were in
circulation, then it was very difficult to decipher which editions was being referred to. At present, it is almost
impossible to tell which edition was being referenced. As such, when possible, I have assumed the textbook being
referenced was the most recent edition available at the time the reasons for judgement were rendered.
283 See Bryson 3 NSR 271 supra note 278 at 277. It was ultimately found that the Scottish statute extinguished the right
to a remedy but not the principal debt. Thus, the Plaintiffwas able to recover a remedy in Nova Scotia.
284 Lessees o f Lawson et al v Whitman (1851) 1 NSR 208 [Lawson 1 NSR 208].
285 Lawson 1 NSR 208 supra note 284 at 208. The original Crown grant resulting in the Plaintiffs estate was made to
the Plaintiff in 1773. The subsequent Crown grant resulting in the Defendant's estate was made in 1784. The northern
border of the land granted in 1773 was the southern border o f the land granted in 1784.
286 Lawson 1 NSR 208 supra note 284 at 208. The Defendant occupied and cultivated land ‘upwards of a mile south of
[the northern border of the land that was the subject of the 1773 grant]’.
287 Lawson 1 NSR 208 supra note 284 at 209. The wilderness was immediately south of the land that was the subject of
supra note 286.
288 Lawson 1 NSR 208 supra note 284 at 209.
289 Lawson 1 NSR 208 supra note 284 at 209.
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‘fully detailed and ably commented upon in Angel on Limitation [y/c]’,290 and also
alluded to the observations of Justice Story in the Massachusetts case of Prescott v
Nevers.29129.
The case of Cunará v Irvine came before the Nova Scotia Supreme Court in 1853.

In

that case the first issue was whether a conveyance through a deed transfers an estate in
the absence any act of occupation of that land.293 The second issue was whether an
adverse occupier who occupied a portion of the land - but had entered and occupied that
portion pursuant to color of right in relation to the entire plot - acquired an estate in the
occupied portion, or the entire plot.29429567
In conjunction with each of their decisions dismissing the Appellant's appeal, each of
Chief Justice Brenton Halliburton, Justice Bliss, and Justice Dodds rendered reasons for
judgement.
Chief Justice Brenton Halliburton expressly acknowledged that in England, the absence
of occupation as reflected in the first issue would have determined the case in favour of
the Appellant?95 In reaching the opposite conclusion, Chief Justice Brenton Halliburton
quoted several reasons for judgement rendered by American judges,

referred to

Angelí?91 and concluded as follows.
I think that, on this side o f the Atlantic, [the previous conveyances] may form a prima
facie case, which calls upon the possessor to shew that [the initial conveyor] had no right
to convey this lot.298

\

290 Lawson 1 NSR 208 supra note 284 at 209. Chief Justice Brenton Halliburton omitted citations for these cases with
good reasons. The cases are enumerated in Joseph K Angell Treatise on the Limitations o f Actions at Law and Suits in
Equity andAdmiralty (Boston Little Brown and Company 1854) cap 31 [Angell],
.
29 Lawson 1 NSR 208 supra note 284 at 209; the case cited was Prescott v Nevers 4 Mas 326.
292 Cunardv Irvine (1851) 1 NSR 31 [Cunard 1 NSR 31].
293 See Cunard 1 NSR 31 supra note 292 at 32.
294 Cunard A NSR 31 supra note 292 at 34.
295 See Cunard 1 NSR 31 supra note 292 at 32 where Chief Justice Brenton Halliburton said: *[...] but I scarcely think
that such a title as the plaintiff has set up in this case would be sufficient to put the defendant upon his defence in
England*.
296 See Cunard 1 NSR 31 supra note 292 at 32-33 where Chief Justice Brenton Halliburton quoted reasons for
judgement rendered by Justice Story of the Supreme Court of the United States in the case of Green v Letter 8 Crunch
229; and Cunard 1 NSR 31 supra note 292 at 34 where he quoted another set of reasons for judgement rendered by
Justice Story, and a set of reasons rendered by Justice Thomson of the circuit Courts of the United States.
297 See Cunard 1 NSR 31 supra note 292 at 34 and 35 where Chief Justice Brenton Halliburton referred to Angell supra
note 290 a s ‘Angell on Limitations’.
298 See Cunard 1 NSR 31 supra note 292 at 33.
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Justice Bliss’ reasons for judgement were uneventful, but reflected the same reliance on
American Law.299 In reaching the same conclusion as his peers, Justice Dodd referred to
numerous American authorities,300 and summarized the Court’s collective outlook on the
English and American authorities as follows.
In a country like England, where lands are o f great value, and where they are seldom or
never allowed to remain unoccupied, or without some distinguishing mark to shew that
there is a claimant for them, it is extremely difficult to find cases and decisions in the
books o f reports applicable to the case under consideration. We may therefore be excused
i f w e turn to the decisions o f the Courts o f law o f the United States to assist in bringing
us to a correct decision.301

The case of Enoch Koch v James Dauphinee came before the Nova Scotia Supreme Court
in 1853.30230In that case, the Defendant had entered land in which the Plaintiff hold an
estate in order to facilitate the building of a city road.

The Defendant disposed of trees

affixed to the land and profited through that disposal. Some of that disposal was required
to facilitate the building of the city road, and some was not.304 The PlaintiffbxaugnX a suit
in trespass to land and chattel.305 The question before the Court was whether the
Defendant could be held personally liable, or if he was immune as he was discharging a
municipal function.306307
In the process of rendering his decision in favour of the Plaintiff?01 Chief Justice Brenton
Halliburton investigated the extent to which American courts in similar situations had
adopted English law.308 To this end, in a section entitled ‘American Cases’ Justice

299 See for example Cunard 1 NSR 31 supra note 292 at 36 where Justice Bliss explicitly imported an American
doctrine into his judgment, and Cunard 1 NSR 31 supra note 292 at 38 where he quoted irona Angell supra note 290.
300 See Cunard 1 NSR 31 supra note 292 at 39-41 where Justice Dodd cited and quoted the Dallas case of Shirder's
Lessee v Nargan 1 Dallas R 68; the Virginia case of Tabb v Baird 3 Call 480; and the Maryland case of P/wmer et al v
Lane Harris and Henry Reports 72.
301 Cunard 1 NSR 31 supra note 292 at 39.
302 Enoch Koch v James Dauphinee (1853) 2 NSR 159 [Koch],
303 Koch 2 NSR 159 supra note 302 at 159.
304 This is clear from Chief Justice Brenton Halliburton’s comment that “But the case further states, that ‘the trees and
logs not requiredfor the use o f the said road were sold by the said defendant at auction* [emphasis in the original]; see
Koch 2 NSR 159 supra note 302 at 166.
305 Koch 2 NSR 159 supra note 302 at 159.
306 Koch 2 NSR 159 note 302 at 160.
307 Koch 2 NSR 159 note 302 at 167. It should be noted that while Justice Dodd agreed with Chief Justice Brenton
Halliburton and found in favour of the Plaintiff Justice DesBarres, Justice Bliss, and Justice Thomas Chandler
Haliburton disagreed on the grounds that provincial legislation had altered the common law rules; see Koch 2 NSR 159
supra note 302 at 172, and 175-176.
304Koch 2 NSR 159 supra note 302 at 160. 1
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Haliburton investigated a number of American decisions.309 In addition to the American
precedents cited, Justice Halliburton also cited Chancellor James Kent’s Commentaries
on American Law?10
In 1847, the case of Caldwell v Kinsman came before the Nova Scotia Court of
Chancery.311 In that case, the Plaintiff' and the Defendant were engaged in a property
dispute.31231The Defendant had made statements during a conversation in the presence of a
Witness?n The Witness purported to submit evidence in support of the assertion that
those statements were made by the Defendant. Among the issues before the Court was
the admissibility of the Witness ’ evidence.314
Counsel for the Defendant articulated an English evidentiary rule permitting evidence in
relation to such admissions of the Defendant only if the alleged admissions are included
in the pleadings.315 English authorities that illustrated the Defendant's position were
submitted to the Court.316317
Master of the Rolls Stewart opined that the purpose of the rule was that in its absence a
defendant may be taken by surprise, and deprived of the opportunity to explain, or
contradict the evidence of the admissions.
In reaching that conclusion, Master of the Rolls Stewart displayed extreme deference to
American judges,318 to the point that the conclusion itself was directly influenced by
American authorities as exhibited by the following excerpt.

309 See Koch 2 NSR 159 supra note 302 at 161-162 where Justice Halliburton referred to: Fairfield v Williams 4 Mass
R 428; Commonwealth v Peters 2 Mass R 12; Perley v Chandler 6 Mass R 456; Stackpole v Healy 16 Mass R 33;
Alden v Murdoch 13 Mass 259; Adams v Emerson 6 Pick 59; United States v Harris 1 Sumner 21, Tyler v. Hammond
II Pick, 193. Each of these cases established the principal that ‘the soil over which a street or highway is laid out, still
remains the property of the original owner, subject to the easement*; see Koch 2 NSR 159 supra note 302 at 162 where
Justice Halliburton quoted Justice Story’s decision in United States v Harris 1 Sumner 21.
310 See Koch 2 NSR 159 supra 302 at 162. The citation given by Justice Halliburton was *3 Kent 432*. The full citation
is James Kent Commentaries on American Law 3rd ed (New York EB Clayton James Van Norden Printers 1836) vol
III at 432 [Kent‘s Commentaries],
311 Caldwell v Kinsman (1847) 2 NSR 398 [Caldwell 2 NSR 398].
312 Caldwell 2 NSR 398 supra note 311 at 398-4010 ,
313 Caldwell 2 NSR 398 supra note 311 at 403.
314 Caldwell 2 NSR 398 supra note 311 at 403.
315 Caldwell 2 NSR 398 supra note 311 at 403. In the reasons for judgement the pleadings are referred to as ‘the bill’.
316 Caldwell 2 NSR 398 supra note 311 at 403-404. ,
317 Caldwell 2 NSR 398 supra note 311 at 404.
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This is the ground on which Judge Story, after examining these and similar cases,
considers the rule to be established in England[.]318319

After reaching that conclusion in relation to the English evidentiary rule, Master of the
Rolls Stewart noted that the rule had been abolished in the American courts.320 He then
compared the procedural requirements of England and America, concluding that the
Nova Scotian procedure was more akin to the American procedure.321 As a result he
disregarded the rule and explained as follows.
But if this view o f its inapplicability to the American Courts be w ell founded, how much
more forcibly it allies to this Court. 2

Finally, he expressed his decision with respects to the English evidentiaiy rule
unequivocally as follows.
I refuse then to adopt this English rule[.]323

It is important to note that Master of the Rolls Stewart’s decision was based on a
comparison of the local conditions, with the conditions prevalent in England and
America.324325His conclusion followed from his assessment that the local conditions were
analogous to the American conditions, not the English conditions.
In 1881, the case of Ex Parte Owen came before the New Brunswick Supreme Court.326
In that case the Applicant was a civil servant employed by the Dominion of Canada.327
The Respondent was a Municipal Corporation. The Respondent had attempted to subject

318 See Caldwell 2 NSR 398 supra note 311 at 404 where Master of the Rolls Stewart referred to Justice Story as an
‘eminent Jurist* and proceeded to quote at length from a monograph on equitable pleadings by Justice Story.
319 See Caldwell 2 NSR 398 supra note 311 at 404.
320 Caldwell 2 NSR 398 supra note 311 at 404.
321 Caldwell 2 NSR 398 supra note 311 at 404-405.
322 Caldwell 2 NSR 398 supra note 311 at 404. In classic fashion, Master of the Rolls Stewart’s conclusion preceded
the analysis that led to the conclusion. In my presentation above, I have reversed the order to reflect the chronology of
events that must have existed in his mind,
323 Caldwell 2 NSR 398 supra note 311 at 405,
324 Similarly in the case of Stanford v Inland Navigation Company (1857) 3 NSR 185 the Court avoided the adoption of
an English pleading rule that required all possible arguments to be contained within the pleadings because it was
inconvenient. Instead the Court suggested that the pleadings should contain the arguments that are expected to be
presented; as was the prevalent American practice.
325 Caldwell 2 NSR 398 supra note 311 can be contrasted with the case of Jackson v Campbell (1855) 1 NSR 18. In
that case Chief Justice Halliburton highlighted differences between the American and English statutes that were
relevant to the point of law being discussed. He concluded that the local statute was comparable to the English statute,
and not the American statute. As the local conditions were not similar to conditions in America, he did not follow the
American authorities he was presented with; see Jackson v Campbell (1855) 1 NSR 18 at 33.
326 Ex Parte Owen (1881) 20 NBR487 [Owen 20 NBR487].
327 Owen 20 NBR 487 supra note 326 at 489.
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the Applicant to a municipal tax. The Applicant contended that, as a salaried employee of
the Dominion of Canada, his salary was exempted from municipal taxation in accordance
with the British North America Act.328
The Applicant brought an Application before the Court requesting a writ of certiorari
quashing the municipal tax assessment.329 In his submissions, counsel for the Applicant
submitted various American authorities to the Court.330 Counsel for the Respondent failed
to address those authorities.331 The Court disposed of the case in favour of the Applicant.
In so doing, Justice Weldon and Justice Duff delivered reasons for judgement.332*
Each of Justice Weldon’s and Justice D uffs reasons for judgement reflect a great
reliance on the American authorities submitted by the Applicant’s counsel.

The reasons

for judgement admonished Counsel for the Respondent for ignoring the American
authorities, and summarized the utility of American authorities as follows.
[Counsel for the Respondent] was obliged, therefore, not only to deny the authority o f the
decision o f the highest court in Ontario, but also to dispute those principles o f
constitutional law propounded by the Supreme Court o f the United States, even at a time
when that Court was presided over by so eminent a constitutional lawyer as Chief Justice
Marshall. N o doubt it was quite competent for [him] to do this; because neither o f these
Courts exercises appellate jurisdiction over us, and therefore we are not constrained to
follow their decisions unless we approve o f them. But I think it was his duty to shew us
satisfactory grounds for disapproving o f them. He should have been prepared to furnish
us with cogent and convincing reasons for refusing our assent to the judgment o f the
Courts o f Appeals o f Ontario; and for repudiating the principles o f constitutional law laid
down by those distinguished jurists who formerly occupied the Bench o f the Supreme
Court o f the United States. For I think, with Chief Justice Hagarty, that there is no
practical difference between the principles which should be applied in discussing the \
relative powers and jurisdictions o f the Dominion and Local Legislatures, under our
Confederation Act, and those which have been declared to regulate the respective powers

328 Owen 20 NBR 487 supra note 326 at 488-489.
329 Owen 20 NBR 487 supra note 326 at 487.
330 See Owen 20 NBR 487 supra note 326 at 487-488 where counsel for the Applicant referred to the United States
Supreme Court cases of Dobbins v Commrs o f Erie Co 16 Peters 435, McCulloch v State o f Maryland 4 Curt 415, and
Osborn v Bank o f US 6 Curt 251.
331 See Owen 20 NBR 487 supra note 326 at 487-488. .
.
332 The Bench consisted of Chief Justice Allen, Justice Weldon, Justice Wetmore, and Justice Duff. Justice Wetmore
concurred with Justice Weldon and Justice Duff but did not issue reasons for that concurrence. Chief Justice Allen
apparently neither concurred nor dissented; see Owen 20 NBR 487 supra note 326 at 502,
3i3 See Owen 20 NBR 487 supra note 326 at 491 where Justice Weldon extracted the reasons for the taxation
exemption from the United States Supreme Court case of McCullock v State o f Maryland 4 Curt 415. Moreover, see
Owen 20 NBR 487 supra note 326 at 491-492 where Justice Weldon quoted Chancellor Spragge in the similar case of
Leprohon v City o f Ottawa 2 OAR 527 (ONCA) in which Chancellor Spragge analyzed the American state of
jurisprudence in relation to the taxation issue; and Owen 20 NBR 487 supra note 326 at 493, and 494-499 where
Justice Duff referred to each of the cases cited by the Applicant’s counsel when discussing the principle in question,
and reviewed each of them in depth.
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o f the United States, and the several States o f the Union. And that, barren o f authorities
upon the subject, as our own books are ‘it is to the Marshalls and Story o f the
neighboring republic, and to their successors in that Court, which is still true to the
traditions o f the best age o f American jurisprudence, that w e have to look for guidance
and assistance on a subject most familiar to them, - and most unfamiliar to us.’334. 1367

2.2.2) Conclusion
Based on the general theme of acceptance and deference to American authorities
exhibited by the Maritime courts; it can be concluded that the development of law in the
Maritime colonies took a much different course than Justice Belcher initially intended it
to take.
Cases such as Lawson v Whitman,

Cunard v Irvine,

and Caldwell v Kinsman,

illustrate that the Maritime courts exercised a great deal of autonomy. When faced with a
dispute, they did not hesitate in assessing whether an English common law rule could be
supplanted without modification into Canadian law. In making such an assessment, the
judges of the Maritime courts evaluated the appropriateness of the rule in question based
on local conditions.338
Consequently, as noted by the early reporters of the Maritime courts, American
authorities were often submitted by counsel, cited by judges, discussed, and canvassed
for guidance when adjudicating disputes in those courts.339

334 Owen 20 NBR 487 supra note 326 at 493-494; within the excerpt, Justice Duff quoted from reasons for judgement
rendered by Justice Hagerty of the Upper Canada Court of Queen’s Bench in the case of Leprohon v City o f Ottawa
(1877) 2 OAR 527 (ONCA).
335 Supra note 284.
336 Supra note 267.
337 Supra note 286.
338 For instance in the case of Cunard 1 NSR 31 supra note 292 one of the key factors considered was the extent to
which land remained unoccupied locally and in England; and in Caldwell 2 NSR 398 supra note 311 the key factor
considered was the existence of court procedures which gave necessity to an evidentiary rule.
339 In addition to the cases that I have discussed in this section, a simple skim of the second volume of the Nova Scotia
Reports turns up: Ring v Brenan (1853) 2 NSR 20 at 22-23, and 30 where counsel and Justice Desbarres referred to the
Kent’s Commentaries supra note 310 respectively; Shey v Chisholm (1853) 2 NSR 52 at 53 where counsel referred to
Angelí supra note 290 and an American Supreme Court decision; The Queen v John Kinsman (1853) 2 NSR 62 at 65
where counsel referred to Kent’s Commentaries supra note 310, at 66 where the Attorney General referred to decisions
made by the Supreme Court o f New York in 1852 as well as general American authorities; at 68 where counsel referred
to Story on Conflicts supra note 282; Divison v Kinsman (1853) 2 NSR 69 at 71 where Justice referred to a
Massachusetts decision; Dill v Wilkins (1853) 2 NSR 113 at 116 where Chief Justice Brenton Halliburton referred to
Angelí supra note 290, at 120 where Justice DesBarres referred to and quoted from Kent’s Commentaries supra note
310, and at 122 where Justice Desbarres referred to a decision of the Massachusetts Supreme Court; Estate o f
Alexander McDonald 2 NSR 123 at 124 where the Court acknowledged that the Probate Court considered an American
authority by Justice Story, and at 126 where counsel referred the Court to a Massachusetts Supreme Court decision;
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2.3) American Reliance in the Upper Canada Courts (General Law)
In contrast to the development of the Nova Scotia Supreme Court, the development of
each of the Non-Maritime courts - exciting though it was - did not exhibit a conflict
between the application of English and American law.
The land that is present day Ontario and Québec, was ceded to the British Crown in 1763
through the Treaty o f Paris, and was known as Canada.340 Later that year, a Royal
Proclamation was issued,341 and it provided for the establishment of courts that were to
determine ‘all causes, as well criminal as civil, according to law and equity, and, as near
as may be, agreeable to the laws of England’.342 Such courts were established.
Subsequently, there was significant dispute with respect to French law being supplanted
by English law in Canada.343 In 1791, the British Parliament divided Canada into Lower
Canada - which was eventually succeeded by present day Québec - and Upper Canada which was eventually succeeded by present day Ontario.344345After the divide, Upper
Canada was subject to English law, while Lower Canada reinstituted the French civil law
system.

345

Despite Upper Canada’s undisputed mandate to apply English law, American authorities
still found their way into the Upper Canada courts. However, as can be inferred from the
quantity of cases included in the following section, the Upper Canada courts invoked
American authorities much less frequently than their Maritime counterparts. Furthermore,

Collins v Story 2 NSR 141 at 143 where Master of the Rolls Stewart referred to, and quoted extensively from Kent’s
Commentaries supra note 310, and at 146 where he referred to a case heard by Justice Story in Massachusetts.
340 Treaty o f Paris Great Britain and France February 10, 1763 reproduced in A Collection o f Treaties Between Great
Britain and Other Powers by George Chalmers (London John Stockdale Piccadilly 1790) at 467 s IV [Treaty o f Paris],
The Treaty o f Paris concluded the Seven Years War, or as it was known in North America, the French and Indian War.
That War has been discussed below under the heading “Part VI”.
341 The Royal Proclamation o f 1763 was reproduced in Laws Treaties and Other Documents Having Operation and
Respectto The Public Lands (y/ashington City Roger C Weightman 1811) at 14 [Royal Proclamation],
342 Royal Proclamation supra note at 17.
343 Jesse E Middleton and Fred Landon The Province o f Ontario A History (Toronto Dominion Publishing Company
1927) vol II at 891 [History o f Ontario Volume 11]. In die spirit of simplifying citations I have included the following
citation in this footnote as well: Jesse E Middleton and Fred Landon The Province o f Ontario A History (Toronto
Dominion Publishing Company 1927) vol I [History o f Ontario Volume I].
m Constitutional Act o f 1791 31 Geo 3 Ch XXXI.
345 History o f Ontario Volume 11supra note 343 at 892.
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the Upper Canada courts did not exhibit the same autonomy by evaluating English
common law rules in the context of local conditions.346
I have enumerated a number of cases that exhibit the utility of American authorities by
the Upper Canada courts in general law below.
2.3.1) Reported Cases
In 1844, the case of Hill v Gander came before the Upper Canada Court of Queen’s
Bench.347 In that case, the Respondent held an estate in land adjacent to land in which the
Appellant held an estate.348 The Appellant erected a fence that enclosed the land in which
the Respondent held an estate, and exhibited occupation of the enclosed portion through
that fence.349 The duration of the Appellant’s occupation was greater than the adverse
occupation required to extinguish the Respondent's right of action against the
Appellant.35°
Subsequently, the Appellant occupied land that was adjacent to, and along the same line
as, the fence.351 The Appellant asserted that his adverse occupation, through the fence,
extended to the portion of the land that would have been enclosed by the fence if
protracted.35235
I «

The Court unanimously disposed of the appeal in favor of the Respondent.

Chief

Justice Robinson delivered the Court’s reasons for judgment. He noted that the issue had
frequently come before the American courts.354 He cited an American monograph,355 as

346 This last point has been further illustrated in the discussion of corporate law cases under the heading “Part I I I :: 3)
Corporate L a w :: 3.4) American Reliance in the Upper Canada Courts (Corporate Law)”.
347 Hill v Gander (1844) 1 UCQB 3 [Gander 1 UCQB 3].
348 Gander 1 UCQB 3 supra note 347 at 3-4.
349 Gander 1 UCQB 3 supra note 347 at 3-4.
350 Gander 1 UCQB 3 supra note 347 at 3.
351 This is not clear from the official report. However, Gander 1 UCQB 3 supra note 347 was a case involving
ejectment of the Defendant from land in which the Plaintiff held an estate. It is reasonable to infer that the Defendant
made an attempt to exercise some proprietary right in relation to the land to prompt the lawsuit in the first place.
352 Gander 1 UCQB 3 supra note 347 at 4.
353 The Bench consisted o f Justice Macaulay, Justice Jones, Justice McLean and Chief Justice Robinson who delivered
reasons for judgement on behalf of the Court; see Gander 1 UCQB 3 supra note 347 at 5.
,
354 See Gander 1 UCQB 3 supra note 347 at 5.
355 See Gander \ UCQB 3 supra note 347 at 5 where Chief Justice referred to John Adams Treatise on the Principles
and Practice o f the Action o f Ejectment (New York Stephen Gould 1821) as “Adam’s Eject. American Edition”.
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well as an American case.356 He summarized his perception of the American authorities
on point as follows.
I do not cite these dicta as decisions binding upon us, but it is satisfactory to find these
expositions o f the principle in question by eminent judges, though o f a foreign country,
founded as w e know they are in their judgment, upon the common law o f England, and
bearing upon questions, which from the nature o f things are much less frequently called
- up in England than in America, and upon which therefore it is not always easy to find
adjudications in our books.357

In 1868, the case of Whelan v The Queen came before the Upper Canada Court of
Queen’s Bench.358 In that case, the Appellant had been charged with murder and was to
be tried for that offence.359360During the course of jury selection, it was ruled that the
Appellant must exhaust his peremptory challenges prior to being allowed to issue
challenges for cause against prospective jurors.

Eventually, the Appellant ran out of

peremptory challenges and was unable to challenge a prospective juror that could not be
challenged for cause.361
The Appellant contended that the trial judge erred in his decision that the Appellant must
exhaust his peremptory challenges prior to being allowed to issue challenges for cause.362
The Appellant appealed to the Court of Queen’s Bench to rule on the issue.363
During the course of argument, counsel for the Appellant asserted that ‘no direct
authority has been found in England or here as to the effect of this peremptory
challenge’.364365He proceeded to submit several American authorities at length that he
believed to be dispositive of the issue.

356 See Gander 1 UCQB 3 supra note 347 at 5 where Chief Justice Robinson referenced an American case as “2 Seij. v.
Rail”.
357 Gander 1 UCQB 3 supra note 347 at 5.
358 Whelan v The Queen (1868) 28 UCQB 1 [Whelan 28 UCQB 1].
359 Whelan 28 UCQB 1 supra note 358 at 1.
360 Whelan 28 UCQB 1 supra note 358 at 1.
361 Whelan 28 UCQB 1 supra note 358 at 1. !
362 Whelan 28 UCQB 1 supra note 358 at 1.
363 The Appellant initiated the appeal by filing a writ of error with the Court; see Whelan 28 UCQB 1 supra note 358 at
24.
364 Whelan 28 UCQB 1 supra note 358 at 23-24.
365 Whelan 28 UCQB 1 supra note 358 at 24-25.
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The majority of the Court disposed of the case in favor of the Respondent, 3 6 6 In so doing,
each of the Judges made reference to the Virginia cases of Lithgow v The
Commonwealth,367 and Sprouce v The Commonwealth,368 and Dowdy v The
Commonwealth;369370the Tennessee cases of McGowan v The State o f Tennessee™ and
Carroll v The State;371372the New York State cases of Freeman v The People™ and The
People v Bodine;373*and the Arkansas case of Stewart v The State™
In his concluding remarks, Chief Justice Richards justified his decision as follows.
I have arrived at the conclusion that the able judgments o f the Superior Court o f the State ,
o f N ew York [...] lay down the principles which should govern this case[.]375

Subsequently, the Appellant was granted leave to appeal to the Upper Canada Court of
Error and Appeal.376 On appeal,377 majority of the Court affirmed the original decision
and dismissed the appeal.378 Each of the Judges articulated reasons for his decision, and

366 The Bench consisted of Justice White, Justice Morrison, and Chief Justice Richards, Justice Adam Wilson, and
Chief Justice Richards opined that the Appellant, through the act of allowing the jury selection to continue after the
alleged error, waived his right to have the error corrected; see Whelan 28 UCQB 1 supra note 358 at 64 and 104
respectively. Justice Morrison opined that the Appellant was erroneously deprived of a peremptory challenge and thus
jury selection should be recommenced; see Whelan 28 UCQB 1 supra note 358 at 73 and note Black’s Law Dictionary
8th ed sv “venire de novo": “A writ for summoning a jury panel anew because of some impropriety or irregularity in the
original jury’s return or verdict so that no judgment can be given on it”.
367 See Whelan 28 UCQB 1 supra note 358 at 57, 70; the case referred to by Justice White, and Justice Morrison
respectively, was Lithgow v The Commonwealth (1822) 2 Va Cas 29 (General Court of Virginia).
368 See Whelan 28 UCQB \ supra note 358 at 57; the case referred to by Justice White was Sprouce v The
Commonwealth 2 Va Case 375 (General Court of Virginia).
369 See Whelan 28 UCQB 1 supra note 358 at 57, 70, and 99; the case referred to by Justice White, Justice Morrison,
and Chief Justice Richards respectively, was Dowdy v The Commonwealth (1853) 9 Grattan 727 (Virginia CA).
370 See Whelan 28 UCQB 1 supra note 358 at 56, 70, and 99; the case referred to by Justice White, Justice Morrison,
and Chief Justice Richards respectively, was McGowan v The State o f Tennessee (1836) 9 Yerger 184 (Tennessee Sup
Ct).
.
371 See Whelan 28 UCQB 1 supra note 358 at 56, and 99; the case referred to by Justice White and Chief Justice
Richards respectively, was Carroll v The State (1842) 3 Humphrey 315 (Tennessee Sup Ct) [Carroll],
372 See Whelan 28 UCQB 1 supra note 358 at 56, 70, and 101; the case referred to by Justice White, Justice Morrison,
and Chief Justice Richards respectively, was Freeman v The People (1847) 4 Denio 61 (New York Super Ct)

[Freeman],
573 See Whelan 28 UCQB 1 supra note 358 at 56, 69, and 101-102; the case referred to by Justice White, Justice
Morrison, and Chief Justice Richards respectively, was The People v Bodine 1 Denio 281 (New York Super Ct)

[Bodine],
574 See Whelan 28 UCQB 1 supra note 358 at 55, 70, and 102; the case referred to by Justice White, Justice Morrison,
and Chief Justice Richards respectively, was Stewart v The State 8 ER 720,13 Ark 720 (Arkansas Sup Ct).
375 Whelan 28 UCQB 1 supra note 358 at 104; I have omitted Chief Justice Richard’s citations to Freeman supra note
372, and Bodine supra note 373.
376 Whelan 28 UCQB 1 supra note 358 at 105-106.
,<
377 Whelan v The Queen (1868) 28 UCQB 108 [Whelan Appeal 28 UCQB 108].
378 See Whelan Appeal 28 UCQB 108 supra note 377 at 108; the Bench consisted of Chief Justice of Appeal Draper,
Chief Justice of Queen’s Bench Richards, Justice Adam Wilson, Justice John Wilson, and Justice Gwynne, each of
whom affirmed the decision at the Court of Queen’s Bench; and Chief Justice of Common Pleas Hagarty, Chancellor
Vankoughnet, Vice Chancellor Sprague, Justice Morrison each of whom opined that the jury selection should be
recommenced.
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the cumulative set of reasons referred to the American authorities enumerated by the
Court of Queen’s Bench.379
2.3.2) Conclusion
Cases such as Gander, and Whelan illustrate that the Upper Canada courts would avail
themselves of American authorities when they were faced with an English legal vacuum.
The scarcity of examples reflects the fact that generally the Upper Canada courts turned
to American authorities out of necessity.
Most of the time, the Upper Canada courts cited English cases, and disposed of cases
based on those decisions to which they felt bound. When monographs were required, the
Upper Canada courts consulted the works of English authors such as Sir William
Blackstone, Joseph Chitty, and John Frederick Archbold.
The limited number of American authorities that were submitted to the Upper Canada
courts were either submitted for the purpose of reinforcing a point of law on which
English authority was also available, or in an attempt to instigate a change in judicial
thinking.380 Under both circumstances, such American authorities were largely
inconsequential.

379 See Whelan Appeal 28 UCQB 108 supra note 377 at 138, and 173-176. I feel compelled to point out, as Chief
Justice of Appeal Draper did at Whelan Appeal 28 UCQB 108 supra 377, 138-139, that Mr. Whelan’s alleged
murderous act caused the Court to chum out 187 pages of reported proceedings prior to the commencement of trial; see
28 UCQB 1-187.
380 A simple skim of the fourth volume of the Upper Canada Court of Common Pleas Report turns up only: James Hall
v James Francis 4 UCCP 210 at 215 where counsel briefly referred to Joseph Story Commentaries on the Law o f Bills
o f Exchange (Boston Charles C Little and James Brown 1847) as “Story on Bills” and Kent‘s Commentaries supra note
310 as “3 Kent’s Com”- neither was cited by Chief Justice Macaulay in his reasons for judgement, but there was a
short discussion of the American viewpoint at Hall 4 UCCP 210 supra at 218; Lewis Moffatt v Jon Grover UCCP 402
at 405 where counsel referred to Kent’s Commentaries supra note 310 as “2 Kent's Com” - it was not cited by Justice
McLean in his reasons for judgement; Bellamy v The City o f Hamilton 4 UCCP 526 at 533 where counsel referred to
James Grant A Practical Treatise on the Law o f Corporations in General as Well as Aggregate and Sole (Philadelphia
T & J W Johnson 1854) [Grant on Corporations] - it was not cited by Chief Justice Macaulay, or Justice McLean in
their reasons for judgement; and Marshal v The School Trustees ofKitley infra note 618 which has been discussed
under the heading "Part I I I :: 3) Corporate Law :: 3.4) American Reliance in the Upper Canada Courts (Corporate
Law) :: 3.4.1) Corporate Seal Saga”.
Moreover, a similar skim of the first volume of the Upper Canada Court of Queen’s Bench Reports turns up: Fitzgerald
et al v Finn 1 UCQB 70 at 81 where Chief Justice Robinson cited a previous edition of John Adams A Treatise on the
Principles and Practice o f the Action o f Ejectment 4th ed by Thomas W Waterman (New York Banks Gould & Co
1854); McLean v Manahan 1 UCQB 491 at 498 counsel referred to a previous edition of Joseph Story Commentaries
on Equity Jurisprudence 4th ed (Boston Charles C Little & James Brown 1846) [Story on Equity] - it was not cited by
Chief Justice Robinson, or Justice Hagerman in their reasons for judgement; Bank o f British North America v Ross
infra note 551 which has been discussed under the heading "Part I I I 3) Corporate L a w :: 3.4) American Reliance in
the Upper Canada Courts (Corporate Law)”.
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2.4) Conclusion
As the reader can appreciate, the above cases are a small sample of the cases decided by
the courts in would come to become Ontario, Nova Scotia, and New Brunswick, shortly
after the inception of official reporting in those courts.
The primary distinctions to be drawn between the Maritime courts and their Upper
Canada counterparts are in the relative frequency of, and attitude towards, the usage of
American authorities. When consulting an early Maritime court report, it is difficult to
avoid being constantly barraged by American authorities. In addition to American cases,
the Maritime courts consulted many monographs by American authors - especially
Justice Joseph Story, Joseph Angell and Chancellor James Kent - for guidance an
elucidation in relation to points of law. Moreover, statements that voice a deep respect for
the judges of the American bench often follow such references.
By contrast, the frequency with which American authorities were cited in the courts of
Upper Canada was barely appreciable.381 In the Upper Canada courts, a discussion of
American authorities often meant that the court was outside of its element; that in the
absence of English authority, the court was grasping for any authority to which it could
found its decision.382
In the next section I have explored the historical foundations and eventual divergence of
corporate law in England and in the North-American Colonies. I have then presented a
\

similar enumeration of cases that illustrate the extent of reliance on American authorities
by the Maritime, and Upper Canada courts in the area of corporate law.
3) CORPORATE LAW
3.1) Corporate Origins

381 Contrast the simple skim of the fourth volume of the Upper Canada Court of Common Pleas Reports and the first
volume of the Upper Canada Court of Queen's Bench Reports at supra note 380 with the simple skim of the second
volume of the Nova Scotia Supreme Court Reports at supra note 339.
382 See for example Gander 1 UCQB 3 supra note 347, Whelan 28 UCQB 1 supra note 358, and Whelan Appeal 28
UCQB 108 supra note 377 discussed above.
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As discussed above, the story of modem Canadian corporate law is rooted in pre-modem
England.383 In the sections below, I have contrasted the development of corporate law in
England, with the same development in its North American colonies.
3.1.1) Prevalent Bodies Corporate
Early England knew of two dominant models of business organizations. The first type of
business organization was the unincorporated association.384 Unincorporated associations
were associations based on the laws of partnership. Such unincorporated associations
were formed by shareholders signing a Deed of Partnership.385 The terms of the
partnership were set out in that Deed. As is the case with any contract, the association
was not at liberty to act outside of the objects set out in the Deed of Partnership. Thus,
participants of an unincorporated association were subject to the ultra vires rule.386
The second type of business organization was the original English Charter Corporation
incorporated by Royal or Parliamentary Charter.38738 The major purposes of such
corporations were to regulate trade monopolies, create governmental institutions, and a
* qq

combination of both those purposes.
3.2) The South Sea Bubble
In 1711 - as Governor Cornwallis and his band of settlers cleared lands in the wilderness
to make themselves a home in the newly established colony of Halifax, Nova Scotia - in
Westminster, the British Parliament contemplated the extensive debt it was incurring

383 This was discussed under the heading “Part I I :: I) Legal Framework:: 1.1) The Common Law System“.
384 Unincorporated associations were briefly discussed under the heading “Part I I 1) Legal Framework :: 1.2)
Corporate L a w :: 1.2.3) Registered Company“.
385 At the time, and to some extent still today, the shareholders were referred to as members. Furthermore, the reader is
reminded that a deed is by definition a document under seal. Words written on a document under seal are contractually
binding on parties to that document. The deed of partnership was later succeeded by the articles of association, which
acted as a contract between the members. The function of the articles of association is best articulated in the Companies
Act supra note 160 s 16: “[The articles of association] shall bind the company and the members thereof to the same
extent as if each member had subscribed his name and affixed his seal thereto, and there were in such articles contained
a covenant on the part of himself, his heirs, executors, and administrators, to conform to all the regulations contained in
such articles[.]” For more on the types of business organizations in early England see Gower supra note 131 c 2.
386 The ultra vires rule was discussed under the heading “Part I :: 1.2) Corporate L a w :: 1.2.1) Charter Corporation”
at footnote 144.
387 The Charter Corporation was discussed under the heading “Part I I :: 1) Legal Framework:: 1.2) Corporate L a w ::
1,2.3) Registered Company”,
^
388 Welling Corporate supra note 58 at 90.
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financing Great Britain’s involvement in the War of Spanish Succession.389 British
Parliament concluded that it required a mechanism to fund that increasing debt.
Unfortunately, in 1694, it had issued a Charter incorporating the Bank of England, and by
that Charter granted it a monopoly over banking.390
To circumvent this problem, on September 8, 1711, a Charter Corporation that came to
be known as the South Sea Corporation was incorporated by way of Parliamentary
Charter.391 The British Parliament’s primary purpose for issuing a Charter to the South
Sea Corporation was to refinance its debt.392 In exchange for this refinancing agreement,
and in order to cast a veil over Parliament’s motivation, the South Sea Company was
granted a trading monopoly in the South Seas.393 This trading monopoly turned out not to
be very profitable; largely in part to the daunting presence of the Spanish fleet in the
South Seas.394
Nevertheless, promoters of the South Sea Corporation manufactured investor interest by
spreading false information regarding the potential of the corporation.395396Demand for
South Sea Company shares continuously rose, which resulted in rising share prices.
In the wake of the success of the South Sea Corporation, others wanted to follow suit.
Unincorporated associations of individuals endeavored to obtain second-hand Charters

389 The debt rose from 5 million pounds at the time of the Glorious Revolution in 1688, to 50 million pounds at the
conclusion of the War of Spanish Succession in 1713; see Harris supra note 133 at 62.
390 WR Scott Joint Stock Companies to 1720 (London Cambridge University Press 1912) vol 1 at 55 [Scott]*, see also
British Parliamentary Reports on International Finance by Marie Stareck (America Amo Press Inc 1979) K50.
391 Richard Dale The First Crash Lessons from the South Sea Bubble (New Jersey Princeton University Press 2004) at
40. It should also be noted that the proper name of the ‘South Sea Company’ was ‘the Governor and Company of the
merchants o f Great Britain, trading to the South Seas and other parts of America, and for the encouragement of
fishing’.
392 Scott supra note 390 at 388-389. The South Sea Company took on the national debt by issuing corporate shares to
indemnify the government to its creditors.
393 See First Crash supra note 391 at 40; the “South Seas” referred the waters that surrounded South America.
394 Harris supra note 133.
395 There is some question as to whether the promoters likened the seabed to Aladdin’s Cave of Wonders, however, the
general consensus is that the speculation was along those lines; see Welling Corporate supra note 58 at 49 n 22 as well
as Charles Mackay Extraordinary Popular Delusions and the Madness o f Crowds (Philadelphia & London Templeton
Foundation Press 1999) at 46-47.
396 In January 1720 the share price was £128 and it rose to £175 in February, £330 in March and £550 before June; see
Scott supra note 390 at 410-412.
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from failed Charter Corporations in order to masquerade as Charter Corporations and
publicly trade shares.397
In February 1720, Parliament - still in dire need of debt relief - accepted the South Sea
Company’s bid to implement a ‘grand conversion scheme’.398 Pursuant to the scheme, the
South Sea Corporation was to offer public creditors of England company shares that
would indemnify England to those creditors.399
As shares were issued to public creditors share prices rose to reflect the demand.400 All
the while, the Directors of the South Sea Corporation were all too aware that they had
built a castle in the sky.401 Inevitably, the deception became public and the share price
crashed. With it, the entire stock market collapsed. Fortunes were lost.402403
Although America’s independence from English jurisprudence had not yet come to pass,
it was on the heels of this market collapse that the corporate scenes in England and
America began to diverge.
3.2.1) English Effect
The repercussions of the South Sea fiasco were far reaching in England. Soon after the
market collapse, Parliament enacted what would later be referred to as the Bubble Act.m

397 Depending on whether the Charter that an unincorporated association obtained was a transferable charter or not, the
association was either masquerading as a corporation, or was incorporated by Charter. The Sword Blade Company is an
example of a joint-stock company that was operating as a bank under a Charter originally drafted to incorporate a
corporation that would make hollow sword blades; see Scott supra note 390 at 331 and 368 as well as Harris supra
note 133 at 76.
398 Harris supra note 133 at 63.
399 Harris supra note 133 at 63.
400 Harris supra note 133 at 63.
401 This can be inferred from the fact that each of the Directors of the South Sea Company sold his shares prior to the
market collapse.
402 For a detailed analysis of the timeline of events, the market fluctuations, and the economic climate during the
existence of the South Sea Company consult Scott supra note 390 ch 20-21 as well as Harris supra note 133 ch 2-3.
403 An Act fo r better securing certain Powers and Privileges, intended to be granted by His Majesty by Two Charters,
fo r Assurance o f Ships and Merchandize at Sea, and fo r lending Money upon Bottomry; and fo r restraining several
extravagant and unwarrantable Practices therein mentioned (1720) 6 Geo 1 c 18 [Bubble Act], The direction of
temporal proximity is a matter in dispute. Scott supra note 390 at 437-438, as well as many other sources, have placed
the Bubble Act supra as Parliament’s response to the market collapse induced by the actions of the South Sea Company
and similar enterprises. In a previous paper, I have referred to that reactive nature of the Bubble Act supra as ironic;
because it would not have prevented the actions of the South Sea Company.
In Harris supra note 133 Professor Harris has noted the prevailing view of the Bubble Act supra being reactionary
legislation, see Harris supra note 133 at 64-65, and has put forward an alternative theory. Professor Harris suggested
that the Bubble Act supra was initiated by the Directors of the South Sea Company, and the reason for that initiation
was to suppress the competition of unincorporated associations that were masquerading as Charter Corporations in
order to publicly trade shares in the stock market; see Harris supra note 133 at 68-70.
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In addition to the Bubble Act, in the wake of the market collapse, Parliament became
increasingly hesitant to grant Charters of incorporation.404
The Bubble Act appears to have been enacted with the intent to prevent the use of second
hand Charters, and to prevent unincorporated associations from participating in the public
stock market.405 However, the cumulative effect of the Bubble Act, the policy changes,
and the deception of the South Sea Company, was to induce widespread distrust in the
corporate form.406
As a result, participants of burgeoning business organizations chose to pursue their goals
through unincorporated association. Over the next century, for a myriad of reasons, such
unincorporated associations became the preferred method of engaging in economic
activity.40740891
As previously discussed, in 1844, in order to regulate economic activity, Parliament
enacted the Companies Act 1844.m The Companies Act required unincorporated
associations to be registered pursuant to the Act, and thus become Registered Companies.
That enactment was followed by the enactment of the Limited Liability Act 1855,m and
thq Companies Act 1862.m
In the early and mid-19th century it was unincorporated associations and Registered
Companies respectively that dominated the English economic landscape.
3.2.2) American Effect
In support of his theory, Professor Harris pointed out the elusive but obvious: the Gregorian Calendar wasn’t adopted in
England until 1751. Prior to that adoption, and pursuant to the Julian Calendar, the calendar year began on March 25,
not January 1. Thus, the duration of time between the South Sea Company’s initiation of its speculation scheme, and
the passage of the Bubble Act supra in June 1720 was 4 months; see Harris supra note 133 at 73 n 29. Professor Harris
asserted that this fact was overlooked by early and modem writers - such as William Blackstone, Fredrick Maitland,
and others - who placed the Bubble Act supra 16 months after the initiation of the South Sea Company’s initiation
scheme; see Harris supra note 133 at 73 n 30.
404 See Harris supra note 133 at 79, and Gower supra note 131 at 32.
405 As Professor Harris pointed out, both of these actions were illegal prior to the Bubble Act supra note 403 anyway.
The only novelty introduced by the Bubble Act supra note 403 was statutory consequences and procedures that
complemented the common law punishments and procedures pursuant to the prerogative writs of scire facias and quo
warranto; Harris supra note 133 at 78,
406 See Welling Corporate supra note 58 at 49 n 22, and Harris supra note 133 at 79 where Professor Harris
acknowledged the nervous behaviour of investors after the market collapse.
407 See Harris supra note 133 c 4,5, and 6.
408 Companies Act 1844 supra note 159.
409 Limited Liability Act 1855 supra note 165.
410 Companies Act 1862 supra note 160.
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By contrast, the repercussions of the South Sea Bubble fiasco were not so heavily felt on
this side of the Atlantic. That was probably because the North American and colonial
public did not have any financial stake in the South Sea Corporation. As a result, the
widespread distrust of corporations that infected Great Britain did not extend to America.
The Bubble Act, although it was extended to British colonies by statute in 1741,411 was
ignored.412
During British North America’s colonial period, the Colonial Legislatures incorporated a
limited number of corporations by Special Act.413 Subsequent to the Declaration o f
Independence of 1776,414 the United States’ state legislatures readily incorporated
corporations by Special A ct415 In contrast to the Charter Corporations of England, certain
limitations were placed on corporations created by Special Act in the United States416
During early economic development, the number of incorporations steadily increased 417
In the mid-nineteenth century American states began supplanting the process of
incorporation by Special Act with general incorporation statutes under which
coiporations could be incorporated.418*The limitations that were originally placed on

411 14 Geo 2 c 37 (1741).
412 Gower Contrasts supra note 169.
413 Edward M Dodd American Business Corporations Until 1860 (Boston Harvard University Press 1954) at 11 and
196.
414 US Bill S 1 Declaration o f Independence 1st Cong 1776 (enacted).
415 Gower Contrasts supra note 169 at 20 as well as RGB Risk “The Nineteenth-Century Foundation of the Business
Corporation in Ontario” (1973) 23 UTLJ 270 at 271 [Risk Foundations]. As Professor Risk pointed out, the State
Legislature’s power to incorporate by legislation was not substantially opposed; see Risk Foundations supra at 275.
The rate at which Special Act corporations were incorporated increased through the last two decades of the eighteenth
century, and by the start of the nineteenth century at least three hundred of such corporations had been incorporated;
see Citizens United v Federal Election Commission (2010) 130 S Ct 876 (United States Supreme Court) at 949 n 53.
416 These limitations included limitations on the amount of capital a corporation could control, on the scope of a
corporation's power, and on corporate activities. Such corporations also did not enjoy perpetual existence and
shareholders of the corporation were liable for corporate debts; see Henry N Butler “Nineteenth-Century Jurisdictional
Competition in the Granting of Corporate Privileges” (1985) 14:1 J Legal Stud 129-166 at 139 [Butler],
417 See the statistics presented in infra note 422.
418 The first restrictive general incorporation statute was the 1795 North Carolina statute in relation to canal
corporations; see Simeon E Baldwin “American Business Corporations Before 1789” (1903) 8:3 AHRV 449-465 at
465. This was followed in Massachusetts by An Act Enabling Proprietors o f Aqueducts to Manage the Same Mass Stat
1798 ch 59 (Feb 21 1799) reproduced in General Laws o f Massachusetts Steams, Shaw, and Metcalf ed (Boston Wells
& Lilly and Cummings & Hilliard 1823) Vol 1 at 571; and the New York statute An Act Relative to Incorporation for
Manufacturing Purposes Act of Mar 22 1811 ch 67,1811 NY Laws 111.
Unrestricted general incorporation statutes succeeded those restrictive statutes beginning in Connecticut with the Act of
June 10 1837 tit 17, ch. 62 Conn Gen Stat (1837). Over the next two decades, other states followed suit; see Susan P
Hamill “From Special Privilege to General Utility” (1999) 49:1 Am U L Rev 81-180 at 102 n 85.
In the infant stages of general incorporation statutes, most states adopted a dual system of incorporation by general act,
and incorporation by Special Act. Most corporations were still incorporated by Special Act; see Butler supra note 416
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corporations through their incorporating statutes then found their way into the general
acts of incorporation. However, as inter-State economic competition heightened,
individual States began to loosen limitations to attract potential incorporators. By
extension of this trend, eventually the law of each of the States converged to a point
where all limitations that differentiated corporations from people were removed.419
Eventually, in the wake of the second World War, the convergence of corporate law
between individual States resulted in the introduction of a model general incorporation
and regulatory statute: the Model Business Corporations Act.420 A large number of
modem individual state statutes are functionally identical to the Model BCA.
3.2.3) Canadian Effect
The divergence between English and American economic activity, and by extension,
corporate law, placed the Canadian colonies in an interesting position. In each of the
United States and England, corporate law developed in concert with economic activity.42142
However, because the Canadian colonies lagged in economic activity, foreign corporate
law had developed to a state of relative maturity by the time that Canadians had a
measurable demand for the use of corporate law.

Inevitably, as the number of

corporations increased, the number of corporations involved in disputes increased. As a
result, the demand for corporate law in the Canadian colonies began to increase. And at

at 141. By 1875, a majority o f the states had constitutionally restricted their legislatures from creating corporations by
Special Act subject to some exceptions; see Butler supra note 416 at 152.
4fi> The limitations and the mechanisms by which they were alleviated are discussed by Justice Brandeis in his dissent
in the case of Louis K. Liggett Co v Lee 208 (1933) US 517 at 548-567 as well as being the subject matter driving
Butler supra note 416. Eventually, as a result of the alleviated limitations, corporations were left with the powers and
capacity of a natural person.
;
.
™ Model BCA supra note 171. The alleviation of limitations discussed in supra note 419 were reflected in Model BCA
supra note 171 §3.02
42f Risk Foundations supra note 415 at 275.
422 See Risk Foundations supra note 415 at 275. As Professor Risk pointed out, in Upper Canada, only about 60
corporations had been incorporated by the colonial legislature up to 1841. Most of those corporations were
incorporated for the purpose of the construction and management of public utilities. By contrast, between 1780 and
1801, the various American state legislatures incorporated 317 corporations by Special Act, of which 66% operated in
the transportation sector; 20% operated in the insurance sector; 10 percent local public services; and less than 4% were
general business corporations; see James Willard Hurst The Legitimacy o f the Business Corporation in the Law o f the
United States: 1780-1970 (Charlottesville The University Press of Virginia 1970) at 17 [Hurst].
To further illustrate the rate at which the economy was growing, in Upper Canada, in addition to corporations
incorporated pursuant to the general incorporation statutes that were to come, over 200 corporations were created by
Special Act between 1841 and 1867; See Risk Foundations supra note 415 at 275. That brings the total Special Act
corporations incorporated by 1867 to approximately 260. By contrast, the total number of corporations incorporated by
Special Act of the New Jersey legislature between 1791 and 1875 was 2,318;
Hurst supra at 17.
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this time, there existed two models of relatively mature corporate law available, each of
which could serve as a role model.423
As American states began to enact general incorporation legislation, Ontario followed
suit.424 However, as Professor Risk has pointed out, as a result of Canada’s economic
infancy, the legislative enactments in Ontario - although occurring in temporal proximity
to those of the United States - occurred at a substantially different stage in Ontario's
economic development.425
The general incorporation statutes themselves were divided among different industries.426
These general incorporation acts drew largely from similar enactments in the American
states - most notably New York.427
3.2.4) Conclusion
Given the divergence of prominent business organizations between England and the
North American colonies, it is reasonable to assume that reliance on American precedents
was even more pronounced.
As illustrated below, this expectation was found in fact to an extent. However, while the
Maritime Courts were willing to defer to American judgements with great respect, the
courts of the inland did not exercise the same type of autonomy.
3.3) American Reliance in the Maritime Courts (Corporate Law)

423 Risk Foundations supra note 415 at 275.
424 For instance An Act to Authorize the Formation o f Joint Stock Companies fo r the Construction o f Roads, and Other
Works in Upper Canada (1849) 12 Viet c 84; An Act to Establish Freedom o f Banking in this Province, andfor other
Purposes Relative to Banking (1850) 13 & 14 Viet c 21; An Act to Provide fo r the Formation o f Incorporated Joint
Stock Companies, fo r Manufacturing, Mining, Mechanical or Chemical Purposes (1850) 13 & 14 c 28; An Act to
Provide by One General Law fo r the Incorporation o f Electric Telegraph Companies (1852) 16 Viet c 10; An Act to
Provide fo r the Formation o f Joint Stock Companies fo r the Construction o f Piers, Wharves, Dry Docks and Harbours
(1853) 16 Viet c 124; An Act to Provide fo r the Formation o f Incorporated Joint Stock Companies fo r Supplying Cities,
Towns and Villages with Gas and Water (1853) 16 Viet c 175; An Act to Authorize the Formation o f Joint Stock
Companies to Construct Works Necessary to Facilitate the Transmission o f Timber Down the Rivers and Streams o f
Upper Canada (1853) 16 Viet c 191.
423 Risk Foundations supra note 415 at 275.
426 Supra note 424.
427 See Risk A Perspective supra note 550 at 424 where Professor Risk pointed out that “[t]he influence for the United
States, especially New York, was larger, especially for legislation about the market and corporations”, as well as Risk
Foundations supra note 415 at 277 where he cited the similarities between An Act to Provide fo r the Formation o f
Incorporated Joint Stock Companies, fo r Manufacturing, Mining, Mechanical or Chemical Purposes (1850) 13 & 14 c
28 and New York Laws 1848 c 40 in support of his conclusion.
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One of the major burgeoning industries in the North American British Golonies in the
early nineteenth century was the insurance industry. During its infancy, many disputes
between insurers and insureds related to specific insurance policies came before the
courts.428 1 have discussed some selected cases involving insurance corporations below.
The case of Kenny v Halifax Marine Insurance Co came before the Nova Scotia Supreme
Court in 1840429 In that case the Plaintiff was involved in a collision while navigating the
waters surrounding Prince Edward Island in a vessel.430 In the aftermath of the collision,
there was a dispute between the Plaintiff and Defendant insurer in relation to the liability
of the insurer with respect to the vessel.431
In ordering that a jury rehear the case, Chief Justice Brenton Halliburton justified his
reliance on American authorities in relation to maritime insurance as follows.
In the course o f the argum ent m uch reference was made to the law on this subject as'it
exists in the U nited States; and independently o f the character o f their jurists, which is
deserving o f great consideration, we m ay with great propriety, and perhaps with
advantage too, inquire how such a case w ould probably be viewed in a great commercial
country, where the law o f m aritime insurance is so continually, and under such varied
circumstances, discussed and decided.432

Chief Justice Brenton Halliburton proceeded to refer to the American monograph Kent's
Commentaries,43343 as well as the decisions of: the Supreme Court of America case of
Wood v The Lincoln and Kennebec Insurance Company,434 and the Massachusetts
Supreme Judicial Court in the cases of Peele v Suffolk Insurance Company,435 Sewell v
US Insurance Company,436 and Hall v Franklin Insurance Company,437

428 Given the current state of insurance litigation, I am led to believe that that has never stopped being the case.
429 Kenny et al v Halifax Marine Insurance Company (1840) 1 NSR 140 [Kenny 1 NSR 140].
430 Kenny 1 NSR 140 supra note 429 at 141.
431 Kenny 1 NSR 140 supra note 429 at 141-142.
432 Kenny 1 NSR 140 supra note 429 at 154,
433 See Kenny 1 NSR 140 supra note 429 at 154 where Chief Justice Brenton Halliburton cited Kent's Commentaries
supra note 310 as *3 Kent Com., 270*.
434 Kenny 1 NSR 140 supra note 429 at 154 the case cited was Wood v The Lincoln and Kennebec Insurance Company
6 Mass R 479.
435 See Kenny 1 NSR 140 supra note 429 at 155; the case cited was Peele v Suffolk Insurance Company (1828) 7 Pick
254. On this page the reporter to that case as *Poole v Suffolk Insurance Company \ A traversal of the citation confirms
that the reporter erred, and the correct case name is reflected by my citation. Interestingly, the case was referred to a
second time at Kenny 1 NSR 140 supra note 429 at 158 without a citation but correct identification.
436 Kenny 1 NSR 140 supra note 429 at 155; the case cited was Sewell v US Insurance Company 11 Pick 90.
437 Kenny 1 NSR 140 supra note 429 at 155; the case cited was Hall v Franklin Insurance Company 9 Pick 466.
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Similarly, the case of Campbell v The /Etna Insurance Company came before the Nova
Scotia Supreme Court in 1859.438439In that case, things in which the Plaintiff held property
were destroyed in a fire. Subsequently, there was a dispute over whether to Plaintiff had,
by its prior actions, breached, and thereby terminated its contract with the Defendant
.

insurer.

439

At trial, a jury disposed of the case in favour of the Plaintiff. The Defendant appealed,
and alleged that the trial judge had erred by declining the Defendant’s motion for a
directed verdict, and had erred in his charge to the jury.440
In ordering that the jury’s verdict be set aside and a new trial commenced, Justice Bliss
justified the Nova Scotia Supreme Court’s reliance on American authorities in relation to
insurance contracts as follows.
Though it is said that such conditions are generally introduced in English policies, ho
cases from the English Courts have been cited, nor am I aware that any such exist, on
w hich the present question has arisen. The condition seems to have first sprung up on
policies o f insurance against fire in the U nited States; and the effect o f it, under similar
circumstances to those in the present case, has been, in several instances, the subject o f
decisions in the Courts o f that country. They are particularly conversant with it, and we
m ay at all times gladly avail ourselves o f their experiences and judgm ent to assist our
own, know ing the very high character for professional learning and eminent abilities
w hich the Judges o f those Courts deservedly bear. In no case could w e w ith more
propriety resort to them than the present, for the policy on which this question arises is
m ade w ith a com pany incorporated having its local existence in that country.441423

Justice Bliss relied on the Supreme Court of Massachusetts decision i n Jackson v the
Massachusetts Mutual Fire Insurance Company 442 as well as the Supreme Court of New
York decision in Bigler v The New York Central Insurance Company.443 Furthermore,

438 Campbell v The JEtna Insurance Company (1859) 4 NSR 21 [Campbell 4 NSR 21].
439 The Plaintiff entered into the contract with the Defendant through its agent S. Cunard & Co.\ Campbell 4 NSR 21
supra note 438 at 23. According to the terms of the insurance contract, the Plaintiff was not to enter into a concurrent
insurance contract with a third party without advising the Defendant; Campbell 4 NSR 21 supra note 438 at 23. The
Plaintiffunwittingly entered into such a concurrent contract through an agent who was not aware of the existence of the
original insurance contract; Campbell 4 NSR 21 supra note 438 at 23.
440 See Campbell 4 NSR 21 supra note 438 at 21; the motion for a directed verdict was referred to as an ‘application for
anon-suit*.
441 Campbell 4 NSR 21 supra note 438 at 24.
442 See Campbell 4 NSR 21 supra note 438 at 24; the case cited was Jackson v the Massachusetts Mutual Fire
Insurance Company 23 Pick 418. It is noteworthy that the case of Jackson v the Massachusetts Mutual Fire Insurance
Company supra was also relied on by the trial judge, Justice Wilkins, when he delivered his charge to the jury; see
Campbell 4 NSR 21 supra note 438 at 22.
443 See Campbell 4 NSR 21 supra note 438 at 27; the case cited was Bigler v The New York Central Insurance
Company 20 Barbour 635.
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Justice Bliss drew heavily from the reasons for judgement rendered by Justice Story in
the Supreme Court of the United States case of Carpenter v the Providence Washington
Insurance Company.444
In 1864, the case of Brush v ¿Etna Insurance Company came before the Supreme Court of
Nova Scotia.445 The dispute in that case arose after a house was destroyed by a fire.44647At
the time that it was destroyed, the house was subject to a fire insurance policy between
the Estate-Holder and the Defendant447 The policy stipulated that the Plaintiff, the
mortgagee of the house, was to be compensated by the Defendant directly for any loss
covered by the insurance policy.448 The policy also stipulated that the Estate-Holder was
to discharge certain duties subsequent to suffering a loss in order for the Plaintiff to
recover that loss from the Defendant449
The question before the Court was two-fold: a) was it sufficient that the duties to be
discharged subsequent to the loss suffered were discharged by the Plaintiff instead of the
Estate-Holder, and b) did the Plaintiff have standing to maintain an action on the policy
despite not having been privy to the policy.
The Court ultimately found in favour of the Plaintiff. In so doing, Chief Justice Young,
Justice Wilkins, and Equity Justice Johnson delivered reasons for judgement.450
In his reasons for judgement, Chief Justice Young discussed the novelty of the issue
before the Court; as well as the implication that the Court’s decision would have on the
existing relationships among insurers, insureds, and mortgagees within the province.451

444 See Campbell 4 NSR 21 supra note 438 at 25-26; the case cited was Carpenter v the Providence Washington
Insurance Company 16 Peters 495, 14 Curtis 386, followed by a discussion of the views expressed by Justice Story in
his reasons for disposition in that case.
445 Brustiv& tna Insurance Company (1864) 5 NSR 459 [Brush 5 N SR459].
446 Brush 5 NSR 459 supra note 445 at 459.
447 Brush 5 NSR 459 supra note 445 at 459.
448 Brush 5 NSR 459 supra note 445 at 459.
';
449 In particular, the Estate-Holder was to furnish proof of the loss within sixty days its occurrence; see Brush 5 NSR
459 supra note 445 at 459.
450 The Bench consisted o f Chief Justice Young, Equity Justice Johnson, Justice Dodd, Justice Desbarres, and Justice
Wilkins. I have omitted any discussion of Justice Wilkins reasons for judgement as they were substantially similar to
those of Chief Justice Young and Equity Justice Johnson. Justice Desbarres concurred but didn’t deliver any reasons for
judgement, and although Justice Dodd dissented the reasons for his dissent, if any, were not reported.
451 See Brush 5 NSR 459 supra note 445 at 460-462.
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After exclaiming that there were no English cases on point,4524536789012Chief Justice Young
discussed the state of American law on point extensively. During his discussion, Chief
Justice Young referred to the Superior Court of New York case of Grosvenor v Atlantic
Insurance Company 453 the Supreme Court of the United States cases of Carpenter v
Providence Washington Insurance Company*5* and The Columbia Insurance Company v
Lawrence*55 Governor v The Atlantic Fire Insurance Company o f Brooklyn 456 the
Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court cases of Wilson v Hill*51 and Barrett v Mutual
Fire Insurance Company*5* the Pennsylvania case of Nevins v Rockingham Fire
Insurance Co*59 as well as the American monographs The Elements o f Mercantile
Law*60 A Treatise on the Law o f Fire and Life Insurance*61 A Treatise on the Law o f
Insurance*62A Treatise on the Law o f Marine Insurance*65
Equity Justice Johnston provided a similar discussion in which - in addition to repeating
many cases cited by Chief Justice Young - he referred to the New York Court of Appeal
case of Kemochan v The New York Bowery Fire Company 464 and put great stock in the
editors of American Leading Cases comments on the United States Supreme Court case

452 See Brush 5 NSR 459 supra note 445 at 463.
453 Brush 5 NSR 459 supra note 445 at 464; the case cited was Grosvenor v Atlantic Insurance Company (1858) 17
New York Rep 391.
454 Brush 5 NSR 459 supra note 445 at 463; the case cited by citation only was Carpenter v Providence Washington
Insurance Company (1842) 16 Peters 495.
455 Brush 5 NSR 459 supra note 445 at 463; the case cited by citation only was The Columbia Insurance Company v
Lawrence 10 Peters 597.
456 Brush 5 NSR 459 supra note 445 at 463; the case cited by citation only was Governor v The Atlantic Fire Insurance
Company o f Brooklyn 17 NY Appeal Reports 391.
457 Brush 5 NSR 459 supra note 445 at 465; the case cited was Wilson v Hill 3 Mete 68.
458 Brush 5 NSR 459 supra note 445 at 466; the case cited was Barrett v Mutual Fire Insurance Company 1 Cush 175.
459 Brush 5 NSR 459 supra note 445 at 466; the case cited was Nevins v Rockingham Fire Insurance Co 5 Foster 22.
460 See Brush 5 NSR 459 supra note 445 at 466 where Chief Justice Young referred to Theophilus Parson The Eléments
o f Mercantile Law (Boston Little Brown and Company 1862) as “Parson’s on Mercantile Law”.
461 See Brush 5 NSR 459 supra note 445 at 466 where Chief Justice Young referred to Joseph Kinnicut Angell A
Treatise on the Law o f Fire and Life Insurance 2nd ed (Boston Brown Little 1855) [Angell on Insurance] as “Angell on
Fire and Life Insurance”,
462 See Brush 5 NSR 459 supra note 445 at 475 where Chief Justice Young referred to Willard Phillips A Treatise on
the Law o f Insurance 4th ed (Boston Brown Little 1854) [Phillips on Insurance] as “1 Phil. Insurance” (although this
textbook was published in two volumes I have chosen not to distinguish between them in my citations as it is
unnecessary in the context of this thesis).
463 See Brush 5 NSR 459 supra note 445 at 474 where Chief Justice Young referred Joseph Amould A Treatise on the
Law o f Marine Insurance and Average with References to the American Cases, and the Later Continental Authorities
(London W Benning and Co Law Booksellers 1848) [Amould on Insurance] as “Arnold [sic] on Insurance”,
464 Brush 5 NSR 459 supra note 445 at 469; the case cited was Kernochan v The New York Bowery Fire Company
(1858) 17 NY Rep 428.
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of Carpenter v The Washington Insurance Company, and the New York Supreme Court
case of The Traders Insurance Company v Robert.465
He explained that:
A m erican decisions have not the weight o f absolute authority here, although they are
uniform ly considered with the attention due to the learning and ability conspicuous in
them; and m any im portant causes have been determined in this Court by the light thrown
on the law by A m erican decisions.466

In 1854, the case of Foy v The AZtna Insurance Company came before the Supreme Court
of New Brunswick.467 In that case the Plaintiff and Defendant entered into an insurance
contract with respects to a dwelling house in which the Plaintiffhúá property.468
At the time the insurance contract was entered, the Plaintiff resided in that house. The
Plaintiff subsequently vacated that house and took up residence elsewhere.469 The
dwelling house was destroyed by a fire, and the Plaintiff subsequently filed an insurance
claim470
A term of that contract stipulated that if the risk to the Defendant was increased by any
means in the control of the Plaintiff then the insurance contract was avoided.471472 The
Defendant asserted that the Plaintiff’s vacation of the premises constituted an increased
risk to the insurance company, and thus had the effect of avoiding the insurance
contract.

472

465 See Brush 5 NSR 459 supra note 445 at 477 where Equity Justice Johnson cited an antecedent edition of JI Clark
Hare American Leading Cases (Gale Making of Modem Law 2010) Vol II as “2 Leading Cases” and referred to the
comments that had been appended to the cases of Carpenter v The Washington Insurance Company 16 Peters 95, and
The Traders Insurance Company v Robert 9 Wend 404 as reported in that volume.
466 Brush 5 NSR 459 supra note 445 at 482.
467 Foy v The /Etna Insurance Company 8 NBR 29 [Foy 8 NBR 29].
468 Foy 8 NBR 29 supra note 467 at 29.
469 Foy 8 NBR 29 supra note 467 at 31.
470 Foy 8 NBR 29 supra note 467 at 31.
471 Foy 8 NBR 29 supra note 467 at 33.
472 Foy 8 NBR 29 supra note 467 at 33. At trial the jury found in favour of the Plaintiff and the Defendant appealed to
the Nova Scotia Supreme Court on the grounds that the trial judge erred in his charge to the jury by not advising the
jury that it could find that the contract had been avoided by the actions of the Plaintiff; see Foy 8 NBR 29 supra note
467 at 32.
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Thè Court ultimately found in favour of the Plaintiff. Chief Justice Carter delivered
reasons for judgement on behalf of the Court.473475In his reasons for judgement, Chief
Justice Carter relied heavily on the reasons for judgement rendered by Justice Story in the
United States Supreme Court case of Catlin v Springfield Fire Insurance Co.m He also
made reference to the American textbook A Treatise on the Law o f Insurance 475 The
American authorities were interspersed with the English authorities, and referenced
without apology or justification.
In addition to disputes involving insurance corporations,476 the usage of American
authorities by the Maritime courts was also abundant in general corporate law. This has
been illustrated below.
In 1845, the case of The President etc o f the Commercial Bank v Williston came before
the Supreme Court of New Brunswick.477478In that case, the Defendant had defaulted on a
debt owed to the Plaintiff.478 Prior to his default, the Defendant had registered a freehold

473 The composition of the Bench in this case is unclear from the report. During the term the Bench consisted of Chief
Justice Carter, Justice N Parker, Justice R Parker, Justice Frederick, Justice Wilmot, and Justice Ritchie. As no
absentees have been noted, it is reasonable to assume that each of them was present.
474 See Foy 8 NBR 29 supra note 467 at 37; the case referred to was Catlin v Springfield Fire Insurance Co 1 Sumner’s
R 434.
475 See Foy 8 NBR 29 supra note 467 at 37 where Chief Justice Carter referred to Phillips on Insurance supra note 462
as “ 1 Phil. Insurance”.
476 Needless to say, the insurance cases presented constitute a small sample of the insurance law cases that came before
the Maritime Courts in the mid-19th century. However, I believe that the cases illustrate the prevalent practice of the
time of referring to American authorities to elucidate issues that arose in the area of insurance law. In addition to the
cases discussed, a simple skim o f the insurance law cases contained in the early reports turns up: Moody v Aetna
Insurance Company (1857) 3 NSR 173 at 177 where Justice Desbarres referred to Phillips on Insurance supra note
462, and Angell on Insurance supra note 461; Dimock and Another v The New Brunswick Marine Insurance Agency
(1848) 5 NBR 654 at 659 where Chief Justice Chipman justified the overall reliance on the American authorities
presented by Plaintiff's counsel by commenting that the particular clause at issue emanated from similar American
marine insurance policies; Dimock and Another v The New Brunswick Marine Insurance Agency (1849) 6 NBR 398 at
406-408 (unrelated to 5 NBR 654 though the parties were the same) where Chief Justice Chipman referred to Phillips
on Insurance supra note 462 repeatedly, to Joseph K Angell & Samuel Ames A Treatise o f the Law o f Private
Corporations Aggregate 2nd ed (Boston Charles C Little and James Brown 1843) [Angell and Ames], and quoted
reasons for judgement rendered by Justice Story of the Supreme Court of the United States case of The United States
Bank v Dandridge 12 Wheat 79; Hennessey v N Y Mutual Marine Insurance Co (1863) 5 NSR 259 at 261-263 where
Chief Justice Young referred to Phillips on Insurance supra note 462, Arnould on Insurance supra note 463 and quoted
Justice Story from the cases of Trott v Wood 1 Gall 444, and Rogers v Mechanics *Insurance Company 1 Story’s Rep
603; M'Lachlan v The M n a Insurance Company (1858) 9 NBR 173 at 175 where counsel referred to the American
case the Supreme Court of the United States case of Carpenter v The Washington Insurance Company 16 Peters 495, as
well as Angell on Insurance supra note 461; and The Portland and Lancaster Steam Ferry Company v Pratt (1850) 7
NBR 17 at 19,20, and 21 where counsel repeatedly referred to Angell andAmes supra.
477 The President etc o f the Commercial Bank v Williston 5 NBR 101 [Williston 5 NBR 101],
478 Williston 5 NBR 101 supra note 477 at 102.
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estate as security for that debt.479 The Plaintiff brought an action against the Defendant to
force him to forfeit that freehold estate.480
The Defendant - who appears to be of the Jedi variety - asserted that there was no
Plaintiff. More specifically, the Defendant denied the existence of the Plaintiff
corporation on the basis that the Letters Patent purporting to incorporate the Plaintiff
were issued by the Lieutenant Governor of the Province of New Brunswick; and not by
King William IV.481
In the alternative, the Defendant asserted that if the Plaintiff existed, it was prohibited
from holding an estate in land by its incorporating Letters Patent and therefore could not
seize his freehold estate.482
The Defendant’s Jedi mind tricks did not work on the Supreme Court of New Brunswick.
Chief Justice Chipman delivered reasons for judgement on behalf of the Court.483485In so
doing, he referred to the American monograph A Treatise on the Principles and Practice
o f the Action of Ejectment,484 as well as the New Jersey case of Lorillard v Van
Houton.m
In 1871, the case of Conlon v The City Railroad Company came before the Nova Scotia
Supreme Court.486 In that case, the Defendant was restricted by its Charter from laying its
rails in a way that the rails protruded above, or were indented below, the roadway. The

479 WiUiston 5 NBR 101 supra note 477 at 102.
480 Williston 5 NBR 101 supra note A ll at 101. As discussed under the heading “Part I I :: 1) Legal Framework:: 1.2)
Corporate Law :: 1.2,2) Letters Patent Corporation”, letters patent corporations were similar to corporations
incorporated by Royal or Parliamentary Charter, and Special Act of the legislature.
481 Williston 5 NBR 101 supra note 477 at 103, Counsel for the Plaintiff appears to have responded to this assertion by
relying on common sense and an evidentiary estoppel rule by which the Defendant is estopped from making such an
assertion since he entered into the mortgage with the Plaintiff in the first place; see Williston 5 NBR 101 supra note
477 at 102.
482 Counsel for the Plaintiff responded to this by pointing out that the proper course of action would be for the
Defendant s file an action pursuant to the writ of scire facias and to request that the Plaintiffs incorporation Letters
Patent be repealed. However, the Defendant could not rely on provisions in the Letters Patent to avoid having to forfeit
the security registered against his debt to the Plaintiff, see Williston 5 NBR 101 supra note 477 at 102.
483 Though it is not clear from the report, the Bench during the term of this case consisted of Chief Justice Chipman,
Justice Botsford, Justice Carter, Justice Parker, and Justice Street. As no absentees have been noted, it is reasonable to
assume that each of them was present.
484 Williston 5 NBR 101 supra note 477 at 104.
485 See Williston 5 NBR 101 supra note 477 at 104, the case referred to was Lorillard v Van Houton 5 Halst New Jersey
Rep 270. That case was contained in the American textbook Angell and Ames supra note 476 to which Chief Justice
Chipman was referred by Counsel for the Plaintiff as “Angell & Ames”.
486 Conlon v City Railroad Co (1871) 8 NSR 209 at 213 [Conlon 8 NSR 209].
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Defendant failed to adhere to that restriction and consequently the Plaintiff suffered
damages. The Plaintiff brought an action to recover those damages.487
At trial, the jury found in favour of the Defendant, and the Plaintiff appealed to the Nova
Scotia Supreme Court for a variety of reasons.488 The Plaintiff asked the Court to set the
trial jury’s verdict aside.
Equity Justice Johnstone delivered the reasons for the majority ’s decision in favour of the
Plaintiff. In so doing, Equity Justice Johnstone relied heavily on American authorities in
the area of corporate law illustrated as follows.
In looking through the heads o f [sic] cases given in A bbott's D igest o f the Law o f
Corporations, I see nothing that indicates that the Courts in Am erica throw such a
protection over the w rongful acts o f railroad companies. They are protected while
keeping within their legal restrictions, but when exceeding them, are answerable
im m ediately to the parties injured.489

Equity Justice Johnstone then specifically discussed the North Missouri case of Lackland
v North Missouri Railroad Company,490491*and the Indiana Supreme Court case of Tate v
Ohio & Mississippi Railroad Company.491492
In 1862, the electorate of the 5th Ward in the Corporation of the City of Halifax, Nova
Scotia elected a purported drunkard (the Applicant) to the City Council to assume the

487 See Conlon 8 NSR 209 supra note 486 at 209.
488 See the first paragraph of Justice Johnstone’s decision at Conlon 8 NSR 209 supra note 486 at 209.
489 Conlon 8 NSR 209 supra note 486 at 213. The reference “Abbott's Digest o f the Law o f Corporations” referred to
Benjamin V Abbott & Austin Abbott A General Digest o f the Law o f Corporations (New York Baker, Voorhis & Co
Publishers 1869) [Abbott].
490 Conlon 8 NSR 209 supra note 486 at 213; the case referred to was Lackland v North Missouri Railroad Company
31 Mo 180.
491 Conlon 8 NSR 209 supra note 486 at 213-214; the case referred to was Tate v Ohio & Mississippi Railroad
Company Ind 7479. It is noteworthy that in the sentence following the citation of the case Justice commented that
“[t]his last case is very applicable, and the repeated references to the limited power of the municipal corporation is
significant.”
497 Interestingly, in addition to the majority decision delivered by Equity Justice Johnstone, the explanatory note
delivered by the concurring Chief Justice Young, and the dissents delivered by Justice Dodd and Justice Desbarres, the
Court Reporter also reported Justice Wilkins explanation of his conduct at the trial; Conlon 8 NSR 209 supra note 486
at 226. In that explanation, Justice Wilkins discussed the reasons why he conducted the trial, and charged the jury, in
the manner that he did. During the course of the discussion there were many references to principles extracted from
American cases; for instance see Conlon 8 NSR 209 supra note 486 at 229 for a reference to the Supreme Court of
Massachusetts, and Conlon 8 NSR 209 supra note 486 at 231 for a reference to the New York case of Fash v Third
Avenue RR Co 1 Daly 148 as seen through the lens of Abbott supra note 489.
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office of Justice of the Peace.493 Prior to the Applicant being sworn into office, a subset of
the electorate presented a petition to the Mayor of Halifax complaining
that he w as a drunkard, a brawler, and a disturber o f the peace, and so w as unfit to fill the
office o f an alderm an and a justice o f the peace.494

The City Council conducted an investigation that substantiated the complaints.495 The
City Council subsequently passed a resolution that declared that: the Applicant was not
eligible to hold office; the result of the election was a nullity; and thus the office was
vacant.496
The Applicant subsequently applied for a writ of quo warranto against the Halifax City
Council and the Corporation of the City of Halifax.497 The case came before the Nova
Scotia Supreme Court in 1863 and would later be indexed as Re Spence.498
The Court disposed of the case in favor of the Applicant. In so doing, Chief Justice
Young, Justice Bliss, and Justice Desbarres delivered reasons for judgement.499
It is evident from the reasons for judgement issued by each of the Judges that meticulous
attention was paid to the wording of the Act that incorporated the Corporation of the City
of Halifax.500 In particular, the Judges canvassed the incorporating statute for a provision
that rendered the Applicant ineligible to hold the office in question.501502It was concluded
that no such provision existed.

493 Re Spence (1863) 5 NSR 333 [Spence 5 NSR 333]. As Chief Justice Young noted at Spence 5 NSR 333 supra at
338-339, during the 6 years prior to the election the Applicant had been brought before the Police Court ten times; and
was sentenced for at least one of drunken and disorderly conduct, abusive and obscene language, or assault on nine of
those occasions.
494 Spence 5 NSR 333 supra note 493 at 341.
495 Spence 5 NSR 333 supra note 493 at 340-341.
496 Spence 5 NSR 333 supra note 493 at 341. The City Council also subsequently held an election to fill the vacant
office and did so.
497 Spence 5 NSR 333 supra note 493 at 333.
498 Spence 5 NSR 333 supra note 493.
499 The Bench consisted of Chief Justice Young, Justice Bliss, and Justice Desbarres, and Justice Wilkins.
500 See Spence 5 NSR 333 supra note 493 at 336, 342, and 349 where Chief Justice Young, Justice Bliss, and Justice
Desbarres analyzed the incorporating statute respectively,
501 Supra.
502 This is reflected by the conclusions reached by each of the Judges.
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Moreover, among the dearth of authorities cited by Chief Justice Young were the
American monographs Kent's Commentaries,

as well as A Practical Treatise on the

Law o f Corporations in General as Well as Aggregate and Sole.5
03504
The fact that Canadian bodies corporate differed in structure and organization from those
of England, but were similar to those of America was explicitly articulated in the case of
Duvar v Burkner which came before the Nova Scotia Supreme Court in 1871.505 In that
case, the Plaintiff and Defendant entered into a contract in relation to a corporation that
was to be incorporated in Nova Scotia. The anticipated incorporation did not occur in
Nova Scotia, however the Defendant did incorporate a corporation elsewhere.506
The

brought an action against the Defendant for breach of contract. In affirming

the trial decision in favour of the Plaintiff, Chief Justice Young explained his reliance on
American authorities as follows.
Corporations o f this class are so much more abundant on this side the [sic] Atlantic than
in the m other country, that w e m ust look m ainly to American authorities, and especially
to those o f the U nited States. These last are collected up to the year 1869 in A b b o tt’s
D igest o f the Law o f Corporations, and I find on reference to this work, and to such o f the
cases as are within our reach, that neither counsel are altogether sustained in the positions
they took at the argument.507508

Chief Justice Young proceeded to rely on Abbott to dispose of the case in favour of the
Plaintiff. In addition to relying heavily on the American textbook, Chief Justice Young
cited the United States Supreme Court decision of Bank o f Augusta v Earle in support of
the position that corporations incorporated in a particular state are competent to enter into
extra-state contracts.

CAQ

503 See supra note 493 at 337 where Chief Justice Young referred to Kent's Commentaries supra note 310 as (2 Corn’s
297).
504 See supra note 493 at 337 where Chief Justice Young cited Grant on Corporations supra note 380 as “Grant on
Corporations”.
505 Duvar v Burkner (1871) 8 NSR 460 [Duvar 8 NSR 460]. It is interesting to note that the judgment was delivered on
December 30,187, effectively ruining the mood of the Defendant’s subsequent New Years Eve.
506 The Defendant planed to obtain an Act of Incorporation in Nova Scotia, as well as the State of Maine. He obtained
both Acts of Incorporation. However, the Nova Scotian Act of Incorporation was subject to a contingent event that did
not materialize. As such, the Nova Scotian Act never took effect; see Duvar 8 NSR 460 supra note 505 at 461.
507 Duvar 8 NSR 460 supra note 505 at 462. Chief Justice Young was referring to Abbott supra note 489.
508 SeeDwvar 8 NSR460 supra note 505 at 462; the case cited v/ sls Bank o f Augusta vEarl3% US 13, Pet 519*
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In addition to général corporate law cases,509 a specific strain of cases involving the
required use of a corporation’s corporate seal developed. That strain has been discussed
in the next subsection.
3.3 1) The Corporate Seal Saga
Throughout the early to mid-nineteenth century, English courts, American courts, and
Canadian courts struggled with an issue in relation to corporate contracts and the
corporate seal.510 There was a common law rule that a body corporate’s intention to act,
subject to some exceptions,511 could only be manifested through the use of its corporate
seal.512 Thus, an instrument bearing the corporate seal was both sufficient and necessary
evidence to prove that a body corporate had entered into a contract.513
In the early nineteenth century, the American courts dispensed with the corporate seal
rule due to its inconvenience and its inessential nature.514

509 Needless to say this is just a small sampling of the cases involving general corporations in which American
authorities were cited by the officers of the Maritime courts. For example, see Pope v Pictou Steamship Company
(1865) 6 NSR 18 in which judges referred to the New York case of Masson v Bovet 1 Denio 69, the Massachusetts case
of Conner v Henderson 15 Mass 322, the Massachusetts case of Perley v Batch 23 Pick 283, the Pennsylvania case of
Buffington v Quantin 17 Penn 310, the Maine case of Norton v Young 3 Greenl 30, as well as the American
monographs Francis Hilliard A Treatise on the Law o f Sales o f Personal Property (New York Halsted and Voorhies
1841), Joseph Story Commentaries on the Law o f Agency 4th ed (Boston Charles C Little and James Brown 1851)
[Story on Agency], and Kent's Commentaries supra note 310; and Battleman v McKenzie (1865) 6 NSR 155 at 161
where counsel for the Plaintiffreferred to Grant on Corporations supra note 380 as ‘Grant on Corporations' .
510 See the discussion of Hamilton 6 OS 381 infra note 607 that can be found under the headings “Part I I I :: 3)
Corporate Law :: 3.4 ) American Reliance in the Upper Canada Courts (Corporate Law) :: 3.4.1) Corporate Seal
Saga".
511 The primary exception was that an instrument affixed with the corporate seal was not necessary evidence .to
establish the existence of a contract if the contract alleged was of a type that was required for the corporation to
discharge its objectives as enumerated in its articles of incorporation. The imprecise nature of that exception led to a
great deal of uncertainty as it required courts to come to a subjective conclusion about the types of contracts required
for a corporation to discharge its objectives.
512 The rule was originally an English common law rule that applied to corporations incorporated by Royal or
Parliamentary Charter. The rule was subsequently adopted and included in the instruments creating bodies corporate,
such as Special Acts, in England. Provisions containing the rule were then imported by the legislatures on this side of
the Atlantic. Despite the rule's new found home in legislation, I have referred to the rule as a ‘common law rule’ as it
originated at common law.
513 The judges that participated in the corporate seal saga seemed to have been of the opinion that poor articulation is a
cornerstone of the judging profession. Terms such as ‘contract’ ‘purported contract’, ‘legal contract’, ‘instrument’, and
‘agreement’ were used interchangeably, and were inevitably followed by explanatory notes and modifiers intended
transform the meaning of those words.I have avoided such a lack of precision.
To that end, the reader is reminded that a contract is a legal construct, and not a physical entity. An instrument, upon
which contractual terms are enumerated, is properly referred to as ‘an instrument’; not as ‘a contract’. In the case of the
‘corporate seal rule', an instrument enumerating contractual terms to which a corporate seal has been affixed,
constitutes both sufficient and necessary evidence of the existence of a contract involving the corporation.
514 As noted by the Court of Common Pleas in Marshal 4 UCCP 373 supra note 618 at 386, citing Kent's
Commentaries supra note 310, “after a full review of all the authorities, the old technical rule was condemned as
impolite and essentially discarded, for it was decided by the Supreme Court of the United States in the case of Bank o f
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In England, in 1837 the case of Beverley v The Lincoln Gas Light and Coke Company
came before the English Court of King’s Bench on appeal.515 The English Court
acknowledged the apparent divergence by the American courts on the point of law in
contention.516 The Court elaborated on the circumstances that informed the American
divergence,517 but ultimately went on to ‘disclaim entirely the right or the wish to
innovate on the law upon any ground of inconvenience’.518 Nevertheless, the Court
ultimately found that the corporation was liable. This was because the nature of the
corporation, together with the nature of the transaction, brought the case within the
purview of one of the exceptions to the common law corporate seal rule.5195201
The scope point was further elaborated on by the English Court of Exchequer in the 1840
case of The Mayor o f Ludlow v Charlton.
approvingly,

In that case, the Court referenced Beverely

and found that a municipal corporation - which was a corporation created

by Charter or Special Act - was not bound to an instrument signed by an agent to which
the corporation’s seal had not be affixed.522

Columbia v. Patterson (7 Cranch. 299) that whenever a corporation aggregate was acting within the range of the
legitimate purpose o f its institution all parole contracts made by its authorized agents were express and binding
promises o f the corporation ; and all duties imposed on them by law, and all benefits conferred at their request, raised
implied promises, for the enforcement of which an action lay".
515 Beverley v The Lincoln Gas Light and Coke Company (1837) 6 AD & E 823,112 ER 318 [Beverley 112 ER 318]
516 See Beverley 112 ER 318 supra note 515 at 321 where Justice Patteson summarized the American divergence as
follows. “It is well known that the ancient rule of the common law, that a corporation aggregate could speak and act
only by its common seal, has been almost entirely superseded in practice by the courts of the United States in America
[sic]. The decisions of these courts, although entitled to the highest respect, cannot be cited as direct authority for our
proceedings, and there are obvious circumstances which justify their advancing with a somewhat freer step to the
discussion of ancient rules of our common law than would be proper for themselves.”
517 Beverley 112 ER 318 supra note 515 at 322.
518 Beverley 112 ER 318 supra note 515 at 321.
519 Beverley 112 ER 318 supra note 515 at 324.
520 The Mayor o f Ludlow v Charlton (1840) 6 M & W 815,151 ER 642 [Ludlow 151 ER 642].
521 See Ludlow 151 ER 642 supra note 520 at 645 where Justice Patteson summarized as follows. “Corporations have
of late been established, sometimes by Royal Charter, more frequently by act of Parliament, for the purpose of carrying
on trading speculations; and where the nature of their constitutions has been such as to render the drawing of bills, or
the constant making of any particular sort of contracts necessary for the purposes of the corporation, there the Courts
have held that they would imply in those who are [...] carrying on the corporations concerns, an authority to do those
acts, without which the corporation could not subsist. This principle will folly warrant the recent decision of the Court
o f Queen’s Bench in Beverley v Lincoln Gas Light and Coke Company” [citations omitted].
522 Ludlow 151 ER 642 supra note 520 at 648. Justice Patteson also quoted a passage from the reasons for judgment
rendered by Lord Denman the decision of Church v Imperial Gas Light Company that explained the circumstances
under which the rule should be relaxed; see Ludlow 151 ER 642 supra note 520 at 645. Subsequently, based on the
facts o f the case before the Court, Justice Patteson concluded as follows. “To every word of this we entirely subscribe,
and, applying the language of Lord Denman to the present case, it is quite clear that there was nothing to enable the
corporation o f Ludlow to contract with the defendant otherwise than in the ordinary mode, under corporate seal.”
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This English background set the stage for the adjudication of the same issue in the
Maritime courts.
In 1841, the case of Seelye and Another v The Lancaster Mill Company came before the
New Brunswick Supreme Court.523 Although that case appears to fly in the face of the
trend of cases that rely on American authorities in the area of corporate law as set out in
this section; I believe that a proper explanation of the case does away with the apparent
contradiction.
In that case, the Plaintiff had purported to enter into a contract with the Defendant
through an agent. However, when the Plaintiff and the Defendant’s agent signed an
instrument, the Defendant’s corporate seal was not affixed to the instrument. The
Defendant defaulted on the terms outlined in the instrument, and the Plaintiff sued for
breach o f contract.524
The Plaintiff valiantly attempted to persuade the Court to ignore a common law rule that
required a corporate seal to be affixed to an instrument if it was to be considered proof of
the existence of a contract. In doing so, the Plaintiff submitted various American
authorities.525 Despite the Plaintiff’s attempts, the Court summarized its position as
follows.
It happens that this subject has o f late been m uch discussed in England, and the point has
been so perem ptorily decided that all that seems necessary on the present occasion is to
prom ulgate from this bench the law as declared in the m other country. Very different
conclusions on this point have indeed been come to and acted upon in America. [...] I
need scarcely rem ark that in this colony we m ust adhere to the rules o f the common law,
as laid down by the courts in W estm inster H all.526

523 Seelyeand Anotherv The Lancaster Mill Company (1841) 3 NBR 377 [Seefye 3 NBR 377].
524 Seefye 3 NBR 377 supra note 523 at 377.
525 See Seefye 3 NBR 377 supra note 523 at 379,380, and 381 where the Counsel for the Plaintiffcited numerous pages
from the edition of Angeli and Ames supra note 476 that was current at the time as Angeli on Corporations; see Seefye
3 NBR 377 supra note 523 at 381 where the Counsel for Plaintiff cited the edition of Story on Agency supra note 509
that was current at the time as “Story on A g e n c y and see Seefye 3 NBR 377 supra note 523 at 383 where Counsel for
the Plaintiff cited Kent's Commentaries supra note 310.
■ *’
526 Seefye 3 NBR 377 supra note 523 at 385-386
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Chief Justice Chipman went on to quote Baron Rolfe’s reasons for judgment in The
Mayor ofLudlow v Charlton at great length.527
Seelye was a rare case in which the Court was operating in an area of corporate law that
had only recently been challenged in the English courts. The Court’s decision in Seelye
simply reflected the opinion of the Court that the corporation being discussed - and its
business - was more akin to the municipal corporation in Ludlow than the corporation in
Beverely.528 Additionally, as is evident from the above analysis, the Court did not
disregard the American authorities that were cited, but considered its discretion fettered
by recent events in Westminster Hall.
Moreover, the corporate seal issue did not end with Seelye. It was revisited a number of
time in the following years.529530By 1863, twenty years removed from the heat and turmoil
of the corporate seal issue, the Supreme Court of New Brunswick’s position was quite
different. In that year the cases of Pickard v The President &c o f the Central Bank and
Another and Berton v The President &c o f the Central Bank.
The two cases were related as they arose from the same set of events. At trial in former
case, Master of the Rolls Parker rendered a decision in favour of the Plaintiff. On appeal,
his reasons for judgement at trial were reproduced in the Supreme Court of New
Brunswick,531 and were reinforced by the reasons for judgement rendered by Justice

527 It should be noted that the case of Ludlow 151 ER 642 supra note 520 was an English case involving a municipal
corporation which was incorporated by an Act of Parliament. As discussed under the heading “Part I I :: I) Legal
Framework;; 1,2) Corporate L aw ;; 1,2.1 Charter Corporations”, municipal corporations were incorporated by way of
Royal or Parliamentary Charter. As such corporations are generally similar to corporations incorporated by acts of the
legislature and less similar to the joint-stock companies that dominated the English commerce landscape, that case
provided an appropriate analogy to the case at bar.
328 This explains why, at Seelye 3 NBR 377 supra note 523 at 386 Chief Justice Chipman unapologetically reproduced
Baron L orf s reasons for judgment from Ludlow 151 ER 642 supra note 520 in lieu of writing his own.
529 For instance see The Mechanics' Whale Fishing Company v Kirby and Whitney (1848) 6 NBR 223 [Whale 6 NBR
223] for a case that illustrates the turning tide. In that case ¿ere was a question regarding the effect of a warning that
lacked the Plaintiffs corporate seal issued to the Defendants', see Whale 6 NBR 223 at 223. Counsel for the Plaintiff
delineated the contrast between the American courts and the English courts - specifically citing Seelye 3 NBR 377
supra note 523 - with respects to the requirement relating to the corporate seal; see Whale 6 NBR 223 at 229. Chief
Justice Chipman opined on behalf of the Court that ‘the common seal of the company was not essential to the validity
of the notice [warning] itself or to the authority of the person giving it*; see Whale 6 NBR 223 at 232.
530 Pickard v The President &c o f the Central Bank 10 NBR 472 [Pickard 10 NBR 472]; Berton v The President &c o f
the Central Bank 10 NBR 493 [Berton 10 NBR 493]. That contract was under seal,
531 Master of the Rolls Parker’s reasons for judgement are reproduced in Pickard 10 NBR 472 supra note 530 at 473487.
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Ritchie on behalf of that Court.532 Furthermore, in the latter case, Master of the Rolls
Parker delivered the reasons for judgement, and imported the reasons for judgement in
the former case by reference.533
In each of the cases the Plaintiff was originally a creditor of a third party (the Debtor).5345367
The Defendant was a corporation incorporated by a Special Act of the legislature.

The

Special Act of Incorporation stipulated that any instrument upon which the Defendant
may be held liable for the payment of money was to be approved by the Board of
Directors and have the Defendant’s corporate seal affixed.
The Defendant entered into a contract with the Debtor whereby the Defendant was to
indemnify the Debtor to his creditors (including each of the Plaintiffs).537 In exchange the
Defendant would gain an interest in any property held by the Debtor.538 In accordance
with the contract, the Debtor prepared instruments for each of the Plaintiffs that could be
exchanged with the Defendant for payment of the debt owed.539 The Defendant later
discovered that it had underestimated the value of the property held by the Debtor, and
refused payment to each of the Plaintiffs.540
The Defendant noted that the instruments to which the Plaintiffs claimed the Defendant
to be bound had not been approved by the Board of Directors and did not bear the
532 Justice Ritchie’s reasons for judgement can be found in Pickard 10 NBR 472 supra note 530 at 487-492. His
reasons appear to be a lecture, though somewhat restrained, aimed at the Defendant for its deplorable position. See for
example Pickard 10 NBR 472 supra note 530 at 490 where Justice Ritchie said ‘In this case, we are at a loss to see the
slightest equity in favor of the defendants [...] If the Bank has not made as good a bargain as they anticipated, they
certainly cannot blame the plaintiff or those standing in his position; and weak indeed would be the power of the law, if
they could escape from the effects of a solemn agreement thus entered into, and so deprive innocent persons of a just
claim under an agreement, to which it may fairly be said they (the Bank) induced them to become parties and dealt with
them as such”.
533 Berton 10 NBR 493 supra note 530 at 493.
534 Pickard 10 NBR 472 supra note 530 at 472.
535 4 William IV c 44.
536 Pickard 10 NBR 472 supra note 530 at 483; Berton 10 NBR 493 supra note 530 at 494.
537 Pickard 10 NBR 472 supra note 530 at 483; Berton 10 NBR 493 supra note 530 at 494.
538 Pickard 10 NBR 472 supra note 530 at 473.
539 See Pickard 10 NBR 472 supra note 530 at 489; presumably the Debtor was acting as an agent for the Defendant.
540 There were three grounds upon which the Defendant claimed that the action brought by the Plaintiff was to be
unsuccessful. First, the Defendant contended that the contract was to be interpreted in a manner that was at odds with
both common sense, and the rules of the English language. The Court dismissed that contention; see Pickard 10 NBR
472 supra note 530 at 475-479. The second was that the Plaintiff had no standing as he was not a party to the contract,
and therefore could not maintain an action against the Defendant. Relying on an English case and English doctrine, the
Court concluded that there are certain circumstances in equity in which a third party who is to benefit from a contract
may sue on it despite the lack of privity; see Pickard 10 NBR 472 supra note 530 at 479-483. The same assertion was
made in Berton 10 NBR 493 supra note 530 at 494 but was not addressed by the Court in its reasons for judgement.
The third ground had to do with the lack of a corporate seal and is discussed in the body.
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Defendant's corporate seal.541 Consequently, the Defendant claimed that the instrument
wasultravires the Defendant, and thus was a nullity.542543
Each of the cases was decided in favour of the Plaintiff.
In Pickard, in his reasons for judgement, Master of the Rolls Parker considered a series
of cases that were collected in the American textbook A Treatise o f the Law o f Private
Corporations A ggregated Furthermore, he later quoted directly from that textbook in
support of a corporate law rule that appears to be a precursor to the modem doctrine of
ostensible authority.544
Moreover, in Berton, during the course of submissions, Counsel for the Plaintiff, and
Counsel for the Defendant repeatedly made reference to Angell and Ames.545 Finally, in
his reasons for judgement Master of the Rolls Parker quoted Angell and Ames at
length.546547The quotes referred to by Master of the Rolls Parker illustrated a doctrine that
resembles the modem rule of ultra vires541
3.3.2) Conclusion
Cases such as Cambell, Brush, and Duvar illustrate that the Maritime Courts understood
that the economic development of the Canadian colonies did not resemble the state of

541 Pickard\0 NBR 472 supra note 530 483; Berton 10NBR493 J«pranote530at501.
,
"
542 Although this is essentially an accurate description of the Defendant's position, it is not the way the Defendant
characterized the circumstances. The Defendant asserted that the procedure followed did not comply with its
incorporating statute, and thus, the Defendant could not be bound to the instruments; see Pickard 10 NBR 472 supra
note 530 at 483; Berton 10 NBR 493 supra note 530 at 501, A discussion of the ultra vires rule can be found under the
heading “Part II :: I) Legal Framework :: 1.2) Corporate Law”.
543 See Pickard 10 NBR 472 supra note 530 at 484 where Master of the Rolls Parker referred Angell and Ames supra
note 476 as “Angell & Ames”.
544 See Pickard 10 NBR 472 supra note 530 at 485 where Master of the Rolls Parker quoted from Angell and Ames
supra note 476. Ostensible authority is an evidentiary estoppel rule in realm of agency law, and by extension corporate
law. According to the ostensible authority rule, if a principal allows an outsider to reasonably conclude that an agent
has some certain authority in relation to the principal, and the outsider relies on the agent’s apparent authority, then the
principal cannot later assert that the apparent authority of the agent was not found in fact; see Welling Corporate supra
note 58 at 198.
545 See Berton 10 NBR 493 supra note 530 at 494, and 495 where Counsel referred to Angell and Ames supra note 476
as “Angel & Am Corp”.
546 See Berton 10 NBR 493 supra note 530 at 497-498, and 501.
547 See Berton 10 NBR 493 supra note 530 at 501. The quote referred to suggested that “the well settled doctrine is,
that charters or acts of incorporation are merely directory [subject to some restrictions]*. Thus, an incorporating act is a
set of instructions to the directors and officers of the corporation, and is not meant to impede the corporation’s
interactions with outsiders. This would be almost identical to the modem abolishment of ultra vires if the exceptions
were omitted.
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economic affairs in England.548 They identified that the types of corporations, and the
disputes in which those corporations were involved, were akin to those in the United
States.549
As such, when faced with novel disputes, the Maritime Courts frequently looked to
American authorities to elucidate the correct course of action. Furthermore, at times, the
Maritime Courts preferred American authorities even when English authorities led to the
opposite result; at these times the courts justified their reliance on American authorities
by making distinctions related to the local conditions in England versus those in the
Colonies.
3.4) American Reliance in the Upper Canada Courts (Corporate Law)
By contrast, the non-maritime courts were not as deferential to American authorities in
the area of corporate law. Professor Risk summarized the utility of American cases in the
Upper Canada courts as follows.
Courts in the U nited States had exercised a much greater law-making pow er [...] The
courts in Ontario knew about these decisions and admired them, but were never tempted
to stray from their perception o f their constitutional obligations and functions.550

The following collection of cases affirms Professor Risk’s sentiment.
In 1844, the case of Bank o f British North America v Ross came before the Upper Canada
Court of Queen’s Bench.551 In that case, the Plaintiff and Defendant entered into a
contract.552 One of the terms of the contract was that the Defendant could avoid the
contract by giving notice to the Plaintiff by a specified date.553 The Defendant sent such
notice to the Plaintiff by registered mail; however, due to a postal service blunder, the
notice was delayed in its delivery to the Defendant:554

548 See supra note 507.
549 This conclusion was drawn implicitly from the cases discussed above, furthermore, it was explicitly mentioned by
Chief Justice Young in Duvar 8 NSR 460 supra note 505 as discussed in supra note 507.
550 RCB Risk “The Law and the Economy in Mid-Nineteenth Century Ontario: A Perspective” (1977) 27 UTLJ 403 at
414 [RiskA Perspective]; citations omitted.
551 Bank o f British North America v Ross (1844) 1 UCQB 199 [Ross 1 UCQB 199].
552 Ross 1 UCQB 199 supra note 551 at 203. :
553 Ross 1 UCQB 199 supra note 551 at 204.
534 Ross 1 UCQB 199 supra note 551 at 204
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The Court unanimously disposed of the case in favor of the Plaintiff.555 In so doing, Chief
Justice Robinson, and Justice Jones issued reasons for judgement.556 In his reasons for
judgement, Chief Justice Robinson acknowledged American authorities that counsel for
the Defendant had submitted, and summarized their use of American authorities as
follows.
The learned counsel for the defendant referred, on the argument, to a case o f W hiting v.
Burt, decided very lately in the Supreme Court o f the State o f N ew York, in which the
very point before us was considered
In any doubtful question before us, it will be
always an advantage to know the light in w hich it has been viewed by a tribunal in
another country, which follows, in the main, the same system, and where the judges are
know n to be m en o f great ability and research : and it is especially desirable when the
point happens to be a novel one, arising out o f transactions or circumstances unusual in
England, and w ith w hich people in America are m ore familiar.557

However, ultimately the Court found that the original decision turned on an issue of
fact,558 and the alleged error of law that was the subject of the appeal was said obiter559
In 1844, the case of Street v Commercial Bank came before the Upper Canada Court of
Chancery.560 In that case, the Appellant executed a mortgage transaction {First
Transaction) with a third party {Mortgagor). The Respondent subsequently executed a
mortgage transaction {Second Transaction) with Mortgagor. The Appellant was not given
explicit notice of that transaction.561 The Appellant subsequently entered into another

555 The question of whether the postal service would have been liable to the Defendant is an interesting one, but was not
addressed in the decision.
556 The Bench consisted of Chief Justice Robinson, Justice McLean, Justice Hagerman, and Justice Jones. It appears
that Chief Justice Robinson and Justice Jones agreed that, on the basis of the conflict of laws rules, the applicable law
was the law of Lower Canada; see Ross 1 UCQB 199 supra note 551 at 202 and 214, However, there appears to have
been a conflict of laws issue which divided Chief Justice Robinson’s and Justice Jones’ reasons for disposition of the
case in favor o f the Plaintiff. Furthermore, Justice Jones delivered reasons for judgment that that reflect the application
of the law o f Lower Canada which was not considered at the original trial; see Ross 1 UCQB 199 supra note 551 at
213-214. The conflict of laws issue was not relevant to the discussion of American authorities.
557 Ross 1 UCQB 199 supra note 551 at 2 1 0 .1 have included this case in the corporate cases section because Chief
Justice Robinson made specific reference regarding the type of transaction at issue. The contractual arrangement in this
case was o f the type was one that would occur in the normal course of business involving corporations.
558 See Ross 1 UCQB 199 supra note 551 at 210-211 where Chief Justice Robinson said: *[a]s the promise was not
proved, it became of course immaterial to determine what might have been its effect if it had been proved*.
559 My classification of the trial judge’s comments as obiter dicta is based on Ross 1 UCQB 199 supra note 551 at 211
where Chief Justice Robinson said: ‘strictly speaking, what was said upon that point [of law] was beside the case, and
extrajudicial'.
560 Street v Commercial Bank (1844) 1 Ch 169 [Street 1 Ch 169],
561 Street 1 Ch 169 supra note 560 at 170-171; however, the transaction was registered in accordance with the Registry
Act 35 Geo III c 5 which was the prevailing statute of the time.
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transaction (Third Transaction) with Mortgagor,562 The Mortgagor subsequently
defaulted on the Second Transaction and the Respondent applied to the Court to initiate
foreclosure proceedings.563
The Appellant contended that a) the First Transaction, being prior to the Second
Transaction, took precedence over it;564 and b) that because the Appellant was not
notified of the Second Transaction, that the Third Transaction took precedence over the
Second Transaction in accordance with an English rule.565
The Respondent contended that a) the Third Transaction, if properly characterized, had
the effect of extinguishing all prior transaction between the Appellant and the
Mortgagor?66 b) that constructive notice of the Second Transaction had been given to the
Appellant in accordance with a number of American authorities submitted;567 and c) in
the alternative, the English rule is not applicable outside of England, and thus the Second
Transaction should take precedence over the Third Transaction.56*
The Court ultimately disposed of the matter in favor of the Appellant on the basis of the
English rule, and various English authorities. In so doing, Chief Justice Robinson
delivered reasons for judgement on behalf of the Court.569
In his reasons for judgement, Chief Justice Robinson responded to the counsel for the
Respondent’s submission of American authorities, and reliance on the American position
as follows.
The A m erican courts, as w e m ay suppose, find no insuperable difficulty in relieving
them selves from the m ere force o f English authority, w hen they think adjudged cases at
variance w ith general principles. W e are clearly bound by such authority, when we can

562 The nature o f that transaction was an issue before the Court. The Appellant argued that it was properly characterized
as a subsequent mortgage, while the Respondent contended that it was properly characterized as a convenience; see
Street 1 Ch 169 supra note 560 at 171, and 172-173 respectively.
563 It should be noted that I have distilled the facts involved in this case to the essentials and presented those essentials
here. In addition to what I have presented there were assignments through death that I have omitted.
564 Street 1 Ch 169 supra note 560 at 171.
565 Street 1 Ch 169 supra note 560 at 172; the English rule is referred to as ‘tacking on’.
566 Street 1 Ch 169 supra note 560 at 172-173.
567 See Street 1 Ch 169 supra note 560 at 173 where counsel for the Respondent suggested that ‘[Registration is notice
in this country, as it is in the American States, and cited an antecedent edition of Story on Equity supra note 380 as “ 1
Story, Eq. Jurisp.”; Kent’s Commentaries supra note 310 as “4 Kent”; and the Maryland cases of “2 Johnson’s Reports
510”, “1 Johnson's ChCa 288,399” forwhich the reporter did not provide a name.
*
568 Street 1 Ch 169 supra note 560 at 173.
569 The Bench consisted of Chief Justice Robinson, Justice Macauley, Justice Jones, and Justice Hagerman.
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shew no dispensation from it. I f in a single case, a conveyance in this province has
advised the buying in o f a prior incumbrance, in order to enable the taker o f a third
mortgage, w ithout notice, to prevail over a m esne incumbrancer, we have no right to say
that, how ever the case w ould stand upon English authorities, such a purchaser shall
nevertheless lose his m oney, because w e disapprove o f the ground on which English
courts have gone. The tribunals o f the United States, both legal and equitable, have in the
decisions o f the English courts a pattern w hich they m ay w ork by. W e have in them a
pattern w hich w e m ust work by, unless where the legislature has sanctioned a
deviation.570

In 1848, the case of The Bank o f Montreal v DeLatre came before the Upper Canada
Court of Queen’s Bench.571572In that case, the Defendant - who was the president of a
corporation - entered into a contract on behalf of the corporation.

The corporation

breached the contract, and the Plaintiff brought an action against the Defendant in his
personal capacity.573
It is notable that during the course of his submissions, counsel for the Defendant relied on
the American textbook Commentaries on the Law o f Agency and the cases enumerated in
that textbook.574
Chief Justice Robinson delivered reasons for judgement on behalf of the Court.575 After
outlining the facts and disposing of a couple of preliminary issues, Chief Justice
Robinson said “we are all of opinion [sic] that the right of action by the bank against this
defendant as acceptor, cannot be denied”.576

570 Street 1 Ch 169 supra note 560 at 189.
571 Bank o f Montreal v DeLatre (1849) 5 UCQB 362 [DeLatre 5 UCQB 362],
572 The text of the terms of contract was reproduced in the report at DeLatre supra note 571 at 362-363. The Defendant
accompanied his signature with ‘President, **N. H. & D. Co.” (Niagara Harbour and Dock Company).
373 The situation was slightly convoluted. The Plaintiff was not a party to the contract, but was simply a beneficiary.
The Court opined that the Plaintiff should be allowed to maintain an action based on the contract despite the lack of
privity; see DeLatre 5 UCQB 362 supra note 571 at 365.
374 See DeLatre 5 UCQB 362 supra note 571 at 364 where counsel referred to what I presume was an antecedent
edition of Story on Agency supra note 509 as *Story on Agency*. The fact that the cases enumerated in that volume were
explored during counsel’s submissions can be inferred by Chief Justice Robinson’s comments discussed in infra note
578.
575 The composition o f the Bench is not clear from the report. Nor is the date on which the decision was rendered.
According to the report, Chief Justice Robinson, Justice Macaulay, Justice McLean, Justice Draper, and Justice Jones
were present during the term in which this case was heard; however, Justice Jones passed away on July 30,1848. It is
reasonable to assume that the Bench consisted of a subset of those judges; see 5 UCQB 342.
576 DeLatre 5 UCQB 362 supra note 571 at 365.
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He proceeded to cite a number of English cases that supported the Court’s position with
respect to the personal liability of the Defendant.511 Moreover, he addressed the counsel
for the Defendant's submission of American authorities as follows.
The defendant’s counsel, in the argument, referred to American authorities, and it is
always advisable and useful on questions o f this nature to look for information in that
quarter, for in applying legal principles to mercantile contracts and dealings, and the
remedies upon them, the American Courts have generally gone before those in England
in introducing such relaxations as have seem ed necessary for the convenience and safety
o f those engaged in commerce; and they have, in some instances gone further, without
the aid o f legislative enactments, in moulding the principles o f common law to suit
supposed exigencies, than English Courts o f Justice have yet ventured to go. [...] W ith
this view I have looked into w hatever Mr. Justice Story has collected on the subject in his
w ork on prom issory notes and on agency.57578

Chief Justice Robinson then proceeded to quote at length from Commentaries on the Law
o f Agency, and discuss the cases therein. He concluded that discussion as follows.
[Tjhough if w e were at liberty to determine this case rather upon a review o f American
than English decisions, then [...] judging o f these [decisions] [...] the weight o f their
authority w ould be found to preponderate in favour o f holding the defendant in the case
before us, liable[ ...]579
<

Nevertheless, he subsequently diverted back towards the English authorities as follows.
B ut looking, as w e are bound to do, to the decisions o f English Courts o f Justice, as our
guide, the defendant is in our opinion so clearly liable to this action, that there is really
nothing to found a doubt upon.580

In 1859, the case of Harris v The Dry Dock Company came before the Upper Canada
Court of Chancery.5815823Prior to that case, the Upper Canada Court of Queens Bench had
granted the Plaintiff a judgement against the Defendant.5*2 Nevertheless, the Defendant
had not complied with the judgement, and was being intentionally obtuse.

577 DeLatre 5 UCQB 362 supra note 571 at 366-367.
378 DeLatre 5 UCQB 362 supra note 571 at 368.
57$ DeLatre 5 UCQB 362 supra note 571 at 369.
580 It should be noted that Justice Robinson commented that - contrary to the conclusion of Justice Story himself - the
application of the cases enumerated by Justice Story would have led to the same result as the application of the English
cases cited; see DeLatre 5 UCQB 362 supra note 571 at 369.
581 Harris v The Dry Dock Company (1859) 1 Ch 450 [Harris 1 Ch 450],
582 Harris 1 Ch 450 supra note 581 at 451. The Defendant was a corporation incorporated by special act; 10 & 11 Vic
ch 85.
..........................
583 Specifically, the Defendant claimed to be unable to comply with the judgement because its shareholders would not
cooperate by fulfilling their outstanding payment obligations on their shares; see Harris 1 Ch 450 supra note 581 at
451. Furthermore, the Defendant pretended that a satisfactory mechanism for making calls on its shares did not exist,
and as such it was unable to raise the capital required to satisfy the judgement; Harris 1 Ch 450 supra note 581 at 451.
The reader is reminded of the concept of'paid up shares' discussed in supra note 167.
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The Plaintiff applied to the Court of Chancery for an injunction against the Defendant
whereby the Defendant would be required,584 through its Board of Directors, to pursue
delinquent shareholders in order to raise the capital necessary to satisfy its debt to the
Plaintiff.585
Chancellor Blake and Vice Chancellor Esten delivered reasons for judgement on behalf
of the Court.586 The primary issue discussed in each of the reasons for judgement was
whether it was appropriate to deal with such a situation by way of an injunction against
the Defendant', or whether it would be appropriate for the Plaintiff to file an application
pursuant to the applicable winding up act.587 Although the case was ultimately disposed
of in favour of the Plaintiff, Chancellor Blake encapsulated the attitude of the Court
towards American authorities as follows.
The question now before us has been repeatedly discussed in the courts o f the United
States, and the jurisdiction o f equity in such cases is universally recognized, I believe, in
that country. The w hole subject is said to have been considered by Mr. Justice Story, with
his usual ability in [citation omitted]. I have not had the advantage o f reading that case,
but from the note o f it in A ngell and Am es [sic], page 541, it would seem that Mr. Story
thought the point equally plain upon principles o f law and common sense. I cannot say
that I place much, or even any, reliance on the cases to which the learned judge is said to
have referred[.]588589

In 1875 the case of Shannon v The Gore District Mutual Fire Insurance Company came
CQQ

before the Upper Canada Court of Queen's Bench.

The dispute in that case was the

result of a house fire.590 At the time that it was destroyed, the house was the subject of a
fire insurance policy between the Plaintiff and Defendant,591
The policy stipulated that a material misrepresentation by the Plaintiff in relation to the
risk undertaken by the Defendant would have the effect of avoiding the policy.592At the
time that the Plaintiff entered into the policy, he made various misrepresentations that
584 Harris 1 Ch 450 supra note 581 at 450-451.
585 Harris 1 Ch 450 supra note 581 at 456.
586 The composition of the Bench is not clear from the report. The only conclusion that can be drawn with any degree
of certainty is that Chancellor Blake and Vice Chancellor Esten were on the Bench.
587 Harris 1 Ch 450 supra note 581 at 455-456.
588 Harris 1 Ch 450 supra note 581 at 457; in this excerpt Chancellor Blake referred to the American textbook Angell
and Ames supra note 476, as well as Justice Story’s reasons for judgement in the United States Supreme Court case of
Wood v Dummer 3 Mas 308.
589 Shannon v The Gore District Mutual Fire Insurance Company 37 UCQB 380 [Gore 37 UCQB 380],
590 Gore 37 UCQB 380 supra note 589 at 381.
:
591 Gore 37 UCQB 380 supra note 589 at 381.
592 Gore 37 UCQB 380 supra note 589 at 381, and 386-387.
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could have precluded the Defendant's ability to assess the risk involved with the
policy,593 but for the presence and approbation of an agent of the Defendant.594
The question before the Court was whether the knowledge and approbation of the
Defendant's agent could be imputed to the Defendant. The Court ultimately disposed of
the case in favour of the Defendant. In so doing, Justice Wilson and Justice Morrison
delivered concurring reasons for judgement; while Chief Justice Harrison delivered
reasons for his dissent.595
In his reasons for his dissent, Chief Justice Harrison reviewed the limited Canadian
authorities in relation to the issue.596 He then justified his subsequent discussion of
American authorities as follows.
I f decisions on a point raised for judgem ent can be found in the Courts o f this country
they m ust govern, no m atter w hat the law on the point m ay be in the United States or any
other foreign country. B ut i f there be little or no authority on the point in the decisions o f
the Courts o f this country, and abundant authorities in the Courts o f the United States, I
for one shall be at all times m ost happy to avail m yself o f the decisions o f the foreign
tribunals, and to be influenced by them, not as binding authorities, but so far as the
reasoning in them commends itself to m y judgem ent.597

Chief Justice Harrison subsequently quoted at length from the New York Supreme Court
cases'of Plumb v Cattaraugus Country Mutual Fire Insurance Co,598 and Rowley v The
Empire Fire Insurance Co;599 as well as the Supreme Court of Iowa case of Miller v The
Mutual Benefit Life Insurance;600 the Supreme Court of Wisconsin case of May v The

593 Gore 37 UCQB 380 supra note 589 at 383; see also Gore 37 UCQB 380 supra note 589 at 387 where Chief Justice
Harrison acknowledged that had there been an absence of any mitigating circumstances, the misrepresentations would
have had the effect of avoiding the policy.
594 Gore 37 UCQB 380 supra note 589 at 383.
595 The Bench consisted of Chief Justice Harrison, Justice Morrison, and Justice Wilson.
596 Gore 37 UCQB 380 supra note 589 at 389-391.
597 Gore 37 UCQB 380 supra note 589 at 391-392. It is notable that in support of his position he quoted Chief Justice
Robinson’s position on American authorities found in DeLatre supra notes 571, and 578.
598 Gore 37 UCQB 380 supra note 589 at 392-393; the case quoted was Plumb v Cattaraugus Country Mutual Fire
Insurance Co 18 NY 392.
599 Gore 37 UCQB 380 supra note 589 at 393; the case quoted was Rowley v The Empire Fire Insurance Co 36 NY
550.
600 Gore 37 UCQB 380 supra note 589 at 396, 399, and 400; the case quoted was Miller v The Mutual Benefit Life
Insurance Co 7 Am 122.
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Buckeye Mutual Insurance.601602 Moreover, he summarized, and cited a litany of other
American authorities.602
On the strength of those authorities, as well as the fact that the economic circumstance of
America and Canada bear a close resemblance,6036045Chief Justice Harrison concluded as
follows.
I m ust cheerfully follow what I take to be the weight o f authority in England and in
Canada, supported as it is by the reasoning o f the Judges in several o f the Supreme
604
Courts o f the U nited States,

Unfortunately, as alluded to above, this was all contained in the Chief Justice’s dissent.
The combined concurring reasons for judgement of Justice Wilson and Justice Morrison
contained a single line referring to the American textbook Digest o f Fire Insurance
Decisions in the Courts o f Great Britain and North America and asserting that the cases
therein favour the Defendant.m
3.4J ) Corporate Seal Saga
The Upper Canada Courts’ attitude towards the corporate seal issue - as illustrated by the
cases discussed in this section - was summarized by Professor Risk as follows.

601 Gore 37 UCQB 380 supra note 589 at 398; the case quoted was May v The Buckeye Mutual Insurance Co 3 Am 76.
602 See Gore 37 UCQB 380 supra note 589 at 394-401 where Chief Justice Harrison summarized the Louisiana case of
Michael v The Mutual Insurance Co o f Nashville 10 La An 737; the Pennsylvania cases of Cumberland Valley Mutual
Protection Co v Schell 29 Penn 31, Columbia Insurance Co v Cooper 50 Penn St 331, and Smith v Insurance Co 24
Penn St 320; the New York cases of Masters v The Maddison County Mutual Insurance Co 11 Barb 624, Hodgkins v
Montgomery County Mutual Insurance Co 34 Barb 213, Septon v Montgomery County Mutual Insurance Co 9 Barb
191, and Rowley v The Empire Fire Insurance Co 36 NY 550; the Georgia case of Southern Insurance & Trust Co v
Lewis 42 Ga 587; the Missouri case of Coombs v The Hannibal Insurance Co 43 Mo 148; the Connecticut case of
Malleable Iron Works v Phoenix Fire Insurance Co 25 Conn 465; the Massachusetts case of Vose v Eagle Life &
Health Insurance Co 6 Cush 42; the Illinois case of Mitchell et al v Lycoming Mutual Insurance Co 51 lb 102; the
Rhode Island case of Wilson v Conway Fire Insurance Co 4 R I 141; and finally the South Carolina case of McEwan v
The Montgomery County Mutual Insurance Co 5 Hill 101. Chief Justice Harrison also referred to a later edition of the
American textbook Story on Agency supra note 509 as ilStory on Agency” and George Bliss The Law o f Life Insurance
2nd ed (New York Baker Voorhis & Co 1874) as “Bliss on Life Insurance” at Gore 37 UCQB 380 supra note 589 at
389, and 400 respectively.
In order to preserve my sanity, I have omitted the citations of the plethora cases that Chief Justice Harrison simply cited
in support of some point of law; for a taste see Gore 37 UCQB 380 supra note 589 at 386 where Chief Justice Harrison
cited die Pennsylvania cases of The Susquehanna Insurance Co v Perrine 1 Watts & Serg 348 and Smith v The Cash
Mutual Insurance Co 24 Penn 320; the Maine case of Day v Conway Insurance Co 52 Maine 60; the New York
Supreme Court cases o f Huntley v Perry 38 Barb 457, Wilson v Herkimer County Mutual Insurance Co 6 NY 53, and
LeRow v Market Fire Insurance Co 45 NY 80; as well as the Massachusetts Supreme Court Case o f Abbott v Shawmut
Fire Insurance Co 3 Allen 213.
603 Gore 37 UCQB 380 supra note 589 at 392.
604 Gore 37 UCQB 380 supra note 589 at 401.
605 See Gore 37 UCQB 380 supra note 589 at 408 where Justice Wilson referred to HA Littleton Digest o f Fire
Insurance Decisions in the Courts o f Great Britain and North America by Clement Bates 3rd ed (New York Baker
Voorhis & Co 1873) as *(Bates *s edition of the Digest of insurance Cases”.
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Throughout their struggles w ith the seal the reasoning o f the courts about the specific
problem s and about the nature o f the corporation was dominated by abstraction and
obedience to English authority. The apparent needs o f business and the difficulties
presented by requirements o f a seal were occasionally recognized, but the courts claimed
that a change in the law could only be made by the legislatures.606

In 1842, the case of Hamilton v Niagara Harbour and Dock came before the Upper
Canada Court of Queen’s Bench.607 The Defendant was a corporation incorporated by
Special Act.608 The Plaintiff and an agent of the Defendant came to an oral agreement
whereby the Defendant was to provide the Plaintiff with two steamboat engines for
compensation.609 Obviously, there was no instrument to which the Defendant’s corporate
seal was affixed in relation to the agreement. The Defendant failed to abide by the
agreement and the Plaintiffbrought an actionfor breach of contract.61061
The Court disposed of the case in favour of the Defendant

. 6 n

In so doing, Chief Justice

Robinson and Justice Jones delivered concurring reasons for judgement.612613In his reasons
for judgement, Chief Justice Robinson focused on the nature of the corporation,

and

canvassed the current state of English law as it related to the corporate seal
requirement.614 He then articulated and characterized the American position as follows.
It has been noticed that in the English cases and in this country w e are all w ell aware that
in the U nited States o f America, where the grounds o f English common law are
recognized and acted upon, the principle now in question has been in a great measure
departed from; that it has indeed been so entirely departed from in all, or most o f the
States, as to adm it o f this action being sustained, I will not venture to say. But if it has
been, w e m ust still consider that our adherence to the principles o f the English common

606 Risk Foundations supra note 415 at 284-285.
^ H a m ilto n v Niagara Harbour andDock{\%A2) 6 OS 381 [Hamilton 6 OS 381],,
608 See Hamilton 6 OS 381 supra note 607 at 382 where Chief Justice Robinson cited 1 Wm IV ch 13 s 18 as a statute
that confirms the Defendant's incorporation.
609 Hamilton 6 OS 381 supra note 607 at 381.
610 Hamilton 6 OS 381 supra note 607 at 381.
611 The composition of the Bench is not clear from the report. During the term in question Chief Justice Robinson,
Justice Jones, Justice Macaulay, and Justice McLean. As no absentees are noted, it is safe to assume that each of them
was present.
612 I have omitted any discussion of Justice Jones’ reasons for judgement because they were substantially similar to
those of Chief Justice Robinson.
613 See Hamilton 6 OS 381 supra note 607 at 382-388 where Chief Justice Robinson examined the Defendant's
incorporating statute.
614 See Hamilton 6 OS 381 supra note 607 at 389-395 where Chief Justice Robinson discussed the reasons for the
English common law rule, and cited many English cases including Justice Patteson's quotation from Ludlow 151 ER
642 supra note 520 (as .‘Corporation of Ludlow v. Charlton 4 Jur. 657*). Specifically, he concluded from the English
authorities that “[t]he affixing the seal by the proper authority is the only evidence of the assent of the body to the
contract”; see Hamilton 6 OS 381 supra note 607 at 387.
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law is a duty imposed upon us by written law, and is therefore more strongly obligatory
than it may be acknowledged to be in the courts o f the United States.615
Whatever liberties therefore may have been assumed in foreign countries in departing
from principles which are binding upon English courts, we are not allowed to exercise
any such discretion; and it is upon the plain ground that the courts o f justice in England
have not, on any occasion, departed from the principle in question to such an extent as
can warrant us in supporting this action, but have in distinct and strong terms refused to
do so, that I feel constrained to give judgement against the plaintiff.616

No American authorities were cited.617
In 1855, the case of Marshal v The School Trustees o f Kitley came before the Upper
Canada Court of Common Pleas.618 In that case, the Plaintiff and the Board of Directors
of the Defendant drafted an instrument in concert.619 In accordance with the instrument,
the Plaintiff constructed a building on land in which the Defendant held an estate.620 The
Defendant subsequently partially discharged its obligations alluded to in the instrument,
and occupied of the building.621
The Defendant subsequently failed to discharge its outstanding obligations outlined in the
instrument, and the Plaintiff brought the dispute before the Court.622 In response to the
Plaintiffs action, The Defendant asserted that the lack of a corporate seal affixed to the
instrument estopped the Plaintiff from asserting that it was the manifestation of a
contract.623

615 Hamilton 6 OS 381 supra note 607 at 399.
616 Hamilton 6 OS 381 supra note 607 at 399,
617 Although, in his concurring reasons for judgement, Justice Jones quoted Justice Patteson’s reasons for judgement in
Beverley v The Lincoln Gas Light Company 6 Ad & El 829; see Hamilton 6 OS 381 supra note 607 at 402. See also
Raines v The Credit Harbour Company (1844) 1 UCQB 174 which subsequently came before the Upper Canada Court
of Queen’s Bench for a discussion that sets out the attitude towards the corporate seal; however, see Raines supra at
175 where Chief Justice Robinson described the corporate seal issue in that case as something that ‘the defendants have
merely thrown before the court, neither party thinking it worth their while to argue it.’ Moreover, that case was
ultimately disposed of by reference to the Plaintiff's failure to properly plead his case; see Raine 1 UCQB 174 s supra
at 176. As such, the obiter discussion of the corporate seal issue lacked depth.
618 Marshal v The School Trustees o f Kitley (1855) 4 CP 373 [Kitley 4 UCCP 373].
:
619 See Marshal 4 UCCP 373 supra note 618 at 378-379; the Board of Directors of the Defendant was referred to as
‘trustees* throughout each judge’s reasons for judgement.
620 Marshal 4 UCCP 373 supra note 618 at 378.
621 Marshal 4 UCCP 373 supra note 618 at 378-379. It should be noted that the Defendant alleged that the construction
of the building did not meet the specifications contemplated in the instrument; see Marshal 4 UCCP 373 supra note
618 at 379.
622 The specifics of the terms set out in the instrument were outlined by Justice McLean at Marshal 4 UCCP 373 supra
note 618 at 378. The Defendant defaulted on the second payment set out in the instrument.
623 Marshal 4 UCCP 373 supra note 618 at 373; this ground is specified as the first plea by the Defendant.
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The Court ultimately disposed of the matter in favour of the Defendant. In so doing,
Justice McLean and Justice Richards rendered concurring reasons for judgement; Chief
Justice Macaulay dissented and issued reasons for his dissent.624
The lack of a corporate seal having been affixed to the instrument was the cornerstone of
Justice McLean’s reasons for judgement.625 Although he expressed some concern that
corporate practices of the time varied and that ‘it is most desirable that all who have
dealings with [corporations] know on what footing their contracts rest’, he ultimately
suggested that the problem required legislative or appellate interference.626627
\

Justice Richards’ reasons for judgement were similar to those of Justice McLean. He
enumerated English ‘exceptions’ to the general rule that a corporation must affix its
corporate seal to an instrument before it can be accepted as manifestation of a contract.
Justice Richards concluded his reasons for judgement by referring to the American
textbook Kent's Commentaries and discussed the state of the law in the United States in
as follpws.628
In this country, studded as it is with municipal and trading corporations, [...] “it may be
o f great convenience almost amounting to necessity,” that the decisions arrived at in the
Supreme Court o f the United States [...] should be law in this province, and if it should
be so decided, either by the Court o f Appeals or the legislature, I am far from being
certain that it would not be most convenient and advantageous; but consider we are
bound by the authority o f the cases decided in England, and until the law is settled
differently, w e must carry it out in the mode indicated by those decisions.629

By contrast, the tone of Chief Justice Macauly’s reasons for his dissent reflect a
dissatisfaction with the Defendant's position, and with the Defendant's apparent

624 The bench consisted of Chief Justice Macauly, Justice McLean and Justice Richards.
625 At first glance, it appears that Justice McLean’s decision was influenced by the fact that he accepted the Plaintiffs
evidence that the Corporate Defendant did not construct the building in accordance with the specifications outlined in
the instrument; see Marshal 4 UCCP 373 supra note 618 at 379-380. Nevertheless, it is clear from Justice McLean’s
discussion at Marshal 4 UCCP 373 supra note 618 at 382-383 that his position was that the Court was not in a position
to evaluate the constructed building in accordance with the specifications, because the specifications were contained on
an instrument that the Plaintiff was estopped from asserting manifested the existence of a contract. Thus, the lack of a
corporate seal affixed to the instrument was the recurring theme of Justice McLean’s reasons for judgement.
626 Apparently, Justice McLean was of the opinion that someone else should deal with the problem; see Marshal 4
UCCP 373 supra note 618 at 384.
627 Marshal 4 UCCP 373 supra note 618 at 385;
628 See Marshal 4 UCCP 373 supra note 618 at 386 where Justice Richards referred to Kent's Commentaries supra
note 310 as “2 Kent’s Com.’’,
629 Marshal 4 UCCP 373 supra note 618 at 378.
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expectance of impotence from the courts in the face of looming injustice.630 He observed
that the Board of Directors - in which the authority to affix the corporate seal was vested
- negotiated the instrument, facilitated the construction of the building on land in which
the corporation held an estate, and subsequently made use of the building.631 He opined
that through the actions of the Board of Directors, the Defendant bound itself to the terms
set out in the instrument.63263Thus, despite the lack of use of a corporate seal, he felt
comfortable inferring the existence of a contract between Defendant and the Plaintiff.
He concluded his reasons for judgement by asserting that he would stand by his position
‘until a court of appeal shall determine the views I entertain to be erroneous’.634
I imagine that Chief Justice Macauly was both relieved and annoyed by the case of Pirn v
The Municipal Council o f Ontario that subsequently came before the Upper Canada
Court of Common Pleas.635*The facts in the case were substantially similar to those in
Marshal.

Chief Justice Macauly delivered a single paragraph that represented the

Court’s reasons for judgement.6376389In those reasons the Chief Justice lamented over the
result in Marshal but expressed the Court’s impotence by saying ‘but my learned brothers
adhering to the views expressed by them in the former case, the result must be the
same , .638
The Plaintiff appealed the Upper Canada Court of Common Pleas’ decision and the Court
/ I Q

of Error and Appeal heard the appeal in 1859.

The lower Court’s decision was

630 Marshal 4 UCCP 373 supra note 618 at 377.
631 Marshal 4 UCCP 373 supra note 618 at 377.
632 Marshal 4 UCCP 373 supra note 618 at 377.
633 Marshal 4 UCCP 373 supra note 618 at 377.
634 Marshal 4 UCCP 373 supra note 618 at 378.
635 Pim v Municipal Council o f Ontario 9 UCCP 302 [Pim 9 UCCP 302]. The exact year in which the case was heard
by the Upper Canada Court of Common Pleas is not discemable from the report; however, it was heard in temporal
proximity to Marshal 4 UCCP 373 supra note 618.
536 The primary substantial difference between the cases was that in the present case there was no allegation of poor
workmanship in relation to construction; see Pim 9 UCCP 302 supra note 635 at 303-304.
637 The composition o f the Bench is not discemable from the report. The only conclusion that can be drawn with any
degree of certainty is that Chief Justice Macauly was on the Bench.
638 Pim 9 UCCP 302 supra note 635 at 304.
639 Pim v Municipal. Council o f Ontario 9 UCCP 304 [Pim Appeal 9 UCCP 304]. Once again, the composition of the
Bench at the Court of Appeal and Error level is not discemable from the report.
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overturned. Chancellor Blake and Justice Hagarty delivered reasons for judgement on
behalf of the Court of Error and Appeal.640
vChancellor Blake justified the Court’s decision as follows.
It m ay be that the evil calls for legislative interference, but if the legislature will neither
declare the law nor alter it, courts o f justice are bound to place their decisions upon some
principle intelligible to the public and sufficient for their guidelines^]641

He continued by outlining the conflicting English, and colonial decisions in relation to
the corporate seal issue, and came to agree with Chief Justice Macauly’s reasoning in
Marshal. He concluded decisively as follows.
I do not disguise from m yself that this opinion is opposed to many cases in the
Exchequer, and to m uch that is to be found elsewhere; but when these decisions are in
such m anifest and painful conflict, it becom es the duty o f the court to adopt that
conclusion w hich appears on the whole m ost consistent with the principles o f Justicef.]642

None of the reasons for judgement - that is those delivered by judges on behalf of the
Court of Common Pleas, nor those delivered by judges on behalf of the Court of Error
9

and Appeal - made any reference to American authorities. Nevertheless, given the
discussion of the issue of the corporate seal thus far, the reader can appreciate the
American influence in the ultimate disposition of the case. Unfortunately, as illustrated
below, explicit recognition of the obvious American influence gave the Court pause.
In 1859, the case of Whitehead v Buffalo and Lake Huron Railway came before the Upper
Canada Court of Chancery.643 In that case, the Plaintiff and the Managing Director of the
Defendant negotiated and drafted several instruments in concert.644 In accordance with
the instruments, the Plaintiff subsequently commenced several projects.645 Prior to the
completion of those projects, the Defendant advised the Plaintiff that it no longer required
the Plaintiff’s services.646 Furthermore, the Defendant refused to compensate the Plaintiff

640 Justice Hagarty’s reasons for judgement were substantially similar to those of Chancellor Blake, however, in
addition he expressed a certain disdain for the Defendant’s position; see Pim Appeal 9 UCCP 304 supra note 639 at
312.
641 Pim Appeal 9 UCCP 304 supra note 639 at 304.
642 Pim Appeal 9 UCCP 304 supra note 639 at 311.
643 Whitehead v Buffalo and Lake Huron Railway 7 Ch 3 51 [ Whitehead 7 Ch 351 ].
644 Whitehead 7 Ch 351 supra note 643 at 351-352; the substance of each of the instruments is outlined at Whitehead 1
Ch 351 supra note 643 at 359-360.
645 Whitehead 7 Ch 351 supra note 643 at 352.
646 Whitehead 1 Ch 351 supra note 643 at 352.
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for the work completed in proportion with the compensation contemplated in the
•

instrument.

647

The Plaintiff brought the dispute before the Court. In response to the Plaintiff’s action,
the Defendant asserted that the lack of a corporate seal affixed to the instrument estopped
the Plaintiff from asserting that it was the manifestation of a contract.
Having recently delivered the reasons for judgement on behalf of the Upper Canada
Court of Error and Appeal in Pirn, Chancellor Blake explained that the case fell within
the purview of that decision,64768649 and similarly found in favour of the Plaintiff,'.65° In so
doing, he consolidated the English and Upper Canada authorities relevant to the issue,
and established that a single underlying principle or train of thought could not be
extracted from them.651 He then acknowledged that the Upper Canada courts appeared to
be moving in the direction of their American counterparts as follows.
I have been considering this case, hitherto, with reference exclusively, to the principle
upon which the Court o f Queen’s Bench proceeded in the cause referred to - a principle
which, i f adopted, would have the effect o f placing this important class o f commercial
contracts upon the same footing here as in the United States - a footing at once
intelligible and adapted to the age and country in which we live.652

The Defendant subsequently appealed to the Upper Canada Court of Error and Appeal
and the appeal was heard in I860.653 The Court of Chancery’s decision was
overturned.654 Chief Justice Robinson and Justice Hagarty delivered reasons for

647 Whitehead 1 Ch351 supra note 643 at 360-361.
648 Whitehead 7 Ch 351 supra note 643 at 352. There was also some dispute in relation to an equity court’s jurisdiction
to adjudicate such a matter; see Whitehead 7 Ch 351 supra note 643 at 354-356. Chancellor Blake ultimately ruled that
the case did fall within the jurisdiction of the Court; see Whitehead 1 Ch 351 supra note 643 at 360-361.
649 Whitehead 7 Ch 351 supra note 643 at 367. Vice Chancellor Esten also delivered reasons for judgement that were
substantially similar to those of Chancellor Blake.
650 Specifically, the Court found that the Defendant was liable to the Plaintiff for the work done in accordance with the
compensation rates specified in the instrument, and the matter was transferred to a Master as mundane arithmetic was
beneath the Court of Chancery; see Whitehead 1 Ch 351 supra note 643 at 382.
Whitehead 1 Ch 351 supra note 643 at 362-367.
652 Whitehead 1 Ch 351 supra note 643 at 367.
653 The Buffalo And Lake Huron Railway Company v Whitehead 8 Ch 157 [Whitehead 8 Ch 157].
654 Specifically, the Court ordered that although the Defendant is liable to the Plaintiff, the amount of that liability is not
to be assessed in accordance with the compensation rates set out in the instrument; the matter was once again
transferred to a Master as mundane arithmetic was beneath the Court of the Error and Appeal; see Whitehead 8 Ch 157
supra note 653 at 216-217.
In my opinion, because the case made its way through the Court of Chancery, an equitable remedy similar to today’s
remedy of a constructive trust based on an unjust enrichment to the Defendant was available to the Plaintiff Currently,
in order to establish an unjust enrichment the Plaintiff must establish that there was: a) an enrichment to the Defendant;
b) a corresponding deprivation to the Plaintiff, and c) no juristic reason (reason in law) for the enrichment or
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judgement, while Vice Chancellor Spragge dissented and provided reasons for that
dissent.655
Chief Justice Robinson’s lengthy reasons for judgement focused on establishing that the
state of English law on the subject was a convoluted mess.656 Surprisingly, there was no
mention of Pim in his reasons for judgement, which culminated in the following
apprehensive statement.657
In the present state o f authorities upon this point in England, I am not in favour o f acting
upon die decision in [citation omitted], or other cases o f that kind, until we can see that
the other courts in England take the same course, or until w e find that the principle acted
upon in that case is confirmed in the House o f Lords, or by the judicial committee o f the
Privy Council.658

Justice Hagarty’s reasons for judgement were substantially similar, however, he
mentioned Pim and suggested that the Court of Chancery had attempted to extend it
beyond its scope in the present case.659
3.4.2) Conclusion
As illustrated by the cases above, the judges of the Upper Canada Courts exhibited a lack
of autonomy when it came to solving disputes related to corporate law.660 When novel
disputes arose, or the application of arbitrary legal rules caused unfair results, those
judges did not examine the principles upon which the rules were founded. Instead, the
judges looked to the legislature, the House of Lords, or the Judicial Committee of the

deprivation. The first two requirements are obvious on the facts. With respect to the third, as the Court found that there
was no contract between the Plaintiff and the Defendant, there was no reason in law why the Defendant should have
been enriched to the detriment of the Plaintiff.
655 The bench consisted o f Chief Justice Robinson, Vice Chancellor Spragge, Chief Justice (of the Court o f Common
Pleas) Draper, Justice McLean, Justice Runs, and Justice Hagarty. Chief Justice Draper, Justice McLean and Justice
Runs concurred with Justice Hagarty’s reasons for judgement. Vice Chancellor Spragge’s reasons for judgement were
substantially similar to those delivered by Chancellor Blake at trial before the Court of Chancery and thus have not
been discussed.
656 Whitehead 8 Ch 157 supra note 653 at 188,194-195,203-209.
657 Perhaps the word apprehensive is too diplomatic. The adjectives cowardly, spineless, and timorous were
contemplated, but I suppose I was too.. . apprehensive.
658 Whitehead 8 Ch 157 supra note 653 at 206.
659 Whitehead 8 Ch 157 supra note 653 at 214.
660 See the discussion o f Marshal 4 UCCP 373 supra note 618 under the heading uPart I I I :: 3) Corporate Law::: 3,4)
American Reliance in the Upper Canada Courts (Corporate Law) :: 3.4.1) The Corporate Seal Saga".
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Privy Council to institute change.661 At times the courts even complained that a particular
‘evil calls for legislative interference’.66263
This was despite the fact that, as a result of the events of the South Sea Bubble,

there

was a divergence in English and Colonial corporate law. As discussed, the economic
environment of Upper Canada resembled that of America, and not England. Moreover,
the Upper Canada legislature had largely replicated incorporation statutes that had been
produced by various America state legislatures.664
Nevertheless, the judges of the Upper Canada Courts concentrated their collective stare
across the Atlantic. Professor Risk’s assessment of the actions of Upper Canada judges
was an apt summary, and I have reproduced it again below.
Courts in the United States had exercised a much greater law-making power, and had
made their law apparently more rational and fair by expanding enforcement regardless o f
the use o f a seal. The courts in Ontario knew about these decisions and admired them, blit
were never tempted to stray from their perception o f their constitutional obligations and
functions.665

4) CONCLUSION
The dissimilarity between the Upper Canada courts and the Maritime Courts in relation to
the utility of American authorities can be seen in all aspects of law.666*However, due to
the divergence between English and Colonial corporate law, it is more significant, and
more pronounced in the area of corporate law than in most other areas of law.

ccn

The corporate seal saga serves as a microcosm of the greater issue of utility of American
authorities in the courts that has been explored in this section. Both the courts of Upper
Canada, as well as those of the Maritime Provinces were aware of the direction taken by

661 See the discussion of Whitehead 8 Ch 157 supra note 653 under the heading “Part 111:: 3) Corporate Law :: 3.4)
American Reliance in the Upper Canada Courts (Corporate Law) :: 3.4.1) The Corporate Seal Saga”.
662 See the discussion of Pirn Appeal 9 UCCP 304 supra note 639 under the heading “Part 111:: 3) Corporate Law ::
3.4) American Reliance in the Upper Canada Courts (Corporate Law) :: 3.4.1) The Corporate Seal Saga”
663 The South Sea Bubble was discussed under the heading “Part I I I :: 3) Corporate L aw :: 3.2) South Sea Bubble
664 This was discussed under the heading “Part I I I :: 3) Corporate Law :: 3.2) South Sea Bubble :: 3.2.3) Canadian
Effect'.
655 Risk A Perspective supra note 550 at 414.
666 See the discussions under “Part I I I :: 2) General L aw :: 2.2) American Reliance in the Maritime Courts (Corporate
Law) :: 2.2.1) Reported Cases” and “Part I I I :: 2) General L a w 2.3) American Reliance in the Upper Canada Courts
(Corporate Law) :: 2,3.1) Reported Cases”.
™ The divergence in the area of corporate law was discussed under the heading “Part I I I :: 3) Corporate L a w :: 3.2)
South Sea Bubble
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the American courts with respects to the common law corporate seal rule.668 Furthermore,
the conflicting authorities and uncertain state of English law in relation to the common
law corporate seal rule was understood and acknowledged by both sets of courts.669
Nevertheless, the progression of thought in both sets of courts was not the same.
The transition from Seelye to Pickard and Berton exhibits the willingness of the Maritime
courts to be influenced by American authorities when being so influenced served the
interests of justice. By contrast, as illustrated by cases such as Hamilton, Marshal, Pim,
and Whitehead, the Upper Canada courts would not stray when English authorities
existed on an issue.
Furthermore, as can be seen in Whitehead, when the English authorities were conflicting
on a point, the Upper Canada courts would not participate in the ongoing judicial debate
on the issue.670 Instead, the Upper Canada courts considered themselves to be relegated to
the sidelines to await a conclusion to be issued by other institutions.671672
As can be deduced from the cases presented in this Part, the primary disparity between
the Upper Canada courts and the Maritime courts can be expressed as a disparity in
perceived autonomy, and fluidity of thought. The judges of the Upper Canada courts felt
constrained, while their Maritime counterparts felt autonomous.
The distinction between the philosophical outlook of the Upper Canada, and Maritime
courts can be summarized by channeling Professor Ibbetson’s words. The Upper Canada
courts5justification for doing something was that someone in England did it once before,

668 See the discussions of Seelye 3 NBR 377 supra note 523 and Hamilton 6 OS 381supra note 607 under the headings
“Part III :: 3) Corporate Law
3.3) American Reliance in the Maritime Courts (Corporate Law) :: 3.3.1) The
Corporate Seal Saga” and “Part I I I :: 3) Corporate Law :: 3.4) American Reliance in the Upper Canada Courts
(Corporate L aw ):: 3.4.1) The Corporate Seal Saga” respectively.
669 Supra note 668.
670 Whitehead 8 Ch 157 supra note 653 and supra note 658; Chief Justice Robinson of the Upper Canada Court of Error
and Appeal said “I am not in favour of acting [...] until we can see that the other courts in England take the same
course”.
671 Whitehead 8 Ch 157 supra note 653 and supra note 658; the other institutions contemplated in that case were the
Upper Canada Legislature, the House of Lords, or the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council.
6721 have focused on the corporate seal saga to support this conclusion, however, it is equally supported by the non
corporate law cases discussed under the headings “Part I I I 2) General Law :: 2.3) American Reliance in the Upper
Canada Courts (General Law) 2.3.1) Reported Cases“ and “Part 111:: 2) General L a w :: 2.2) American Reliance in
the Maritime Courts (General Law) :: 2.2.1) Reported Cases”, as well as the non-corporate-seal cases discussed under
the headings “Part I I I :: 3) Corporate Law :: 3.4) American Reliance in the Upper Canada Courts (Corporate Law)“
and “P a r t l l l 3) Corporate L aw :: 3.3) American Reliance in the Maritime Courts (Corporate Law)“.
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whereas the Maritime courts were informed by principles, and based on those principles
justified doing something because it is what the courts do.673

673 The original quotation and a discussion of it can be found under the heading “Part 1 1 1 ) Legal Framework:: 1.1)
The Common Law System:: 1.1.1) A Common Law" and supra note 108.
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PART IV
1) THE PATH TRAVELLED
In mid-April 2009, Justice David Souter of the United States Supreme Court informed
President Barack Obama that he intended to retire at the end of June 2009.674 After the
news of Justice Souter’s retirement became public, President Obama made the following
announcement.

;

I w ill seek someone who understands that justice isn’t about some abstract legal theory or
footnote in a casebook; it is also about how our laws affect the daily realities o f people’s
lives, whether they can make a living and care for their families, whether they feel safe in
their homes and welcome in their own nations [...] I view that quality o f empathy, o f
understanding and identifying with people’s hopes and struggles, as an essential
ingredient for arriving at just decisions and outcomes.67567

In May 2009, President Obama nominated Justice Sonia Sotomayor to replace the retiring
Justice Souter on the United States Supreme Court Bench. The media reacted to the
Supreme Court nomination in its usual way; by working itself into a frenzy. Journalists some legitimate, some self-proclaimed - dissected Justice Sotomayor’s past and created a
public display out of her life. Talking heads of every stripe - regardless of their
qualifications or credentials - publically praised or critiqued Justice Sotomayor, and
expressed their support or opposition in relation to her nomination.
Subsequently, in a slightly less asinine display, from July 13, through July 16, 2009, the
Committee on the Judiciary of the United States Senate held a hearing to confirm the
appointment of Justice Sotomayor.677 Chairman Patrick Leahy began the hearing by

674 Peter Baker & Adam Nagoumey “Sotomayor Pick a Product of Lessons From Past Battles”, New York Times (May
28,2009) A1 online: <http://www.nytimes.com/2009/05/28/us/politics/28selecthtml>.
675 Adam Nagoumey & Jeff Zeleny “Washington Prepares for Fight Over Any Nominee” New York Times (May 1,
2009) A10 online: <http://www.nytimes.com/2009/05/02/us/Q2court.html>.
676 The reader may be able to recall this commotion on the twenty-four hour news networks. I believe this occurrence to
be a notorious fact, but for a small taste consult The Today Show NBC News Transcript (NBC May 27 2009 7 AM
EST); American Morning (CNN May 27 2009 6 AM EST); Good Morning America ABC News Transcripts (ABC May
30 2009 8:02 AM EST); and CNN Newsroom (CNN May 31 2009 6 PM EST). Please note that I have used the phrase
‘talking heads* - despite my intense abhorrence of that prevalent phrase - because it is an apt description of these
individuals. In my opinion, their existence contributes nothing to society other than the minutia that they verbalize in
their speech; they have no souls.
677 US Confirmation Hearing on the Nomination o f Hon Sonia Sotomayor to be an Associate Justice o f the Supreme
Court o f the United States Hearing Before the Committee on the Judiciary United States Senate 111st Cong
(Washington US
Government
Printing
Office
2010)
online:
<http://ffwebgate.access.gpo.gov/cgibin/getdoc.cgi?dbname=l 1ljsenate_hearings&docid=f:56940.pdf > [Confirmation Hearing].
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introducing Justice Sotomayor to the Senate, and briefly outlining the path that brought
her before the Senate that day.678
What followed over the course of the next four days was the interrogative equivalent of a
■ colonoscopy without anesthesia. Based on the transcript, it would only be a slight
exaggeration to say that the Committee inquired about every aspect of Justice
Sotomayor’s past including: every legal appointment she had held;679 every opinion she
had expressed;680 every belief or position that she held;681 every article that she had
written;682 every speech she had given;683 every ruling that she had made;684685and every
¿ O f

event she had experienced.
This entire spectacle took place to answer one simple question: Who was Sonia
Sotomayor? The answer was important because who she was, would influence how she
would adjudicate.686
Sonia Sotomayor was eventually confirmed and appointed to the United States Supreme
Court, As the events surrounding her appointment illustrated, it is reasonable to expect
that the path that lies behind a person will influence the path her journey may yet
traverse.

678 Confirmation Hearing supra note 677 at 2-3; this included: her childhood experience; her educational background;
her career as a District Attorney; her service as a trial judge, her service as an appellate judge.
679 For example see Confirmation Hearing supra note 677 at 64 where Chairman Leahy inquired about the effect of
Justice Sotomayor’s experience as a prosecutor, and subsequently as a judge..................
680 For example see Confirmation Hearing supra note 677 at 123 where Senator Kyi inquired about the statement “I
would hope that a wise Latina woman with the richness of her experiences would more often than not reach a better
conclusion [than an old white man].”
681 For example see Confirmation Hearing supra note 677 at 132 where Senator Shumer inquires about Justice
Sotomayor’s beliefs regarding the role of foreign law in American Courts.
682 For example see Confirmation Hearing supra note 677 at 409 where Senator Grassley questioned her on a quote
found in an article she had written published by the Harvard Law Review. : ' \
683 For example see Confirmation Hearing supra note 677 at 121-122 where Senator Kyi inquired about a speech that
Justice Sotomayor had given at Seton Hall.
684 For example see Confirmation Hearing supra note 677 at 344-345 where Senator Cobum inquired about Justice
Sotomayor’s ruling in a case cited as Maloney that involved an issue in relation to the right to bear arms.
685 For example see Confirmation Hearing supra note 677 at 133-134 where Senator Schumer and Justice Sotomayor
discuss the experience of ‘growing up under the shadow of Yankee Stadium’. The discussion culminates in an inquiry
regarding Justice Sotomayor’s preference between the New York Yankees and the New York Mets. In my opinion, her
apparent allegiance to the New York Yankees renders her not fit to adjudicate in any capacity.
686 The reader is advised that for the sake of simplicity I have assumed that there was no narcissistic grandstanding in
my analysis o f these events. I admit that this assumption was probably incorrect. However, the relative proportions of
genuine investigation and grandstanding is not relevant to the purpose of this section.
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In the previous Part, a disparity in the willingness of the Upper Canada and Maritime
courts to be influenced by American authorities was illustrated. The reader may have also
noticed that there were many recurring characters in the cases that were presented. In this
Part, I have explored some of those recurring characters. In particular, I have explored the
paths that lay behind the Judges of the Maritime courts at the time of their appointment,
and contrasted them with those that lay behind the Judges of the Upper Canada courts.
The reader should keep in mind that the assumption underlying the discussion of judges
in section; that being that that who they were at the time, can help explain how they
subsequently adjudicated.
2) A WHOLE NEW WORLD
The English did not have any significant presence in North America until the early
seventeenth century.687688 The Spanish, through Christopher Columbus in 1492, were the
first European power to discover the Americas.689 In Columbus’ wake, many Spanish
conquistadors embarked on expeditions seeking gold and silver in the Americas.690 In

687 I have chosen to present the assumption underlying this section as axiomatic. Although I found the assumption
intuitive, and have presented the example of the Confirmation Hearing of Justice Sonya Sotomayor in way so as to
invoke the reader’s intuition, the arguments underlying the assumption have been meticulously developed in the realm
of the legal philosophers. In particular, the school of thought that this assumption falls into is known as ‘legal realism*.
For an overview of the point of view consult Randal N Graham “What Judges Want Judicial Self-Interest and Statutory
Inteipretation” (2009) 30 Stat LR 38-72 in which Professor Graham cited and provided excerpts from the leading legal
realist philosophers and texts.
'
688 1 have justified the temporal leap in contained in this section in supra note 202. Furthermore, the temporal span of
this Part necessitated the following note about the list of proper nouns I have used.
In 1707, through the Union with England Act 1707 7 Anne c 7 and the Union with Scotland Act 1706 6 Anne c 11, the
Kingdom o f England and the Kingdom of Scotland were amalgamated into the Kingdom of Great Britain. In 1800,
through the Act o f Union (Ireland) 1800 Geo 3 c 38, and 40 and Union with Ireland Act 1800 3 Geo c 67, 39, and 40,
the Kingdom of Great Britain and the Kingdom of Ireland were amalgamated into the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Ireland. In 1922, through the Government o f Ireland Act 1920 10 & 11 Geo V c 67, Southern Ireland seceded from
the Union, which was renamed the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Southern Ireland. Furthermore, the legislative
bodies associated with those Kingdoms were successively known as Parliament of England, Parliament of Great
Britain, Parliament of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, and Parliament of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland.
In this Part, I have restricted my use of this list of proper nouns to England, Great Britain (or British), and Parliament. I
have left it up to the reader, if so inclined, to cross-reference this footnote to identify the specific Kingdom or
Parliament referred to in any given instance.
689 William Smith Jr The History o f the Province o f New-York (Massachusetts Belknap Press of Harvard University
Press 1972) vol I at 9 [Smith],
690 The word conquistador is Spanish for conqueror. The most famous of the conquistadors were Hernán Cortés, and
Francisco Pizarro. The former conquered Mexico in brutal fashion; see The Bernal Diaz Chronicles The True Story o f
the Conquest o f Mexico trans by Albert Idell (New York Dolphin Books Doubleday & Company 1956), while the latter
conquered the Incan Empire in modem day Peru losing at most 5 of his of his 168 men to the Inca force of 7000; see
John Hemming The Conquest o f the Incas (London Papermac 1993).
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1534, the French followed suit through Jacques Cartier,691 and subsequently, in the first
decade of the seventeenth century, through Samuel De Champlain, established a fur
trading port at Québec.692 To exploit the same fur trade, during that same decade, the
Dutch established the Colony of New Netherlands in present day New York.693
These early New World expeditions were primarily funded by individual wealthy
aristocrats, or partnerships of such aristocrats.694 As such, these expeditions were
relatively risky ventures. If the settlement failed, in accordance with partnership law,
each of the investors was liable for the entire loss incurred.695 Furthermore, these
expeditions and settlements were primarily quests to pillage the New World’s natural
resources.696
By contrast, the subsequent English settlements in North America were undertaken by a
combination of individual entrepreneurs and corporations whose shareholders were not
liable for corporate debts.. Moreover, instead of being motivated by profit and wealth,
those later settlements were motivated by a desire for freedom.
2.1) A Profitable Divorce
In hindsight, it is interesting to note that the eventual monopolization of North America
by people of British descent can be traced to a single spoiled petulant English monarch.

691 Arthur R Lower Canadians in the Making (Toronto Longmans Green and Company 1958) at 2 [Lower],
692 Lower supra note 691 at 7-8. Québec was the capital of New France, which extended from present day Ontario to
the Maritime provinces, and south into the United States of America.
693 The capital o f New Netherlands was New Amsterdam located at present day New-York City; Smith supra note 689
at 10-13, ¿1 1664, New Netherlands ceded to the English and renamed New-York; Smith supra note 689 at 30-34.
694 For example, the voyages of Christopher Columbus were funded by Queen Isabella I of Castile and León, see Liss K
Peggy Isabel the Queen (USA Oxford University Press 1992) at 316; Hernán Cortés himself invested in the expedition
that became known as the Conquest of Mexico, see at Donald E Chipman and Harriet Denise Joseph Spanish Texas
Î5I9-I82I 2nd ed (Texas University of Texas Press 2010) at 24; King Henry IV of France, a French merchant Pierre
Dugua, and Samual De Champlain funded the settlement of Acadia in New France, see Jean-Yves Grenon Pierre
Dugua de Mons trans by Phil Roberts (Peninsular Press 2000); and Walter Raleigh himself funded the early attempts at
settlement in the Colony o f Virginia; see Tim McNeese American Colonies (Dayton Lorenz Educational Press 2002) at
6.

695 The reader is reminded that this investor liability derived from partnership law was a feature of the registered
companies discussed under the heading “Part II :: I) Legal Framework :: 1.2) Corporate Law 1.2.3) Registered
Company” prior to the enactment of the Limited Liability Act 1855 supra note 165.
696 For instance, the conquest o f the Spanish conquistadors resulted in the shipment of 18,000 tons of silver, and 200
tons of gold to Spain; see Michael Beaud A History o f Capitalism (New York Monthly Review Press 2001) at 15
[Beaud].
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In 1509 - while England was a devout Catholic nation - King Henry VIII of England
married his brother’s widow, Catherine of Aragon.697 Between 1509 and 1527, Queen
Catherine failed to produce a suitable male heir that could succeed King Henry VIII to
the throne of England.698 Naturally, King Henry VIII concluded that his marriage to
Queen Catherine was cursed.699 He subsequently attempted to convince Pope Clement
VII to grant him an annulment of the marriage.700 The Pope refused.701
Consequently, over the next seven years, King Henry VIII - in concert with Parliament systemically suppressed the influence of the Pope in England by establishing the
Protestant Church of England.702 Finally, in 1534, the suppression of Papal authority
culminated in the enactment of the Act o f Supremacy.703 That Act declared that King
Henry VIII was “the only supreme head in [sz'c] earth of the Church of England”.704705
England had become a Protestant nation.
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King Henry VIII died in 1547.706 His death was followed by eleven years of confusion
and uncertainty. During those eleven years ruling power passed through King Edward
VI,707 Queen Jane,708 Queen Mary I,709 and King Phillip.710 This internal instability pre

697 G R Elton England Under the Tudors 3ri ed (London Routledge 1991) at 98 [Elton].
698 With the exception of Princess Mary, bom in 1516, the marriage was plagued with several miscarriages, still-births,
and infant mortality; see Elton supra note 697 at 98.
699 Elton supra note 697 at 98-99.
700 Elton supra note 697 at 117-121.
701 Elton supra note 697 at 117-121.
702 Elton supra note 697 at 122-137. Under the influence of the German Priest, Martin Luther, there was an ongoing
movement among the European powers towards denouncing the authority of the Pope, and declaring the Bible as the
sole source of divine knowledge; see Elton supra note 697 at 109-111. The followers of Martin Luther became known
as Protestants and the movement became known as the Protestant Reformation. Thus, King Henry VIII’s break with the
Papacy was not novel, he simply pushed England in that direction.
703 Act o f Supremacy (1834) 26 Hen 8 c 1. In 1533, King Henry VII secured the annulment he sought; see Elton supra
note 697 at 132-133.
704 Act o f Supremacy supra note 703.
705 However, King Henry VIII had pushed England to adopt Protestantism only to the extent that he required it to
dissolve the authority of the Papacy in England, secure his divorce and maintain authority as the head of the Church of
England; see Elton supra note 697 at 210-211, and 265-267. Many Catholic practices and procedures were left as a
residue o f the adoption of Protestantism in England; see Elton supra note 697 at 210-211.
706 Elton supra note 697 at 202.
707 King Edward VI was nine years old when he ascended to the throne of England, and he died in 1553 at the age of
fifteen; see Elton supra note 697 at 202, and 213 respectively.
708 Queen Jane was disputed as the heir to King Edward Vi's throne, and was in power for a maximum of only nine
days; see Elton supra note 697 at 213-214.
709 Queen Mary was a middle-aged woman when she ascended to the English throne upon the death of Edward VI in
1553; see Elton supra note 697 at 218.
\
710 In 1554, King Phillip married Queen Mary and assumed the title of King of England. However, the House of
Commons had decreed that King Phillip would not retain the Crown if he survived Queen Mary; see Elton supra note
697 at 218.
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occupied the English, and prevented them from engaging in American exploration in any
meaningful way.711
Finally, in 1558, Queen Elizabeth I ascended to the English throne and remained in
power until 1603.712 Under Queen Elizabeth I, and her successors to the throne of
England, the Church of England was reconstituted.713 Moreover, with Queen Elizabeth I
in power, and political consistency to England restored, England was now in a position to
turn its gaze across the Atlantic.714
2.2) The Flame
The first successfully established North American English Colony was the Colony of
Virginia (“Virginia”).715 In 1606, King James incorporated the Virginia Corporation of
London (“Virginia Corporation”) by Royal Charter for the purpose of governing a
settlement in Virginia, which, in 1607, it established at Jamestown, Virginia.716
The settlement at Jamestown did not initially fare well.717 After fifteen years of bare
subsistence, in 1622, a Native Indian attack brought the Jamestown settlement to the
brink of termination.718 To rescue the languishing settlement, and to suppress perceived

711 Each o f King Edward VI, and Queen Jane were Protestant and committed to the Church of England; see Elton supra
note 697 at 202, and 212-213. By contrast, Queen Mary I and King Phillip were committed to Catholicism, and labored
to abolish the Church of England and restore Papal authority in England; see Elton supra note 697 at 215.
712 Elton supra note 697 at 262,474.
713 In order to avoid jolting the already reeling English population; the reconstitution of the Church of England and
imposition of Protestantism as the national religion was done slowly and methodically; see Elton supra note 697 at
269-274.
714 In 1578, Queen Elizabeth granted a Charter to Sir Humphrey Gilbert under which he sailed to St. Johns,
Newfoundland for the purpose of establishing a settlement; however, the settlement site was abandoned due to lack of
supplies; for an overview of that expedition see David B Quinn Sir Humphrey Gilbert and Newfoundland
(Newfoundland Historical Society 1983). In a more ambitious venture, in 1584, Sir Walter Raleigh sailed across the
Atlantic under a similar Charter. On three separate occasions he failed in his attempt to established a settlement known
as the Colony of Virginia; see Mary N Stanard The Story o f Virginia’s First Century (Philadelphia JB Lippincott
Company 1928) at 16-22 [Stanard],
715 This part of the world was already familiar to England as Walter Raleigh had recently failed to establish a settlement
in the Colony ofVirginia; see supra note 714.
716 See Edward D Neill The English Colonization o f America (London Strahan & Co Publishers 1871) at 6 [Neill] as
well as Neill supra at 17-18. Concurrently, King James issued a Charter incorporating the Virginia Corporation of
Plymouth and the two corporations together have commonly been referred to as “the Virginia Corporation”; see Neill
supra at 6. However, the latter corporation failed in its attempt at settling the land near present day Maine, and its
Charter fell out of use in 1609. It should be noted that throughout the time period discussed in this section, the words
‘company’ and ‘corporation* were used interchangeably in statutes. For the sake of consistency and clarity, I have
consistently used the word ‘corporation*. The differences between corporations and companies were discussed under
the heading "Part I I :: 1) Legal Framework:: 1.2) Corporate Law”.
717 A few of the causes that contributed to the rocky development of the settlement were malaria, dysentery, famine,
and the daunting presence of the Native Indian tribes; see Stanard supra note 714 at 41, and 43-47.
718 See Stanard supra note 714 at 170-173.
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mismanagement by the Virginia Corporation,719 in 1624 King James revoked the its
Charter and the governance of Virginia reverted to the Crown.720721

^

Before he could exert significant direct control over Virginia, in 1625, King James died,
and was succeeded by his son, King Charles I.

King Charles I was content with

permitting the Virginian settlers to self-govem through an elected legislature.722
Subsequently, the Crown, the Privy Council, Parliament, and the Church of England
scarcely exhibited any interest in the affairs of the Colony, or interfered by attempting to
exert any control over the Colony. In that state of political isolation, Virginia developed.
It was England’s apathy and indifference to the Virginia settlers’ way of life - a state that
would later come to be known as salutary neglect - that garnered the attention of various
factions of the population.723
2.3) The Melting Pot
The religious inconsistency during the sixteenth century spawned various strains of
religious thought among the English population.724 As religious stability, and the Church
of England, was restored during Queen Elizabeth I’s reign, various factions of religious
minorities began to feel persecuted by the Protestant majority.725 Moreover, the

719 Steward supra note 714 at 178.
720 Stanard supra note 714 at 185. As the Virginia Corporation would not willingly give up its Charter, the revocation
was accomplished through a writ of quo warranto filed against the corporation in the Court of King's Bench; see
Stanard supra note 714 at 182-184.
1
721 Stanard supra note 714 at 186.
v
722 The elected Virginian legislature was known as the House ofBurgesses; see Stanard supra note 714 at 186.
723 The phrase ‘salutary neglect* was coined in a 1775 speech by the Parliamentarian Edmund Burke to Parliament in
favour of the American Revolution; see Edmund Burke The Works o f the Right and Hon Edmund Burk (London
Holdsworth and Ball 1834) vol I at lxvi. The substance of salutary neglect, and the Colonial view of it, was
summarized by Colonel Isaac Barré to Parliament during the course of a debate in relation to the Stamp Act; the speech
is reproduced in Robert Middlekauff The Glorious Cause The American Revolution 1763-1789 (New York Oxford
University Press 1982) at 75 [Middlekauff], The speech was a rebuttal to an insinuation that the British American
Colonies were the ungrateful children of Parliament; see Middlekauff supra at 74, The essence of the rebuttal was that:
the oppression of England - not care of England - planted the seeds of the Colonies, that the Colonies did not grow
through English nourishment but instead through English negligence, and that the Colonies did not develop under the
umbrella of British protection but instead helped protect Britain when it was under siege; see Middlekauff supra at 75
as well as Middlekauffsupra at 22-23. For an overview of the relationship between England and the American Colonies
during this time period see Murray N Rothbard “Salutary Neglect” (New York Arlington House 1975).
724 For instance, there were those who remained Catholic and recognized the authority of the Pope; those who remained
Protestant and committed to the Church of England; and those who were labeled Puritans who believed that England
wasn’t Protestant enough; see Elton supra note 697 at 265-266. Moreover, there were several divides between the
Puritans that included Quakers, Calvinists, Knoxians, Coxians, and other divisions; see Elton supra note 697 at 265266. For the purposes o f this thesis, it is not necessary to explore the substance of these divisions; it is only necessary to
note the variety.
725 Examples can be found in infra notes 727,730, and 737.
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subsequent English Civil War - which resulted in the deposition, and execution of King
Charles I - brought an end to the long standing belief that Monarchs were divinely
ordained and lent plausibility to the existence of alternative governance schemes.726
Enticed by the prospect of salutary neglect, it was a mixture of these religious aberrations
and political experimentalists that endeavored to settle in America. Their goals were to
adhere to their religious beliefs without persecution, and to conduct political experiments
in peace, respectively.
The first to recognize the potential of taking advantage of salutary neglect were the
Puritans of England.727 In 1629, the Puritans convinced King Charles I to issued a Charter
incorporating the Colony of Massachusetts (“Massachusetts”) to be governed by the
Massachusetts Corporation.728 During 1630, over fifteen hundred settlers arrived in
Massachusetts and established Puritan settlements in Boston.729
Other religious minorities quickly followed the Puritan example. In 1632, King Charles I
issued a Charter incorporating the Colony of Maryland (“Maryland”) to be governed by
the Catholic Lord Baltimore II.730731Lord Baltimore II established a settlement at St.
Mary’s City, Maryland, which was to be a haven for Catholicism.

Eventually,

Maryland evolved into a haven for any individual persecuted for his religious beliefs.732

726 Beaudsupra note 696 at 28.
^
727 John S Barry History o f Massachusetts (Boston John Barry 1856) voi I at 149-150 [Barry Volume 7], In the spirit of
simplifying citations I have included the following citation in this footnote as well: John S Barry History o f
Massachusetts (Boston John Barry 1856) voi I [Barry Volume II] (this citation was introduced in supra note 237 but
has been reproduced here for easy reference).
728 Barry Volume I supra note 727 at 158-159, and 162.
729 Barry Volume I supra note 727 at 190,
730 J Thomas Scharf History o f Maryland (Pennsylvania Tradition Press 1967) voi I at 51-52 [Scharf]. The Charter
incorporating the Colony of Maryland was reproduced at Scharf supra at 53-60. The original application for the Charter
to establish a colony named after King Charles I’s wife Queen Henrietta Maria was submitted by Lord Baltimore I;
however, he died after making the arrangements for settlement of the colony, but before the Charter was issued; see
Scharfsupra note 730 at 50-52.
731 Scharfsupra note 730 at 63.
732 Scharf supra note 730 at 162. In 1649, the Maryland Legislature enacted the An Act Concerning Religion (1649)
General Assembly Upper House, which later became known as the Maryland Toleration Act o f 1649; see Scharfsupra
note 730 at 174-176 where the legislation has been reproduced. Ironically, the legislation was prompted because the
persecuted individuals that had been admitted into Maryland usurped power from the Catholic officials responsible for
its governance, and began persecuting the Catholics! Upon power being restored to the Catholics, in order to avoid a
similar situation in the future, the Colonial Legislature enacted the Toleration Act o f 1649; Scharf supra note 730 at
171-172. The Act explicitly protected a person who was “heritick, Scismatick, Idolator, puritan, Independent,
Prespiterian popish priest, Jesuite, Jesuited papist, Lutheran, Calvenist Anabaptist, Brownist. Antinomian, Barrowist,
Roundhead, Separatist or any other name or terme in a reproachfull manner relating to matter of Religion”; see Scharf
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Eventually, Englishmen began to recognize that settlements could also be experiments in
governance. In 1663, King Charles II issued a Charter incorporating the Colony of
Carolina (“Carolina”) to be governed by eight Lord Proprietors.733 In order to draft the
constitution and organize the governance structure of Carolina, the Lord Proprietors
enlisted the services of the radical political philosopher John Locke.734 The
unprecedented governance structure that Locke instituted was completely anomalistic!735
In the mid-seventeenth century the rogue peasant, George Fox, sparked a radical
movement that rebelled against the established Church of England.736 One of his
followers, who were known as Quakers,737 was William Penn, to whom the English
Crown was indebted.738 To satisfy that debt, in 1681, King Charles II issued a Charter
incorporating the Colony of Pennsylvania under the governance of William Penn.739 The
haven for Quakers established later that year was known as the ‘Holy Experiment’.740
The plight of eighteenth century imprisoned debtors resonated with an English
Parliamentarian, James Oglethorpe.741 He petitioned King George II to issued a Charter
establishing a colony in America to serve as a philanthropic experiment with the goal of
“settling the poor persons of London”.742 In 1732, such a Charter was issued, and the
newly incorporated Colony of Georgia (“Georgia”) was to be governed by Oglethorpe
and nineteen companions.743 The benevolent Oglethorpe and each of his companions

supra note 730 at 175. It is interesting to note that England followed suit in 1689 by enacting the Act o f Toleration
(1689) 1 Will & M arc 18.
733 Samuel A Ashe History o f North Carolina (Greensboro Charles L Van Noppen 1925) vol I at 67-68 [Ashe],
734 Ashe supra note 733 at 98.
735 For a description o f the governmental structure see Ashe supra note 733 at 98-103
736 George Fox was a semiliterate weaver’s son; see Joseph E Illick Colonial Pennsylvania (New York Charles
Scribner’s Sons 1976) at 3-4 [Illick], He contended that through the morality of his actions, any individual, could
experience the divine light. Therefore religious institutions were unnecessary, and adherence to scripture was not
wholly sufficient; Illick supra at 3-4.
:
:
737 Illick supra note 736 at 1.
738 Illick supra note 736 at 7. The Crown’s debt to William Penn was derived from a debt that was owed to his father,
Admiral Sir William Penn, prior to his death; see Hans Fantel William Penn Apostle o f Dissent (New York William
Morrow & Co 1974) at 147-148.
739 Illick supra note 736 at 1.
740 Illick supra note 736 at 21.
741 E Merton Coulter Georgia A Short History (Chapel Hill University of North Carolina Press 1960) at 15 [Coulter]. In
the eighteenth century, English law permitted creditors to induce the state to imprison defaulting debtors to encourage
payment; see Coulter supra at 14.
742 This wording was found in the petition to King George II; see Coulter supra note 741 at 16.
743 Coulter supra note 741 at 16.
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even adopted the title of Trustee; together comprising a Board of Trustees that was
responsible for the governance of Georgia.744
As illustrated above, the cauldron of North America was filled with Native Americans,
Spaniards, Frenchmen, Dutchmen, Englishmen, Puritans, Catholics, Quakers, political
experimentalists, philanthropies, benefactors, and whatever other personalities floated
across the Atlantic.745 It would subsequently be garnished with a forced African work
force,746 and left there to slowly simmer upon the flame of salutary neglect until the late
eighteenth century.747
In the late eighteenth century a series of conflicts dislodged the melting pot from its
bearings, and sent its contents splattering over the North American landscape. It was
those conflicts that were the immediate memories of the populations of Upper Canada,
and the Maritime Colonies.
2.4) A Simple Brew
In the mid-eighteenth century, having recovered from the War of Spanish Succession, the
English and French were ready for another round in the ring. On this occasion, the
proximate cause of the war was the colonial conflicts as the British and French Empires
expanded throughout North America and Eurasia.748
In May 1754 - ostensibly to deter French encroachment on the British American
Colonies - a small Colonial force under the command of Colonel George Washington
captured a French fort that would become known as Fort Necessity.749 The extreme
French retaliation escalated the altercation.750 The French-Indian War was under way.751

744 Coulter supra note 741 at 18.
745 Such other personalities primarily included indentured servants. Such a servant was either an English convict that
was sent across the Atlantic as a contractual laborer for the duration of this penal sentence, or a person who agreed to
be bounded by a service contract in exchange for passage across the Atlantic; see Ashe supra note 733 at 83 and Scharf
supra note 730 at 372-373 respectively.
,
744 See Stanard supra note 714 at 158-159; Barry Volume II supra note 727 at 6; Scharf supra note 730 at 271; Ashe
supra note 733 at 83-85; Illick supra note 736 at 63; and Coulter supra note 741 at 68.
747 Salutary neglect was discussed in supra note 723.
748 Barry Volume II supra note 727 at 174. The ultimate cause was of course, that the two empires were involved in a
great game o f Risk, and were unable to subsist for a couple o f decades without rolling the red dice.
749 Barry Volume II supra note 727 at 174-175.
750 The French retaliation drove Colonel Washington to retreat his Colonial force and surrender Fort Necessity back to
the French; see Barry Volume II supra note 727 at 175.
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Great Britain deployed military troops, as well as naval vessels to engage in combat
operation on the American front.751752 The British American Colonies raised Colonial
militias to contribute to the war effort.753 For the next four years, under the command of
British Generals, the Colonial Militia and British deployments fought side by side against
the French.754
In September 1760, under the command of General Wolfe, British forces defeated French
forces on the Plains of Abraham, and Québec - the last French stronghold - fell to the
British.755 With the fall of Québec, the British American Colonies and Great Britain
celebrated their triumph on this side of the Atlantic.756 In 1763, the War concluded with
major French concessions,757 and the signing of the Treaty o f Paris,758
Subsequently, the British American Colonies and Great Britain joined in celebration of
the outcome of what came to be known in America as the French and Indian War.759
2.5) Double Double Toil and Trouble
As the celebrations subsided, British Parliament turned its mind to a familiar problem.
The Seven Years War had had the usual effect of a war on the British Empire’s debt.760

751 The conflict was part of a greater conflict, which would come to be known as the Seven Years War, between the
French and British Empires that included North America, Central America, Europe, West Africa, India, and the
Philippines. By the official start of the Seven Years War in 1756, combat operations in Colonial America had been
ongoing for almost two years.
752 Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 8.
753 Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 8-10.
\
754 The pleasure that the Virginian native Commander George Washington took in serving with the British General
John Forbes is an example of the types of bonds that were created between British and Colonial soldiers during the
course of the war; see Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 9.
Although the British had superior numbers, French forces had the early advantage of cohesion. Unlike the British
American Colonies, the French Colonies were united under the command of a single Governor; see Barry Volume II
supra note 727 at 172. Furthermore, the French had superior communication networks throughout its Colonies, and had
constructed forts surrounding numerous British American Colonies in anticipation of conflict; see Barry Volume II
supra note 727 at 171 and 171-172 respectively. Eventually, British forces began to coordinate and the tide turned in
Great Britain's favor; for a full recounting of the war in the American landscape see Barry Volume II supra note 727 at
169-239.
755 Essentially, the fall of Québec » and consequently New France - marked the end of military operations in America;
see Barry Volume IIsupra note 727 at 238.
756 In Boston the colonists rejoiced around bonfires, while in England the victory was bittersweet as General Wolfe had
paid for it with his life; see Barry Volume IIsupra note 727 at 238.
757 The most notable of which was the concession of Acadia to Great Britain. That concession led to the discussion
found under the heading “Part III :: 2) General Law 2.3) American Reliance in the Upper Canada Courts*\
758 Barry Volume II supra note 727 at 234.
759 See Scharf supra note 730 at 516 as well as Barry Volume II supra note 727 at 268-269.
760 Coulter supra note 741 at 108-109, It should be noted that the British debt was distinct from the debt incurred by
each of the British American Colonies - each of which itself was significant; see Barry Volume II supra note 727 at
239.
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Parliament took the position that because the British American Colonies were the primary
beneficiaries of the Seven Years War, that those Colonies should play a major role in
reducing the national debt incurred.

nc\

In March 1765, Parliament passed what would come to be known as the Stamp Act,
which was to come into force in November of the same year.

The Stamp Act was a

direct tax on the Colonial population.761*763 It would be an understatement to.say that the
Stamp Act was met with radical opposition by the Colonists.764 Very few stamps pursuant
to the Stamp Act were ever used on British American Colonial soil, and Parliament
repealed the Act in March 1766.765

761 Coulter supra note 741 at 109.
162 Duties in American Colonies Act 1765 5 Geo III c 12 [Stamp Act], The Stamp Act was a descendent of the American
Revenue Act 1764 4 Geo III c 15 [Sugar Act], however, while the Sugar Act was unpopular among the Colonists, it was
not met with radical opposition; see Illick supra note 736 at 247 and Middlekauff supra note 723 at 60. This has been
attributed to various factors, see Illick supra note 736 at 274, and Middlekauff supra note 723 at 60-61, however, I am
of the opinion that one o f the forerunning factors must have been the nature of the populace affected by the Act.
Whereas the upcoming Stamp Act primarily affected lawyers and those involved in print media, the Sugar Act did not.
763 Pursuant to the Stamp Act, all legal instruments, various information dispersal instruments (such as newspapers,
pamphlets), as well as certain things (such as playing cards and dice) were required to bear a stamp; see Stamp Act
supra note 762 ss 1-5, 45, and 42-44, respectively. The cost and type of stamp varied depending on the type of
instrument to which the stamp was to be affixed.
764 Politically - inspired by the action o f the Virginia Legislature; see Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 77 - the Colonies
organized a Colonial Congress that met in New York and would later come to be known as the Stamp Act Congress.
The Congress consisted of numerous delegates from nine of the thirteen Colonies with the blessing of the other four
and addressed Parliament with one voice. The Congress and each of the Colonial Legislatures took the position that it
was the right of an Englishman not to be taxed without his consent through his elected representatives; Scharf supra
note 730 at 533 and Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 124-125. Thus, because there was no elected Colonial representation
at Westminster, Parliaments attempt to impose the tax was ultra vires; Illick supra note 736 at 251, and 253, Scharf
supra note 730 at 533-534, and 539, and Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 77, 83, and 124-125.
Popularly, the Colonists organized in mobs and protested on the streets. In Boston, a mockery of the Massachusetts
stamp distributor, Andrew Oliver, was hung from - what would later become known as - the Liberty Tree for a full day
before it was cut down, and transported via somber funeral procession past the Colonial Legislature’s building;
Middlekauff supra note 723 at 90-91. Eventually, the mob found its way to Oliver’s home, where the mockery was
beheaded, stamped by the feet of the crowd, and burned - proving at times even mobs can be creatively amusing; see
Middlekauff supra note 723 at 90-91. The mob then proceeded to destroy Oliver’s home; see Middlekauff supra note
723 at 91. The next day Oliver submitted his resignation, however, despite his resignation, he was later kidnapped by
the mob and eventually forced to publically announce his resignation under the Liberty Tree; see Gary B Nash 77*e
Unknown American Revolution (New York Viking 2005) at 53. Eleven days later, in response to rumors that the
Governor o f Massachusetts, Thomas Hutchinson, had supported the Stamp Act, the mob destroyed his house as well;
see Middlekauff supra note 723 at 91-93. Governor Hutchinson’s eldest daughter's stubborn refusal - prior to the
arrival o f the mob - to vacate the house without him, caused him to vacate and thus probably spared his life; see
Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 92.
Similar events, even some that were more amusing than the original, subsequently took place in most of the British
American Colonies; see Coulter supra note 741 at 111; Ashe supra note 733 at 316; Scharfsupra note 730 at 526 and
James McSherry History o f Maryland (Baltimore John Murphy 1849) at 153-154. By mid-November 1765, the first
month in which the Stamp Act was in force, twelve of the thirteen Colonial stamp distributors had resigned; Ashe supra
note 733 at 317 and Scharf supra note 730 at 528. The stamp distributor assigned to Georgia did not arrive until
January 1766, and his only official action was to tender his resignation; see Coulter supra note 741 at 111-112 as well
as Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 94.
765 Illick supra note 736 at 253.
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The Stamp Act ordeal left a poor impression on both sides of the Atlantic.766 Each of the
Colonies, having developed in the vacuum of salutary neglect, perceived itself as
retaining a high level of independence almost to the point of sovereignty.767768As illustrated
by the enactment of tine Declaratory Act,

the point of view at Westminster was quite

different.76970
In 1767, Parliament passed a series of Acts that would later come to be cumulatively
referred to as the Townshend Acts.110 Among other provisions, the Townshend Acts
contained provisions that levied a tax on tea, paints, glass, and paper that were imported
to the Colonies.77172The Townshend Acts were received in the Colonies with the same
sentiment as the Stamp Act?12
However, this time Parliament was determined in its resolve. In response to an attempt by
the Massachusetts Legislature to organize the Colonies in unified protest,773 Parliament
ordered the Legislature dissolved.774 Moreover, in order to deter violent intimidation of
enforcement officials, Parliament stationed British troops in British America.775

766 On this side of the Atlantic, that impression stemmed from the failure of Parliament to explicitly address the
cumulative concerns o f the Colonial legislatures and the Stamp Act Congress; see Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 143.
767 Middlekauff supra note 723 at 26. The Colonial view of their development leading to the feeling of independence
was summarized in a speech made by Colonel Isaac Barré to Parliament during the course of a debate in relation to the
Stamp Act; the speech was reproduced at Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 75.
768 Declaratory Act (1766) 6 Geo III c 12. The Declaratory Act was passed on the same day that the Stamp Act was
repealed; see Middlekauff supra note 723 at 117. The Colonial reaction to the Declaratory Act was not extreme due to
the fact that the Colonial populace was celebrating the repeal of the Stamp Act; see Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 136138. However, the Declaratory Actt and the uncertainty in relation to the fashion in which Parliament intended its use,
created an ominous mood among the Colonists; see Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 138.
769 According to Parliament, the Colonies were simply plantations, and thus were subordinate to Parliament; see
Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 49.
770 These included the Revenue Act 17671 Geo III c 46, fas Indemnity Act 1767 7 Geo III c 56, the Commissioners o f
Customs Act 17671 Geo III c 41, the New York Restraining Act 17671 Geo III c 59, and the Vice Admiralty Court Act
1767 8 Geo III c 22.
771 Revenue Act 1767 supra note 770.
772 See Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 153-171.
773 The Massachusetts Legislature adopted a Circular Letter protesting the taxes which was sent to its contemporary
Colonial Legislatures for adoption and was then to be sent to Parliament; see Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 161.
774 The dissolution was ordered by the British Secretary of State for the Colonies Earl of Hillsborough and was
contingent on the Legislature's refusal to recession of the Circular Letter. The Legislature refused, and consequently
was dissolved; Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 168-170.
775 Particularly, in September 1768, British troops were stationed in Boston in response to escalating radical sentiment;
see Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 171.
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Although the presence of British troops blunted manifest intimidation of officials in the
Colonies, the antagonism of the Colonists percolated below the surface.776 Furthermore,
that build up of tension resulted in several incidents.777 On March 5, 1770 - in what
would come to be known as the "Boston Massacre" - an altercation between a throng of
civilian colonists and British soldiers resulted in the death of five Colonists.778
In response, Parliament withdrew British troops from Boston, and repealed each of the
Townshend Act taxes except the tax on tea.779 Subsequently, there was a pause in politics
between Great Britain and its North American Colonies.780 During the ensuing three
years, as the Declaratory Act and the Townshend tea tax laid dormant, the silence
between Parliament and the Colonies grew louder.781
2.6) Fire Burn and Cauldron Bubble
In 1773, the East India Corporation found itself in financial straits.782 Parliament was
forced to acknowledge that if the East India Corporation did not remain solvent, the
governance of India - for which it was responsible - would revert to Parliament.783784To
prevent such an occurrence, Parliament enacted the Tea Act 1773.m The Tea Act greatly
reduced the cost of tea with the intention increasing the demand for one of the East Indian
Corporation’s leading exports, and thus stimulating its financial prospects.785

776 The reason for this may have been that the presence of British troops diverted the attention of Colonial activists who
then focused on their presence; see Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 174.
777 See Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 174, and 179-185.
778 A fight had broken out between a civilian and a British soldier on the streets of Boston; see Middlekaujf supra note
723 at 204. The scuffle drew a crowd of observers, and also drew the attention of a company of British soldiers in the
vicinity; see Middlekauff supra note 723 at 204-205. The company of British soldiers penetrated the crowd in order to
retrieve a lone soldier; see Middlekauff supra note 723 at 204-205. As the company of British soldiers attempted to
disperse the crowd a soldier was hit by a projectile, and responded with gunfire; see Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 204205 and Barry Volume II supra note 727 at 414 [Barry Volume 11], At that point company of British soldiers began
firing into the crowd leaving five dead or mortally wounded; see Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 205.
779 Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 208.
780 The phrase ‘pause in politics* was coined by Samuel Cooper in a letter to Benjamin Franklin; see Middlekauffsupra
note 723 at 208, and 219.
781 Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 209.
782 Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 219.
783 Barry Volume IIsupra note 778 at 464-465.
784 Tea Act 1773 13 Geo III c 44 [Tea Act],
783 Barry Volume II supra note 778 at 464-465.
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In the British American Colonies, the Tea Act was perceived as a sly maneuver to induce
the Colonists to consume tea,786 thereby submitting to the one remaining Townshend Tax,
and legitimizing Parliament’s authority to levy taxes on the Colonists.78778Despite fervent
protest by the Colonial population,

HQQ

East India Corporation vessels carrying tea were

permitted to dock in the Boston harbor.789 In December 1773 - in what would come to be
known as the "Boston Tea Party" - a set of organized Colonists disguised as Native
Indians boarded East India Corporation vessels, and dumped ninety thousand pounds of
tea into the Boston harbor.790791
Parliament - enraged by the destruction o f imperial goods - responded with the
legislative enactments that would come to be known as the Intolerable Acts.191 Among
other provisions, the Intolerable Acts included provisions that shut down the port in
Boston harbor,792 and unilaterally altered the Massachusetts Charter of Incorporation to
strip that Colony of its democratic authority to a point that resembled the imposition of
martial law.793
In September 1774, the British American Colonies organized the deliberation of a
Continental Congress.794 The Continental Congress issued a Continental Association,795

786 This was despite the fact that during the preceding two years, Colonists had happily been consuming imported tea,
and had willingly paid the tax on that tea; see Middlekaujfsupra note 723 at 221.
787 Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 222; Barry Volume 11 supra note 778 at 465-466. The explanation for the sudden shift
in the perception of imported tea has been attributed to the Colonial perception that, through the Tea Act supra,
Parliament exposed its intentions, and the possibility of remaining willfully blind was no longer available to the
Colonists; Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 221-222.
788 Such fervent protests and more importantly intimidating displays prevented the docking of East India Corporation
vessels in various British American Colonies; see Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 222-223.
789 See Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 225, Furthermore, In accordance with Colonial customs law, the vessels were to
be held at the Boston harbor for twenty days, until December 16, 1773, before the cargo was to be unloaded; see
Middlekauff supra note 723 at 225. During that time, Massachusetts Colonists unsuccessfully attempted to force the
Governor and East India Corporation to reconsider unloading the cargo; see Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 225-226
790 See Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 226.
791 Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 227-228, Parliament even contemplated placing those responsible for the Boston Tea
Party on trial for treason; see Middlekauff supra note 723 at 229. The five Intolerable Acts were: the Boston Port Act
1774 14 Geo III c 19; the Massachusetts Regulatory Act 1774 14 Geo III c 45; the Impartial Administration o f Justice
Act 1774 14 Geo III c 39; the Quartering Act 1774 14 Geo III c 54; and the Québec Act 1765 14 Geo III c 83. The
Québec Act was unrelated to the British American Colonies, however, due to the timing of its passage it was associated
with the Intolerable Acts; see Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 231.
792 Middlekauff supra note 723 at 230-231. The port was to be closed at least until the East India Corporation was
compensated for the tea; Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 230.
793 Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 230-231. The alteration of a Royal Charter by Parliament was an action for which no
precedent existed; Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 230.
794 Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 235.
795 Through the Continental Association, Congress expressed the values and desire for the right to self-governance that
was shared among the British American Colonists; see Middlekauff supra note 723 at 249. It also declared a limited
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Declaration of Rights,796 and a Petition to the King.797 The primary position expressed in
those documents was that although the Colonies declared their allegiance to the Crown,
they recognized no Parliamentary authority whatsoever.798 The Continental Congress was
dissolved in October 1774, and was set to reconvene if necessary in May 1775.799 By that
date, there would be no turning back.
In Great Britain, the Continental Congress was regarded as an illegal body.800 Between
October 1774, and March 1775, no response to the Continental Congress’ grievances was
issued.801 During the eerie silence, Rebels in Boston prepared for armed conflict.802803
In April 1775, British troops set out from Boston to march to Concord pursuant to
intelligence that two Congressional delegates and stockpiles of war munitions were being
housed there.

In Lexington - which was en route to Concord - a local Rebel militia,

apprised of the British approach, waited.804805Before the sun rose the next morning, the two
armed forces clashed.

A shot was fired; thus the battle that would come to be known as

“Lexington and Concord” and Revolutionary War began.806 By the fall of 1775, King
George III had declared that the Massachusetts was in open revolt.807
The path to the American Revolution, from the Stamp Act to Lexington and Concord, was
not inevitable.808 Many Colonists, although averse to Parliament’s taxes, wanted to

economic boycott against trade with other parts of the British Empire, and the methods of boycott enforcement that
would be exercised within the each of the Colonies; see Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 248.
796 The Declaration of Rights, true to its title, advised King George III of the Colonists position in relation to the rights
held, and no doubt included the right not to be taxed except through the acquiescence of a legislative representative;
Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 243-244.
797 The Petition included addresses to the people of Great Britain, America and Québec. The purpose of the petition
was to disseminate information regarding the ongoing conflict from the Colonial point of view; see Middlekauff supra
note 723 at 248.
798 Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 247.
799 Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 248.
800 Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 260.
801 Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 261-263.
802 Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 264.
803 Middlekauff supra note 723 at 265-266. The two Congressional delegates were Samual Adams and John Hancock;
see Middlekauff supra note 723 at 267. Although each was hiding in Lexington, each was warned well before the
British Troops departed Boston, and had fled Lexington prior to British arrival; see Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 267.
804 Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 269.
805 Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 269-270.
'
,
806 Middlekauff supra note 723 at 270. The great American poet Ralph Waldo Emerson would later refer to that shot as
‘the shot heard round the world’; see Ralph W Emerson The Complete Works o f Ralph Waldo Emerson Concord ed
(Boston Houghton Mifflin 1903).
807 Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 315
808 Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 315-316.
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remain subjects of the British Empire. Those Colonists would come to be known as the
United Empire Loyalists (“Loyalists”), while those who wanted Colonial independence
came to be known as Colonial Rebels (“Rebels”).809810
The contrasts between the Loyalists and Rebels were skin deep, while their similarities
Q

ran deep.

1

f\

Furthermore, the divide did not occur along any predictable socio-economic

or political line.811 Instead, the loyalty of each individual was based on the complex and
subjective interplay between numerous variables.812
As the random nature of the divide extended to Colonial leaders, many of them, even
some that were Continental Congressmen, felt an aversion to war and wanted to persuade
Parliament of the Colonies' autonomy through diplomatic means.8138145However, at every
step, each of Parliament and the Crown took the position that it does not negotiate with
Colonists;

ftl i

, •

while cumulatively, the Colonies - dominated by Rebel voices - expressed

the position that they will not negotiate with Parliament or the Crown.

oi e

In that way, at

every fork in road, the Rebels, the Crown, and Parliament, chose the path that led to war.
The effect of journey to the Revolutionary War was one of radicalization. Every
altercation magnified the superficial differences between the Loyalists and the Rebels.816
Through threats and violence, the rift between them grew.817 Finally, by the time combat

809 The Colonial Rebels were rebels from the British perspective. From their own perspective, they were Patriots.
810 As Professor Maya Jasanoff noted, Loyalists and Rebels had more in common with each other than with the
population of Great Britain; Maya Jasanoff Liberty's Exiles (New York Alfred A Knoff 2011) at 23-24 [Jasanoff],
811 Jasanoffsupra note 810 at 14.
812 Professor Jasanoff identified employers, occupations, profits, land, faith, family, and friendship; Jasanoffsupra note
810 at 14.1 doubt she would assert that the list was meant to be exhaustive.
813 Jasanoffsupra note 810 at 25.
814 The speeches of Edmund Burk and Isaac Barré discussed in supra note 723, and 767, respectively, which were met
with indifference and ultimately not acted upon, illustrate Parliament's unwillingness to budge on the issue of Colonial
autonomy. Furthermore, diplomatic measures initiated by the Continental Congress were largely ignored by Parliament
in the wake of Lexington and Concord; see Middlekauffsupra note 723 at 314-315.
815 For example at the first Continental Congress, Continental Congressman Joseph Gallaway proposed a plan whereby
each of the British American Colonies would establish its own legislative body, but would continue to exist an part of
the British Empire, under the British Crown; Jasanoff supra note 810 at 25-27. The plan was similar to what was
instituted in Canada in 1867; Jasanoffsupra note 810 at 27. The plan was rejected by a 6-5 majority of the Continental
Congress; Jasanoffsupra note 810 at 27.
816Jasanoffsupra note 810 at 24.
817Jasanoffsupra note 810 at 24.
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operations began, each Colonist had only two options; side with the Rebels, or with the
Loyalists.818 On the eve of war, it is hard to imagine that a single moderate remained.819
3) THE POT RUNETH OVER
The first mass relocation that can be attributed to the Revolutionary War occurred in
1776, when - as a result of a Rebel attack - British forces and eleven hundred
Massachusetts Loyalists were evacuated from Boston, Massachusetts to Halifax, Nova
Scotia.820 The following year, British forces captured New York City, and it remained a
British stronghold throughout the War.821 Throughout the war, Loyalist refugees
displaced by violence accumulated in New York City and awaited a resolution.822 After
1782, as the Revolutionary War drew to a close, nearly thirty thousand Loyalists were
evacuated from New York City to Nova Scotia.8238245By contrast, only a mere six thousand
Loyalists were evacuated to Québec.824825
3.1) The Land of Giants
In 1866, an American Lawyer, Lorenzo Sabine, consolidated biographical information
with respects to the Loyalists during the American Revolution in a publication. The
biographical information was accompanied by a historical essay in which Mr. Sabine
noted of the American Revolution: “while the majority of the Bar took the side of the
[Rebels], the Giants of Law sided with the Crown”.826 This is the story of those giants.

\

18Jasanoffsupra note 810 at 28.
819 The issue of loyalty was forced in the wake of the events of Lexington and Concord by a requirement that each
Colonist swear an oath to the Colonial (Rebel) Legislatures; see Jasanoffsupra note 810 at 28.
820 Jasanoffsupra note 810 at 29.
821 Jasanoff supra note 810 at 31 -32.
822 Jasanoff supra note 810 at 32.
823 Jasanoff supra note 810 at 94, and 352-353. The influx of Loyalists doubled the population of Nova Scotia; see
Jasanoffsupra note 810 at 165.
824 Jasanoff supra note 810 at 354. Although the majority of these Loyalists were evacuated at the conclusion of the
War, there was a significant trickle of incoming Loyalists throughout the War; see Jasanoff supra note 810 at 354.
Moreover, even after the exodus to Québec, the original French population outnumbered the Anglophones by a ratio of
five-to-one; see Jasanoffsupra note 810 at 200.
825 Soon after arriving in Nova Scotia, the Loyalists were granted a Charter incorporating the University of King’s
College at Windsor, Nova Scotia; see Robin S Harris A History o f Higher Education in Canada 1663-1960 (Toronto
University of Toronto Press 1976) at 4 [Higher Learning]. Through a similar Charter, the University of King’s College
at York was incorporated in 1827; see Higher Learning supra at 8. However, that University did not begin operating
until 1847, at which point it became known as the University of Toronto; see Higher Learning supra at 8.
826 Lorenzo Sabine Biographical Sketches o f Loyalists o f the American Revolution with an Historical Essay (New York
Kennikat Press Inc 1966) vol I at 60 [Sabine Vol 7], In the spirit of simplifying citations I have included the following
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3.1.1) The First Chief Justice o f New Brunswick
George Duncan Ludlow was bom in 1734 in Queen’s County, New York to a high status
wealthy family.827 During his youth, he attended private school, and later studied
apothecary and law.828 By 1764, he had been admitted to the New York Bar and had
established a successfully practice.829 In 1769, he was appointed to the Bench of the New
York Supreme Court.830
During the events leading up to the American Revolution, Justice Ludlow was a staunch
supporter of the Crown.831 That support notwithstanding, Justice Ludlow retained his
office through the early part of the Revolutionary War.832 In 1780, in response to being
overlooked for the office of Chief Justice of the New York Supreme Court, Justice
Ludlow resigned his position.833
In 1783, at the conclusion of the Revolutionary War, Justice Ludlow sailed to England
where he advocated for a haven for his fellow refugees.834 In 1784, New Brunswick was
established by Royal Proclamation, and at the age of fifty, Justice Ludlow was appointed
to the Bench of the New Brunswick Supreme Court as its first Chief Justice.835 Chief
Justice Ludlow maintained that office until his death in November 1808.836

citation in this footnote as well: Lorenzo Sabine Biographical Sketches ofLoyalists o f the American Revolution with an
Historical Essay (New York Kennikat Press Inc 1966) vol II [Sabine Vollf].
827 Carl M Wallace Dictionary o f Canadian Biography Volume V (Toronto University of Toronto Press 1966) 505 at
505a [Ludlow’s Canadian Biography]. In this section, I have made extensive use of the Dictionary o f Canadian
Biography. This set is a series volumes delineated along dates of death. Bach volume includes a biographical essay
about each of the Canadians contained in that volume. Each of the biographical essays is written by an independent
author. As the set combines features of dictionaries, periodicals, and monographs, it does not fit into any conventional
category of citation. As such, I have used the following citation template: [Author of Essay] [Title Volume Number]
([Place of Publisher] [Publisher] [Publish Date]) [Page Number of First Page of Essay] at [Pinpoint] [Column a/b].
Furthermore, as the biographies are not uniformly written by a single author, I have included them in the ‘Secondary
Sources - Articles* section of the bibliography.
828 Ludlow’s Canadian Biography supra note 827 at 505a.
829 Ludlow’s Canadian Biography supra note 827 at 505a.
830 Ludlow’s Canadian Biography supra note 827 at 505a; as well as JW Lawrence The First Courts and Early Judges
o f New Brunswick (St John J&A McMillan Printers 1875) at 10 [Lawrence].
851 Ludlow’s Canadian Biography supra note 827 at 505b.
832 Ludlow’s Canadian Biography supra note 827 at 505b. He was probably able to retain his office because, as
discussed, New York City was a Loyalist stronghold throughout the Revolutionary War.
833 Ludlow’s Canadian Biography supra note 827 at 505b.
834Ludlow’s Canadian Biography supra note 827 at 505b.
835 In his capacity, Chief Justice Ludlow leaned towards the use of North American practices as opposed to British
practices; see Ludlow’s Canadian Biography supra note 827 at 505b.
836 Ludlow’s Canadian Biography supra note 827 at 507a. Furthermore, after the establishment of New Brunswick in
1784, James Putnam, Isaac Allan, and Joshua Upham were appointed to the Bench of New Brunswick as Chief Justice
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3.1.2) The Second Chief Justice o f New Brunswick
Jonathan Bliss was bom in 1742 in Springfield, Massachusetts to an established
family.837*At the age of 15 he attended Harvard University, where he became friends with
Sampson Salter Blowers.

He graduated from Harvard in 1763,

and subsequently

studied law under the tutorage of Governor Thomas Hutchinson and Justice Edmund
Trowbridge.840

Ludlow’s Assistant Judges. Upon the deaths of Justice Putnam and Justice Allen, John Saunders and Edward Winslow
were appointed to the Bench as Assistant Judges respectively.
James Putnam - who was bom in Danvers, Massachusetts in 1725 - graduated from Harvard University in 1746. He
subsequently studied law under Judge Edmund Trowbridge of the Supreme Court of Massachusetts, and was later said
to be the ‘ablest lawyer in all America’. Prior to the Revolutionary War, James Putnam definitely fell into Lorenzo
Sabine’s category of the ‘Giants of Law’. After serving as a Major during the French-Indian War, he supported the
Loyalists when the hostilities preceding the American Revolution broke out. In 1776, he was among the Loyalists
evacuated from Massachusetts to Halifax, Nova Scotia. Upon the establishment of New Brunswick, at the age of sixty,
he was appointed to the Bench of the Supreme Court of New Brunswick as an Assistant Judge, and maintained that
office until his death in 1789. For an outline of Justice Putnam’s life consult Sabine Vol II supra note 826 at 204-205.
Joshua Upham - who was bom in Brookfield, Massachusetts in 1741 - graduated from Harvard University in 1763.
When the hostilities preceding the American Revolution broke out, Joshua Upham was sympathetic to the points of
views expressed by both the Rebels and the Loyalists. However, the issue of his loyalties was forced in 1777 with the
introduction of a Massachusetts statute requiring each lawyer to pledge his allegiance to Massachusetts; Joshua Upham
refused to comply, and was therefore categorized as a Loyalist. During the Revolutionary War, he served with the
Loyalist forces and was eventually elevated to the rank of Major. At the conclusion of the Revolutionary War, he sailed
to England where he advocated for a haven for his fellow refugees. Upon the establishment of New Brunswick, at the
age of forty-three, Joshua Upham was appointed to the Bench of the Supreme Court of New Brunswick as an Assistant
Judge, and maintained that office until his death in 1808. For an overview of Justice Upham’s life consult Sabine Vol II
supra note 826 at 372-373, as well as Ann Gorman Condon Dictionary o f Canadian Biography Volume V (Toronto
University of Toronto Press 1966) 830-832.
Isaac Allen - who was native to Trenton, New Jersey - pursued an education with the intention of being admitted to the
New Jersey Bar. At the commencement of the Revolutionary War, he joined the Loyalist forces and eventually rose to
the rank o f Lieutenant Colonel. At the conclusion of the Revolutionary War, he was among the Loyalists evacuated to
Halifax, Nova Scotia. Upon the establishment of New Brunswick, at the age of forty-four, Isaac Allen was appointed to
the Bench of the Supreme Court of New Brunswick as an Assistant Judge, and maintained that office until his death in
1806, For an outline o f Justice Allen’s life consult Lawrence supra note 830 at 13-14,
Edward Winslow - who was bom in 1746 - graduated from Harvard University in 1765. Among other endeavors, he
subsequently served as a clerk of the Massachusetts Court of General Sessions. He also came to be part of the
Massachusetts political system, and played a role in the escalation of hostilities prior to the American Revolution.
When violence broke out at Lexington and Concord, Edward Winslow fought against the Rebels alongside British
forces. In 1776, he was among the Loyalists evacuated from Massachusetts to Halifax, Nova Scotia. Stuck in Halifax,
and between employers, he subsequently advocated for, and actively pursued a haven for his fellow refugees. Upon the
establishment of New Brunswick, Edward Winslow was appointed to a number of public offices; including to the
Bench of the New Brunswick Inferior Court of Common Pleas. In 1807, upon the death of Justice Allen, Justice
Winslow was appointed to the Bench of the New Brunswick Supreme Court as an Assistant Judge. He maintained that
office until his death in 1815. For an overview of Justice Winslow’s life consult Ann Gorman Condon Dictionary o f
Canadian Biography Volume V (Toronto University of Toronto Press 1966) 865-869.
837 Phillip Buckner Dictionary o f Canadian Biography Volume VI (Toronto University of Toronto Press 1966) 74 at
74b [Bliss' Canadian Biography].
838 Bliss' Canadian Biography supra note 837 at 74b.
839 His tenure at Harvard was elongated due to a disciplinary hiatus; see Bliss ‘ Canadian Biography supra note 837 at
74b.
840 Bliss' Canadian Biography supra note 837 at 74b. The reader is reminded that Thomas Hutchinson was the
Governor of Massachusetts, and Justice Edmund Trowbridge was a member of the Supreme Court of Massachusetts.
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Jonathan Bliss began practicing law in Massachusetts in 1764.841 In 1768, he was chosen
to represent Springfield in the Massachusetts Legislature.842 In 1770, Governor
Hutchinson appointed him to the office of Justice of the Peace.843 He was described by
historian Joseph Wilson Lawrence as “one of the leaders of the Massachusetts Bar”, and
fell into Lorenzo Sabine’s category “Giants of Law”.844
In 1775, after the events of Lexington and Concord, Jonathan Bliss returned to England
with his friend Sampson Salter Blowers, and remained there through the course of the
Revolutionary War.845 In 1784, after New Brunswick was established by Royal
Proclamation, Jonathan Bliss was appointed its Attorney General.846
Throughout the late-eighteenth century, Jonathan Bliss was involved in a variety of New
Brunswick’s political and judicial affairs.847 In 1790, he traveled to Springfield,
Massachusetts to be married Mary Worthington who was the daughter of an American
Congressman.848 In 1795, Mary gave birth to their third child, William Blowers Bliss.
Although William Blowers Bliss would eventually be appointed to the Nova Scotia
Bench, Jonathan Bliss’ financial constraints forced him to send William Blowers Bliss to
live with Mary’s relatives in Massachusetts during his youth.849
In 1808, upon the death of Chief Justice Ludlow, Jonathan Bliss was appointed to Bench
of the New Brunswick Supreme Court as Chief Justice.850 In his later years, despite his
ailing health, the refusal of a retirement pension coupled with Chief Justice Bliss’
financial struggles prevented his resignation. He maintained that office until his death in
October 1822.851

841 Bliss' Canadian Biography supra note 837 at 74b.
842 This legislative body was known at the time as the Massachusetts General Court.
843 Bliss' Canadian Biography supra note 837 at 74b.
844 See Lawrence supra note 830 at 17.
,
845 The Battle of Lexington and Concord was discussed under the heading “Part I V :: 2) A Whole New World:: 2.5)
Fire Bum and Cauldron Bubble”.
846 Bliss ’ Canadian Biography supra note 837 at 75a.
847 Bliss ’ Canadian Biography supra note 837 at 75b-76a.
848 Bliss' Canadian Biography supra note 837 at 76a.
849 Bliss ’ Canadian Biography supra note 837 at 76a; see also infra note 948.
850 Bliss ’ Canadian Biography supra note 837 at 76a.
851 Bliss' Canadian Biography supra note 837 at 76a. At the time of Justice Bliss’ appointment to the office of Chief
Justice, Justice Saunders, Justice Winslow and the newly appointed Justice Chipman Sr served as his Assistant Judges.
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3.1.3) The Third Chief Justice o f New Brunswick
John Saunders was bom in 1754 in Princess Anne Country, Virginia to a well-established
family.852 Between 1769 and 1772, he attended the University of Philadelphia, but did not
complete the requirements to attain a degree.853 He subsequently returned to Virginia to
study law.854
When the Revolutionary War commenced, despite his large Virginian estate, John
Saunders sided with the Loyalists.855 It was speculated that he was influenced by his
relationship with the commercial community - which also sided with the Loyalists - and
the fact that he had been taught early in life to ‘fear God and honour the King’.856
During the Revolutionary War, John Saunders served as a Captain with the Queen’s
Loyal Virginia Regiment, and later rose to the rank of Infantry Captain with the Queen’s
American Rangers.857 In 1782, near the conclusion of the Revolutionary War, John
Saunders sailed to England.858
Eventually, in 1789, John Saunders was admitted to the English Bar, and became
qualified to have a legal career.859 He subsequently relocated to New Brunswick, and in

Furthermore, during the course of Chief Justice Bliss’ tenure Justice Winslow died, and John Murray Bliss was
appointed to the Bench of the New Brunswick Supreme Court.
John Murray Bliss - who was bom in Massachusetts in 1771 - was the son, and the grandson of prominent
Massachusetts lawyers. At the conclusion o f the Revolutionary war, his father, Daniel Bliss - a Harvard University
graduate - was appointed Chief Justice of the New Brunswick Court of Common Pleas. John Murray Bliss studied law
under former Massachusetts* Attorney General Jonathan Sewell, and Justice Bliss. He was admitted to the New
Brunswick Bar in 1792. Between 1792 and 1808, he established a successful legal practice in New Brunswick. In 1800,
after a case in which he found a fellow lawyer’s closing arguments to a jury so contemptible, John Murray Bliss
challenged him to a duel fortunately - perhaps because testosterone inhibits accuracy (as well as intelligence) - both
escaped unharmed. After holding various public offices, in 1816, upon the death of Justice Winslow, John Murray Bliss
was appointed to the Bench of the New Brunswick Supreme Court as an Assistant Judge. He maintained that office
until his death in 1831. For information in relation to Daniel Bliss see his biography in Sabine Vol I supra note 826 at
232; and for an overview of Justice Bliss’ life consult Phillip Buckner Dictionary o f Canadian Biography Volume 6
(Toronto University of Toronto Press 1966) 73-74 as well as Thomas B Vincent Dictionary o f Canadian Biography
(Toronto University of Toronto Press 1966) vol 6 at 740b for a recount of the duel.
852 William A Spray Dictionary o f Canadian Biography Volume VI (Toronto University of Toronto Press 1966) 683 at
683a [Saunders' Canadian Biography].
853 Saunders' Canadian Biography supra note 852 at 683a.
854 Saunders' Canadian Biography supra note 852 at 683a.
855 Saunders ’ Canadian Biography supra note 852 at 683a.
856 Saunders' Canadian Biography supra note 852 at 683a, and 687a.
857 Saunders *Canadian Biography supra note 852 at 683b.
858 Saunders ' Canadian Biography supra note 852 at 683b.
859 Saunders ' Canadian Biography supra note 852 at 683b-684a.
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1790, at the age of thirty-six, was appointed to the Bench of the Supreme Court of New
Brunswick as an Assistant Judge.860
In 1808, upon the death of Chief Justice Ludlow, Justice Saunders campaigned to be
appointed his successor, but to his disappointment, Justice Bliss was chosen instead.861 In
1822, upon the death of Chief Justice Bliss - finally, at the age of sixty-eight, and having
served as a Assistant Judge for thirty-two years862 - Justice Saunders was appointed
Chief Justice of New Brunswick.863 He maintained that office until his death in 1834.864
3.1.4) The Fourth ChiefJustice o f New Brunswick
Ward Chipman Sr was bom in 1754 in Marblehead Massachusetts to a well-established
family. 865 In 1770 - following in the footsteps of his father and grandfather - he
graduated from Harvard University.866 He later studied law under the Attorney General of
Massachusetts, Jonathan Sewell.867 Prior to the American Revolution, Ward Chipman Sr

860 Saunders' Canadian Biography supra note 852 at 684a.
861 Saunders' Canadian Biography supra note 852 at 684b-685a.
862 It is notable that although Justice Saunders was admitted to the Bar in England, the English influence on him was
probably minimal. Justice Saunders spent only a single year studying law in England, and did not subsequently
establish a legal practice in England; see Saunders' Canadian Biography supra note 852 at 684a. The entirety of his
legal career was spent as a member of the New Brunswick Bench. Moreover, at the time of his appointment to the
office o f Chief Justice, he had spent almost half his life subordinate to Chief Justice Ludlow, or Chief Justice Bliss.
863 Saunders ' Canadian Biography supra note 852 at 685b.
864 Saunders ' Canadian Biography supra note 852 at 687b. At the time of Justice Saunders’ appointment to the office
o f Chief Justice, Justice Chipman Sr, Justice John Murray Bliss, and the newly appointed Justice Edward Jarvis served
as his Assistant Judges. Furthermore, during the course of Chief Justice Saunders’ tenure, Justice Jarvis’ appointment
was avoided and Justice Chipman Sr died; consequently William Botsford and Ward Chipman Jr were appointed to the
Bench o f the New Brunswick Supreme Court respectively.
William Botsford - who was bom in New Haven, Connecticut in 1773 - relocated to Annapolis Royal, Nova Scotia
and then to Sackville, New Brunswick in 1782 and 1784 respectively. He subsequently returned to Connecticut and
graduated from Yale University in 1792. He studied law in Saint John under the guidance of Jonathan Bliss prior his
appointment to the Bench, and in 1795, was called to the New Brunswick Bar. He was subsequently appointed Deputy
Clerk of the Supreme Court of New Brunswick as well as Deputy Registrar of the New Brunswick Admiralty Court. In
1803, he was appointed to the Bench of the New Brunswick Court of Vice-Admiralty. After resigning that office,
between 1808 and 1823, William Botsford held various public offices. In 1822, upon the death of Chief Justice Bliss
and the elevation of Justice Saunders to that office, the expectation among the members of the New Brunswick Bar was
that William Botsford would be appointed to the Bench of the New Brunswick Supreme Court. That notwithstanding,
Lieutenant Governor George Stracy Smyth's appointed Edward Jarvis to fill the vacancy. The following year,
Parliament - through its agent, the Colonial Secretary - intervened, avoided the appointment of Justice Jarvis, and
appointed William Botsford to fill the vacancy. For an overview of Justice Botsford* s life consult C Alexander
Pincombe Dictionary o f Canadian Biography Volume IX (Toronto University of Toronto Press 1966) 62-63.
865 Phillip Buckner Dictionary o f Canadian Biography Volume VI (Toronto University of Toronto Press 1966) 135 at
135a [Chipman Sr's Canadian Biography].
Chipman Sr's Canadian Biography supra note 865 at 135a.
867 Ward Chipman Sr’s father, John Chipman - who was also a lawyer - died when he was fourteen, and left his widow
and five children with very little; see Chipman Sr's Canadian Biography supra note 865 at 136a. Attorney General
Sewell was a friend of the late John Chipman and felt compelled to ensure Ward Chipman Sr’s financial security such
that he could complete his degree at Harvard University; see Chipman Sr's Canadian Biography supra note 865 at
136a.
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began a legal practice that specialized in dealing with matters in the Massachusetts ViceAdmiralty Court.868
When the hostilities leading up to the American Revolution began, Ward Chipman Sr
followed the example of his mentor, Attorney General Sewell, and supported the
Loyalists.869 As the violence escalated, he fled from Massachusetts to Halifax, Nova
Scotia, and later sailed to England.870 Finally, in 1777, he found himself in Loyalist
stronghold, New York.871 There he was eventually appointed Registrar of the ViceAdmiralty Court of Long Island, and he maintained that office throughout the remainder
of the Revolutionary War.872873At the conclusion of the War, in 1783, Ward Chipman Sr
sought asylum in Halifax and he later sailed to England.
In 1784, after New Brunswick was established by Royal Proclamation, Ward Chipman Sr
was appointed its Solicitor General.874 In that capacity, using the Charter of New York
City as a model, he developed a Charter for the City of Saint John.875 He was later
appointed to the office of Justice of the Peace in Saint John, and as such presided over the
Inferior Courts of New Brunswick.87687After the establishment of the Vice-Admiralty
Court of New Brunswick, in his capacity as Solicitor General, Ward Chipman Sr initiated
prosecutions in that Court.
In 1786, he married Elizabeth Hazen, and in the following year she gave birth to the only
child of the marriage; Ward Chipman Jr.878 Given his father’s status in New Brunswick, it
is not surprising that Ward Chipman Jr was regarded as somewhat of a prodigal child.879
In his youth, Ward Chipman Jr was sent to be educated at an academy in Salem,

868 Chipman Sr's Canadian Biography supra note 865 at 135a.
869 Chipman Sr's Canadian Biography supra note 865 at 136a.
870 Chipman Sr's Canadian Biography supra note 865 at 136b,
871 Chipman Sr's Canadian Biography supra note 865 at 136b.
872 Chipman Sr's Canadian Biography supra note 865 at 136b.
873 Chipman Sr's Canadian Biography supra note 865 at 136b-137a.
874 He was also appointed acting Attorney General until the arrival of Jonathan Bliss; see Chipman Sr's Canadian
Biography supra note 865 at 137b.
875 Chipman Sr's Canadian Biography supra note 865 at 137b.
876 Specifically the Inferior Court of Common Pleas, and the Court of General Session of the Peace; see Chipman Sr's
Canadian Biography supra note 865 at 137b.
877 Chipman S r’s Canadian Biography supra note 865 at 137b.
m Chipman Sr's Canadian Biography supra note 865 at 140a.
879 Phillip Buckner Dictionary o f Canadian Biography Volume Vlll (Toronto University of Toronto Press 1966) 149 at
149b [Chipman Jr's Canadian Biography],
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Massachusetts.88081He subsequently graduated from Harvard University in 1805, and
received a Masters degree from the same University in 1808.

fifi 1

While Ward Chipman Jr was being educated, his father returned former Attorney General
Sewell’s favour by procuring the admittance of his son - as well as eleven other students
- to the New Brunswick Bar.882 Upon Ward Chipman Jr’s return from Harvard
University he became the last protégé of his father, and in 1808 was admitted to the New
Brunswick Bar.883
In 1809, the death of Chief Justice Ludlow and the subsequent promotion of Justice Bliss
left a vacancy in the New Brunswick Bench.884 Ward Chipman Sr successfully
campaigned to have himself appointed to the vacated office of Assistant Judge on the
Bench of the New Brunswick Supreme Court. Consequently Ward Chipman Jr inherited
his father’s practice.885
Justice Chipman Sr maintained his position on the New Brunswick Bench until his death
in 1824.886 In the following year Ward Chipman Jr was appointed to the resulting
vacancy.887 In 1834, upon the death of Chief Justice Saunders, Justice Chipman Jr was
elevated to the office of Chief Justice of New Brunswick.888 He maintained that office
until his death in 1851.889

Chipman J r ’s Canadian Biography supra note 879 at 149b.
x
881 Chipman J r ’s Canadian Biography supra note 879 at 149b.
882 Chipman Sr's Canadian Biography supra note 865 at 138a. Former Attorney General Sewell’s son, Jonathan Sewell
Jr, was later appointed Chief Justice of Lower Canada; see Chipman Sr's Canadian Biography supra note 865 at 13 8a.
883 Chipman Sr's Canadian Biography supra note 865 at 138a.
884 Chipman Sr's Canadian Biography supra note 865 at 142b; Chipman Jr's Canadian Biography supra note 879 at
150a.
885 Chipman J r ’s Canadian Biography supra note 879 at 150a.
886 Chipman Jr's Canadian Biography supra note 879 at 151 a.
887 Chipman Jr's Canadian Biography supra note 879 at 151a.
888 ChipmanJr's Canadian Biography supra no\s 879 at 151a.
889 Chipman Jr's Canadian Biography supra note 879 at 151b. At the time of Justice Chipman Jr’s appointment to the
office of Chief Justice, Justice Bliss, Justice Botsford, and the newly appointed Justice Carter served as his Assistant
Judges. Furthermore, during the course of Chief Justice Chipman Jr’s tenure, Justice Bliss, and Justice Botsford died;
and Robert Parker, and George F Street were appointed to the Bench of the New Brunswick Supreme Court
respectively.
Robert Parker - who was bom in 1796 in Saint John, New Brunswick - spent his youth studying at the newly founded
Saint John Grammar School. Between 1811 and 1814, he attended the University of King’s College in Nova Scotia
with Thomas Chandler Haliburton, and received both an undergraduate and a Masters degree. He was subsequently the
first student to study law under the guidance of Ward Chipman Jr, and in 1820, was called to the New Bmnswick Bar.
During the next decade, he was active in politics and held various public offices. In 1834, upon the death of Justice
Bliss, Robert Parker was appointed to the Bench of the New Brunswick Supreme Court as an Assistant Judge. He
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3.1.5) The End o f an Era
James Carter was bom in 1805 in Portsmouth, England to an established English
family.890 During his youth, he was educated in Walthamstow, England.891 He
subsequently attended Manchester College at the University of Oxford, as well as Trinity
College at the University of Cambridge.892 After graduating, he studied law at the Inner
Temple in London, England, and was called to the English Bar in 1832.893
In 1834, upon the death of Chief Justice Saunders, James Carter used his political
influence in England to secure an appointment to the Bench of the New Brunswick
Supreme Court.894 The appointment of the English stranger, aged twenty-nine, to New
Brunswick was not only protested by Chief Justice Chipman,895 but was met with
Colonial criticism and outrage.896 Although Parliament apologized and made a promise
about future appointments, the appointment of James Carter was not revoked.897
For the first time, the stew that had spilled over the New Brunswick judicial landscape
was garnished with a spice that had no connection to the original Colonial cauldron.
Despite the initial public outrage, during Justice Carter’s tenure he enjoyed a high level

maintained that office until 1865, when he was appointed Chief Justice of New Brunswick upon the resignation of
Chief Justice Carter. His tenure as Chief Justice of New Brunswick was rudely interrupted a few months later in the
same year by his death. For an overview o f Justice Parker's life consult Phillip Buckner Dictionary o f Canadian
Biography Volume IX (Toronto University of Toronto Press 1966) 620-621.
George Frederick Street - who was bom in 1787 in Burton, New Brunswick - did not trace his ancestry deep into the
Colonial past. His father Samuel Denny Street, was bom in England and had arrived at Boston, Massachusetts in 1775,
with the Royal Navy to participate in the Revolutionary War. In 1808, George Frederick Street was sent to the Inner
Temple in London, England to study law. After being called to the English Bar, he practiced as an attorney in the
English Court o f King’s Bench until 1818. He subsequently returned to New Brunswick and had an eventful life
fighting duels, avoiding murder convictions, practicing law, and holding various public offices. In 1845, upon the death
of Justice Botsford, George Frederick Street was appointed to the Bench of the New Brunswick Supreme Court as an
Assistant Judge. Although his effectiveness as an Assistant Judge was limited by a hearing impairment, he maintained
that office until his death in 1855. For an overview of Justice Street’s life consult Phillip Buckner Dictionary o f
Canadian Biography Volume VIII (Toronto University of Toronto Press 1966) 840-842.
890 William S MacNutt Dictionary o f Canadian Biography Volume X (Toronto University of Toronto Press 1966) 140
at 140a [Carter's Canadian Biography],
891 Carter’s Canadian Biography supra note 890 at 140a.
892 Carter’s Canadian Biography supra note 890 at 140a.
893 Carter’s Canadian Biography supra note 890 at 140a.
894 Carter's Canadian Biography supra note 890 at 140a.
895 ChipmanJr’s Canadian Biography supra note 879 at 151b.
896 Carter's Canadian Biography supra note 890 at 140a.
897 Parliament acted through its agent the Colonial Secretary; see Carter’s Canadian Biography supra note 890 at 140a.
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of public approval.898 He was even recognized as the most independent member of the
Bench because he was not intertwined with the internal politics of New Brunswick.899
In 1851, upon the death of Chief Justice Chipman, the New Brunswick Legislature was
unable to agree on a suitable successor.900 Consequently, Lieutenant Governor Sir
Edmund Head unilaterally appointed Justice Carter to the office of Chief Justice of New
Brunswick.901 Although the appointment was met with public outrage, it was ultimately
affirmed by Parliament.902 In 1859, Chief Justice Carter was the second Colonist admitted
as a Knight of the Realm.903 Chief Justice Carter maintained that office until 1865, when
his ailing health forced him to tender his resignation.904
3.1.6) The First Chief Justice o f Nova Scotia
Jonathan Belcher was bom in 1710 in Boston, Massachusetts to a well-established
family.905 Each of his paternal and maternal grandfathers had been involved in Colonial

Carter's Canadian Biography supra note 890 at 140a.
899 Carter's Canadian Biography supra note 890 at 140a.
900 Carter’s Canadian Biography supra note 890 at 140a-140b
901 Carter'sCanadian Biography supra note 890 at 140a- 140b.
902 Carter’s Canadian Biography supra note 890 at 140b.
903 Carter’s Canadian Biography supra note 890 at 140b.
904 Carter’s Canadian Biography supra note 890 at 140b. At the time of Justice Carter’s appointment to the office of
Chief Justice, Justice Parker, Justice Street, and the newly appointed Justice Wilmot served as his Assistant Judges.
Furthermore, during the course o f Chief Justice Carter’s tenure - in addition to the appointment of Neville Parker Justice Street died; and William Johnston Ritchie was appointed to the Bench of the New Brunswick Supreme Court.
Neville Parker - who was bom in 1798 in Saint John, New Brunswick - attended Saint John Grammar School and
King’s Collegiate School in his youth. In 1816, he graduated from the University of King’s College in Windsor, Nova
Scotia, and subsequently studied law under the guidance of Ward Chipman Jr. In 1819, he was called to the New
Brunswick Bar, and began practicing law. In 1833, he was appointed to the Bench of the New Brunswick Court of
Vice-Admiralty. In 1838, he was appointed Master of the Rolls and thus presided over the New Brunswick Court of
Chancery. In 1854, he was appointed to the Bench of the Supreme Court of New Brunswick as an additional Assistant
Judge, bringing its total number of members to four. He maintained that office until his death in 1869, For an overview
of Justice Parker's life consult Phillip Buckner Dictionary o f Canadian Biography Volume IX (Toronto University of
Toronto Press 1966) 619-620.
William Johnston Ritchie - who was bom in 1813 Annapolis Royal, Nova Scotia - attended the Pictou Academy in his
youth. He studied law under the guidance of his brother John William Ritchie. He was admitted to the Nova Scotia Bar
in 1837, and was permitted to practice law in New Brunswick. He established a lucrative legal practice in New
Brunswick, and became involved in the Colony’s politics. After holding various public offices, in 1855, upon the death
of Justice Street, William Johnston Ritchie was appointed to the Bench of the New Brunswick Supreme Court as an
Assistant Judge. In 1865, upon the resignation of Chief Justice Carter, Justice Ritchie was elevated to the office of
Chief Justice. In 1875, Prime Minister Alexander Mackenzie successfully established the Supreme Court of Canada,
and Chief Justice Ritchie was appointed to the Bench of that Court as an Assistant Judge. In 1879, upon the resignation
of Chief Justice Richards, Prime Minister Sir John A Macdonald appointed Justice Ritchie to the office of Chief Justice
of the Supreme Court of Canada. In 1881, he was admitted as a Knight of the Realm. He maintained the office of Chief
Justice of Canada until his death in 1892. For an overview of Chief Justice Ritchie’s life consult Gordon Bale & E
Bruce Mellett Dictionary o f Canadian Biography Volume XII (Toronto University of Toronto Press 1966) at 895-900.
905 Susan Buggey Dictionary o f Canadian Biography Volume IV (Toronto University of Toronto Press 1966) 50 at 50b
[Belcher's Canadian Biography],
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politics.906 His father, during his lifetime, had held the office of Governor of
Massachusetts, Governor of New Hampshire, and Governor of New Jersey.907
It would be an understatement to say Jonathan Belcher was a committed student. He
graduated from Harvard University in 1728, and in 1731, received a Masters degree from
the same University.908 He subsequently attended Cambridge University, from which, in
1733, he received his second Masters degree; that one in mathematics.909 During his time
in London, England, he also found time to study law at the Middle Temple, and was
admitted to the English Bar in 1734.910 Unsatisfied with his meager academic
achievements, he pursued and received a third Masters degree at the University of New
Jersey.911*
Prior to 1754, Jonathan Belcher engaged in various public and private ventures, but none
were stable.

In 1754, in response to increasing complaints from the Nova Scotia

population regarding its inadequate court system, Parliament established the Nova Scotia
Supreme Court and appointed Jonathan Belcher as its first Chief Justice.913 Chief Justice
Belcher’s appointment was accompanied by a mandate to suppress the prevalent
application of Massachusetts’ law in Nova Scotia.914 The extent to which he discharged
that mandate was limited by Parliament’s subsequent actions.915 Chief Justice Belcher
maintained his office until his death in 1776.916

906 Belcher’s Canadian Biography supra note 905 at 50b.
907 Belcher’s Canadian Biography supra note 905 at 50b.
,
908 Belcher‘s Canadian Biography supra note 905 at 50b.
909 Belcher’s Canadian Biography supra note 905 at 50b.
910 Belcher’s Canadian Biography supra note 905 at 50b.
911 Belcher's Canadian Biography supra note 905 at 50b; the University ofNew Jersey is currently known as Princeton
University.
m Belcher's Canadian Biography supra note 905 at 50b-51a.
913 Belcher's Canadian Biography supra note 905 at 50b-51a.
914 Belcher’s Canadian Biography supra note 905 at 51a.
915 This issue was thoroughly discussed under the heading “Part I I I :: 2) General Law :: 2,2) American Reliance in the
Maritime Courts (General Law)".
916 Belcher's Canadian Biography supra note 905 at 53b. Furthermore, John Collier and Charles Morris would
eventually be appointed to the Nova Scotia Bench as Assistant Judges. Upon the death of Justice Collier, Isaac
Deschamps was appointed to the Nova Scotia Bench as an Assistant Judge.
John Collier - who was bom in England - was among the Englishmen who immigrated to Nova Scotia in 1749 in order
to establish a settlement at Halifax. In the same year, he was appointed Justice of the Peace, and in 1753 was appointed
to the Bench o f the Nova Scotia Court of Vice-Admiralty. In that capacity, Justice Collier significantly contributed to
the administration of justice in Nova Scotia during the course of the French-Indian War. In 1764, despite his lack of
legal training, he was appointed to the Bench of the Nova Scotia Supreme Court as an Assistant Judge. He maintained
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After the death of Chief Justice Belcher, appointments to the office of Chief Justice of
Nova Scotia could be likened to a revolving door. Between 1776 and 1797, five
individuals of varying legal backgrounds were appointed Chief Justice of Nova Scotia.917
3.1.7) The Blowers Era
Sampson Salter Blowers was bom in 1741 in Boston, Massachusetts, and due to the
untimely death of his parents, soon became an orphan.918 He was raised by his maternal
grandfather, who sent him to the Boston Grammar School in his youth.919 In 1763, he
graduated from Harvard University - where he had become friends with Jonathan Bliss and received his Masters degree from the same University in 1765.920 He studied law
under the guidance of Thomas Hutchinson,921 and in 1770 was admitted to the

that office until his death in 1769. For an overview of Justice Collier’s life consult William B Hamilton Dictionary o f
Canadian Biography Volume III (Toronto University of Toronto Press 1966) 130-131.
Charles Morris - who was bom in Boston Massachusetts in 1711 - was a teacher at the Grammar School of Hopkinton,
Massachusetts in his early years. In 1746,- pursuant to an order from the Governor of Massachusetts, Charles Morris
raised a company of one hundred New England soldiers and marched to Annapolis Royal to reinforce the local forces
in a battle against the French Acadians. The company was disbanded the following year, but Charles Morris returned
in 1748 on a surveying mission. He became one of the first settlers of Halifax after its founding in 1749 and
subsequently held various public offices. In 1763, despite his lack of legal training, he was appointed to the Bench of
the Nova Scotia Supreme Court as an Assistant Judge. With the exception of a short elevation to interim Chief Justice,
Justice Morris maintained that office until his death in 1781. For an overview of Justice Morris* life consult Phyllis R
Blakeley Dictionary o f Canadian Biography Volume IV (Toronto University of Toronto Press 1966) 559-563.
Isaac Deschamps - who was bom in 1722 - arrived in Nova Scotia in 1749, but was not among the original settlers that
arrived with General Cornwallis. After spending a decade involved in various public endeavors, in 1760 he was
appointed Justice of the Peace. In the following year he was appointed to the Bench of the Nova Scotia Inferior Court
of Common Pleas. In 1770, upon the death o f Justice Collier, and despite his lack of legal training, Justice Deschamps
was appointed to the Bench of the Nova Scotia Supreme Court as an Assistant Judge. With the exception of a short
elevation to the office of Chief Justice, Justice Deschamps maintained that office until his death 1801. For an overview
of Justice Deschamps* life consult Grace M Tratt Dictionary o f Canadian Biography Volume V (Toronto University of
Toronto Press 1966) 250-252.
917 Chief Justice Belcher was succeeded by Justice Charles Morris on an interim basis. Justice Morris had served as an
Assistant Judge under Chief Justice Belcher, but had no legal training. He served as Chief Justice of Nova Scotia until
he was replaced by Bryan Finucane in 1778. Chief Justice Finucane had studied law at the Middle Temple in London,
England. Chief Justice Finucane died in 1785 and was succeeded by Justice Isaac Deschamps. Chief Justice Deschamps
had served as an Assistant Judge in the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia since 1770, but had no formal legal training. In
1788, Chief Justice Deschampes, drowning in controversy, was replaced by Jeremy Pemberton. Chief Justice
Pemberton had studied law at the Lincoln’s Inn in London, England and had been admitted to the English Bar in 1762.
In 1789, after only a single year, he resigned his office and was succeeded by Sir Thomas Andrew Lumisden Strange.
Chief Justice Strange had studied law at the Lincoln’s Inn in London, England and was admitted to the English Bar in
1785. In 1797, with a view of being appointed Chief Justice of India, Chief Justice Strange resigned his office. Cahill
and Phillips supra note 242 at 60.
918 Sampson Salter Blowers date of birth is uncertain. It was either March 10, 1741 or March 10, 1742; see Phyllis R
Blakeley Dictionary o f Canadian Biography Volume VII (Toronto University of Toronto Press 1966) 86 at 86b
[Blowers' Canadian Biography]. I have arbitrarily taken the former to be the correct date.
919 Blowers Canadian Biography supra note 918 at 86b.
920 Blowers Canadian Biography supra note 918 at 86b.
921 Blowers Canadian Biography supra note 918 at 86b.
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Massachusetts Bar.922 In his first year of practice he defended the British soldiers that had
been charged with murder for their involvement in the Boston Massacre.923
When the hostilities preceding the American Revolution broke out, Sampson Salters
Blowers supported the Loyalists.924 In 1775, the criticism his Loyalist views were met
with caused him to sail to England.925 In 1777, under the mistaken belief that the British
would soon subdue the Rebellion, he sailed to New Port, Rhode Island.926927During the
remainder of the Revolutionary War he found himself imprisoned by the Rebels in
Boston; traded to Halifax for Rebel prisoners of war; sent back to New Port, Rhode
Island to preside over the Vice-Admiralty Court; evacuated to New York; and appointed
Solicitor General of New York - an office that was rendered impotent due to the fact that
New York was under military rule.
In 1773, at the conclusion of the Revolutionary War, Sampson Salter Blowers sailed to
Halifax, Nova Scotia with Ward Chipman Sr.928 He quickly established himself as one of
the leading lawyers in Halifax, and his eminence in the legal field caught the eye of the
maritime political elite.929 In 1774, he refused an appointment to the office of Attorney
General of New Brunswick because he had subjected his family to enough instability
during the preceding years.930 Later that year, he was appointed Attorney General of
Nova Scotia. He maintained that office, as well as other public offices, until 1797.931

922 He was admitted to the Suffolk Inferior Court in 1766 as an attorney, and presumably his practice in that capacity
delayed his call to the Massachusetts Bar; see Blowers Canadian Biography supra note 918 at 86b,
923 Blowers Canadian Biography supra note 918 at 86b. The Boston Massacre was discussed under the heading “Part
I V 2) A Whole New World:: 2,4) Double Double Toil and Trouble'*.
924 Blowers Canadian Biography supra note 918 at 86b.
925 The biography of Sampson Salter Blowers is unclear on this point. According to that biography it is reasonable to
infer that he set sail for England some time in 1774; see Blowers Canadian Biography supra note 918 at 86b-87a. I
have instead taken the more specific date given in the biography of Jonathan Bliss to be found in fact. In that biography
it was made clear that Jonathan Bliss and Sampson Salter Blowers sailed to England after the events of Lexington and
Concord in 1775; see Bliss ’ Canadian Biography supra note 837 at 75a.
926 Blowers Canadian Biography supra note 918 at 86b-87a.
927 Blowers Canadian Biography supra note 918 at 87a.
928 Blowers Canadian Biography supra note 918 at 87a.
929 In that year, he argued over one hundred cases before the Nova Scotia Supreme Court; see Blowers Canadian
Biography supra note 918 at 87a,
930 Blowers Canadian Biography supra note 918 at 87a.
931 Blowers Canadian Biography supra note 918 at 87a.
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In 1797, upon the resignation of Chief Justice Strange, Sampson Salter Blowers, at the
age of 56, was appointed Chief Justice of Nova Scotia.932 The appointment of Chief
Justice Blowers to the Nova Scotia Supreme Court restored stability in that office.
Although Chief Justice Blowers’ health declined significantly throughout his tenure - to
the point that he was unable to travel on circuit with the Court in the 1820s - he
maintained his office until his resignation in 1832 at the age of 91.933

932 Blowers Canadian Biography supra note 918 at 87b. Chief Justice Blowers’ attitude towards slavery during the
course of his tenure caused slavery in Nova Scotia to die out faster than in New Brunswick, where Chief Justice
Ludlow had ruled it legal; see Blowers Canadian Biography supra note 918 at 88a-88b.
933 Blowers Canadian Biography supra note 918 at 88a. At the time of Justice Blowers* appointment to the office of
Chief Justice, Justice Deschamps and Justice Brenton served as his Assistant Judges. Furthermore, during the course of
Chief Justice Blowers' tenure - in addition to the appointment of Foster Hutchinson Jr, and Pelag Wiswall - Justice
Deschamps, Justice Brenton, Justice Hutchinson, Justice Monk, and Justice Stewart died, and George Henry Monk,
Brenton Halliburton, James Stewart, Lewis M Wilkins, and Richard Uniacke Jr were appointed to the Bench of the
Nova Scotia Supreme Court respectively.
James Brenton - who was bom in 1736 in New Port, Rhode Island - was a junior member of the Rhode-Island Bar
prior to his immigration to Nova Scotia. He was admitted to the Nova Scotia Bar in 1760. He subsequently engaged in
various military endeavors until he was appointed Solicitor General and Attorney General of Nova Scotia in 1778 and
1779 respectively. In 1781, upon the death of Justice Morris, James Brenton was appointed to the Bench of the
Supreme Court of Nova Scotia as an Assistant Judge. He maintained that office until his death in 1806, For an
overview of Justice Brenton's life consult Allan C Dunlop Dictionary o f Canadian Biography Volume V (Toronto
University of Toronto Press 1966) 108-109.
George Henry Monk - who was bom in Boston, Massachusetts - immigrated to Nova Scotia prior to the American
Revolution. During his life in Nova Scotia, he held various official and semi-official positions including the Deputy
Registrar of the Court of Chancery. In 1806, upon the death of Justice Brenton, George Henry Monk was appointed to
the Bench of the Nova Scotia Supreme Court as an Assistant Judge. His reputation during his tenure as an Assistant
Judge was very poor, and eventually, in 1816, he resigned his position. Perhaps due to his poor reputation, there is no
biography of George Henry Monk in the Dictionary o f Canadian Biography (Toronto University of Toronto Press
1966) and thus this information has been taken from Cahill and Phillips supra note 242 at 76,77, and 78-79.
Foster Hutchinson Jr - who was bom in Massachusetts - was the son of an eminent Massachusetts’ Loyalist. His
father, Foster Hutchinson Sr, had graduated from Harvard University in 1743, and served on the Bench of the Supreme
Court of Massachusetts. At the breakout of the hostilities preceding the American Revolution, Foster Hutchinson Jr’s
family relocated to Halifax, Nova Scotia. In Halifax, Foster Hutchinson Jr was a highly respected lawyer and was
known as ‘the Honest Lawyer'. In 1810, he was appointed to the Bench of the Nova Scotia Supreme Court as an
Assistant Judge, increasing its total number of members to four. During his tenure as Assistant Judge, he was the
presiding judge in the Nova Scotia Court of Chancery. He maintained his office until his death in 1815. For an outline
of Foster Hutchinson Jr’s life consult the biography of Foster Hutchinson Sr in Sabine V o li supra note 826 at 560, as
well as Cahill and Phillips supra note 242 at 78.
James Stewart was one of the few Maritime judges during this time period who was not native to North America. Prior
to his appointment, he had graduated from the University of Edinburgh in Scotland, and had served as the Solicitor
General ofNova Scotia. In 1815, upon the death of Justice Hutchinson, he was appointed to the Bench of the Supreme
Court ofNova Scotia as an Assistant Judge. He maintained that office until his death in 1830. For an outline of Justice
Stewart’s life consult Cahill and Phillips supra note 242 at 78.
Peleg Wiswall was the son o f a Massachusetts clergyman who had graduated from Harvard University. When the
hostilities preceding the American Revolution broke out, Peleg Wiswall’s father, John Wiswall, expressed his support
for the Crown. At the conclusion of the Revolutionary War, Peleg Wiswall’s family relocated to Nova Scotia. In Nova
Scotia, Peleg Wiswall was elected to the Provincial Legislature and practiced law in Annapolis Royal. In 1816, he was
appointed to the Bench of the Nova Scotia Supreme Court as an ‘Associate Circuit Judge*. He maintained that office
until his death in 1836, at which point the office of Associate Circuit Judge was abolished. For an outline of Justice
Wiswall’s life consult the biography of John Wiswall in Maud M Hutcheson Dictionary o f Canadian Biography
Volume V (Toronto University of Toronto Press 1966) 870-872, as well as Cahill and Phillips supra note 242 at 77.
Lewis Morris Wilkins - who was bom in Morrisania (New York City), New York in 1768 - was the son of a New
York Loyalist who relocated his family to Shelburne, Nova Scotia at the conclusion of the Revolutionary War in 1784.
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3.1.8) The Halliburton Era
During the French-Indian War, John Halliburton served on a British frigate in support of
the British Empire.934 At the conclusion of the War, he established a medical practice in
New Port, Rhode Island.935 In 1774, his wife, Susannah Brenton, gave birth to Brenton
Halliburton.936 When the hostilities preceding the American Revolution began, the family
became known as one of the leading Loyalist families in the town of New Port, Rhode
Island.937 In 1782, after the Rebels took control of the town, the family was evacuated to
Halifax, Nova Scotia.938
In 1786, at the age of 12, Brenton Halliburton was sent to London, England to be
educated.939 He returned to Halifax five years later and studied law in the office of James
Stewart, a Maryland Loyalist.940 Due to an interruption in his studies - during which
Brenton Halliburton participated in the Napoleonic Wars against the French - he was not
admitted to the Nova Scotia Bar until 1803.941
In 1807, upon the death of Justice Brenton, Brenton Halliburton was appointed to the
Bench of the Nova Scotia Supreme Court as an Assistant Judge.942 The appointment

Lewis Morris Wilkins subsequently studied law under the guidance of a Shelburne attorney, and in 1798, was admitted
to the Nova Scotia Bar, During the ensuing sixteen years, he served as the Sheriff of Halifax, practiced as a lawyer
before the Halifax Courts, and held various public offices in Nova Scotia. In 1816, upon the resignation of Justice
Monk, he was appointed to the Bench of the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia. Although, due to his ailing health, he was
not able to participate fully during his later years, he maintained that office until his death in 1848. For an overview of
Justice Wilkin’s life consult Phyliss R Blakeley Dictionary o f Canadian Biography Volume VII (Toronto University of
Toronto Press 1966) 910-911.
Richard Uniacke Jr - who was bom in Halifax, Nova Scotia in 1789 - graduated from the University of King’s College
in Windsor, Nova Scotia. He subsequently studied law, and was admitted to the Nova Scotia Bar in 1810. After being
acquitted of murder in relation to the death of a man he had mortally wounded during the last fatal duel recorded in
Nova Scotia, he was elected to the Provincial Legislature. In that capacity he was involved in various public religious
disputes in Nova Scotia. In 1830, upon the death of Justice Stewart, Richard Uniacke Jr was appointed to the Bench of
the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia as an Assistant Judge. He was the first native Nova Scotian to be appointed to that
Bench, and he maintained that office until his death in 1834. For an overview of Justice Uniacke’s life consult Brian C
Cuthbertson Dictionary o f Canadian Biography VolumeXI (Toronto University of Toronto Press 1966)792.
934 Phyllis R Blakeley Dictionary o f Canadian Biography Volume VIII (Toronto University of Toronto Press 1966) 354
at 354a [Halliburton fs Canadian Biography],
935 Halliburton's Canadian Biography supra note 934 at 354a.
936 Halliburton’s Canadian Biography supra note 934 at 354a.
937 Halliburton’s Canadian Biography supra note 934 at 354a.
'
938 Halliburton’s Canadian Biography supra note 934 at 354a.
939 Halliburton’s Canadian Biography supra note 934 at 354a.
940 Halliburton's Canadian Biography supra note 934 at 354a.
941 Halliburton’s Canadian Biography supra note 934 at 354a-354b.
942 Halliburton *s Canadian Biography supra note 934 at 354b.
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especially pleased Chief Justice Blowers as it was the first appointment to the Nova
Scotia Bench of an Assistant Judge with legal training.94394During the 1820s, due to Chief
Justice Blowers ailing health, Justice Halliburton bore the duties of Chief Justice without
extra pay.

944

In 1832, upon the retirement of Chief Justice Blowers, Justice Halliburton was appointed
Chief Justice of the Nova Scotia Supreme Court.945 In 1859, Queen Victoria knighted
him - making him the first Knight of the Realm native to what would become Canadian
soil.946 Although, due to his ailing health, he was unable to go on circuit during the
1850s,947 Chief Justice Halliburton maintained his office until his death in I860.948

543 Halliburton's Canadian Biography supra note 934 at 354b.
944 Justice Halliburton himself later made this assertion. However, aside from the fact that it is self-serving, there is no
reason to doubt its truth; see Halliburton’s Canadian Biography supra note 934 at 355b.
945 Halliburton’s Canadian Biography supra note 934 at 356a.
946 Halliburton *s Canadian Biography supra note 934 at 357a.
947 During this time he could only attend sessions of the Nova Scotia Supreme Court that were held in Halifax, Nova
Scotia; see Halliburton’s Canadian Biography supra note 934 at 357a.
948 Halliburton *s Canadian Biography supra note 934 at 357a. At the time of Justice Halliburton’s appointment to the
office of Chief Justice, Justice Wilkins, Justice Uniacke, and Justice Wiswall, and the newly appointed Justice Hill
served as Assistant Judges. Furthermore, during the course of Chief Justice Halliburton’s tenure Justice Uniacke,
Justice Wiswall, Justice Wilkins, and Justice Hill died; and William Blowers Bliss, Thomas Chandler Haliburton,
Edmund Murray Dodd, and William Frederick Desbarres were appointed to the Bench of the Nova Scotia Supreme
Court respectively,
William Hill was a Massachusetts Loyalist. At the conclusion of the American Revolution he relocated to Shelburne,
Nova Scotia. In Nova Scotia he practiced law for over 20 years, and for a time held the office of Solicitor General. By
1833, he was the only living Nova Scotian who had been appointed King’s Counsel. That year, upon the resignation of
Chief Justice Blowers and elevation of Justice Halliburton, William Hill was appointed to the Bench of the Supreme
Court of Nova Scotia as an Assistant Judge. He maintained that office until his death in 1848. For an outline of Justice
Hill's life consult Sabine V oll supra note 826 at 535, as well as Cahill and Phillips supra note 242 at 77-78. 1
William Blowers Bliss - who was bom in Saint John, New Brunswick in 1795 - was the son, and son-in-law of Justice
Bliss, and Chief Justice Blowers of the New Brunswick Supreme Court respectively. Thus, in Nova Scotia, he was
considered a child of destiny. In his youth he attended King’s Collegiate School in Windsor, Nova Scotia. In 1813, he
graduated from the University of King's College in Nova Scotia, and in 1816, received a Masters from the same
University. He subsequently studied law, presumably under Chief Justice Blowers who described him as a protégé, and
in 1818, was admitted to the Nova Scotia Bar. After a brief excursion to the Inner Temple in London, England to
become further acquainted with law, he returned Nova Scotia and held various public and private offices. In 1834, upon
the death o f Justice Uniacke, William Blowers Bliss was appointed to the Bench of the Nova Scotia Supreme Court as
an Assistant Judge. Due to a realignment of political thought, Justice Bliss was never elevated to the office of Chief
Justice. He maintained his office as Assistant Judge until 1869, when his ailing health forced him to tender his
resignation. For an overview of Justice Bliss’ life consult Phyliss R Blakeley Dictionary o f Canadian Biography
Volume X (Toronto University of Toronto Press 1966) 72-73.
Thomas Chandler Haliburton - who was bom in 1796 in Windsor, Nova Scotia - was educated at King's Collegiate
School. He graduated from the University of King's College in 1815, and subsequently studied law. In 1820, he was
admitted to the Nova Scotia Bar, and quickly established a lucrative practice in Annapolis Royal. After spending a
decade annoying Nova Scotia Legislators, he was appointed to the Bench of the Inferior Court of Common Pleas. He
maintained that office until the Court was abolished in 1841. Later that year, upon the death of Justice Wiswall, Justice
Haliburton was appointed to the Bench o f the Nova Scotia Supreme Court as an Assistant Judge. He maintained that
office until he was permitted to draw a pension upon his resignation, which occurred in 1862. For an overview of
Justice Haliburton's life consult Fred Cogswell Dictionary o f Canadian Biography Volume IX (Toronto University of
Toronto Press 1966) 348-357.
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3.1.9) The End o f an Era
William Young was bom in 1799 in Falkirk, Scotland to an established family.949 In
1814, at the age of 14, he graduated from the University of Glasgow.950 Subsequently that
year, pursuant to his father’s ‘idea of accumulating a fortune as quickly as possible, under
any flag’, he and his family immigrated to Halifax, Nova Scotia.951
In pursuit of his fortune, William Young spent his teenage years conducting trades as a
merchant.952 In 1820, he began studying law in Nova Scotia under the Fairbanks
brothers.953 In 1823, stemming from a by-election involving one of the brothers and
William Young’s father, William Young was accused of stealing campaign secrets to
which he was privy as a result of his employment.954
Despite that accusation, in 1825, William Young was admitted to the Nova Scotia Bar.955
In addition to establishing a legal practice, he engaged in various commercial ventures for
the purposes of thickening his wallet.956 In 1832, he ran for public office in Cape Breton
County. Although he initially won the election, it was later determined that he was
complicit in voter intimidation and the election results were avoided.957

Edmund Murray Dodd - who was bom in Sydney, Cape Breton in 1979 - was the son of an English lawyer, who may
have been a bigamist. He served with the British Navy during the War of 1812, He subsequently returned to Cape
Breton to practice law throughout the 1820s. After the merger of Cape Breton and Nova Scotia, he held various public
offices including Solicitor General, In 1848, upon the deaths of Justice Hill and Justice Wilkins, he was appointed to
the Bench o f the Nova Scotia Supreme Court as an Assistant Judge. In his later years, despite his ailing health, he was
not allowed to resign due to a judiciary freeze imposed by the Nova Scotia Legislature. He maintained his office until
his resignation was finally accepted in 1873. For an overview of Justice Dodd's life consult Anthony A Mackenzie
Phyliss R Blakeley Dictionary o f Canadian Biography Volume X (Toronto University of Toronto Press 1966) 232-233.
William Frederick Desbarres - who was bom in 1800 in Elysian, Nova Scotia - studied law under Lewis Morris
Wilkins and was admitted to the Nova Scotia Bar in 1822. During the ensuing two decades he established a successful
legal practice, and held various public offices. In 1848, upon the deaths of Justice Hill and Justice Wilkins, he was
appointed to the Bench o f the Nova Scotia Supreme Court as an Assistant Judge. He maintained that office until his
death in 1881. For an outline of Justice Desbarres life consult Allen E Marble Nova Scotians at Home and Abroad
(Windsor Lancelot Press 1977) at 137-138.
949 J Murray Beck Dictionary o f Canadian Biography Volume X I (Toronto University of Toronto Press 1966) 943 at
943b [Young’s Canadian Biography],
950 Young’s Canadian Biography supra note 949 at 944a.
951 Young’s Canadian Biography supra note 949 at 944a.
952 Young’s Canadian Biography supra note 949 at 944a.
953 Specifically, Charles Rufus Fairbanks, and Samuel Prescott Fairbanks; see Young’s Canadian Biography supra note
949 at 944a.
954 William Young's father ultimately lost the by-election to Charles Rufus Fairbanks; see Young’s Canadian
Biography supra note 949 at 944a-944b.
955 Young’s Canadian Biography supra note 949 at 944b.
956 Young’s Canadian Biography supra note 949 at 944b-945a.
957 Young’s Canadian Biography supra note 949 at 944b-948a.
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Despite his somewhat dishonest past, in 1836, he was elected to the Nova Scotia
legislature. He was subsequently heavily involved in the Nova Scotian political sphere.958
Chief Justice Halliburton once threatened to banish the outspoken and ruthless William
Young from the Nova Scotia Supreme Court unless he changed his behaviour.959

r

In 1860, upon the death of Chief Justice Halliburton, William Young fervently
campaigned to be named his successor.960 Despite outraged opposition based on William
Young’s ‘shameless’ past, he secured an appointment to the office of Chief Justice of the
Nova Scotia Supreme Court. His appointment was met with various appeals and
complaints to Parliament, however, the appointment was not avoided.961 During his
tenure, the short Chief Justice Young mitigated his Napoleon complex by stacking
cushions upon his chair such that he was not at a lower level than any of his Assistant
Judges.962 He maintained the office of Chief Justice until his retirement in 1881,963
3.1.10) Conclusion
There is something to be said about the comfort of the ‘usual way’. For the Loyalists, in
relation to the adjudication of disputes, the seeds of common law adjudication were
planted through the initial English settlers.964 Subsequently, over the course of one and a

Young's Canadian Biography supra note 949 at 945a.
959 Young's Canadian Biography supra note 949 at 946a.
960 Actually, William Young’s campaign for the office of Chief Justice began in anticipation of Chief Justice
Halliburton’s death in the late 1850s; see Young’s Canadian Biography supra note 949 at 947b.
v
961 Young *s Canadian Biography supra note 949 at 948a; Cahill and Phillips supra note 242 at 104.
962 Young’s Canadian Biography supra note 949 at 948a.
963 Young's Canadian Biography supra note 949 at 948b. At the time of Justice Young’s appointment, Justice Bliss,
Justice Haliburton, Justice Dodd, and Justice Desbarres served as Assistant Judges. Furthermore, during the course of
Chief Justice Young’s tenure - in addition to the appointment of James W Johnston - Justice Haliburton, Justice Bliss,
Justice Dodd, Justice Johnston, and Justice Desbarres died; and the new appointments furthered the trend of diluting the
Loyalist elite influence. The most noteworthy appointment during this time period was the appointment of James W
Johnston, because it introduced an equity judge to the Bench of the Nova Scotia Supreme Court.
James W Johnston - who was bom in Jamaica in 1792 - was the son of a Georgian Loyalist who fled to Jamaica at the
conclusion of the Revolutionary War. In his youth, he was sent to Scotland to be educated by tutors selected by his
father. He subsequently settled in Annapolis Royal, Nova Scotia and studied law under the guidance of his brother-inlaw. In 1813 he was admitted to the Nova Scotia Bar and began practicing law. Over the course of his lifetime he was
heavily involved in Nova Scotian politics, as well as Nova Scotian commerce. His interests ranged from public affairs,
religious affairs, to shooting Charles Rufus Fairbanks in the foot after challenging him to a duel. In 1864 - after a long
life of being at the centre of Colonial controversy - at the age of 72, James William Johnston was appointed to the
Nova Scotia Supreme Court as an additional Assistant Judge, and particularly as Equity Justice, bringing its total
number o f members to six. Between the presence of Chief Justice Young, and Justice Johnston, it is unlikely that
Charles Rufus Fairbanks was particularly thrilled to appear in Court. Justice Johnston maintained this office until his
death in 1873. For an overview of Justice Johnston’s life consult David A Sutherland Dictionary o f Canadian
Biography VolumeX (Toronto University of Toronto Press 1966) 383-388.
964 These settlements were discussed under the heading “Part I V :: 2) A Whole New World:: 2,4) The Melting P o f\
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half centuries of salutary neglect, a ‘usual way’ developed independent of Great
Britain.965 During that time, the Colonists established educational institutions, Colonial
Courts, and Colonial Bars. Moreover, they established their own collection of precedence
through adjudications by the Colonial Courts. A legal culture developed - a comfortable
‘usual way’ - and it was independent from the legal culture in England.
After the Revolutionary War, until the late nineteenth century, each of the Chief Justices
discussed above was connected to that culture. Of the nine Chief Justices discussed,
seven were bom in British America.966 Four of the nine attended Harvard University,967
and all were influenced by British American, or Loyalist tutelage.968 Moreover, with a
few exceptions, the Assistant Judges appointed to each of the Maritime Benches were of
similar attributes.969
In Nova Scotia, after the Supreme Court was established in 1754, during Chief Justice
Belcher’s tenure, a seed of uncertainty in relation to the authority of English precedence
was planted.970 At the conclusion of the Revolutionary War, the influx of thirty thousand
Loyalists brought with them a preference for the ‘usual way’. Similarly, the Loyalists that
came to inhabit New Brunswick upon its establishment in 1784, brought with them a
preference for the ‘usual way’. It is unsurprising that, subsequently, the seed of
uncertainty planted under Chief Justice Belcher flowered in the Maritime Colonies
resulting in the adjudication of disputes in the ‘usual way’.
The discussion above was illustrative of the intellectual predecessors of each of the
Maritime Benches. After the conclusion of the Revolutionary War the Loyalist elite
populated those Benches. Thus, each of the Maritime Colonies became a Land of Giants.

3.2) For England?
965 Salutary neglect was discussed under the heading “Part I V :: 2) A Whole New World:: 2.3) The Flame”.
966 These were Chief Justice Ludlow, Chief Justice Bliss, Chief Justice Saunders, Chief Justice Chipman, Chief Justice
Belcher, Chief Justice Blowers, and Chief Justice Halliburton. The two that were not bom in British America were
Chief Justice Carter and Chief Justice Young, each of which was appointed in the late nineteenth century.
967 These were Chief Justice Bliss, Chief Justice Chipman, Chief Justice Belcher, and Chief Justice Blowers.
968 Chief Justice Belcher may have been an exception to this assertion. He studied law at the Middle Temple in London,
England and was subsequently admitted to the English Bar.
969 The primary exception was George Frederick Street; see supra note 889.
970 This was discussed under the heading “Part I I I :: 2) General L a w :: 2.2) American Reliance in the Maritime Courts
(General Law)", as well as under the heading “Part I V :: 3) The Pot Runeth Over :: 3.1) The Land o f Giants :: 3.1.6)
The First ChiefJustice o f Nova Scotia".
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In contrast to the thirty thousand Loyalists that were evacuated to Nova Scotia at the
conclusion of the Revolutionary War, only approximately six thousand were evacuated to
Québec.971 Furthermore, unlike those that were evacuated to Nova Scotia, the Upper
Canada population did not come to include the ‘Giants of Law’. As such, the governance,
and the judiciary, were quite different in Upper Canada.972
3.2.1) The First Chief Justice o f Upper Canada
William Osgoode was bom in 1754, in London, England. In 1767, inherited his father’s
estate upon his death.973 In his youth, William Osgoode attended the Methodist School at
Kingswood, England.974 In 1772, he graduated from the University of Oxford, and in
1777, received a Masters degree from the same University.975 He subsequently studied
law at Lincoln’s Inn in London, England and in 1779, was called to the English Bar.976
By that time he was familiar enough with Sir William Blackstone’s Commentaries on the
Laws of England to publish a critique of those publications entitled Remarks on the Law
of Descent.977
Perhaps because his inheritance had left him with independent means, he did not practice
law in a traditional way.978 Instead, he restricted his services to drafting documents for
use in the Chancery courts.979 In 1797, after Parliament divided the Province of Canada
into Upper and Lower Canada, William Osgoode was appointed to the Bench of the

971 See supra note 823, and 824 respectively. The land that was known as Québec was subsequently divided into Upper
and Lower Canada as discussed under the heading “Part III :: 2) General Law :: 2.3) American Reliance in the Upper
Canada Courts”, Thus, the six thousand Loyalists were spread out through Upper and Lower Canada.
972 It is notable that in contrast to the Maritime courts where vacancies were immediately filled, and the total number of
Bench members was generally consistent, the Upper Canada Bench was numerically unstable. As such, I have not been
able to express the successive appointments with the same clarity as the preceding section. Furthermore - at least in its
early years - the office of Chief Justice of Upper Canada was less a desired destination, and more a stepping-stone to a
greater destination. As a result - unlike each of the Maritime Benches, on which many tenures were ultimately
terminated by death - membership in the Upper Canada Bench was dynamic.
973 SR Mealing Dictionary o f Canadian Biography Volume VI (Toronto University of Toronto Press 1966) 557 at 557b
JOsgoode’s Canadian Biography],
974 Osgoode*s Canadian Biography supra note 973 at 557b.
•
975 Osgoode*s Canadian Biography supra note 973 at 557b.
976 Osgoode*s Canadian Biography supra note 973 at 557b.
977 Osgoode*s Canadian Biography supra note 973 at 557b. The monograph referred to is William Osgoode Remarks
on the Laws o f Descent (London W Strahan & M Woodfall 1779).
978 Osgoode *s Canadian Biography supra note 973 at 557b.
979 Osgoode *s Canadian Biography supra note 973 at 557b,
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Upper Canada Court of King’s Bench as its first Chief Justice.980 In that capacity he was
expected to lay the foundation for an Upper Canada justice system.
Prior to taking his position in Upper Canada, Chief Justice Osgoode sought advice from
various English lawyers regarding the adaptation of English practice and procedures to
Upper Canada.981 For the purpose of simplicity, he opted to hybridize the procedures of
the English common law courts, with those of the English equity courts.982
In 1794, he submitted a draft of the Judicature Act to the Upper Canada Legislature.983
Through the Act, he abolished the Upper Canada Inferior Courts and solidified the Court
of King’s Bench as the central and supreme court of Upper Canada.984 Having discharged
his mandate to lay a foundation for the Upper Canada justice system, in 1974, Chief
Justice Osgoode departed to Lower Canada and was appointed to the Bench of the Lower
Canada Court of King’s Bench.985
3.2.2) The Second Chief Justice o f Upper Canada
John Elmsley was bom in 1762, in London, England, to a family of Scottish Quaker
descent.986987In 1786, he graduated from the University of Oxford, and in 1786, received a
Masters degree from the same University.

He subsequently studied law at the Inner

Temple, and was called to the English Bar in 1790.988
After presumably practicing law in England for six years, in 1796, after a two year
vacancy resulting from the departure of Chief Justice Osgoode, John Elmsley was

980 Osgoode’s Canadian Biography supra note 973 at 558a.
981 Osgoode’s Canadian Biography supra note 973 at 558b.
982 Osgoode’s Canadian Biography supra note 973 at 558b. He also abolished the concept of debtors prisons in the
Colony; see Osgoode ’s Canadian Biography supra note 973 at 558b.
983 Osgoode’s Canadian Biography supra note 973 at 558b; the draft was eventually adopted with some revisions as the
Judicature Act (1794) 34 Geo III c 2, UCS 1794 c 2.
984 Osgoode’s Canadian Biography supra note 973 at 558b-559a. Furthermore, the Act established six public offices
that would ideally be held by lawyers - the offices of Chief Justice, Assistant Justice, Assistant Justice, Attorney
General, Solicitor General, and the Clerk o f Crown and Pleas. Unfortunately, there were only four lawyers in Upper
Canada at the time; see Osgoode’s Canadian Biography supra note 973 at 558b.
985 Osgoode’s Canadian Biography supra note 973 at 558b. Furthermore, during Chief Justice Osgoode’s tenure,
William Dummer Powell was appointed to the Bench of the Upper Canada Court of King’s Bench as an Assistant
Judge, bringing its total number of members to two.
986 Edith G Firth Dictionary o f Canadian Biography Volume V (Toronto University of Toronto Press 1966) 303 at 303a
[Elmsley’s Canadian Biography],
987 Elmsley’s Canadian Biography supra note 986 at 303b.
988 Elmsley *s Canadian Biography supra note 986 at 303b.
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appointed to the Bench of the Upper Canada Court of King’s Bench as Chief Justice.989
He maintained that office until 1802, when, upon the resignation of Chief Justice
Osgoode, Chief Justice Elmsley was appointed to the Bench of the Lower Canada Court
of King’s Bench as Chief Justice.990
3.2.3) The Third Chief Justice o f Upper Canada
Henry Allcock was bom in 1759 in Birmingham, England.991 After spending six years
studying law at Lincoln’s Inn in London, England, in 1791, he was admitted to the
English Bar.992 In 1798, pursuant to the recommendation of Chief Justice Elmsley, Henry
Allcock was appointed to the Bench of the Upper Canada Court of King’s Bench as an
Assistant Judge.993 In that capacity, Justice Allcock frequently quarreled with Chief
Justice Elmsley - who probably would have retroactively rescinded his recommendation
if possible - in relation to the Court’s devotion to English procedures.994
In 1802, upon the departure of Chief Justice Elmsley, Justice Allcock was elevated to the
office Chief Justice of the Upper Canada Court of King’s Bench.995 He maintained that

989 In that capacity, despite the objections of his colleague Justice Allcock, Chief Justice Elmsley adapted English
precedent as best he could to suit the needs of Upper Canada; see Elmsley’s Canadian Biography supra note 986 at
303b.
990 Elmsley’s Canadian Biography supra note 986 at 304a. At the time of John Elmsley’s appointment to the office of
Chief Justice, Justice Powell served as his Assistant Judge. Furthermore, during his tenure, Henry Allcock and Peter
Russell were appointed to the Bench of the Upper Canada Court of King’s Bench as Assistant Judges.
Peter Russell - who was bom in 1733, in the Republic of Ireland - was educated at a boarding school during his youth.
He subsequently attended the University o f Cambridge, but his attendance there was short lived and he did not
graduate. In 1763, a perpetual quest for employment eventually led him to New York. During the Revolutionary War
he found employment with the Loyalist forces. In 1780, upon the Loyalist’s capture of Charleston, South Carolina, he
was appointed to the Bench of the Court of Vice-Admiralty. Eventually, Charleston was recaptured by the Rebels, and
in 1782, Justice Russell sailed to England. In 1792, fueled once again by his perpetual quest for employment, he arrived
at Québec. In 1795, faced with the fact that the departure of Chief Justice Osgoode had left only a single member of the
Bench, Peter Russell was appointed to the Bench of the Upper Canada Court of King’s Bench as an Assistant Judge on
a. temporary basis. He maintained that office until 1798, when he was ordered to cease unilaterally extending his
appointment. For an overview of Justice Russell’s life consult Edith G Firth Dictionary o f Canadian Biography Volume
V (Toronto University of Toronto Press 1966) 729-732.
991 Frederick H Armstrong Dictionary o f Canadian Biography Volume V (Toronto University of Toronto Press 1966)
17 at 17a [Allcock’s Canadian Biography],
992 Allcock's Canadian Biography supra note 991 at 17a. Over the next five years his legal practice was concentrated to
the area of equity; see Allcock's Canadian Biography supra note 991 at 17a.
993 Allcock's Canadian Biography supra note 991 at 17a.
994 Justice Allcock was described as ‘so particular & sticks so close to the law, a very unfits man to act up to the Spirit
of [an] Act'; see Allcock’s Canadian Biography supra note 991 at 17b.
*
995 Allcock’s Canadian Biography supra note 991 at 17b-18a.
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office until 1806, when, upon the death of Chief Justice Elmsley, he was appointed to the
Bench of the Lower Canada Court of King’s Bench as Chief Justice.996
3.2.4) The Fourth Chief Justice o f Upper Canada
Thomas Scott was baptized in 1746, In Kingoldrum, Scotland, and in his youth he trained
for a position with the Church of Scotland.997 In 1793, after studying law at Lincoln’s Inn
in London for five years, he was called to the English Bar.998 Unable to establish a
successful practice in England,999 in 1800, he was appointed Attorney General of Upper
Canada, and he became politically active upon his arrival.1000
In 1806, upon the resignation of Chief Justice Allcock, Thomas Scott was appointed to
the Bench of the Upper Canada Court of King’s Bench as Chief Justice.1001 Upon his
appointment, he made it clear that he had no intention of deserting his office to pursue its
counterpart in Lower Canada.1002 He maintained the office of Chief Justice until he
secured his retirement pension, and resigned in 1816.1003
3.2.5) The Fifth Chief Justice o f Upper Canada

996 Allcock's Canadian Biography supra note 991 at 18a. At the time of Henry Allcock's appointment, Justice Powell
served as his Assistant Judge. Furthermore, during Chief Justice Allcock’s tenure, Thomas Cochrane - who only served
for a single year - and Robert Thorpe were appointed to the Bench of the Upper Canada Court of King’s Bench as
Assistant Judges.
Robert Thorpe - who was bom in 1764 in the Republic of Ireland - graduated from Trinity College at the University of
Dublin in 1788. He received a Bachelors of Law (LLB) degree from the same University in the following year. He was
admitted to the Irish Bar in 1790, and in 1801, was appointed Chief Justice of Prince Edward Island. After only three
years, he loathed Prince Edward Island, and sailed back to England. In 1805 he was appointed to the Bench of the
Upper Canada Court of King’s Bench as an Assistant Judge. In 1807, steeped in political controversy, Justice Thorpe
was suspended from his office, and was never reinstated. For an overview of Justice Thorpe’s life consult Graeme H
Patterson Dictionary o f Canadian Biography Volume VII (Toronto University of Toronto Press 1966) 864-865.
997 William NT Wylie Dictionary o f Canadian Biography Volume VI (Toronto University of Toronto Press 1966) 698
at 698a [Scott's Canadian Biography],
998 Scott's Canadian Biography supra note 997 at 698a. The details of his youth and even his young adulthood are
sparse and uncertain; see Scott’s Canadian Biography supra note 997 at 698a.
Scott’s Canadian Biography supra note 997 at 698a.
1000 Scott’s Canadian Biography supra note 997 at 698a-698b.
1001 Scott’s Canadian Biography supra note 997 at 698b.
1002 Scott's Canadian Biography supra note 997 at 698b.
1003 Scott's Canadian Biography supra note 997 at 698b. At the time of Thomas Scott's appointment, Justice Powell,
and Justice Thorpe served as his Assistant Judges. Furthermore, during Chief Justice Scott's tenure, Justice Thorpe
resigned and William Campbell was appointed to the Bench of the Upper Canada Court of King's Bench as Assistant
Judge.
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William Dummer Powell was bom in 1755, in Boston, Massachusetts.1004 Prior to the
American Revolution, his father, John Powell, was a Boston merchant.1005 During his
youth, William Dummer Powell was educated in schools locally and abroad.1006
During the 1770, he spent the winters studying law in Massachusetts under the guidance
of Jonathan Sewell.1007 When the hostilities preceding the American Revolution broke
out, William Dummer Powell supported the Loyalists.1008 In 1775, when the prospect of
violent conflict became probable, he sailed to England.1009
Unable to find a suitable source of income, or to afford the fees involved in being called
to the English Bar, from 1779, he practiced law in whatever manner he could at the
Middle Temple in London, England.1010 In 1784, he was finally called to the English
Bar.1011 In 1779, he immigrated to Québec in pursuit of a lucrative practice, which he
found as one of the few lawyers in Montreal.1012 In 1789, he was appointed to the Bench
of the Court of Common Pleas.1013
In 1792, as the Province of Canadá was divided, and the justice system reorganized,
Justice Powell was left to watch from the sidelines.1014 In 1794, after the reorganization
was complete, Justice Powell was appointed to the Bench of the Court of King’s Bench
as its first Assistant Judge.1015 In that capacity, despite seniority of tenure, Justice Powell
was repeatedly overlooked for the office of Chief Justice.1016 Finally, twenty-five years
after being appointed to the Bench,1017 in 1816, upon the resignation of Chief Justice

1004 Furthermore, each o f his paternal and maternal genealogies traced to seventeenth century English immigrants to
Massachusetts; see SR Mealing Dictionary o f Canadian Biography Volume VI (Toronto University of Toronto Press
1966) 605 at 605a [Powell's Canadian Biography],
1005 Powell's Canadian Biography supra note 1004 at 605a,
1006 These included the Boston Free Grammar School, an Anglican school in England, as well as a school in the
Netherlands; PowelVs Canadian Biography supra note 1004 at 605a,
1007 Powell’s Canadian Biography supra note 1004 at 605b.
1008 Powell‘s Canadian Biography supra note 1004 at 605b.
1009 Powell’s Canadian Biography supra note 1004 at 605b.
1010PowelVs Canadian Biography supra note 1004 at 605b-606a.
1011 PowelVs Canadian Biography supra note 1004 at 606a.
1012Powell’s Canadian Biography supra note 1004 at 606a.
1013 The physical location of the Court was Detroit, which at the time appears to have been inhabited and governed by
Canadians, though it was situated on United States soil; see PowelVs Canadian Biography supra note 1004 at 607a as
well as History o f Ontario Volume I supra note 343 at 29.
1014 PowelVs Canadian Biography supra note 1004 at 607a-607b.
1013 Powell’s Canadian Biography supra note 1004 at 607b.
1016 PowelVs Canadian Biography supra note 1004 at 608a.
1017 Specifically the Bench of die Court of Common Pleas and subsequently the Court of King’s Bench.
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Scott, Justice Powell was elevated to the office of Chief Justice of the Upper Canada
Court of King’s Bench.1018 He maintained that office until 1825, when a political
controversy forced his resignation.1019
3.2.6) The Sixth ChiefJustice o f Upper Canada
William Campbell was bom in 1758, in Caithness, Scotland, and was educated in Thurso,
Scotland.1020 His subsequent study of law was terminated by death of his instructor.1021
During the Revolutionary War, William Campbell served with the British Forces.1022
After the conclusion of the War, by 1784, he found his way to Nova Scotia.1023 He
subsequently studied law, and was a practicing attorney by 1785.1024 Over the course of
the next twenty-five years, he was involved in local politics, and held various public
offices; however, he was not able to establish financial stability.1025
In 1808, after a series of unfortunate events left him homeless and jobless, he sailed to
England.1026 Once there, he aired his grievances to Parliament,10271028and campaigned for an
appointment to the Bench of the Upper Canada Court of King’s Bench on which there
had been a vacancy since 1807.

In 1811, after harboring a vacancy for four years,

1018 Powell’s Canadian Biography supra note 1004 at 609b.
1019 Powell’s Canadian Biography supra note 1004 at 612b. At the time of Justice Powell’s appointment, Justice
Campbell served as his Assistant Judge. Furthermore, during Chief Justice Powell’s tenure, D ’Arcy Boulton was
appointed to the Bench of the Upper Canada Court of King’s Bench as an Assistant Judge.
D ’Arcy Boulton - who was bom in 1759 in Lincolnshire, England - studied law at the Middle Temple in London,
England. Unable to secure a steady source o f income, he immigrated to the United States in 1797. By 1802, he had
made his way to Upper Canada and was admitted to the Upper Canada Bar in 1803. He was involved in local politics,
and in 1807, after the suspension of Justice Thorpe, he served as an Assistant Judge of the Upper Canada Court of
King’s Bench though he was never appointed. In 1810, while campaigning for an official appointment, the ship on
which he was sailing to England was captured by a French privateer. After he was released from captivity in 1813, he
found his way back to Upper Canada and reestablished his involvement in local politics. In 1816, upon the resignation
of Chief Justice Scott and subsequent elevation of Justice Powell, D ’Arcy Boulton was appointed to the Bench o f the
Upper Canada Court of King’s Bench as an Assistant Judge. He maintained that office until 1827, when his ailing
health forced him to tender his resignation. For an overview of Justice Boulton’s life consult John Lownsbrough
Dictionary o f Canadian Biography Volume VI (Toronto University of Toronto Press 1966) 78-80.
1020 r j Morgan & Robert L Fraser Dictionary o f Canadian Biography Volume VI (Toronto University of Toronto Press
1966) 113 at 113a [Campbell Canadian Biography].
1021 Campbell Canadian Biography supra note 1020 at 113a.
1022 Campbell Canadian Biography supra note 1020 at 113a.
1023 Campbell Canadian Biography supra note 1020 at 113a.
1024 Campbell Canadian Biography supra note 1020 at 113a.
1025 Campbell Canadian Biography supra note 1020 at 113a.
1026 Campbell Canadian Biography supra note 1020 at 113a-l 13b.
1027 This was done through Parliament's agent, the Colonial Secretary; see Campbell Canadian Biography supra note
1020 at 114b.
1028 Campbell Canadian Biography supra note 1020 at 114b.
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William Campbell was appointed to that Bench.1029 In 1825, upon the resignation of
Chief Justice Powell, Justice Campbell, at the age of 67, was elevated to the office of
Chief Justice of the Upper Canada Court of King’s Bench.1030 He maintained that office
until 1829, when his ailing health forced him to tender his resignation.1031
3.2.7) From the Courtyard to the Court
Prior to the American Revolution, Christopher Robinson was a member of the Virginia
Legislature.1032 In 1780, Christopher Robinson suspended his education and joined the
Loyalist forces of New York.1033 In 1781, after surrendering to General George
Washington of the Rebel forces, his Loyalist unit was evacuated to Nova Scotia, and was
disbanded at the conclusion of the War.1034
In 1787, the Christopher Robinson relocated his family from New Brunswick to Lower
Canada.1035 In 1791, his wife, Esther Sayre - herself the daughter of a Loyalist clergyman
- gave birth to their third child, John Beverley Robinson.1036 Eventually, in 1799, John
Beverley Robinson found himself enrolled in what would come to be known as the
Cornwall Grammar School, which had been recently established by John Strachan.1037

1029 Campbell Canadian Biography supra note 1020 at 114b.
1030 Campbell Canadian Biography supranote 1020at 117b-l 1
1031 Campbell Canadian Biography supra note 1020 at 118a. He was also knighted in that year; see Campbell
Canadian Biography supra note 1020 at 118a. At the time of Justice Campbell's appointment, Justice Boulton and the
newly appointed Levius Peters Sherwood served as his Assistant Judges. Furthermore, during Chief Justice Campbell’s
tenure, James Buchanan Macaulay, John Walpole Willis, and Christopher Alexander Hagerman were appointed to the
Bench of the Upper Canada Court of King's Bench as Assistant Judges.
Levius Peters Sherwood - who was bom in 1777, in St Johns, Québec - was educated in Upper Canada. In 1803, he
was called to the Upper Canada Bar. In addition to establishing a successful legal practice, over the next two decades,
he was involved in local politics and held various public offices. In 1825, upon the resignation of Chief Justice Powell
and the subsequent elevation of Justice Campbell, Levius Peters Sherwood was appointed to the Bench of the Upper
Canada Court of King's Bench as an Assistant Judge. He maintained that office until his retirement in 1840. For an
overview of Justice Sherwood's life consult Ian Pemberton Dictionary o f Canadian Biography Volume VII (Toronto
University of Toronto Press 1966) 794-796.
1032 Patrick Brode Sir John Beverley Robinson (Canada Osgoode Society 1984) at 4 [Brode].
1033 Specifically, he suspended his studies William and Mary College in Virginia and joined General Cornwallis’
Loyalist forces with which he fought for three years; see Brode supra note 1032 at 3. In doing so, he parted ways with
all other of his kin; each of whom sided with the Rebels; see Brode supra note 1032 at 4. Furthermore, The decision
eventually resulted in him being stripped of any property he held in Virginia, his social position, and any inheritance to
which he may have been entitled; see Brode supra note 1032 at 4.
1034 Brode supra note 1032 at 3.
1035 Brode supra note 1032 at 4.
1036 Brode supra note 1032 at 4. Furthermore, in 1798 of complications that had resulted from his involvement in the
Revolutionary War; Brode supra note 1032 at 6-7. His widow, left with six children, persevered through difficult times
through the charitable hand of her Friend the Reverend Doctor John Stuart; see Brode supra note 1032 at 7.
1037 Brode supra note 1032 at 7.
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His eight years of enrollment there may have been the most crucial in his life. During that
time he became acquainted with classmates Jonas Jones, and Archibald McLean.1038 He
also developed a close relationship with John Strachan.1039 Moreover, perhaps because he
was the son of a fellow Loyalist, Justice Powell took an interest in his early education.1040
Subsequently, on the recommendation of John Strachan, he began studying law under the
guidance of the Upper Canada Solicitor General, D’Arcy Boulton, and John
Macdonell.1041 Unfortunately, in 1812, a rude invasion from the South, that would come
to be known as the War of 1812, interrupted his studies.1042
At that time, the twenty one year old John Beverley Robinson was appointed a Lieutenant
with the Upper Canada militia.1043 After administering a sound thrashing of the
invaders,1044 despite the fact that he was not a member of the Upper Canada Bar, pursuant
to Justice Powell’s recommendation, he was appointed acting Attorney General of Upper

John Strachan - who was bom in Aberdeen, Scotland in 1778 - aspired to be a preacher. In 1799, pursuant to threeyear contracts with each of two inhabitants of Upper Canada, John Strachan arrived in Upper Canada to tutor each of
their children. During the ensuing three years, John Strachan was entrusted with the education of a modest class size in
Kingston, Upper Canada, By 1803, he had become an ordained Reverend and had a congregation to which to preach.
After realizing that his move to Upper Canada was to be permanent, he established a more formal school, the Cornwall
Grammar School, at which to educate the local youth. It quickly became the best school in the Colony of Upper
Canada, and attracted the children of the Colony’s leading figures. In 1807, the Cornwall Grammar School began
receiving governmental support through the District School Act 1807 27.Geo III. The School’s enrollment slowly
increased to about forty students by 1812. John Strachan’s early students would eventually become the Colonial elite.
John Strachan, for his part, subsequently became involved in politics, in which capacity he was instrumental in the
development of education in Upper and Lower Canada. In 1827, largely due to his influence, the University of King’s
College - which would later come to be known as the University of Toronto - was established in York. He was also
heavily involved in the founding of Upper Canada College in 1829, and McGill University. He died in 1867, and as can
be imagined, through the course of his life, he became a man of great influence in Upper Canada. For an overview and
recount o f John Strachan’s life consult G M Craig Dictionary o f Canadian Biography Volume IX (Toronto University
of Toronto Press 1966) at 751-766 and JLH Henderson John Strachan (Toronto University of Toronto Press 1969)
respectively.
1031Erode supra note 1032 at 8, and 11. The three of them, and another classmate, John Macaulay, remained in contact
throughout their lives; see Robert L Fraser Dictionary o f Canadian Biography Volume VIII (Toronto University of
Toronto Press 1966) 513-522.
1039 Brode supra note 1032 at 7-8, and 231.
1040 Brode supra note 1032 at 7-8.
1041 He was forced to change articling principals as a result of D’Arcy Boulton’s capture on the high seas; see Brode
supra note 1032 at 11 as well as supra note 1019.
1042 Brode supra note 1032 at 13.
1043 Brode supra note 1032 at 13.
1044 For an overview of the War of 1812, and John Beverley Robinson’s involvement in that war, see Brode supra note
1032 at 13-28. It is notable that John Beverley Robinson was also promoted to the rank of Captain; see Brode supra
note 1032 at 17 .
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Canada.1045 Uninvolved in further military pursuits, he maintained the office of acting
Attorney General until the conclusion of the War in 1814.1046
He was subsequently appointed Solicitor General of Upper Canada.1047 In 1815, having
already had his legal studies in Upper Canada interrupted twice, he sailed to England to
try his luck at Lincoln’s Inn.1048 In 1817, although he had completed the required term at
Lincoln’s Inn, he returned to Upper Canada before he could be called to the English
Bar.1049
Upon his return, in 1818, after some idiotic political maneuvering by D’Arcy Boulton,1050
John Beverley Robinson was appointed Attorney General of Upper Canada.1051 Over the
next five years, in addition to discharging the duties of his office, Attorney General
Robinson became heavily involved in local, inter-Colonial, and Imperial politics.1052 By
1825, Attorney General Robinson’s influence in Upper Canada - both locally, and with
Parliament - was probably unmatched.1053
In 1829, upon the resignation of Chief Justice Powell, Attorney General Robinson was
appointed to the Bench of the Upper Canada Court of King’s Bench as Chief Justice.1054
In 1837, having followed their own paths, Chief Justice Robinson’s Cornwell Grammar
School colleagues Jonas Jones, and Archibald McLean were appointed to the Bench of

1045 Brode supra note 1032 at 17. The War, however, had left its mark. The vacant office of Attorney General was a
consequence of his mentor John Macdoneirs death in battle; see Brode supra note 1032 at 17.
1046 Brode supra note 1032 at 17.
1047 Brode supra note 1032 at 26-27. Furthermore, with the assistance of Justice Powell, he was almost immediately
granted a leave of absence from that office for an extensive trip to England; see Brode supra note 1032 at 27.
rm For a recount o f the time that he spent abroad see Brode supra note 1032 at 28-37,
1049 Brode supra note 1032 at 37.
1050 The purpose of that maneuvering was to attempt to have himself appointed to the Bench of the Upper Canada Court
of King’s Bench, while dictating the appointment Henry John Boulton to the office of Solicitor General; Brode supra
note 1032 at 38-39. The consequence of the maneuvering was to stall and jeopardize an appointment that probably
would have occurred anyway, and in 1819, Reverend Strachan covertly used his influence to affect the appointment;
Brode supra note 1032 at 39-40.
1051 Brode supra note 1032 at 39. It is notable that in 1818, he was also elected to the office of Treasurer of the Law
Society of Upper Canada; see Brode supra note 1032 at 38-39.
1052 In 1822, he was commissioned by the Lieutenant Governor to attend the Colonial Office in England, advocate
against the Parliamentary intention to forcibly unit Upper and Lower Canada; see Brode supra note 1032 at 76-77. He
spent two years in England and developed relationships with many influential Englishmen; see Brode supra note 1032
at 96-98. It is also noteworthy that during his time in England he managed to be formally admitted to the English Bar;
see Brode supra note 1032 at 89.
1053 Brode supra note 1032 at 98. For a recount of this portion of Attorney General Robinson’s life consult Brode supra
note 1032 at 39-99.
1054 Brode supra note 1032 at 165.
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the'U pper Canada Court of Queen’s Bench as Assistant Judges.1055 Chief Justice
Robinson maintained his office until 1862, when his ailing health forced him to tender his
resignation.

•

3.2.8) The Chancellor
William Hume Blake was bom in 1809, in the Republic of Ireland to an influential Irish
family.1056 In 1828, he graduated from Trinity College at the University of Dublin.1057
After a revulsion of blood caused him to terminate his medical studies, in 1832, William
Blake Hume sailed to Lower Canada in search for opportunities.1058 In 1834, he moved to
Toronto and studied law under the guidance of Simon E Washburn.1059 In 1838, he was
called to the Upper Canada Bar, and became an outstandingly successful lawyer.1060 By
1848, he was named Queen’s Counsel, and was recognized as among the leading equity
lawyers in Upper Canada.1061

1055 Brode supra note 1032 at 267. Each o f Justice Jones and Justice McLean was educated similarly to Chief Justice
Robinson. As such, I have omitted the details of each of their lives. For an overview of each of their lives see Robert L
Fraser Dictionary o f Canadian Biography Volume VII (Toronto University of Toronto Press 1966) 456-460, and Bruce
W Hodgins Dictionary o f Canadian Biography Volume IX (Toronto University of Toronto Press 1966) 512-513
respectively. Furthermore, the noteworthy developments during Chief Justice Robinson’s tenure were the appointment
of James Buchanan Macaulay, and the appointment of Robert Sympson Jameson to the newly established Upper
Canada Court of Chancery.
James Buchanan Macaulay - who was bom in 1793, in Newark, Upper Canada - was the son of English immigrants
who had recently arrived to Upper Canada. The course of his life followed the blueprint of that set by Chief Justice
Robinson. In 1805, he attended Cornwall Grammar School, where he undoubtedly encountered John Beverly Robinson,
Archibold McLean, and Jonas Jones. He served in the Upper Canada militia during the War of 1812. He subsequently
studied law under the guidance of D ’Arcy Boulton and Henry John Boulton. In 1819, he was admitted to the Upper
Canada Bar, and began practicing law under Attorney General Robinson. During the following decade he excelled as
an attorney, and in 1829, he was appointed to the Bench of the Upper Canada Court of King’s Bench as an Assistant
Judge. For an overview of Justice Macaulay's life consult Gordon Dodds Dictionary o f Canadian Biography Volume
VIII (Toronto University of Toronto Press 1966) 511 -513.
Robert Sympson Jameson - who was baptized in 1796, in Harbridge, England - studied law at the Middle Temple in
London and in 1823, was called to the English Bar. In 1825, he was appointed Chief Justice of Dominica in the West
Indies. Repelled by the collective personality of the locals, in 1833, he returned to England. Later that year he was
appointed Attorney General of Upper Canada. After successfully discharging the duties of that office, in 1837, he was
appointed Vice-Chancellor of the newly established Court of Chancery. The Upper Canada Lieutenant Governor
retained the nominal title of Chancellor. He maintained that office until 1850, when, unsatisfied with the reorganization
o f the Upper Canada justice system, he tendered his resignation. For an overview of Vice-Chancellor Jameson’s life
consult John D Blackwell Dictionary o f Canadian Biography Volume VIII (Toronto University of Toronto Press 1966)
426-428.
1056 John D Blackwell Dictionary o f Canadian Biography Volume IX (Toronto University of Toronto Press 1966) 55 at
55a [Blake's Canadian Biography].
1057 Blake’s Canadian Biography supra note 1056 at 55a.
1058 Upon his arrival to Québec, William Hume Blake immediately traveled to Upper Canada; see Blake’s Canadian
Biography supra note 1056 at 55a-55b.
1059 Blake’s Canadian Biography supra note 1056 at 55b.
1060 Blake’s Canadian Biography supra note 1056 at 55b.
1061 Blake’s Canadian Biography supra note 1056 at 55b.
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Since his arrival in Upper Canada, he had become involved in local politics, and held
various public offices during the course of his life.1062 During the later half of the 1840s
he was involved in the extensive political debate regarding the reorganization of the
Upper Canada justice system.1063 In 1849, he was appointed to the Bench of the newly
reformed Upper Canada Court of Chancery as Chancellor.1064 He maintained that office
until 1862, when his ailing health forced him to tender his resignation.1065
3.2.9) Conclusion
As illustrated above, the primary, and perhaps sole legal influence on the Early Upper
Canada Chief Justices was English. After the division of Upper and Lower Canada, and
subsequent establishment of the Upper Canada Court of King’s Bench there were eight
Chief Justices appointed prior to confederation.1066 Of those eight, six were bom in Great
Britain,1067 and six studied law in London, England.1068 Furthermore, of those eight, four
immigrated to Upper Canada specifically to discharge the duties associated with the

1062 Blake ’s Canadian Biography supra note 1056 at 55b-56b,
1063 Blake’s Canadian Biography supra note 1056 at 56b-58b.
1064 Blake’s Canadian Biography supra note 1056 at 58b.
1065 Blake’s Canadian Biography supra note 1056 at 59a. At the time of his appointment as Chancellor, ViceChancellor Jameson and the newly appointed James CP Esten served as his Vice-Chancellors. Furthermore, during the
course o f his tenure, Vice-Chancellor Jameson resigned, and John Godfrey Spragge was appointed to the office of
Vice-Chancellor.
James CP Esten - who was bom in St George, Bermuda - was sent to England to be educated at the Charterhouse
School in London. He subsequently studied law at Lincoln’s Inn, and was called to the English Bar. After practicing
law in England for a time, in 1836, he immigrated to Upper Canada. Fortunately, in 1837, the establishment of the
Upper Canada Court o f Chancery provided him the opportunity to practice as an equity lawyer, as equity knowledge in
Upper Canada was monopolized by a small group of lawyers. In 1838, he was admitted to the Upper Canada Bar and
established a successfully legal practice. In 1849, upon the reformation of the Upper Canada justice system, he was
appointed to the office of Vice-Chancellor. He maintained that office until his death in 1864. For an overview of ViceChancellor Esten's life consult Robert Hett Dictionary o f Canadian Biography Volume IX (Toronto University of
Toronto Press 1966) 244-245.
John Godfrey Spragge - who was bom in 1806, in Lewisham, England - was educated at the Upper Canada Central
School, and at John Strachan's Home District Grammar School. He subsequently studied law under the guidance of
James Buchanan Macaulay, and Robert Baldwin. In 1828, he was called to the Upper Canada Bar, and subsequently
established a legal practice in York. He quickly established a reputation as an expert in the law of equity. In 1837, he
was appointed to the office of Master in the newly established Upper Canada Court of Chancery. In that capacity, and
subsequently in 1844 as the Court’s Registrar, he contributed to the structure of the Upper Canada Court of Chancery in
its infancy. In 1850, upon the resignation of Vice-Chancellor Jameson, John Godfrey Spragge was appointed to the
office of Vice-Chancellor. He maintained that office until he was elevated to the office of Chancellor in 1869. For an
overview of Chancellor Spragge’s life consult Brian H Morrison Dictionary o f Canadian Biography Volume X I
(Toronto University of Toronto Press 1966) 845-846.
1066 For the purpose of this discussion I have deemed Chancellor Blake to be a Chief Justice.
1067 The two that were not bom in Great Britain were William Dummer Powell and John Beverley Robinson.
1068 The two that did not were William Campbell who studied law in Nova Scotia, and William Hume Blake who
studied law in Toronto.
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office of Chief Justice.1069 Moreover, the Assistant Judges appointed to the Upper Canada
Bench were of similar attributes.
The intellectual predecessors of these judges, were the eminent legal minds of England.
They represented the intellectual heirs of an unbroken line traceable to the officers of the
Royal Courts established after the Norman Conquest.1070 Unaltered by the local pressures
and conditions present in the British American Colonies, these British appointees had
their own comfortable ‘usual way5;1071 and they adjudicated accordingly.1072
4) CONCLUSION
The assumption in this Part was that who a person was, would influence how he would
adjudicate.1073 If that assumption is taken as axiomatic, then based then the above
discussion, one of the influences of the adjudicative disparity illustrated in Part III has
become apparent.
The initial ingredients in the New World cauldron set sail from England in pursuit of
freedom. Specifically, the wide variety of settlers sought freedom from the political, or
religious persecution that they experienced in England. In British North America, a
century and a half of simmering over the flame of salutary neglect caused that diverse
array of Colonists to develop a distinct culture; a way of life.1074 Despite the development
of that culture, in the mid-eighteenth century, the Colonists still considered themselves

1069 Specifically, Chief Justice Osgoode, Chief Justice Elmsley, Chief Justice Allcock and Chief Justice Campbell.
Chief Justice Scott came specifically to discharge the duties associated with the office of Attorney General, Chief
Justice Powell had immigrated to Upper Canada in search of a lucrative legal practice, and Chief Justice Robinson and
Chancellor Blake were native to Upper Canada.
1070 The Norman Conquest was discussed under the heading “Part 11:: 1) Legal Framework:: 1,1) The Common Law
System:: 1,1.1) A Common Law”,
1071 The case of Re Missouri Steamship Company (1889) 42 LJ Ch Div 324 was illustrative of the consequence of
deviating from the usual way. In that case Lord Justice Halsbury of the English Court of Appeal responded to
authorities that originated from the United States as follows: “ the practice, which seems to be increasing, of quoting
American decisions as authorities, in the same way as if they were decisions of our own Courts, is wrong”.
Furthermore, Lord Justice Fry and Lord Justice Cotton respectively responded as follows “I also have been struck by
the waste o f time occasioned by the growing practice of citing American authorities”; and “I have often protested
against the citation of American authorities”. Although the lies on the outskirts of the time period discussed in this
thesis, the jealous guard exhibited by the courts of English authorities illustrative is indicative of the attitude that can be
expected from Englishmen who were appointed to the Upper Canada Bench.
1072 I could not get around the ambiguity of the phrase ‘British appointees*. By it, I meant that the appointees were
British, not that the appointers were British (although that was also true).
1073 This was discussed under the heading “Part I V :: 1) The Path Traveled\
1074 The diversity of the Colonists was discussed under the heading “Part V I:: 2) A Whole New World:: 2.4) The
Melting P o f\
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subjects of the British Crown, and they took up arms on behalf of Great Britain in the
French-Indian War.
In the wake of that War, Parliament smothered the flame of salutary neglect, and all of a
sudden there were too many cooks in the kitchen. The altercation between the Colonial
Legislatures and Parliament ultimately overturned the cauldron and initiated the
American Revolution. On the eve of the Revolution, each of the Colonists was forced to
pledge his allegiance. Despite that forced choice, the Rebels and Loyalists had originated
from the same cauldron; they had developed the same Colonial culture. During the course
of the War, the tide of battle forced many relocations and evacuations. Ultimately, the
Rebels prevailed, and the Loyalists were sent into exile. Many of the exiled Loyalists
made their way to the British Colonies that occupied the territory of present day Canada.
The majority of those exiled Loyalists sailed from New York to the British Maritime
Colonies, while a minority relocated to the land that would become Upper Canadá
Such exiles populated positions in the administration of justice in the Maritime Colonies.
The discussion of the Maritime judges abounded with references to Harvard University,
Yale University, Colonial birthplaces, and prominent Loyalist legal mentors. By contrast,
in the discussion of Upper Canada judges, those references were replaced with references
to Oxford University, Cambridge University, birthplaces in Great Britain, and legal
studies at the four Inns of Court in London, England. The contrast between the Maritime
and Upper Canada Benches could not be more apparent.
New Brunswick was, and Nova Scotia became, a Loyalist Colony; inhabited by
Loyalists, and governed by Loyalists involved in the governance of their respective
Colonies prior to the Revolutionary War. Those who had practiced law in the Colonies
prior to the American Revolution, the Giants of Law, took refuge in the Maritimes.
Public office, and appointments to the Supreme Court Benches were drawn from that
Colonial populace.
By contrast, Upper Canada was a British Colony. Although inhabited by Loyalists, it was
governed by strangers to the British American Colonies. Public offices and appointments
to the Upper Canada Bench were drawn from the population of Great Britain.

\
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Thus, a reason underlying the observations made in Part III in relation to the disparity of
adjudication between Maritime and Upper Canada judges has become apparent.
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PARTY
1) CONCLUSION
1.1) Summation
In Part I, I presented the observed modem phenomenon of reliance on British authorities
by the Canadian courts in the area of corporate law.1075 Based on the discussion in the
preceding parts, the story of British precedents in the Canadian courts can now be told
chronologically.1076
In 1066, after the Normand Conquest, William the Conqueror was crowned King of
England.1077 To resolve disputes between subjects, King William I established the Royal
Court.1078 The Royal Court’s mandate was to administer a common law throughout
England.1079 In so doing, by the sixteenth century, a common law system based on stable
principles had been established.1080 Over the next two centuries, the principled system
was replaced by a more rigid system of stare decisis, and the concept of binding
precedent.1081 In the rigid system of stare decisis, precedents were able to propagate.1082
During the sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries, European power began exploring and
exploiting the New World.1083 During that time, Spanish and French explorers undertook
expeditions in the New World for the purpose of pillaging its natural resources.1084 By
1608, for the same general purpose, the French had established the colonies of Acadia

1075 As discussed, such reliance was not exclusive to corporate law, however, due to factors discussed under the
heading “Part I I I :: 3) Corporate L a w 3.2) The South Sea Bubble:: 3.2.2) American Effect”, the consequences in the
area of corporate law were more pronounced than in other areas of law.
1076 Chronologically may have been a bit of an overreach. The following presentation is as chronological as possible,
while following each subject thread to its conclusion in order to keep the discussion coherent.
1077 This was discussed under the heading “Part I I :: I) Legal Framework:: 1.1.1) A Common Law",
1078 This was discussed under the heading “Part II:: 1) Legal Framework:: 1.1.1)A Common Law”.
1079 This was discussed under the heading “Part I I :: I) Legal Framework:: 1.1.1) A Common Law".
i°80 -phis was discussed under the heading “Part I I :: 1) Legal Framework:: 1.1.1) A Common Law".
1081 This was discussed under the heading “P a r tll:: 1) Legal F r a m e w o r k I.L I) A CommonLaw".
1082 This was discussed under the heading “Part I I :: 1) Legal Framework:: 1.1.3) Propagation in the Common Law
System".
;.
1083 pjjjg wflS d is u s e d under the heading “Part I V :: 2) A Whole New World\
1084 This was discussed under the heading “Part I V :: 2) A Whole New World". \
,
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and New France in present day Canada.1085 The purpose of each of these early ventures in
the New World was to exploit its resources.1086
During that time of early exploration and expedition, the English were preoccupied with
matters of religion and monarchy.1087 Early in the seventeenth century, after stability had
been restored to England under Queen Elizabeth I, various factions of the politically
fractured English population focused attention on the New World. Starting with Virginia,
over the course of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, various colonies were
established in North America by British Charter corporations. Each of the corporations’
purpose for establishing settlements was either the avoidance of religious persecution, or
political experimentation, under the umbrella of salutary neglect.1088
In 1713, at the conclusion of the War of Spanish Succession, France ceded Acadia, the
present day Maritime Provinces, to Gréât Britain.1089 In 1721 - based on the model of the
Supreme Court of Virginia - the first British common law court was established in
Annapolis Royal, Nova Scotia.1090 By the mid-eighteenth century, there was notable
application of Massachusetts’ law in the Annapolis Royal justice system.1091 Although
British Parliament attempted to quell the application of Massachusetts’ law in the
Colony, its actions left ambiguity with respects to the role played by such law in the
Colonial justice system.1092
Up to the eighteenth century, the predominant models of business organization were the
Unincorporated Association and the Charter Corporation.1093 In 1720, pursuant to the
deception of the South Sea Corporation, the English stock market crashed.1094 The
consequences of the events surrounding that collapse caused the English public to distrust
loss rpjjjg was (jiscusse(j under the headings"Part I I I :: 2) General L aw :: 1.2) We Stand On Guard For Thee" and “Part
IV :: 2) A Whole New World*respectively.
1086 This was discussed under the heading "Part I V :: 2) A Whole New World'.
1087 This was discussed under the heading “Part IV :: 2) A Whole New World:: 2 J) A Profitable Divorce”.
loss 'j’kfg was (jiscussec| under the headings “Part I V :: 2) A Whole New World:: 2.2) The Flame” and “Part I V :: 2) A
Whole New World:: 2.3) The Melting P o f\
1089 This was discussed under the heading “Part I I I :: I) O ' Canada:: 1.2) We Stand On Guard For Thee”.
109° yjdg was discussed under the heading “Part 111:: 2) General L a w :: 2.1) The First Canadian Court”,
1091 This was discussed under the heading “Part III:: 2) General L a w :: 2.1) TheFirst Canadian Court”.
1092 This was discussed under the heading “Part I I I :: 2) General L a w :: 2.2) American Reliance in the Maritime Courts
(General Law) .
093 This was discussed under the heading “Part I I I :: 3) Corporate Law :: 3.1) Corporate Origins :: 3.1.1) Prevalent
Bodies Corporate”.
1094 This was discussed under the heading “Part I I I :: 3) Corporate L a w :: 3.2) The South Sea Bubble”.
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corporations.1095 As a result, unincorporated associations, and later Registered
Companies, came to dominate English economic activity.1096
By contrast, British North American economic activity - which was beyond the reach of
the stock market collapse - was not affected.1097 In British North America, Colonial
Legislatures - each of which had no power to issue a Charter of incorporation - had been
sparsely incorporating corporations by Special Act.1098 Such incorporations became more
regular in the United States of America subsequent to the Revolutionary War.1099 By the
mid-nineteenth century, the State Legislatures had enacted numerous general
incorporation statutes, and incorporation under those statutes began to proliferate.1100
Similarly, British Canadian economic activity - which was, at best, in its early infancy in
Nova Scotia - was also not affected.1101 That notwithstanding, by contrast to its British
North American, and English counterparts, British Canadian economic activity was
minimal in the eighteenth century.1102 In the nineteenth century, as the demand for
corporate law increased in British Canada, the Colonial Legislatures followed the
example set by the American State Legislatures.1103 In particular, the Colonial
Legislatures enacted general incorporation statutes modeled after those of the American
States ™most notably New York.1104

1095
was discussed un(jer the heading “Part I I I :: 3) Corporate L a w :: 3.2) The South Sea Bubble :: 3.2.1) English
Effect”.
\m jjjjs was discussed under the heading “Part 111:: 3) Corporate L a w :: 3.2) The South Sea Bubble:: 3.2.1) English
E ffect\ and Registered Companies were discussed under the heading “Part I I :: 1) Legal Framework:: 1.2) Corporate
L a w :: 1.2.3) Registered Company”.
1097 This was discussed under tie heading “Part 111:: 3) Corporate Law :: 3.2) The South Sea Bubble :: 3.2.2)
American Effect'.
1098 This was discussed under the heading “Part 111 :: 3) Corporate Law :: 3.2) The South Sea Bubble :: 3.2.2)
American Effect\
l°99 yj^g was discussed under the heading “Part III :: 3) Corporate Law :: 3.2) The South Sea Bubble :: 3.2.2)
American Effect
1100 This was discussed under the heading “Part I I I :: 3) Corporate Law :: 3.2) The South Sea Bubble :: 3.2.2)
American Effect\
1101 This was discussed under the heading “Part 111 :: 3) Corporate Law :: 3.2) The South Sea Bubble :: 3.2.3)
Canadian Effect'.
u °2 jjjjg was discussed under the heading “Part 111:: 3) Corporate Law :: 3.2) The South Sea Bubble :: 3.2.3)
Canadian Effect'.
1103 This was discussed under the heading “Part 111 ;; 3) Corporate Law :: 3.2) The South Sea Bubble :: 3.2.3)
Canadian Effect”.
1104 This was discussed under the heading “Part III :: 3) Corporate Law :: 3.2) The South Sea Bubble :: 3.2.3)
Canadian Effect'.
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In the mid-eighteenth century, Great Britain and the British North American Colonies
took up arms together and fought the French in the Seven Years War, and the FrenchIndian War.1105 In 1763, that conflict concluded and France ceded Québec to Great
Britain through the Treaty o f Paris.1106 Common law courts modeled after those in
England were established in the newly acquired Colony.1107 Furthermore, the conflict left
British Parliament with a large war debt.1108
One of the measures chosen by Parliament to reduce the debt was to impose taxes on the
Colonists.1109 The first round of such taxes were repealed in response to Colonial
outrage.1110 Nevertheless, Parliament opted to double down on such taxation measures,
and to subdue Colonial outrage, Parliament stationed British troops in British North
America.1111
In the 1770s, although the presence of British troops prevented major incidents, the
tension between the Colonists and Parliament steadily increased.1112 The Tea Act 1773 though its affect was only incidental on the Colonists - caused built up tension in the
relationship to be discharged.1113 The discharge, and the subsequent political
maneuvering resulted in the American Revolution.1114 As the Revolutionary War
commenced, each of the Colonists sided with the Colonial Rebels, or the United Empire
Loyalists.1115
In 1776, Massachusetts fell to the Rebels, and a number of Massachusetts Loyalists were
evacuated to Nova Scotia.1116 In 1777, British forces captured New York City and
retained it throughout the course of the Revolutionary War.1117 Over the course of the

ii°3 'pkjg was dxSCUSSe(j under the heading “Part I V :: 2) A Whole New World:: 2.4) A Simple Brew
1106 This was discussed under the heading “Part I I I :: 2) General L a w :: 2.3) American Reliance in the Upper Canada
Courts”,
1107 This was discussed under the heading “Part I I I :: 2) General L a w :: 2.3) American Reliance in the Upper Canada
Courts”.
1108 This was discussed under the heading “Part IV :: 2) A Whole New World:: 2.5) Double Double Toil and Trouble”.
1109 This was discussed under the heading “Part I V :: 2) A Whole New World:: 2.5) Double Double Toil and Trouble”.
1110 This was discussed under the heading “Part IV :: 2) A Whole New World:: 2.5) Double Double Toil and Trouble”.
1111 This was discussed under the heading “Part I V :: 2) A Whole New World:: 2.5) Double Double Toil and Trouble”.
1112 This was discussed under the heading “Part IV :: 2) A Whole New World:: 2.5) Double Double Toil and Trouble”.
1113 This was discussed under the heading “Part IV :: 2) A WholeNew World:: 2.6) Fire Bum and Cauldron Bubble”.
1114 This was discussed under the heading “Part I V :: 2) A Whole New World:: 2.6) Fire Bum and Cauldron Bubble”.
1115 This was discussed under the heading “Part I V :: 2) A Whole New World:: 2.6) Fire Bum and Cauldron Bubble”,
1116 This was discussed under the heading “P artIV :: 3) ThePotRuneth Over”.
1117 This was discussed under the heading “Part IV :: 3) The PotRuneth O vef\
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next five years, displaced Loyalists sought asylum in New York City.1118 At the
conclusion of the war, nearly thirty thousand Loyalists were evacuated from New York
City to Nova Scotia, while only six thousand Loyalists were evacuated to Québec.1119
As Lorenzo Sabine noted, the ‘Giants of Law’ sided with the Crown, and were
Loyalists.1120 Many had been relocated from Massachusetts to Nova Scotia when
Massachusetts fell to the Rebels; and more were relocated from New York City to Nova
Scotia at the conclusion of the Revolutionary War.1121 Induced by the persuasion of many
such Loyalists, in 1784 King George III issued a Royal Proclamation that divided the
British Canadian Colony of Nova Scotia into Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.1122123
Subsequent judicial appointees in each of those Colonies were drawn from the Loyalist
elite and were among Lorenzo Sabine’s Giants of Law.

Prior to Confederation, British

American or American education, and British American or Loyalist tutelage, had
influenced majority of the appointees to the each of the Colonial Benches.1124 Based on
the collective background of the judges that populated each of the Maritime Benches, it
could be expected that each of them would be receptive and deferential, to familiar
American precedents and authorities.1125126In fact, as discussed in Part III, that was the

„„„„ 1126

C&S61

By contrast, at the conclusion of the Revolutionary War, only six thousand Loyalists
relocated to Quebec, and that influx did not include Giants of Law. In 1792, Quebec was
divided into Upper Canada and Lower Canada by statute.1127 Subsequently, judicial

1118 This was discussed under the heading “Part I V :: 3) ThePotRuneth Over”,
1119 This was discussed tinder the heading “Part IV :: 3) ThePotRuneth Over”.
1120 This was discussed under the heading “Part I V :: 3) The Pot Runeth Over;; 3.1) The Land o f Giants”,
1121 This was discussed under the heading “Part I V :: 3) The Pot Runeth Over".
1122 jk*s was discussed under the heading “Part I V :: 3) The Pot Runeth Over:: 3.1) The Land o f Giants”,
1123 This was discussed under the heading “Part I V :: 3) The Pot Runeth Over :: 3.1) The Land o f Giants :: 3.1.10)
Conclusion”,
1124 This was discussed under the heading “Part I V 3) The Pot Runeth Over 3.1) The Land o f Giants :: 3.1.10)
Conclusion”,
1125 For the reason articulated under the heading “Part I V 1) The Path Traveled\ This was also discussed under the
heading “Part IV :: 4) Conclusion”.
1126 This was explored under the headings “Part I I I :: 2) General Law :: 2.2) American Reliance in the Maritime
Courts (General Law)”, and “Part III :: 3) Corporate Law
3.3) American Reliance in the Maritime Courts
(Corporate Law) .
1127 This was discussed under the heading “Part 111:: 2) General L a w :: 2.2) American Reliance in the Maritime Courts
(General Law)”.
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appointees to the Upper Canada Bench were drawn from Great Britain.1128 Most of the
judges that populated the Upper Canada Bench were bom in Great Britain, and pursued a
legal education at the Inns of Court in London, England.1129 Based on the collective
background of the Upper Canada Bench, it could be expected that it would be
disenchanted with unfamiliar American precedents and authorities, and would be much
more receptive, and deferential, to their familiar English counterparts.1130 In fact, as
discussed in Part III, the Upper Canada Bench was hesitant to accept American
precedents, and was much more comfortable adhering to English precedents and
authorities.1131

1.2) Conclusion
Thus, the adjudicative disparity observed in Part III was a judicative location. If a dispute
was adjudicated in one of the Maritime Courts, it was likely that relevant American
authorities would be considered and given deference.1132*If a dispute was adjudicated in
the Upper Canada Court, it was likely that relevant American authorities would be
ignored, and the English status quo would be given deference.

However, due to the

commonness of the common law, in most areas of law, the divergent reliance of English
and United States authorities among the Canadian courts was of little consequence.1134
As illustrated by the phenomenon that inspired this thesis as outlined in Part I, that was
not the case in the area of corporate law. That phenomena was simply an ancillary

1128 This was discussed under the heading “Part I V :: 3) ThePotRuneth Over;; 3.2) For England?“.
1129 j k j S was discussed under the heading “Part IV ;; 3) The Pot Runeth Over;; 3.2) For England?”.
1130 For the reason articulated under the heading "Part I V ;; I) The Path Traveled'. This was also discussed under the
heading “Part IV ;; 4) Conclusion”.
1131 This was explored under the headings “Part I I I ;; 2) General L a w ;; 2.3) American Reliance in the Upper Canada
Courts (General Law)”, and “Part I I I ;; 3) Corporate Law ;: 3.4) American Reliance in the Upper Canada Courts
(Corporate Law) .
132This was demonstrated under the headings “Part I I I ;; 2) General Law ;; 2.2) American Reliance in the Maritime
Courts (General Law)”, and “Part III ;: 3) Corporate Law ;; 3.3) American Reliance in the Maritime Courts
(Corporate Law)”.
133 This was demonstrated under the headings “Part I I I ;; 2) General Law ;; 2.3) American Reliance in the Upper
Canada Courts (General Law)”, and “Part I I I ;; 3) Corporate Law ;; 3.4) American Reliance in the Upper Canada
Courts (Corporate Law)”.
1134 This was noted under the heading “Part I I I ;; 4) Conclusion”.
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extension of that adjudicative disparity in all areas law; but due to various factors, the law
to be applied on each side of the Atlantic was not common.1135136
Perhaps, the treatment of cases such as Thomson v Feeley,m6 and Burland v Earle,1137138940
would have been different if each of them had been adjudicated in one of the Maritime
Courts prior to Confederation. It is reasonable to speculate that the Principle in Kelner v
Baxter,

and the Rule in Foss v Harbottle,

would then never have been imported

into Canadian corporate law.
Perhaps, in such cases, the Maritime Courts - similar to the Nova Scotia Supreme Court’s
conclusion in Duvar v Burkner - would have concluded as follows.
Corporations o f this class are so much more abundant on this side the [sic] Atlantic than
in the mother country, that w e must look mainly to American authorities, and especially
to those o f the United S ta te s 140

In which case, Canadian corporate law may have developed differently. Bizarre results,
such as those manifest in MacDougall v Gardiner, and Pender v Lushington, may not
have been derived.1141 Perhaps the Dickerson Committee’s Draft Canada Business
Corporations A c t- instead of reforming Canadian corporate law - would have arisen as a
natural codification of common corporate law rules in the way that the Model Business
Corporations Act arose.1142 Finally, despite the wide federal and provincial adoption of
the Draft Canada Business Corporations Act, perhaps Canadian courts would not feel the

1135 The most relevant factor was the English stock market collapse and its effects as discussed under the heading “Part
I I I :: '3) Corporate L a w :: 3.2) South Sea Bubble".
1136 Thomson v Feeley OJ No 89 supra note 20 was discussed under the heading “Part i :: 2) Magical Words :: 2.1)
Example One: The Principle in Kelner v Baxter”.
1137 Burland v Earle AC 83 supra note 69 was discussed under the heading “Part I :: 2) Magical Words:: 2.3) Example
Three: The Rule in Foss v Harbottle”.
1138 The Principle in Kelner v Baxter was discussed under the heading “Part 1:: 2) Magical Words :: 2.1) Example
One: The Principle in Kelner v Baxter”.
1139 The Rule in Foss v Harbottle was discussed under the heading “Part I :: 2) Magical Words :: 2.3) Example Three:
The Rule in Foss v Harbottle”.
1140 Duvar 8 NSR 460 supra note 505 at 462; this case was discussed under the heading “Part I I I :: 3) Corporate Law
:: 3.3) American Reliance in the Maritime Courts (Corporate Law)”..
1141 Cases such as MacDougall v Gardiner 1 Ch D 13 supra note 64, and Pender v Lushington 6 Ch D 70 supra note
67, were discussed under the heading “Part I :: 2) Magical Words“.
1142 The DCBCA supra note 171 and the Model BCA supra note 171 were discussed under the heading “Part I I :: 1)
Legal Framework:: 1.2) Corporate L a w :: 1.2.5) Corporations Incorporated Under General Acts“. The reform aspects
of the former were also discussed under the heading “Part I :: 3) Epilogue”,
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need to allay statutory silence with English precedents as was done in introducing the
Said v Butt Exception into ADGA v Valcom.1U3
Although the above paragraph could be characterized as wild conjuncture, it does raise an
important point. That is that the introduction of English precedents in Canadian corporate
law was not an inevitability, but an incidental affect of a greater phenomenon universal to
all areas of law.11431144 The reliance was not necessary, and, as evidenced by the necessity of
the Draft Canada Business Corporations Act, it was not productive.1145 At present, filling
silences in statutory law, such as was the case in ADGA v Valcom, is unnecessary at
best,1146 counterproductive at worst,1147 and misguided always.
Most importantly, given the parallel evolution of Canadian corporate law, and that of the
United States - and the divergence of each from that of Great Britain - adhering to
British authority in the area of corporate law doesn’t make sense. The Canadian courts
would be well advised to abandon it.
2) POSTSCRIPT
As I wrote those final concluding paragraphs of this thesis, I reflected on the influence of
New York on Canadian corporate law, and on Canada in general. Upper Canada
corporate law statutes were generally modeled on New York counterparts; Loyalists
accumulated in New York during the Revolutionary War; and at the conclusion of that
War, the Loyalist Diaspora from New York restructured the population demographics of
the land that would become Canada.
While leaning back in my chair and reflecting, the auditory background in my dimly lit
apartment still featured the voice of Alicia Keys. In a tantalizing tone she melodically

1143 ADGA v Valcom 43 OR 3d 101 supra note 50 was discussed under the heading “Part 1:: 2) Magical Words:: 2.2)
Example Two: The Said v Butt Exception”
1144 This was demonstrated in Part III.
1145 This was discussed under the heading “Part I :: 3) Epilogue”
1146 This occurs if it does not change the result, as was the case in ADGA v Valcom 43 OR 3d 101 supra note 50.
1147 This occurs if the result would have been different but for the application of the English precedent. This was the
case in the Canadian cases that followed the Rule in Foss vHarbottle such as UacDougall v Gardiner 1 Ch D 13 supra
note 64, and Pender v Lushington 6 Ch D 70 supra note 67.
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declared ‘lets hear it for New-York!’1148 Upon hearing this, I couldn’t help but think:
indeed Alicia... indeed.

1148 Alicia Keys “Empire State o f Mind (Part II) Broken Down” The Element o f Freedom (Columbia Records New
York 2009).
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A NOTE ON THE BIBLIOGRAPHY
As noted in footnote 279 on page 35, due to the imprecise citation standards of the
eighteenth and nineteenth century, it was not possible to identify which particular edition
of a monograph were being cited by judges in reasons for judgement. To be quite honest,
at times I had to sift through large amounts of irrelevant material just to find out what
monograph was being referred to, let alone which edition of that monograph.
In order to ensure that the correct edition was contained in the bibliography, I have
compiled and included all possible editions that could have been referred to throughout
the period. I have based the bibliographical citations on as much information as was
reasonably and reliably available to me. Obviously, this has led to a slightly inflated
bibliography, but I chose to over-include rather than the alternative.
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